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Preface to ”Welding, Joining and Coating of Metallic

Materials”

This book is a collection of several reviews and original research papers that cover recent

developments in the field of welding, joining and coating of metallic materials. These processes

are highly applicable to industry, due to the materials having desirable properties and performance.

Therefore, welding, joining and coating are also being studied in detail by scientists worldwide.

The following materials are the focus of this book: titanium, aluminum and magnesium alloys, as

well as various types of steel, intermetallics and shape memory alloys. Particular emphasis is placed

on the microstructural investigations during the welding, brazing and coating processes. However,

in order to solve complex issues, works on modeling and simulation are also presented in the book.

Different metallurgy-related processes are covered, such as spot welding using metallic

interlayers, the welding of dissimilar metals, the study of joints applicable as biomaterials. The

advances in coating technologies covered in the book are related to the micro arc oxidation (MAO)

method, the plasma vapor deposition (PVD) approach and the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

technique.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the authors who have contributed to

this book.

Michael Zinigrad, Konstantin Borodianskiy

Editors
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Welding, Joining, and Coating of Metallic Materials

Michael Zinigrad and Konstantin Borodianskiy *
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Received: 5 June 2020; Accepted: 8 June 2020; Published: 10 June 2020

Abstract: Welding, joining, and coating of metallic materials are among the most applicable fabrication
processes in modern metallurgy. Welding or joining is the manufacture of a metal one-body workpiece
from several pieces. Coating is the process of production of metallic substrate with required properties
of the surface. A long list of specific techniques is studied during schooling and applied in industry;
several include resistant spot, laser or friction welding, micro arc oxidation (MAO), chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), and physical vapor deposition (PVD), among others. This Special Issue presents
21 recent developments in the field of welding, joining, and coating of various metallic materials
namely, Ti and Mg alloys, different types of steel, intermetallics, and shape memory alloys.

Keywords: welding; solidification; coating; metals; materials properties; build-up

Metals and alloys fabrication, known as metallurgy, has been known since ancient times as the art
of making tools and devices for practical applications. This is a scientific field of research that focuses
on the study of metals’ properties and production from the Stone Age through the Bronze Age and
the Iron Age to the modern age of today. Modern metallurgy focuses not only on products for daily
use but also on the fabrication of novel materials for aerospace, automotive, marine, nuclear, electric,
electronic, and other industries. Investigation of the metallic structure is of the highest scientific
interest since it has a primary effect on the properties and performance of the developed product.
These properties are divided into three classes: (1) mechanical properties as strength, toughness,
hardness, and ductility; (2) physical properties as thermal and electrical conductivity; and (3) chemical
properties as corrosion resistance.

One of the main tasks of modern metallurgy is a joining process that involves the assembling of
two or more pieces into one. Joining may be conducted by welding, brazing or soldering techniques.
Recent scientific works in this field focus on understanding the physical processes, structural evolution,
and the correlation between the created structure and final properties of the metal or alloy. In order to
solve complex tasks, knowledge of the interdisciplinary basics in chemistry, physics, mathematics,
and engineering is required. In addition to those, the advanced scientific topic of nanoscience is also
involved in recent works in order to create material with the highest properties as possible.

An additional task of modern metallurgy is surface engineering, mostly applied in order to
improve corrosion and wear resistance. Recent advances in the research of functional coatings and
surface engineering focus on the environmentally friendly techniques of fabrication associated with
performance improvement and cost-effectiveness. A wide variety of advanced properties may be
achieved using different coating technologies, such as bio-inert surfaces, antireflective or antifriction
layers, and corrosion resistive coatings, among others.

The current Special Issue contains 21 scientific works that cover recent developments and
investigations related to the welding, joining, and coating of metallic materials. These works cover
state-of-the-art issues in welding processes, such as resistance spot welding, laser welding, and friction
stir welding. The published works are mostly focused on the microstructural study of metallurgy as
well as the properties and performance investigation of the created joints. Furthermore, several works
on the modeling and calculation of the joints are also presented in this Special Issue.

Materials 2020, 13, 2640; doi:10.3390/ma13112640 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials1
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Microstructural studies and investigations on the properties of different types of steel using
welding processes are reported [1–3]. Zhang et al. investigate the spot welding process of complex parts
conducted on NiTi shape memory alloy using a copper interlayer [4]. These joints may be applicable
as biomaterials in the medical industry. A complex process of dissimilar welding is presented by
Silvayeh et al. [5], who show numerical calculations of the intermetallic layer thickness of aluminum to
steel welding. Statistical analysis of dissimilar welding of aluminum to copper and investigation of
the joint microstructure and properties are illustrated by Yang and Jiang [6]. In addition to welding
technology, research work on the transient liquid phase bonding approach is published in this Special
Issue. AlHazaa and coauthors report the successful bonding between Ti-6Al-4V and Mg AZ31 alloys
using a zinc interlayer [7].

As mentioned above, coating technology is also covered by this Special Issue. One of the most
promising coating methods in recent years is plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) or the micro arc
oxidation (MAO) approach, as it is also known. A novel approach of MAO treatment is reported
by Sobolev and coauthors who demonstrate oxidation of Ti-based alloy in molten salt for possible
biomedical applications [8]. Additionally, other authors also illustrate the influence of MAO parameters
on the formation of the oxide coating on Ti-6Al-4V alloy [9]. Other coating approaches are presented
by Ali et al. who show stainless steel thin film formation on copper substrates by the physical vapor
deposition (PVD) method [10]. Meanwhile, Zenkin et al. implement the chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) process on diamond–iron interactions [11]. Chang and Amrutwar show improvements on tool
steel mechanical properties using the plasma nitriding method [12].

Finally, we can point out the metallic materials of greatest interest in modern welding, joining,
and coating technology whose studies are presented in the current Special Issue. These materials are
titanium and magnesium alloys, various types of steel, intermetallics, and shape memory alloys. All of
them are attractive to modern science and engineering due to their ability to achieve a combination of
advanced properties that open new horizons of application.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
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Role of Reversed Austenite Behavior in Determining
Microstructure and Toughness of Advanced Medium
Mn Steel by Welding Thermal Cycle
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Abstract: Reversed austenite transformation behavior plays a significant role in determining the
microstructure and mechanical properties of heat affected zones of steels, involving the nucleation and
growth of reversed austenite. Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope (CLSM) was used in the present
work to in situ observe the reversed austenite transformation by simulating welding thermal cycles
for advance 5Mn steels. No thermal inertia was found on cooling process after temperature reached
the peak temperature of 1320 ◦C. Therefore, too large grain was not generated in coarse-grained
heat-affected zone (CGHAZ). The pre-existing film retained austenite in base metal and acted as
additional favorable nucleation sites for reversed austenite during the thermal cycle. A much
great nucleation number led to the finer grain in the fine-grained heat-affected zone (FGHAZ).
The continuous cooling transformation for CGHAZ and FGHAZ revealed that the martensite was
the main transformed product. Martensite transformation temperature (Tm) was higher in FGHAZ
than in CGHAZ. Martensite transformation rate was higher in FGHAZ than in CGHAZ, which
is due to the different grain size and assumed atom (Mn and C) segregation. Consequently, the
softer martensite was measured in CGHAZ than in FGHAZ. Although 10~11% austenite retained
in FGHAZ, the possible Transformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP) effect at −60 ◦C test temperature
may lower the impact toughness to some degree. Therefore, the mean absorbed energy of 31, 39 and
42 J in CGHAZ and 56, 45 and 36 J in FGHAZ were exhibited at the same welding heat input. The
more stable retained austenite was speculated to improve impact toughness in heat-affected zone
(HAZ). For these 5Mn steels, reversed austenite plays a significant role in affecting impact toughness
of heat-affected zones more than grain size.

Keywords: reverse transformation; grain growth of reversed austenite; welding thermal cycle;
advanced medium Mn steels; impact toughness

1. Introduction

Grain size plays a significant role in determining the strength and toughness of materials. During
the welding process, austenite tends to grow thermally and the austenite grain size provides the
initial condition for the subsequent phase transformation during cooling and then affects the final
microstructure and resulting mechanical properties [1,2]. It is reported that increasing the austenite
grain size shifts the continuous cooling transformation diagram to longer reaction time and increases
the possibility of martensite formation. Martensite formation may lower the toughness [3–5]. Large
austenite grain size is of particular concern during welding where the HAZ experiences rapid thermal

Materials 2018, 11, 2127; doi:10.3390/ma11112127 www.mdpi.com/journal/materials5
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cycles with high peak temperature which give rise to austenite grain growth, especially in the region
adjacent to the fusion zone (coarse-grained heat-affected zone, CGHAZ). Therefore, the austenite
growth behavior has aroused much interest in the past several decades [6–8].

Alloying elements are of importance in affecting the austenite grain growth. Microalloying
elements, like Nb, V and Ti, suppress the austenite growth as (Nb,V,Ti)(C,N) precipitates pin the
austenite grain boundaries before complete dissolution at 1200 ◦C on heating [9–12]. Some elements,
like B, easily segregate at grain boundaries. Thus, they reduce the austenite growth rate and result
in finer grain at room temperature in CGHAZ. Ni is an austenite former element. When enriched in
retained austenite in the original microstructure, it may enhance the reversed austenite nucleation
site and lead to the final finer grain [13,14]. Other main elements, e.g., Mn should play a role in
influencing the austenite grain growth due to either austenite former element or segregation to the
grain boundaries. However, there is a lack of information about the Mn effect on austenite growth
during welding.

Mn has been utilized in advanced cryogenic steels to replace Ni recently. Like Ni, Mn can
enlarge the γ phase and prompt reversed austenite. Additionally, Mn enriches the reversed austenite
and enhances its stability, thus improving the cryogenic toughness. In this present work, 5% Mn
cryogenic steel was experimented. The following issues were investigated based on reversed austenite
transformation at a high temperature of the welding thermal cycle:

(1) The reversed austenite nucleation characterization on heating.
(2) The reversed austenite growth kinetic.
(3) The effect of different austenite grain size on continuous cooling transformation temperature,

and thus martensite transformation and reversed austenite transformation.
(4) The role of microstructure in influencing the cryogenic toughness of heat-affected zone.

2. Experimental

The material studied is an advanced medium Mn steel. Its chemical composition is shown in
Table 1 and its mechanical properties are shown in Table 2. The microstructure consists of main
martensite and 10~15 vol.% retained austenite. The high yield strength of 650 MPa, ultimate strength
of 770 MPa, and superior cryogenic toughness of around 200 J at −60 ◦C were obtained by optimized
intercitical annealing. The transformation temperature was measured as Ac1 = 626 ◦C and Ac3 = 790 ◦C
on a slow heating rate of 3 ◦C/min by Gleeble 3800 (Dynamic Systems Inc., Poestenkill, NY, USA) [15].

Table 1. Chemical composition of investigated 5Mn steel (wt.%).

C Si Mn S P Ni Cr + Cu + Mo Alt

0.04~0.06 0.2~0.25 4.9~5.2 ≤0.0012 ≤0.009 0.27~0.30 0.2~0.5 ≤0.023

Table 2. Mechanical properties of investigated 5Mn steel.

Rel/MPa Rm/MPa A/% KV2 (−60 ◦C)/J

645~650 770~775 25~27 200~205

A He–Ne CLSM (VL2000DX-SVF17SP, Lasertech Yokohama, Chiba, Japan) with infrared image
furnace and laser scanning confocal microscopy was employed to in situ observe the reverse
transformation of austenite on heating, and martensite transformation on cooling during the simulated
welding thermal cycle. The CLSM samples, with approximate 4 mm in diameter and 6 mm in height,
were carefully machine polished, and then set into an alumina crucible with 0.5 mm in thickness.
The sample chamber was evacuated and then filled with argon to prevent the sample from being
oxidized during heating. Using focused infrared light heating mode, the specimens were heated to

6
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the peak temperature of 1320 ◦C at the rate of 5 ◦C·s−1, and then cooled down to 200 ◦C at the rate of
5 ◦C·s−1. The live pictures were taken every 15 s from 240 mm × 240 mm surface areas.

Gleeble 3800 was used to detect the expansion variation during the simulated welding thermal
cycle. The sample was 6 mm in diameter and 70 mm in length. The peak temperature was 1320
and 850 ◦C to simulate the coarse-grained heat affected zone (CGHAZ) and fine-grained heat
affected zone (FGHAZ) respectively. The different cooling rates of 1~60 ◦C·s−1 were set to draw the
simulated heat-affected zone continuous cooling transformation diagram (SHCCT). The transformation
temperature and transformation kinetic were detected based on the thermal expansion curves.

The mean grain size was estimated on the CLSM sample using a circular-intercept method from
image analysis of at least 500 grains. Intercept lengths were determined and then converted into
nominal grain diameters using standard tables. The electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) was
applied to analyze the misorientation of the microstructure.

The Metallographic specimens of simulated HAZs were polished and etched with 2% nital before
conventional light microscopy. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2100UHR STEM/EDS,
JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) studies were carried out on thin foils. Thin foils were prepared by cutting thin
wafers from the simulated HAZ samples, and grinding to 0.1 mm in thickness. Three millimeter discs
were punched from the wafers, and were electropolished using a solution of 5% perchloric acid/95%
acetic acid. Foils were examined by conventional transmission electron microscope operated at 120 kV
using standard bright field and dark field imaging techniques.

The volume fraction of reversed austenite was determined using XRD (XPert PRO MPD,
PANalytical B. V., Almelo, Holland) with Cu Kα radiation at a scanning speed of 1◦·min−1 and
step size of 0.02◦. The specimens of simulated HAZ were first mechanically polished and then
electropolished using an electrolyte consisting of 12% perchloric acid and 88% absolute ethyl alcohol
at room temperature. The integrated intensities of (200)γ, (220)γ, (311)γ, (110)α, (200)α, (211)α, (220)α
diffraction peaks were used to determine the austenite volume fraction.

Hardness was measured on simulated HAZ samples with a load of 200 g, using a MICROMET5101
Vickers hardness tester (Matsuzawa Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Standard Charpy v-notch (CVN) impact
tests were performed on simulated samples with a different cooling rate at −60 ◦C, using a NI500A
imapct tester (NCS Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) on specimens of dimensions 10 × 10 × 55 mm3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Nucleation and Growth of Reversed Austenite

Figure 1a shows that reversed austenite started to nucleate when the temperature reached around
640 ◦C. Due to the limitation of magnification, only nucleation at the grain boundaries was observed
clearly; the nucleation inside the grain cannot be presented. Theoretically, the pre-existing retained
austenite were the preferable sites for austenite nucleation and growth [16]. In this investigated steel,
the 5~10% retained austenite played a beneficial role in improving nucleation number. Therefore, after
completion of reversed austenite transformation, the grain size was small. As seen in Figure 1b, the
grain size was around 3~10 μm at the temperature of 850 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Reversed austenite at different temperatures on heating during thermal cycle: (a) 642.3 ◦C,
(b) 748.1 ◦C, (c) 810.4 ◦C.

After completion of reversed austenite transformation on heating, austenite started to grow, as
shown in Figure 2. The austenite grain size at different temperatures was measured on the CLSM
samples using the circular-intercept method. The austenite growth rate was plotted in Figure 3.
It reveals that the grain size growth rate was small below the temperature of 1100 ◦C on continuous
heating. There was a sharp increase in austenite growth from 1100 ◦C up to 1250 ◦C. When the
peak temperature of 1308 ◦C was attained, the maximum grain size of ~52 μm was observed and
almost no growth was found during the following continuous cooling until it reached austenite
decomposition temperature.

Figure 2. Austenite growth at different temperatures on heating during thermal cycle: (a) 1172 ◦C,
(b) 1224.5 ◦C, (c) 1308.3 ◦C.
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Figure 3. Austenite grain size VS temperature in the heating and cooling stage.

The reversed austenite generally nucleated at grain boundaries, as seen in Figure 1. Especially, the
pre-existing retained austenite took a positive role in improving austenite nucleation sites. The filmy
retained austenite grew directly in one dimension, which implies a larger nucleation number in the
present investigated steel. The large initial nucleation number caused the slow grain growth. On the
other hand, the grain grew in the boundary migration way, which is controlled by the relatively short
distance of carbon diffusion. Therefore, the grain growth rate was small below 1100 ◦C.

During the temperature increases, the element diffusion coefficient became lager. The large
diffusion of both carbon and Mn changed the method of grain growth from grain boundary migration
to grain annexation. The sharp increase of grain growth rate was present during continuous heating
from 1100 ◦C up to 1250 ◦C.

In low-alloyed steel, the austenite grain continuously grows up during following cooling process
above peak temperature [2], which is referred to as “hot-inertia” [17]. Interestingly, in this present
steel, there was almost no growth of austenite measured, as shown in Figure 3. It is reported that Mn
atoms are likely to segregate toward grain boundaries during continuous cooling [18]. Mn segregation
at the grain boundary was assumed to pin the grain boundary migration and hinder the growth of
austenite grain. Further study is needed to figure out the Mn segregation behavior and its effect on
grain growth.

3.2. Effect of Prior Austenite Grain Size on the Continuous Cooling Transformation Temperature and
Transformation Rate

Figure 4 shows the simulated heat-affected zone continuous cooling transformation diagram.
Figure 4a is a SHCCT diagram for coarse-grained HAZ with the peak temperature of 1320 ◦C, while
Figure 4b is for fine-grained HAZ with the peak temperature of 850 ◦C. Both diagrams indicate that
martensite was the main phase. However, the martensite’s start transformation temperature in FGHAZ
was higher than that in CGHAZ by 17~31 ◦C at the same cooling rate, while the finish transformation
temperature in FGHAZ was higher than that in CGHAZ by 31~58 ◦C, with an exception at the t8/5 of
7.5 s. Moreover, the transformation temperature range in FGHAZ was smaller than that in CGHAZ,
as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Continuous cooling transformation temperature at different t8/5.

t8/5/s 5 7.5 20 30 60 Peak Temperature

Start transformation temperature/◦C 371 380 383 388 394 Tp = 1320 ◦C
397 403 414 405 423 Tp = 850 ◦C

Finish transformation temperature/◦C 220 235 212 213 200 Tp = 1320 ◦C
251 214 256 261 258 Tp = 850 ◦C

Transformation temperature range/◦C 151 145 171 175 194 Tp = 1320 ◦C
146 189 158 144 165 Tp = 850 ◦C
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Figure 4. Simulated heat-affected zone continuous cooling transformation diagram for peak
temperature of (a) 1320 ◦C; (b) 850 ◦C.

Mn has a definite segregation tendency due to its differential diameter of 5 × 10−12 m with the
Fe element. During the welding thermal cycle, Mn may segregate towards gain boundaries by the
nonequilibrium segregation mechanism. The higher the peak temperature is, the higher the segregation
concentration of Mn at grain boundaries is. For FGHAZ, the small grain size allows Mn and C to
diffuse short distance to grain boundary. Furthermore, the great number of grain boundaries can
enhance more Mn and C segregates at the grain boundaries. Therefore, the concentration of Mn and C
should be lower in FGHAZ than in CGHAZ. Consequentially, the martensite start temperature was
higher in FGHAZ than in CGHAZ.

The in situ observation of martensite transformation by SLCM (Figure 5) shows that lath
martensite nucleated inside austenite grain and then grew quickly along the length direction.
The austenite was divided by the first generated longer lathes. Then the lath widened. In the fine
austenite grain, the martensite grew in the limited space, so short and thin martensite lath was found
in FGHAZ. On the other hand, long and thick martensite lath was found in CGHAZ.

  

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Martensite transformation in the cooling stage in CGHAZ at different temperature of
(a) 528.2 ◦C, (b) 504.8 ◦C, (c) 429.4 ◦C.

Figure 6 reveals the martensite transformation rate vs martensite transformed volume fraction.
At the peak temperature of 1320 ◦C, the transformation rate from austenite to martensite was measured
to be a maximum of 0.60, while at the peak temperature of 850 ◦C, the transformation rate from
austenite to martensite was measured to be a maximum of 0.98. The transformation rate is closely
related to the transformation start temperature and transformation temperature range. The higher start
transformation temperature often leads to a relatively high transformation rate. Therefore, because
the martensite transformation temperature was higher at the peak temperature of 850 ◦C than that at
1320 ◦C, as well as the grain size was smaller at the peak temperature of 850 ◦C than that at 1320 ◦C,
FGHAZ expressed the relatively higher transformation rate.

 
Figure 6. Martensite transformation rate VS martensite transformed volume fraction with different
cooling rate at peak temperatures of: (a) 1320 ◦C, (b) 850 ◦C.

3.3. Martensite Transformation and Retained Austenite

Figure 7 shows the crystallography of CGHAZ and FGHAZ by EBSD. It is clear that CGHAZ had
the larger grain (Figure 7a) compared with FGHAZ (Figure 7c). The EBSD superimposed figure in
Figure 7b–d of band contrast and grain boundaries indicated that the number of boundaries with the
misorientation >15◦ in FGHAZ was greater than in CGHAZ, which means that the effective grain size
in FGHAZ was smaller than that in CGHAZ. The comparison is presented in Figure 7e. This agreed
well with the in situ observation of martensite transformation.
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Figure 7. Crystallographic analysis in sample Z direction of simulated (a) CGHAZ, (c) FGHAZ,
EBSD superimposed figure of band contrast and grain boundaries (misorientation < 15◦ in red line,
misorientation > 15◦ in green line) of simulated (b) CGHAZ, (d) FGHAZ with t8/5 of 25 s. (e) Curves
of misorientation angle-relative frequency of simulated HAZs.

Apart from martensite transformation, some austenite was retained in FGHAZ because of the
fast continuous cooling transformation (shown in Figure 4), as well as the shorter transformation
temperature range. The volume fraction of retained austenite in FGHAZ was measured to be 9~11%
by XRD, while only 0.5~1.2% retained austenite in CGHAZ (Figure 8a,b).
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Figure 8. Comparison of volume fraction of retained austenite by XRD in simulated (a) CGHAZ and
(b) FGHAZ.

The retained austenite morphology in FGHAZ by TEM is presented in Figure 9. The retained
austenite was found along the martensite lath, as shown in Figure 9a. In the bright field micrograph
(Figure 9b), the retained austenite was found to be film-like, and thickness was around ~150 nm.
The retained austenite is demonstrated by the field micrograph in Figure 9c and the diffraction pattern
in Figure 9d. By using EDS line-scan, the concentration of Mn in retained austenite was measured and
there was ~1.8 enrichment factor of Mn found in retained austenite, which is shown in Figure 10.

  

  

Figure 9. TEM showing (a) RA morphology, (b) Bright field micrograph and (c) Dark field micrograph
(d) diffraction pattern showing austenite in simulated FGHAZ at t8/5 of 10 s.
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Figure 10. TEM micrograph of retained austenite and EDS line-scan along the red line in retained
austenite of simulated FGHAZ at t8/5 of 10 s.

The enrichment of Mn of 9% in retained austenite lowers the martensite transformation
temperature. It is possible for retained austenite to transform into martensite in an impact toughness
test temperature of −60 ◦C due to the lower stability of retained austenite.

3.4. Hardness

The SHCCT diagram in Figure 4 shows that the hardness of FGHAZ was around 363~393 HV
(0.2) and around 354~384 HV (0.2) of CGHAZ. Both at the peak temperature of 1320 ◦C and 850 ◦C,
the continuous cooling transformed product was martensite. Figure 4 also reveals that at the same t8/5
range of 5~60 s, each average hardness value of FGHAZ was larger than that of CGHAZ by around
10 HV. The harder martensite in FGHAZ was attributed to the higher transformation rate, as well as
fine grain.

3.5. Impact Toughness and the Microstructure Effect

The impact toughness of simulated CGHAZ and FGHAZ was present in Figure 11. At −60 ◦C, the
mean absorbed energy of simulated CGHAZ was 42, 39 and 31 J with t8/5 of 10 s, 20 s and 30 s, while
it was 36, 45 and 56 J in the FGHAZ at the identical cooling rate. The impact toughness seemed to be
independent of the cooling time t8/5 at the different peak temperatures. In addition, the FGHAZ did
not show more superior impact toughness than CGHAZ, which differentiates from conventional high
strength low alloy (HSLA) steel. Even much finer effective grain and more 10~11% retained austenite,
the impact toughness was not much better in FGHAZ than in CGHAZ. The harder martensite was the
main factor in impact toughness. Moreover, the retained austenite may transform into martensite at
−60 ◦C during the impact test, which is referred to as the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP)
effect [19]. This is due to the relatively lower enrichment factor of 1.8 in retained austenite, which
means lower stability of retained austenite. The martensite due to the TRIP effect led to the decrease in
impact toughness.
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Figure 11. Absorbed energy of simulated (a) FGHAZ and (b) CGHAZ at the variation of t8/5.

4. Conclusions

(1) The pre-existing retained austenite in the investigated 5Mn steel enhanced the reversed austenite
nucleation number during heating of the welding thermal cycle and led to the relatively small
grain size in simulated CGHAZ and FGHAZ.

(2) Austenite growth dominantly took place in the heating process and there was almost no austenite
growth in the cooling process above peak temperature during the simulated welding thermal
cycle. Therefore, the relatively small size was found in CGHAZ.

(3) The higher transformation rate was measured to be a maximum of 0.98 in the simulated FGHAZ
and a maximum of 0.60 in the simulated CGHAZ. Thus, a 10~11% austenite was retained
in FGHAZ.

(4) Compared to CGHAZ with the larger grain size, the impact toughness in fine grain FGHAZ was
not significantly improved. This was due to the transformation of relatively harder martensite
and the TRIP effect during the impact test in simulated FGHAZ. Therefore, how to retain austenite
will be the future work of how to improve impact toughness of HAZ.
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Abstract: During resistance spot welding, the welding current is the most important process
parameter, which determines the welding heat input and then has a great influence on the welding
quality. In present study, the CR590T/340YDP galvanized dual phase steel widely used as automobile
material was carried out using resistance spot welding. The effect of welding current on the weld
formation, microstructure, and mechanical properties was studied in detail. It was found that the
quality of weld appearance decreased with the increase of welding current, and there was a Zn island
on the weld surface. The microstructure of the whole resistance spot welded joint was inhomogeneity.
The nugget zone consisted of coarse lath martensite and a little of ferrite with the columnar crystal
morphology, and the microstructure of weld nugget became coarser when the welding current was
higher. There was an optimum welding current value and the tensile strength reached the maximum.
This investigation will provide the process guidance for automobile body production.

Keywords: Resistance spot welding; galvanized dual phase steel; microstructure; mechanical
properties; weld formation

1. Introduction

In the automotive field, reducing the body weight is one of the most fundamental ways to save
energy and reduce pollution. Therefore, more and more lightweight and high-strength materials have
been developed for body manufacturing [1–3]. Galvanized dual phase steel has the advantages of
low yield ratio, good formability, high tensile strength, good matching of strength and plasticity,
corrosion resistance, and so on, which has been used in automobile body manufacturing [4–6].
The wide application potential of galvanized dual phase steel in the automotive field mainly depends
on the welding methods and its welding quality.

In previous literature, several welding methods, such as laser welding [7–10], gas metal arc
welding (GMAW) [11–13], and friction stir welding (FSW) [14–16], have been employed to weld the
galvanized dual phase steel, and these welding methods have their own advantages and disadvantages,
as well as being applicable to different base metal materials and joint shapes. Resistance spot welding
has the advantages of high efficiency and low cost, which is an important welding method for
manufacturing the automobile sheet structures [17,18]. Many scholars have studied the microstructure,
softening zone characteristics, mechanical behavior, and welding spatter defect of resistance spot
welding of dual phase steels [19–23]. The CR590T/340YDP galvanized dual phase steel sheet used
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as an automobile manufacturing material not only has good corrosion resistance, but also high
strength, which can effectively reduce the weight of the car body, and some research on resistance
spot welding have been carried out [24–26]. Wang et al. [27] investigated the effect of base material
chemical compositions on the properties of the resistance spot welding joint of DP590 steel, and the
results indicated the tensile strength and toughness of welded joints were affected by the chemical
compositions of the base material, especially the carbon content. Namely, for the same grade DP590
steel, the weld formation, microstructure, and mechanical properties of resistance spot welding will
be different if the chemical compositions of the base material are not the same. During the resistance
spot welding process, it is well known that the welding heat generation can be expressed as Q = I2Rt
(I is the welding current; R is the resistance; and t is the welding time). In general, the welding
time and welding current are 10−1 s level and kA level, respectively. Therefore, the welding current
is considered as the key factor to determine the welding heat input and influence of the welding
quality [28]. Wang et al. [29] established a finite element model for resistance spot welding of DP590
steel, and the nugget formation process was investigated. The simulative result for nugget size was
obviously bigger than that of the experiment under a large welding current, although they were well
fitted under a suitable welding current. Therefore, the experimental investigation on the effect of the
welding current on properties in resistance spot welding of DP590 steel has an important significance.

To explore the weldability, and provide the process with guidance for automobile body production,
the CR590/340Y galvanized dual phase steel sheets employed for the automobile front longitudinal
beam part were carried out by resistance spot welding, and the influence of the welding current on
weld formation, microstructure, microhardness, and tensile strength was studied in detail.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, the base metal is galvanized dual phase steel (Trademark: CR590T/340Y) sheet,
which is always used to manufacture the automobile’s front longitudinal beam part. The thickness of
the base metal is 2 mm, and its .hemical compositions are listed in Table 1. The XRD pattern result
indicates that the base metal consisted of ferrite (86.2 vol.%) and martensite (13.8 vol.%), as shown in
Figure 1. The galvanized dual phase steel sheets were conducted with double-side hot galvanizing
and the weight of the Zn layer is 80 g/m3. The yield strength and tensile strength of the base metal are
356 MPa and 605 MPa, respectively.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of base metal (wt.%).

Component C Si Mn S P Al Cr Nb Mo Fe

wt% 0.087 0.008 1.694 0.007 0.001 0.030 0.160 0.012 0.011 Balance

 

Figure 1. XRD pattern of base metal.

The resistance spot welding robot (Shougang MOTOMAN Robot Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) was
employed to weld the overlap joints, and the working face diameter of Cu-Cr-Zr alloy electrodes was
6 mm. The dimensions and configuration of the joint are indicated in Figure 2. The welding time and
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electrode force were set at 20 cycles and 4.0 kN by preliminary process experiments, and the main
experimental parameters are given in Table 2.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of dimensions and configuration of resistance spot welding joint.

Table 2. Experimental parameters.

Parameter Welding Current (kA) Welding Time (Cycle, 1 Cycle = 0.02 s) Electrode Force (kN)

Value 8.5~12.0 20 4.0

After welding, the appearance of the resistance spot weld was observed by digital camera
(Canon Ixus1000, Cannon, Tokyo, Japan). The resistance spot weld was cut from weld nugget center,
and then mounted, polished, and etched for the microstructure observed and analysis. The etching
solution was 4 vol.% nitric acid. The microstructure of base metal, heat affected zone, and weld nugget
was examined by Evol-18 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with energy
dispersive spectroscope (EDS). The phase structures were identified using the X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) (D/MAX-2500PC, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) machine with 50kV voltage, 300 mA current, Cu Kα

radiation, and 4 ◦/min scanning rate. The Vickers hardness was measured on the cross section of the
welded joint using an MH-3 microhardness test machine (Shanghai Tuming, Shanghai, China), and the
test load and load time were 1.961 N and 10 s, respectively. The tensile shear test was performed
using CSS-44100 material testing equipment with a 100 kN maximum load (China Mechanical Testing
Equipment Co., Ltd., Changchun, China), and the strain speed was 6 mm/min.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Weld Formation

3.1.1. Weld Appearance

The resistance spot weld appearance depends on the coupling effect of heat, electric, and load,
which will influence the welded joint quality, corrosion resistance, and look. Figure 3 shows the
appearances of typical resistance spot welded joints, which were gained with different welding currents.
During the resistance spot welding process, while the welding current was 8.5 kA~10.5 kA, there was
no welding spatter on the spot weld surface. Until the welding current was 11 kA, the welding spatters
were generated, and the welding spatters obviously increased. The welding spatter is caused by the
large welding heat input, which results in the faster speed of melting metal than the expansion speed of
the plastic ring, and the melted liquid metals fly out of the plastic ring. Because the welding current is
the main parameter to determine the heat input (Q = i2Rt, Q is the welding heat input, i is the welding
current, and t the is welding time), the welding heat input increases sharply when the welding current
is increased, then the high heat input brings about more welding spatters.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Resistance spot weld appearance gained with different welding currents: (a) 8.5 kA;
(b) 10.0 kA; (c) 11.0 kA; (d) 12.0 kA.

Figure 4 indicates the three feature zones on the resistance spot weld surface, and it comprises
of three circle zones (circle zone I, circle zone II, and circle zone III) from the center to the outside.
The circle zone I was the area where the electrodes contacted with the base metal during the resistance
spot welding process, and is located in the centre of the spot weld surface. It was produced by various
physical factors, such as the heat, electricity, and load, of the electrodes and the binding force of the
base metal. Because of the highest temperature in the circle zone I and the low melting point of
Zn (692 K), the welding heat caused the Zn layer to melt and be squeezed away by the electrodes,
meanwhile the base metal substrate was exposed and oxidized. The circle zone II is located outside
the adjacent region of the circle zone I. The profile of the circle zone II depended on the working
surface shape of the electrodes and the indentation depth of the spot welded joint. On the circle zone
II, the Zn extruded from circle zone I along the edge of the electrodes, and molten Zn on circle zone
II was aggregated by the action of gravity and surface tension, then solidified to form the Zn island
as shown in Figure 4. The SEM image and element (white spots in Figure 5b–d) map distribution of
the Zn island (on the circle zone II in Figure 4 as an example) are shown in Figure 5, and the main
components of the Zn island comprised of O (8.57%), Fe (15.44%), and Zn (65.24%). The circle zone III
was the heat affected zone of spot welded joints. The base metal in this zone was heated and the Zn
layer was oxidized to form ZnO. The Zn island also could generate on the circle zone III.

 

Figure 4. Three feature zones on the resistance spot weld surface.
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. SEM image and element map distribution of Zn island: (a) SEM image; (b) O Kα 1; (c) Fe Kα 1;
(d) Zn Kα 1.

From Figure 3a, due to the low welding current, the Zn on the surface of circle zone I was partially
melted and the color was not much different from that on the base metal; the profile of circle zone II
was small with a smooth transition, and the Zn island was generated in the circle zone III. While the
welding current was 10.0 kA, the Zn layer on the surface of the circle zone was not seriously damaged,
and the inner and outer colors of circle zone II were quite different. The Zn island was formed on
the adjacent part of circle zone I, because the Zn layer on the circle zone II was melted and extruded,
and then cooled and crystallized on the outside. There was a Zn island on the circle zone III. When the
welding current continued to increase to 11.0 kA, the Zn layer on the circle zone I was seriously
damaged. There was a Cu-Zn alloy formed by the reaction of the molten Zn layer and copper on
the edge of circle zone II, and the electrodes’ adhesion occurred. When the welding current reached
12.0 kA, the appearance quality of the spot welded joint decreased obviously and many spatters were
generated because of the uneven heat distribution of the electrodes. Figure 6 indicates the relation
between the welding current and the diameters of the three feature zones on the weld appearance.
When the welding current was 8.5~9.5 kA, the diameters of circle zone I were almost unchanged.
With the continued increase of the welding current, the diameters of circle zone I increased to the
maximum at first and then decreased gradually. The diameter of the circle zone II changed little with a
low welding current, which was the largest with a 10.5 kA current. The diameter of the circle zone III
increased with the increase of the current from 8.5 kA to 10.5 kA, but when the welding current was
higher than 10.5 kA, the diameter of circle zone III did not change obviously. The results displayed that
the welding current had an important influence on the weld appearance, and a low welding current
was used on the basis of meeting the strength requirements of the welded joint.
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Figure 6. Effect of the welding current on sizes of three feature zones on the weld appearance.

3.1.2. Main Dimensions of Welded Joint Cross-Section

The main dimensions of the resistance spot welded joint cross-section include the indentation
(usually expressed by indentation rate, D/δ) and weld nugget width at the overlap surface (W),
as shown in Figure 7. The indentation influences the weld appearance smoothness, reduces the welded
joint cross-section size, and causes stress concentration, which results in reducing the strength of the
welded joint. The tensile strength of the resistance spot welded joint is mainly controlled by the W.

 

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the main dimensions of the welded joint cross-section.

The effect of the welding current on the indentation rate is indicated in Figure 8a. The results
indicated that the indentation rate was small and increased less with a low welding current because
the welding heat input was small, which caused a small amount of base metal melting. When the
welding current was between 9.5 kA and 11.0 kA, the welding heat input increased rapidly, so more
base metal was melted and the indentation rate increased. If the welding current was greater than
11.0 kA, the indentation rate increased gradually due to welding spatters and other defects, and the
indentation was too serious to satisfy the welding quality requirements. Figure 8b displays the
relationship between the welding current and the W. The weld nugget width increased rapidly from
7.36 mm to 8.64 mm with an increase of the current from 8.5 kA to 10.0 kA, and the maximum value
was 8.75 mm at the 10.5 kA welding current. While the current changed from 10.0 kA to 10.5 kA,
the welding heat input reached a quasi-steady state and the change of the weld nugget width was
small. When the welding current was greater than 10.5 kA, the current density was higher, and a large
number of welding spatters were generated, which reduced the amount of melted base metal in the
weld nugget and thus decreased the weld nugget width. If the welding current continued to increase
to 12.0 kA, the weld nugget width increased because of the larger welding heat input, but there were
many welding spatters, and also some shrinkage and crack defects in the weld nugget.
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Figure 8. Relationships between the welding current and (a) indentation rate (D/δ); (b) weld nugget
width at overlap surface (W).

3.2. Microstructure

Due to the uneven heat input and different cooling conditions, the microstructure of the resistance
welded joints was very inhomogeneous. As shown in Figure 9a, the whole resistance spot welded
joint comprised of the base metal (a zone), uneven structure zone (b zone), fine grain zone (c zone),
superheated zone (d zone), and weld nugget zone (e zone). The microstructure of the base metal
consists of ferrite and martensite as shown in Figure 9b. The grain and microstructure in the uneven
structure zone were obviously heterogeneous, as shown in Figure 9c. Because the temperature in this
zone was between Ac1 and Ac3 during the resistance spot welding process, the phase transformation
and recrystallization occurred for part of the base metal, and the fine ferrite and martensite formed;
meanwhile, the ferrite, which was not austenitized, became the coarse ferrite. Therefore, there were
also similarities to the structure of the base metal in this zone. During the welding process, the base
metal in the fine grain zone was heated to above Ac3, and all ferrite and martensite were recrystallized
to austenite. The fine and homogeneous ferrite and martensite were obtained after cooling, which were
similar to the normalized microstructure of heat treatment, as shown in Figure 9d. The overheated zone
consisted of coarse lath martensite and a little of the ferrite shown in Figure 9e. The temperature in this
zone was between 1100◦ and the solidus temperature, and the austenite was overheated. The grain
grew up seriously and the chemical compositions in the grain were uniform, hence, the coarse
martensite was obtained after rapid cooling. The nugget zone comprised of coarse lath martensite and
a little of ferrite with the columnar crystal morphology, as shown in Figure 9f. Because the maximum
temperature gradient in the nugget zone was along the axis of the electrodes, the molten liquid metal
nucleated and crystallized at the fusion line first, and then formed the columnar austenite along the
direction of the higher temperature gradient. Finally, the solid austenite transformed into martensite
because of the rapid cooling rate of the welding process and low carbon component in the base metal.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

 
(e) (f) 

Figure 9. Microstructure of (a) different zones of the welded joint; (b) base metal; (c) uneven structure
zone; (d) fine grain zone; (e) superheated zone; (f) weld nugget zone.

The weld nugget is the important zone of resistance spot welded joints, and its microstructure
characteristics directly affected the mechanical properties of welded joints. The heat generation and
heat transfer in the nugget zone were different under different welding currents, so the microstructure
was very different. Figure 10 shows the influence of a typical current on the microstructure of the
weld nugget. It can be seen that while the welding current was low, the welding heat input was low,
and the weld nugget was mainly lath martensite with a fine and uniform structure. At the same time,
the plastic deformation of the weld nugget zone was large, and there was no welding defect in the
weld nugget zone. While the welding current was 10.5 kA, the welding heat input increased and the
microstructure became coarser. The decrease of the cooling rate resulted in the decrease of martensite
and the increase of ferrite. The microstructure of the weld nugget was relatively uniform, and there was
no obvious welding defect. If the welding current was the maximum value of 12.0 kA, a large number
of spatters caused some heat loss and a rapid cooling rate, so that the weld nugget microstructure
consisted of lath martensite. The grains in the weld nugget center grew up and coarsened greatly,
as shown in Figure 10c. In short, when the welding current varied from 8.5 kA to 12 kA, the weld
nugget columnar structure gradually coarsened, mainly because of the larger heat input and the
reduction of the cooling rate.

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 10. Effect of the typical welding current on the microstructure of the weld nugget: (a) 8.5 kA;
(b) 10.5 kA; (c) 12 kA.
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3.3. Microhardness Distribution

The microhardness measurement was performed on the cross section of the resistance spot welded
joint. The schematic diagram of the measurement location is shown in Figure 11. The distance between
two test points in the base metal and weld nugget zone was 0.5 mm. Because the HAZ width was
narrow, the two test points distance was 0.25 mm in HAZ.

 
Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the microhardness measurement location of the welded joint.

Figure 12 displays the microhardness distributions of resistance spot welded joints gained with
different welding currents. The microhardness of the base metal was 198 HV0.2, and the microhardness
in HAZ was obviously higher than the base metal. The microhardness of the weld nugget zone was
the highest, which was above 350 HV0.2. The microhardness at the edge of the weld nugget was
slightly higher than that of the weld nugget center. Due to the uneven distribution of the current
density at the welding joint, the current density at the edge of the weld nugget was greater than the
average current density, which generated a greater resistance heat. Therefore, during the resistance
spot welding process, the solidification and crystallization first occurred at the edge of the weld nugget.
Meanwhile, the temperature gradient was large and the cooling rate was fast, so the martensite was
large and coarse and the microhardness was higher in this zone. With the increase of the welding
current, the average microhardness in the weld nugget zone decreased. While the welding current
was 8.5 kA, the microhardness of the weld nugget was higher because of the faster cooling rate,
and the microstructure was lath martensite, which was uniform and fine, so the hardness was higher.
While the welding current was 10.5 kA, the cooling rate should decrease. The columnar crystals of the
weld nugget grew up, mainly composed of lath martensite and acicular ferrite, which resulted in the
decrease of hardness. When the welding current continued to increase to 12.0 kA, the microhardness of
most zones of the weld nugget was higher than that of 10.5 kA due to the large heat input and coarse
structure, but there were welding defects in the center of the weld nugget, so that the average value of
microhardness decreased.
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Figure 12. Microhardness distributions of welded joints with different welding currents.
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3.4. Tensile Shear Strength

The tensile shear force is often used to characterize the welded joint strength. The larger the
tensile shear force is, the better the strength is. Figure 13 indicates the effect of the welding current
on tensile shear force. Compared with Figure 8b, it can be found that the variation trend of the W
and tensile shear force with the welding current is basically the same; that is, the larger the weld
nugget width, the greater the tensile shear force. With the first increase of welding current, the weld
nugget width and tensile shear force all obviously increased. While it was 10.5 kA, the weld nugget
width and tensile shear force all reached the maximum value of 8.75 mm and 24.20 kN, respectively.
Subsequently, the weld nugget width dropped rapidly and an inflection point appeared while the
welding current was 11.5 kA, but the tensile force decreased continuously. With the large welding
current, the melting amount of the base metal increased gradually, which caused the increase of the
weld nugget width. Thus, the bonding strength of the resistance spot welded joint increased and the
tensile shear force increased. However, when the welding current was 12.0 kA, the welding heat input
was too large, resulting in a large number of spatters, shrinkage cracks, and other defects in the welded
joint. Although the weld nugget width increased, the effective bonding width of the welded joint
decreased, so the tensile shear force decreased.
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Figure 13. Effect of the welding current on the tensile shear force of welded joint.

During the tensile shear experiment, there were two failure modes: Interface failure and pullout
failure, as shown in Figure 14. The SEM images of fracture surfaces were indicated in Figure 15.
The welded joints, which were gained with the lower welding current (≤9.5 kA) and higher welding
current (≥11 kA), always ruptured along the overlap surface, as shown in Figure 14a. While the
welding current was low (≤9.5 kA), the W was narrow, as well as the strength of the base metal was
high. Therefore, under the tensile shear force, the crack produced on the weld nugget edge at the
overlap surface at first and then extended along the overlap surface until the welded joint failed with
the interface failure mode. While the welding current was high (≥11 kA), the bonding strength of
welded joints was small due to the welding defects, such as spatter, shrinkage, and cracks, in the weld
nugget, which resulted in the smaller tensile shear force for the welded joint, and its tensile shear
specimen also ruptured along the overlap surface. As shown in Figure 15a, the river pattern was
obvious on the fracture surface, which illustrated the brittle fracture characteristics. While the welding
current was 10 kA, the fracture pattern of the welded joint was the pullout failure mode, as shown
in Figure 14b. It can be found that the fracture surfaces are mainly dimples and a small amount of
cleavage steps from Figure 15b. Under the tensile shear force, the tensile specimen first produced
necking in the HAZ of the welded joint. With the increase of tensile shear force, the dimples grew
up and converged, and then the tensile specimen broke down in the base metal. In the present study,
the weld nugget width and tensile shear force were all maximum with a 10.5 kA welding current.
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During the tensile shear test for welded joints produced with a 10.5 kA welding current, because
of the large weld nugget and few welding defects, the welded joint was not easy to rupture from
the overlap surface. The tensile stress on the edge of the weld nugget increased gradually, owing to
the angle between the overlap surface and tensile force. The HAZ was the weakest zone due to the
inhomogeneous microstructure, coarse grains, and low plasticity and toughness. With the increase
of tensile force, the necking occurred first in the HAZ, and a number of micro-holes began to form
in the center of the necking. The micro-holes grew and formed the dimples, which converged to
form the crack. Finally, the crack was torn along the HAZ to form the pullout tear failure, as show in
Figure 14c. Figure 15c shows the pullout tear fracture surface, which was mainly composed of small
and uniform dimples.

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 14. Three failure modes of the resistance spot welded joints: (a) Interface failure; (b) pullout
failure (base metal tear fracture); (c) pullout failure (pullout tear fracture).

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 15. SEM images of the fracture surface: (a) Interface failure; (b) pullout failure (base metal tear
fracture); (c) pullout failure (pullout tear fracture).

4. Conclusions

(1) The Zn island was generated on the resistance spot weld surface because of the melting and
aggregating of the Zn layer under the action of heated and squeezed by the electrodes. While the
welding current increased from 8.5 kA to 12.0 kA, the indentation rate kept growing to 16.5% due
to the increase of the welding heat input. However, the weld nugget width obviously increased
at first, which reached the maximum when the welding current was 10.5 kA, and then decreased.

(2) The whole resistance spot welded joint comprises of the base metal, uneven structure zone,
fine grain zone, superheated zone, and weld nugget zone. The nugget zone was mainly
comprised coarse lath martensite and little ferrite with columnar crystal morphology due to
the high temperature gradient and rapid cooling rate. With the increase of the welding current,
the microstructure of the weld nugget became coarser; meanwhile, the martensite decreased
and the ferrite increased.

(3) The microhardness of the weld nugget zone was highest and the base metal was lowest. With the
increase of the welding current, the average microhardness in the weld nugget zone decreased.
While the welding current increased from 8.5 kA to 10.5 kA, the tensile shear force was obviously
raised, owing to the increase of the weld nugget width. The tensile shear force reached the
maximum value of 24.20 kN with a 10.5 kA welding current. If the welding current increased
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continuously, the tensile shear force decreased because of a large number of spatters and the high
indentation rate. The failure modes mainly depended on the weld nugget width at the overlap
surface and welding defect. Therefore, while the CR590T/340YDP galvanized dual phase steel
sheets with 2 mm thickness were performed using resistance spot welding, the recommended
welding current was 10.0~10.5 kA with a 20 cycles welding time and 4.0 kN electrode force.
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Abstract: Narrow gap welding is a prevalent technique used to decrease the volume of molten
metal and heat required to fill a joint. Consequently, deleterious effects such as distortion and
residual stresses may be reduced. One of the fields where narrow groove welding is most employed
is pipeline welding where misalignment, productivity and mechanical properties are critical to a
successful final assemblage of pipes. This work reports the feasibility of joining pipe sections with
4 mm-wide narrow gaps machined from API X80 linepipe using cold wire gas metal arc welding.
Joints were manufactured using the standard gas metal arc welding and the cold wire gas metal arc
welding processes, where high speed imaging, and voltage and current monitoring were used to
study the arc dynamic features. Standard metallographic procedures were used to study sidewall
penetration, and the evolution of the heat affected zone during welding. It was found that cold
wire injection stabilizes the arc wandering, decreasing sidewall penetration while almost doubling
deposition. However, this also decreases penetration, and incomplete penetration was found in
the cold wire specimens as a drawback. However, adjusting the groove geometry or changing the
welding parameters would resolve this penetration issue.

Keywords: GMAW; CW-GMAW; Narrow gap welding; sidewall penetration; high strength steel; X80

1. Introduction

Narrow gap welding (NGW) is a technique used to weld thick joints with the aim of reducing
the molten metal deposited volume, ultimately decreasing distortion and residual stresses caused by
thermal stresses developed during welding. One of the drawbacks associated with this technique is
sidewall penetration caused by the arc wandering during welding. This problem is so critical in heavy
duty welding that models to predict it are found in the literature [1].

Various NGW variants were developed to overcome such drawbacks: rotating arc, swing arc and
wave-shaped wire systems. Another reason to use these modified systems in narrow gap welding is to
improve the wettability of the sidewall by the welding pool and to better distribute the heat across
the weld to mitigate distortions. A common setback for these systems is their expense and the use of
highly trained personnel in their operation, which considerably increases the costs of manufacturing.

Not only are arc-modified processes employed in NGW, but also increased-deposition processed
are successfully used, e.g., tandem gas metal arc welding (T-GMAW) [2] and twin GMAW [3]. However,
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these processes rely on increased deposition, while they increase the amount of heat transferred to
the substrate, which might cause increased distortion or residual stresses. To mitigate distortion and
other heat-induced detrimental effects, cold metal transfer (CMT) was developed, in which the wire
feed motion is reversed at a time synchronized with the pulse current to optimize the metal transfer.
A review of the applications of CMT emphasizing the low dilution and the effect of post weld heat
treatments (PWHT) in various materials can be found in [4].

One alternative to these sophisticated welding processes is the cold wire gas metal arc welding
(CW-GMAW), which consists of the standard gas metal arc welding (GMAW) with an extra cold wire
(non-energized) fed into the arc-welding pool system. This process increases the deposition of the
welds while maintaining the nominal heat input for the same welding parameters in standard GMAW.
Previous research [5] has shown that the feeding of cold wire causes a slight increase in current without
a corresponding increase in penetration. A feature that distinguishes GMAW and CW-GMAW is the
reduced dilution caused by cold wire feed rates, which decreases penetration and melting of the base
metal. Ultimately, the two processes differ by range of admissible parameters, since the cold wire can
stabilize metal transfer [6]. Moreover, this difference in dilution can be linked to the thermal signature,
as reported in [7], showing that cold wire welds result in lower heat-induced distortion compared to
standard GMAW welds.

Previous research [8] demonstrates the possibility of welding U-grooves using CW-GMAW with
pure carbon dioxide as shielding gas, and this method was primarily developed to be applied in
shipbuilding. The feasibility of this process to weld a 5 mm wide groove was recently studied
on ASTM A131 grade A steel, revealing that, due to the pinning of the arc to the cold wire, the
sidewall erosion was considerably reduced in comparison to welds manufactured with standard
GMAW [9]. Subsequent research [10] studied the effect of the CW-GMAW on process-induced residual
stresses, concluding that welds manufactured by CW-GMAW have lower levels of residual stresses.
This decrease in residual stresses might explain the improvement in fatigue life reported in [11].

The present work reports the further development on the work of prior research [9], and reports
preliminary results regarding the application of CW-GMAW to weld high strength pipeline steels in
narrow gap configuration. The feasibility of NGW employing CW-GMAW was assessed by comparing
the severity of sidewall erosion in the welds and the presence of defects in the root pass. The results
point to the general feasibility of NGW using CW-GMAW pipeline applications, and illuminate possible
future work to avoid certain defects found during welding. The arc attachment to sidewalls can be
ascribed to the arc shortest electron path according to Zhang et al. [12].

2. Experimental Set-Up and Materials

NGW were fabricated using both GMAW and the cold wire gas metal arc welding (CW-GMAW)
process. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the geometry of the narrow groove used in this work and the
detail of cold wire positioning regarding the wire electrode and cold wire feeding angle. The grooves
were welded using a Lincoln R500 welding power source linked to a Fanuc ArcMate 120i robotic arm.
The size of the joints was 140 mm (length) × 115 mm (width) × 15 mm (thickness). Figure 1 shows
groove gap and the root face. To determine the reproducibility, three replicates were manufactured for
each welding condition. It is important to mention that the welds were performed in constant voltage
mode, where no synergic controls were used during welding to adaptively control the arc dynamics.

To manufacture the welds, ER100S-G in the diameter of 1.2 mm was used as electrode, while the
cold wire had a diameter of 1.0 mm. API X80 [9] was selected as base metal. The nominal compositions
of the electrodes and of the base metal are given in Table 1. Moreover, no weaving or preheating was
used during welding.

Cold wire feed rates are expressed here as a fraction of the electrode mass feed rate, due to the fact
that two wires of different diameters were used for the electrode and cold wire, respectively. To quantify
the cold wire feed rate as function of the electrode wire, the mass percentage as a fraction of the
electrode was used. The mass feed rate was calculated from the wire density and cross-sectional area.
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To evaluate the welding process, a NGW joint design used in heavy welding applications such
as pipeline welding was considered. This configuration was chosen to demonstrate an immediate
application of the process, which is critical to welding of thick structures, since it decreases the
heat-induced detrimental effects of welding passes.

Figure 1. Schematics of the groove geometries used in this work: (a) schematic of the narrow groove,
showing the cross-section; and (b) detail of CW positioning and feeding angle.

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of the welding wires and the base metal.

C Mn P S Ti Mo Ni Cr Fe

ER100S-G 0.08 1.25–1.80 0.20–0.55 0.01 0.10 0.25–0.55 1.20–2.10 1.25–1.80 Balance
API X80 0.22 1.85 0.025 0.015 0.06 - - - Balance

During welding, the current and voltage signals were acquired at the sampling frequency of
20 kHz for 2 s with synchronized high speed imaging at 5000 fps with shutter speed of 25 ms,
an aperture of f/22, and a narrow band pass filter of 900 ± 10 nm. The videography was performed
with the camera in parallel to the groove longitudinal line to record the metal transfer inside the
groove. The high speed images shown in this work were selected to adequately represent the arc
dynamics and metal transfer, when in a stable condition. The welding parameters used are reported
in Table 2. For all welds, the shielding gas mixture used was Ar-15%CO2 at a flow rate of 17 L/min,
and the contact tip to work-piece distance (CTWD) was constant and equal to 17 mm. The welding
parameters were set to apply the same heat input using both processes. The quantities of average
voltage (Uaverage), average current (Iaverage), and average power (Paverage) were calculated using the
average instantaneous algorithm according to Equations (1)–(3):

Uaverage =
i

∑
1

Ui (1)

Iaverage =
i

∑
1

Ii (2)

Paverage =
i

∑
1

Ui × Ii (3)

The arc arc stability was also assessed through cyclogrammes which are voltage versus current
plots, and are used to study the events occurring in the arc electric. They are useful since they show
the amount of short-circuits and account for the general arc stability of the process [13]. For a more
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thorough discussion on cyclogrammes and their respective zones, the reader should refer to prior
work [14].

Table 2. Welding parameters.

Welding Process WFS (m/min) Voltage (V) Travel Speed (m/min) CWFR (%) Deposition (kg/h)

GMAW 7.62 25 0.41 - 4.11
CW-GMAW 7.62 25 0.41 80 7.39

Once the experiments were completed, the specimens were subjected to standard metallographic
procedures and etched with 5% Nital to reveal the macrostructure. The cross-sections showing the
passes sequence were taken from the start, middle, and end of the joints. The cross-sections showing
the complete joint were taken from the middle of the joints. The hardness map was performed with
a 200 g load and 10 s dwell time. The distance between indentations was 0.3 mm and the distance
between lines was 0.3 mm.

3. Results

3.1. Electrical Data

Table 3 presents the actual electrical data for current, voltage and power probed for the welding
conditions employed in this work. For GMAW and CW-GMAW, the heat input per pass was similar.

Table 3. Average electrical parameters sampled during welding and nominal resulting heat input as
response of the welding power source.

Welding Process Pass Average Voltage (V) Average Current (A) Average Power (W) NHI (kJ/mm)

GMAW
root 25.13 299.69 7520.13 1.11
fill 25.13 270.64 6801.29 1.00
cap 25.12 253.27 6427.07 0.95

CW-GMAW root 25.14 292.20 7344.18 1.08
fill/cap 25.16 277.95 6991.18 1.03

3.1.1. Oscillograms

Figure 2 shows the oscillograms for the standard GMAW condition. For the root pass, one can
notice a periodic repetition with frequency of approximately 3 Hz (Figure 3a). By correlating the
electrical signals to the high speed images, it was observed that this repetition is a consequence of arc
attachment to the groove sidewalls. As a consequence of the arc attachment to the sidewall, the power
source promotes an instantaneous increase in the arc current, as shown in detail in Figure 3b. It is
possible that this was caused by the auto-regulation system of the power source, which interprets
the attachment of the arc to sidewalls as an increase in wire feed speed, consequently increasing the
current to keep the melting rate constant while the arc length is reduced due to the arc attachment to
the groove walls.

On the other hand, one can notice that this repetitive behavior did not occur in the fill and
cap passes (Figure 2c,d), likely due to a reduced degree of arc constriction, and the shortest path to
the electron conduction being the bottom of the groove and not the sidewalls. On the other hand,
the severity of short-circuits in the cap pass was higher when compared to the filler pass. This suggests
that the distance between the droplet (as shown in the high speed frames, Figure 6) and the substrate
is lower, favoring short-circuits.

Figure 3 shows the oscillograms for the CW-GMAW specimens. It is noted that the periodic
pattern observed in the oscillograms of GMAW for root pass was not observed for the entire sampling
period in CW-GMAW of 2000 ms. This suggests the sidewall erosion was mitigated during CW-GMAW,
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since sidewall penetration causes the periodicity in the observed signal. Moreover, the short-circuit
severity in the fill/cap pass is less prominent than that observed in the GMAW specimen.

Figure 2. Typical oscillograms for the GMAW condition: (a) root pass; (b) detail of the root inside the
period of repetition; (c) fill pass; and (d) cap pass.

Figure 3. Typical oscillograms for the CW-GMAW condition: (a) root pass; and (b) fill/cap pass.

3.1.2. Cyclogrammes

Figure 4 shows typical cyclogrammes for GMAW specimens where one can notice that in the root
pass (Figure 4a) the number events corresponding to short-circuits (region inside the dashed rectangle)
are larger than the arc burning area (darker region, upper left-side of the dashed square). Ultimately,
this cyclogramme points out an unstable condition where the arc burning region is smaller compared
to the perturbed region.

As reflected by oscillograms, the fill pass was more stable, with some short-circuits and high
voltage points, indicating large variations in arc length (see Figure 4b). In the cap pass (Figure 4c),
one can notice a larger short-circuit region with slight variation in arc length. The results also suggest
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that there was a high variation in current, probably due to an increased quantity of metal to melt,
interpreted by the power source as an increase in wire feed speed (higher melting speed).

Figure 5 shows the cyclogrammes for the CW-GMAW condition. One observes that, by comparing
the cyclogrammes for root pass between standard GMAW and CW-GMAW, the arc burning operation
range for CW-GMAW is shorter, indicating that this was more stable than the root in GMAW condition.
One observes the complete absence of short-circuits (see Figure 5a). The cause of such stabilization
should be attributed to the cold wire feed. Meanwhile, comparing the fill/cap condition (Figure 5b)
between CW-GMAW and GMAW, one finds short-circuits events where voltage dropped below 20 V,
along with variations in arc length, suggested by high values of voltage for the same range of current.

Figure 4. Cyclogrammes for the GMAW specimens: (a) root pass; (b) fill pass; and (c) fill pass.

Figure 5. Cyclogrammes for the GMAW specimens: (a) root pass; (b) fill pass; and (c) fill pass.

3.2. High Speed Imaging

Figure 6 shows the high speed frames for the standard GMAW and CW-GMAW inside the grooves.
As suggested by the electrical signals, it was possible to verify that the arc for the GMAW often attaches
to the sidewalls, thus eroding it. The same author claims that the arc attachment was avoided when
welding in constant current mode, since, in these sources, to maintain and almost constant melting
speed, the voltage highly varies. Meanwhile, in CW-GMAW, the arc attachment was to the cold wire,
which prevents sidewall erosion. In Figure 6a, one can discern that the arc is pinned to the rear (cold
wire) and not to the sidewalls.
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Figure 6. High speed frames, arc dynamic behavior inside the groove: (a) standard GMAW; and
(b) CW-GMAW.

3.3. Sidewall Penetration

The erosion of the sidewall was caused by the arc self regulation dynamics, which tried to establish
the shortest path to electron flow, thereby increasing the melting rate. However, as the arc moved
through the groove, the attachment point was continually changing, melting multiple points across the
groove walls. This multiple erosion points might have detrimental effects on the mechanical properties
of the joint.

Figure 7 shows the sidewall penetration caused by the root pass during welding. One observes
that the standard GMAW erodes the sidewalls consistently with the oscillograms shown in Figure 2a.
There, every time the arc attached to the sidewalls, intense and fast short-circuiting caused the current
to increase abruptly (to fuse the extra metal and restore the compatible voltage (arc length, in constant
voltage) to the current pre-set before welding). Conversely, as in the CW-GMAW, the arc was attached
to the cold wire, thus there is effectively no sidewall penetration, as can be seen in Figure 6a.

Figure 7. Top view of the sidewall penetration caused by the root pass; the specimens were cut along
the longitudinal line (dashed red line): (a) standard GMAW; and (b) CW-GMAW. Once can note that
the specimens were cut along the longitudinal axis of the joint. Note: In (b), the mark on its front is a
written identification of the sample that could not be removed.

3.4. Evolution of the HAZ in Root Pass

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the heat affected zone (HAZ) in the root pass for the standard
GMAW welds in three different locations of the bead: start, middle and end. One can find that the arc
wandering resulted in welds that are rather non-symmetrical. This was likely due to the inconsistency
in penetration, associated with is incomplete fusion defect. Moreover, the size of the root face also
contributed to this issue. In addition, one can note in Figure 8 that, as the weld progressed, the plate
became hotter and consequently penetration was slightly increased in the end of the weld.

Figure 9 shows the root pass in three locations across the bead for CW-GMAW; no discontinuities
(based on cross-sections inspection) were likely to occur in the root pass, and, generally, the sidewall
penetration in the root was much more symmetrical due to the arc pinning to the cold wire. One finds
that the increase in deposition decreased the penetration of the weld, causing incomplete penetration.
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Figure 8. Root pass macrographs for the standard GMAW process: (a) start of the joint; (b) middle of
the joint; and (c) end of the joint.

Figure 9. Root pass macrographs for the CW-GMAW process: (a) start of the joint; and (b) middle of
the joint; and (c) end of the joint.

3.5. Macrographs

Figure 10 shows cross-sections from the middle of the bead for both the standard GMAW and
CW-GMAW. One notices that the middle cross-section of the standard GMAW has an acceptable
morphology without discontinuities, while achieving suitable penetration in the root face. Conversely,
incomplete penetration persists in CW-GMAW. Due to the cold wire feed rates, more mass was
deposited in CW-GMAW, which caused a decrease in penetration. This accounts for the incomplete
penetration. Another technicality in CW-GMAW is the presence of inclusions, most likely oxides,
due to the increased level of titanium in the weld metal due to the cold wire feeding, as the same wire
was used as electrode and cold wire.

The presence of inclusions points to the need for more careful grinding after the root to clean
the silicates formed during welding pool solidification. Another feature that differs between the
cross-sections is the quantity of passes to fill them out. Standard GMAW required three passes and
CW-GMAW only two. Ultimately, the overall heat input in CW-GMAW was lower due this difference
in number of passes.

Figure 10. Middle of the bead cross-section showing the final weld morphology: (a) standard GMAW;
and (b) CW-GMAW. The arrows indicate discontinuities such as inclusions and incomplete fusion.
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To mitigate incomplete fusion, two alternatives might be used: increase the current by means of
wire feed speed to increase penetration, or decrease the root face height to facilitate higher penetration.

3.6. Micrographs

The HAZ width of the standard GMAW and CW-GMAW specimens were compared.
The intercritical heat affected zone (ICHAZ), which is basically formed between 800 and 500 ◦C
upon cooling, is narrower in CW-GMAW welds compared to GMAW.

Weld Interface—Root Pass

Figure 11a shows the HAZ from the weld interface to base metal in the conventional GMAW
specimen. Figure 11b shows the HAZ from the interface in the CW-GMAW specimen. In both
specimens, the images were taken at the root pass, in a one pass weld (see Figures 8b and 9b,
respectively).

Figure 11. Heat affected zone (HAZ) width in the GMAW specimen showing the Weld metal (WM),
Coarse grain heat affected zone (CGHAZ), Fine grain heat affected zone (FGHAZ), Intercritical heat
affected zone (ICHAZ), and Base metal (BM): (a) standard GMAW; and (b) CW-GMAW.

One can see that the ICHAZ is slightly narrower in CW-GMAW than in the standard GMAW.
This is consistent with previous research. This seems to indicate that CW-GMAW specimens had
a shorter cooling time between 800 and 500 ◦C compared to the conventional GMAW specimens.
This seems to indicate that less heat was actually applied across the weld joint.

3.7. Vickers Hardness

To characterize the strength of the of the joint via cross-sections, maps of the Vickers hardness
values are reported here. Figure 12 shows the hardness map of the completed joint for standard GMAW
and CW-GMAW specimens.

One can see that the Vickers hardness in the weld for the CW-GMAW is higher, which indicates
that the cooling rate of the weld metal in CW-GMAW was faster than the standard GMAW. For some
conditions, the melting efficiency of CW-GMAW was higher than in conventional GMAW. The melting
efficiency is the amount of heat that actually transfers to the melting pool over the welding total power,
and the difference in this value might explain slower cooling rates.

Figure 13 shows the hardness map of the root pass in cross-section extracted from the middle
of the joint. Regarding the root pass, one can see that the values are similar in standard GMAW and
CW-GMAW. However, comparing Figures 12 and 13, one can see that the bottom of the CW-GMA
welds is harder than the bottom of conventional GMAW. Given that the hardness patterns of the roots
were similar, one has to consider that the cooling rate near the root was faster in CW-GMAW. However,
the exact mechanism behind this fact is still unclear, but may be due to a faster heat transfer due to a
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larger contact area (the area of contact between the weld metal and the base metal) as well as a higher
gradient between the weld and base metals in CW-GMA welds.

Figure 12. Hardness map of the cross-sections: (a) standard GMAW; and (b) CW-GMAW, with weld
interface marked by dashed lines.

Figure 13. Hardness map of the root pass, middle cross-section: (a) standard GMAW; and (b)
CW-GMAW, with weld interface marked by dashed lines.

4. Discussions

The electrical oscillograms in Figure 2 show that the standard GMAW experiences some sort
of oscillating pattern. It was noticed that this pattern corresponds to the instant the arc eroded the
sidewalls. Moreover, the author pointed out that the arc attached to sidewall such that the current
flows in the shortest path, thus the arc potential in the arc column remains at the minimum possible
level.

This phenomenon in constant voltage (CV) leads ultimately to the melting of the contact tip
and interruption of the welding processes. However, it was noted that, in constant current (CC),
this process did not occur since the reduction in arc length, induced by the arc attachment to the
sidewall, caused a small reduction in arc length in comparison the reduction in current, thus the power
source reached a new equilibrium point.

On the contrary, in CW-GMA welding, the current path was shortest to the cold wire, which caused
the arc to climb to it. This phenomenon prevented the arc attachment to the sidewalls, and consequently
prevented sidewall erosion. Moreover, one observes that the arc was much more stable in CW-GMA
welding (Figure 3) than in standard GMAW (Figure 2). The cyclogrammes for the the two cases
confirmed this assertion. The root pass performed using CW-GMAW (Figure 5a) was more stable than
in the conventional GMAW (Figure 4a), which had a tail that points to short-circuits caused by the
sidewall erosion (dashed square).

Regarding the cap pass, one can observe that, in conventional GMAW, the arc tended to climb
towards the contact, as indicated by the higher values of voltage (increase in arc length) and current
in Figure 4c. However, in the CW-GMAW, such phenomenon did not occur as systematically, with
only occasional values of current and voltage tending to the high voltage region. High speed images
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were used to investigate the arc dynamical behavior. The images show that the arc attached to the
sidewalls in standard GMAW because of the internal regulation of the source in CV, as discussed above
(Figure 6). In CW-GMAW, as expected from the electrical signals, no sidewall erosion was detected,
as can be seen in Figures 6 and 7.

Figure 8 shows the macros of the joint manufactured using conventional GMAW. One can observe
that some fusion points are lacking. These were caused by the arc climbing causing over-melts in one
direction, but leaving a gap and causing the lack of fusion. On the contrary, in CW-GMAW, one can
notice that, as the arc is pinned to the cold wire, this causes a more stable melting pattern avoiding
incomplete fusion across the joint (Figure 9).

The macros, taken from the middle of joints (Figure 10), show the difference in productivity.
The standard GMAW joint was completely filled with three passes while the the CW-GMAW was filled
with two passes. However, one observes that, in relation to the cold wire joint, there was a lack of
penetration due to the arc pinning to the cold wire, which limits the penetration and dilution.

Figure 11 compares the HAZ for the two processes: standard GMAW and CW-GMAW.
The difference in their size can be attributed to differences in thermal signature of CW-GMAW in
comparison to GMAW. The difference in ICHAZ might be linked to higher thermal gradient in
CW-GMAW than in conventional GMAW. This thermal gradient might result from an improved
melting efficiency in CW-GMAW for some conditions.

Figures 12 and 13 show the hardness maps over the complete macro and the root pass for both
conventional GMAW and CW-GMAW, respectively. The Vickers hardness values in CW-GMAW
(Figure 12) point to shorter cooling time (higher cooling rate), which might be linked to the higher
thermal gradient caused by the possibly higher melting efficiency in CW-GMAW. This might explain
the higher hardness in CW-GMAW compared to the standard GMAW. Regarding the root pass, the
difference in hardness was likely due to the larger gradient formed by the larger joined area in
CW-GMAW root. This led to higher cooling rates in the reheated root of the weld metal, with higher
hardness.

5. Conclusions

Narrow groove welds in API X80 were fabricated using the standard GMAW and the CW-GMAW
to assess the process feasibility using CW-GMAW for a joint with 4 mm gap. Taking into account the
results discussed, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The welds using GMAW process presented serious sidewall penetration that might compromise
their integrity.

2. The welds fabricated using CW-GMAW did not present sidewall erosion during root pass,
conversely the increase in deposition compromised the penetration in the root region.

3. The amount of inclusions found in the the cold wire welds might be linked to the grade of the
welding wires used.
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Abstract: 1Cr12Mo martensitic stainless steel is widely used for intermediate and low-pressure steam
turbine blades in fossil-fuel power plants. A nickel-based filler metal (SFA-5.8 BNi-2) was used to
braze 1Cr12Mo in an Ar atmosphere. The influence of brazing temperature and hold time on the
joints was studied. Microstructure of the joints brazed, element distribution and shear stress were
evaluated at different brazing temperatures, ranging from 1050 ◦C to 1120 ◦C, with holding times of
10 s, 30 s, 50 s and 90 s. The results show that brazing joints mainly consist of the matrix of the braze
alloy, the precipitation, and the diffusion affected zone. The filler metal elements diffusion is more
active with increased brazing temperature and prolonged hold time. The shear strength of the brazed
joints is greater than 250 MPa when the brazing temperature is 1080 ◦C and the hold time is 30 s.

Keywords: induction brazing; elements diffusion; microstructural evolution; shear strength;
stainless steel

1. Introduction

1Cr12Mo stainless steel is a modified material made by appropriately increasing the content of
Mo to hold the temper brittleness on the base of AISI 403. As a martensitic heat-resistant stainless steel
with good creep strength and moderate corrosion resistance, 1Cr12Mo stainless steel is widely used for
intermediate and low-pressure steam turbine blades in fossil-fuel power plants. Its mechanical properties,
fatigue resistance, and corrosion resistance have been researched [1–4]. However, most of these studies
are limited to traditional processing technology, such as furnace and vacuum brazing [5]. Compared with
vacuum brazing, induction brazing is a faster and more effective technique, which provides a fast and
controllable method of heating to help elements dissolution, diffusion, and chemical reaction between
the base metal and the filler metal. The heating rate of induction brazing can reach 100 ◦C/s, which is
important to avoid liquation of the braze alloy with different solidus and liquidus temperatures [6].

For excellent performance of the brazed joint, nickel-based filler metal is often used in
high-temperature alloy induction brazing. B, Si, and other elements are added to the filler metal
to lower its melting point temperature and improve its liquid flow rate. However, B and Si in the filler
metal can react with some metallic elements and form high hardness brittle intermetallic compounds,
usually located in the diffusion affected zone of the welded joints. These intermetallic compounds
have adverse effects on joint performance. The brazing temperature and hold time at high temperature
have a critical influence on the diffusion of B and Si. Proper brazing temperature and hold time are
helpful to the diffusion of B and Si, and the diffusion between the filler metal and the base metal [7].
Compared with BMn50NiCuCrCo and BNi82CrSiBFe filler metals, SFA-5.8 BNi-2 filler metal is the
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best for stainless steel brazing because of its distinct weldability [8]. In this study, induction brazing
of 1Cr12Mo using a nickel-based brazing alloy, BNi-2, was investigated. Both the microstructural
evolution and shear strength of the brazed joint are evaluated.

2. Experimental Procedure

1Cr12Mo stainless steel was used as the base metal, with the chemical composition in
weight percent of Cr (11.50~13.00), Ni (0.30~0.60), Mo (0.30~0.60), Mn (0.30~0.50), C (0.10~0.15),
Si (0.05), P (0.035), S (0.030), and Fe (balance) according to the national (Chinese) standard GB8732.
A nickel-based filler metal, BNi-2, containing in weight percent Cr (6.0~8.0), B (2.75~3.5), Si (4.0~5.0),
Fe (2.5~3.5), Ni (balance) was chosen. The filler metal was in powder form with the granule size
about 400 mesh. The base metal was processed to shear specimens described in the national (Chinese)
standard GB11363-89, then cleaned using an ultrasonic bath and acetone solvent, and dried with hot
air. Before brazing, the shear specimens were assembled as shown in Figure 1. The gap between brazed
materials was 2 μm and sufficient filler metal was put on the packing place. To prevent the powder
from running away, some alcohol was used during brazing. Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of
the induction brazing. A HX-GP-25 type high-frequency inductor was used as the heating equipment,
and the heating current was 600 A. A high speed infrared temperature measuring instrument (Kleiber
KMGA740, Kleiber, Allgäucity, German) was used to measure and record the brazing temperature.
Due to the low content of Cr elements in BNi-2, to prevent oxidation the induction brazing was
performed in an Ar atmosphere, and the Ar gas flow rate was 25 L/min. The brazing temperatures
were 1050, 1080, 1120 and 1150 ◦C. The holding times were 10 s, 30 s, 50 s, and 90 s respectively.

Figure 1. The brazed specimen for shear strength test (units: mm).

The brazed samples were cut using a metallographic sample cutting machine, then executed in
accordance with the standard metallographic procedure. The cross section of the brazed joint was
examined using the JSM-7600 UHR thermal field emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo,
Japan) with an operating voltage of 15 kV. To evaluate the bonding strength of the base metal and
the filler metal, the shear test was conducted. The shear test piece was drawn by a universal testing
machine (Zwick, Ulm-Einsingen, German) with a constant speed of 1 mm/min at room temperature.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the induction brazing.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the SEM backscattered image of BNi-2 brazed at 1120 ◦C for 10 s, 30 s, 50 s, and
90 s respectively. The distribution of the elements in the joint can be observed in the backscattered
image. The specimen areas containing high-atomic number elements appear light, while the areas
containing low-atomic number elements appear dark. Based on this information, it is clear that the
elements distribution of the joint is not uniform. Due to the rapid heating and cooling rate in the
induction brazing, there is not enough time for the elements to distribute to equilibrium. As a result,
different phases generated in the joint.

 

Figure 3. The SEM backscattered image of BNi-2 brazed at 1120 ◦C for (a) 10 s, (b) 30 s, (c) 50 s, (d) 90 s.
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As shown in Figure 3, the bond region consists of three parts: the matrix of the braze alloy,
the precipitation, and the diffusion affected zone. It has been reported that the matrix of the braze
alloy is the isothermally solidified zone (ISZ) formed by isothermal solidification during the holding
time [9,10]. The microstructure of the ISZ is γ solid solution (which solutes the rich Ni) and free
γ’ precipitates. The precipitation in the middle of the joint is the athermally solidified zone which
formed at the end of the solidification and is controlled by added elements to depress the melting
point [11]. The diffusion affected zone consists of CrB, due to B diffusion and strong metal compounds
for Cr and B.

Figure 3 also proves that the diffusion affected zone is more active as holding time increases.
When the holding time is only 10 s, as shown in Figure 3a, there is almost no reaction layer between
the base metal and the filler metal. When the holding time is prolonged to 30 s, little reaction layer can
be observed (see Figure 3b). When the holding times are 50 s and 90 s, a net structure (see Figure 3c,d)
formed in the diffusion affected zone, which has been reported as enhancing the joining strength of the
base metal and the filler metal [12]. At the same time, the area of athermally solidified zone decreased.

Figure 4 shows the elements distribution of the joint using line-scan analysis of the brazing
temperature at 1120 ◦C for 10 s. From the base metal to the filler metal, the content of Fe and Cr
decrease while the content of Ni and Si increase. The reason is that there is an interdiffusion between
the base metal and the filler metal. When the scanning line reaches the precipitation, the content of Fe
and Ni decrease sharply, while the content of Cr increases to maximum. Based on the principles of
SEM backscattered images, it can be determined that there is B element in the precipitation. Therefore,
the precipitation is identified as CrB.

 

  

Figure 4. Line-scan analysis of the joint brazed at 1120 ◦C for 10 s, (a) line-scan direction, (b) content of
Fe and Cr, (c) content of Ni and Si.
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Figure 3a,c show the chemical analysis of different phases in the joint brazed at 1120 ◦C for 10 s
and 50 s respectively. There are three different phases observed in the joint. Their corresponding
chemical compositions are shown in Tables 1 and 2. It suggests that the high brazing temperature will
result in some Fe atoms melting from the base metal to the joint, so there are a few Fe atoms detected
in the joint. Meanwhile, the different chemical compositions of the phases in the two joints result from
the different holding times during the brazing procedure. When the brazing temperature is at 1120 ◦C
for 10 s, the precipitation in the joint (point 1 in Figure 3a) is CrB without other elements. This result is
consistent with the line-scan result mentioned above. The probable reason is that the precipitation
was formed in the althermal solidification at the end of the isothermal solidification. According to
the phase diagram, the solubility of B in Ni decreased at the end of the isothermal solidification, then
the B element was left in the liquid and resulted in the formation of CrB. With the prolonging of
the holding time, more Fe atoms dissolved into the joint. The precipitation at point 1 in Figure 3c,
consists of B, Cr, Fe and Ni (as shown in Table 2), which is different from the precipitation at point 1 in
Figure 3a. The differences in the matrix of the joints are the content of Fe, Si and B. When the holding
time is prolonged, more Fe melts into the joint, and more Si and B atoms diffuse. Due to the atom
size of B being smaller than that of Si, the diffusion rate of B is faster than that of Si, and there is no B
element detected at point 2 in Figure 3c. Point 3 in Figure 3a is the diffusion affected zone between the
base metal and the filler metal. The composition reveals the diffusion of Ni and Si atoms. Point 3 in
Figure 3c is a precipitation that primarily comprises B, Cr and Fe. As reported, B diffuses into the base
metal to form the intermetallics along the grain boundaries of the base metal [13].

Table 1. The chemical compositions labeled 1,2,3 in Figure 3a.

Element
1 2 3

Wt % At % Wt % At % Wt % At %

Ni 0.33 0.11 56.38 49.09 11.08 10.45
Cr 58.07 22.54 2.84 2.79 9.63 10.25
Fe - - 34.33 31.42 78.57 77.88
Si 0.29 0.21 4.75 8.65 0.72 1.42
B 41.31 77.13 1.7 8.05 - -

Table 2. The chemical compositions labeled 1,2,3 in Figure 3c.

Element
1 2 3

Wt % At % Wt % At % Wt % At %

Ni 3.46 1.05 48.09 45.43 1.74 0.47
Cr 24.32 8.31 4.08 4.36 5.17 1.57
Fe 21.13 6.72 45.06 44.75 31.95 9.01
Si - - 2.77 5.46 0.16 0.09
B 51.1 83.93 - - 60.98 88.86

Figure 5 shows the SEM backscattered images of the joints brazed at 1050, 1080 and 1120 ◦C
for 30 s, respectively. The diffusion affected zone (see Figure 5a) is not obvious, but is quite clear in
Figure 5b,c. The shape of the boride phase also varies with the brazing temperature. The higher the
brazing temperature, the easier the boride phases achieve phase equilibrium.

Table 3 shows the shear test results of brazed joints for varying brazing parameters. Most shear
stress values of brazed joints are above 250 MPa, except for test samples 1 and 3; the former was brazed
at a low temperature (1050 ◦C) and the latter was brazed for a short time (10 s). Figure 6a,b show the
variation of shear stress for different brazing parameters. In Figure 6a, when the brazing temperature
is 1120 ◦C, the shear stress of the brazing joint increases with the prolonging of the holding time.
However, the increase of shear stress is not obvious when the holding time exceeds 50 s. The shear
stress of the brazing joint increases with the increasing brazing temperature when the hold time is 30 s,
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as shown in Figure 6b. The microstructure of the joint is an indicator for its mechanical properties.
The different holding time and brazing temperature that resulted in varying boride phases in the
joint, which have a slight effect on the shear stress in the joint. However, the shear stress is heavily
dependent on the shape of the diffusion affected zone and whether the chemical composition content
in the matrix of the braze joint can easily achieve phase equilibrium [14].

Figure 5. The SEM backscattered images of BNi-2 brazed at (a) 1050 ◦C, (b) 1080 ◦C and (c) 1120 ◦C
for 30 s.

Table 3. Shear test results of the brazed joints for different process parameters.

No. Temperature (◦C) Time (s) Shear Stress (MPa)

1 1050 30 221.2
2 1080 30 252.1
3 1120 10 235.2
4 1120 30 269.5
5 1120 50 277.8
6 1120 90 285.6
7 1150 30 276.5
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Figure 6. The shear test results of the brazed joints, (a) at 1120 ◦C, (b) for 30 s.

4. Conclusions

The induction brazing of 1Cr12Mo martensitic stainless steel with nickel-based filler metal
(SFA-5.8 BNi-2) in an Ar atmosphere was performed in this paper. The effect of temperature and hold
time of induction brazing on microstructure and shear strength has been discussed. The research
results show that the brazed joint consists of three parts, the matrix of the braze alloy, the precipitation
and the diffusion affected zone. With increases of temperature and holding time, the strength of the
brazed joint was increased. The shear strength of the joints brazed is 285.6 MPa when the Ar gas flow
rate is 25 L/min, the heating current is 600 A, the brazing temperature is 1120 ◦C, and the holding
time is 90 s.
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Abstract: A process variant of variable polarity plasma arc welding (VPPAW), that is, the pulsed
plasma gas VPPAW process, was developed. The pulsed plasma gas was transmitted into the
variable polarity plasma arc through a high-frequency solenoid valve to modify the output of the
plasma arc. The collection of arc electrical characteristics, arc shapes, and weld formation from
VPPAW, double-pulsed VPPAW (DP-VPPAW), and pulsed plasma gas VPPAW (PPG-VPPAW) was
carried out to examine if the pulsed plasma gas was able to play a positive role in improving the
stability and quality of the VPPAW process. The arc voltage shows that the pulsed plasma gas had
a greater influence on the electrode positive polarity voltage. The lower the plasma gas frequency
was, the lower the arc voltage fluctuation frequency was and the greater the arc voltage fluctuation
amplitude was. From the arc image, it could be observed that the arc core length had a short decrease
during the general rising trend after plasma gas was turned on. The arc core width only had a slight
change due to the restriction of the torch orifice. Compared with pulsed current wave, the pulsed
plasma gas could better enhance the fluidity of the molten pool to reduce porosity during aluminum
keyhole welding.

Keywords: variable polarity plasma arc welding (VPPAW); weld formation; pulsed plasma gas;
arc voltage

1. Introduction

Variable polarity plasma arc welding (VPPAW) has been widely used in aeronautics, astronautics,
and the automobile industry to produce high-quality and high-precision weld joints of aluminum
alloy [1,2]. The constrained process in the plasma arc torch leads to high energy density and arc
stiffness of the plasma arc, but makes the output of the arc coupled. This characteristic results in
a smaller weld lobe curve than for other processes, and leads the keyhole molten pool easily affected
by environmental changes in complex welding environments [3]. All of these cause a poor dynamic
stability of the keyhole and weld defects, which restrict the application of VPPAW.

Increasing arc energy density is a common method to improve welding quality. The laser hybrid
plasma arc welding process [4,5] can improve the energy density and stability of the plasma arc
by benefiting from interactions with laser beams. The gas-focusing plasma arc welding process [6],
with arc column secondly constricted by focusing gas, can improve the arc restraint degree and stability
significantly. The increase in arc stability effectively reduces the disturbance from welding arc to
molten pool, but it is difficult to eliminate the other influence on molten pool stability.
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Increasing the robustness of the keyhole molten pool is more helpful for the interference resisting.
The controlled pulsed plasma arc welding process [7,8], which makes the holes in periodic opening
and closing state by adjusting the current output, could effectively improve the robustness of the
molten pool. The double-pulsed VPPAW (DP-VPPAW) [9,10] adds additional high-frequency pulsed
current into electrode negative (EN) and electrode positive (EP), which makes the molten pool oscillate
periodically to improve stability of the welding process and quality. However, the additional current
parameters lead the thermal-force synchronous change and cause difficulties of process control.

The vibration-assisted plasma arc welding process [11,12], which uses mechanical vibration
to drive molten pool vibration, is an efficient method to decrease the attendant heat fluctuation of
the plasma arc, compared with the current wave. These methods produced satisfactory process
effectiveness, but the mechanical coupling of vibration system and welding torch reduced the stability
and precision of the plasma welding torch structure.

The previous studies [13,14] have shown that the plasma gas flow rate significantly affects the
pressure output, but for the heat output, it is insignificant. Based on this, a novel welding process
named pulsed plasma gas VPPAW (PPG-VPPAW) was proposed in this study. A specially designed
plasma arc torch was used to control plasma gas flow, and the pulsed plasma gas VPPAW system was
developed. This paper focuses on the arc behavior and welding process with PPG-VPPAW. The reason
for the periodic variation of arc voltage and arc profile during PPG-VPPAW is discussed based on the
arc electric signals and arc image acquired from experimental results. Furthermore, the weld-forming
experiments were carried out to explore the reason for the improving the fluidity of the molten pool
and reducing porosity during aluminum keyhole PPG-VPPAW.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Experimental System

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the PPG-VPPAW system, which included three parts:
the pulsed plasma gas control unit, the VPPAW system, and the data acquisition system. The plasma
gas control unit consisted of a S7-200 series PLC and a 35A series high-frequency solenoid valve (rated
voltage of DC24V, rated power of 5.4 W, conduction response time of 6 ms, outages response time of
2 ms, and the maximum atmospheric flux of 16.2 L/min for argon). The solenoid valve was installed in
the plasma gas tube of the plasma arc torch and as close to the torch nozzle as possible to generate the
pulsed plasma gas flow. The VPPAW system consisted of a welding power source, a modified plasma
arc torch, and the needed accessories. The data acquisition system mainly consisted of a voltage sensor,
a current sensor, a high-speed camera, a data acquisition card, and an industrial computer. During the
welding process, the welding current and voltage were collected by the current and voltage sensors.
The plasma arc was imaged by the high-speed camera (IDT Y4 series), which was set to focus on
the fixed region around the nozzle of the unmovable plasma arc torch. The experimental data was
displayed and recorded by the data acquisition card in the industrial control computer.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the PPG-VPPAW system.

2.2. Experimental Design

The principle of the PPG-VPPAW process is shown in Figure 2. When the solenoid valve was
closed, the plasma gas flow was blocked by the solenoid valve and gathered at the entrance of the
solenoid valve. When the solenoid valve was opened, the blocked plasma gas flow was released and
input into the plasma arc at a velocity greater than the set value at that moment. Then, the plasma gas
flow returned to the set value and waited the next closure of the solenoid valve.

 

Figure 2. The principle of PPG-VPPAW process.

In order to study the effect of pulsed plasma gas acting on the plasma arc, the arc electric signals
and arc image were acquired from PPG-VPPAW and compared with those in VPPAW and DP-VPPAW.
The current and plasma gas flow waveforms of the VPPAW, DP-VPPAW, and PPG-VPPAW processes
are shown in Figure 3. The VPPAW process has the variable polarity square current wave with unequal
straight and reverse polarity time intervals, and the plasma gas flow rate remains constant, as shown
in Figure 3a. For the DP-VPPAW process, the current wave has been decreased periodically, the total
current wave presents two periodically varying pulses (i.e., a high-frequency variable polarity pulse
and a low-frequency pulse), and the plasma gas flow rate is the same as for the VPPAW process,
as shown in Figure 3b. In the PPG-VPPAW process, the current waveform is the same as for the
VPPAW process while the plasma gas flow rate is input intermittently in the form of a pulse, as shown
in Figure 3c. Based on a large number of trials, the process parameters in this study were selected
in Table 1 to make the comparison clear. In Table 1, IEN was the electrode negative current; IEP was
the electrode positive current; IB was the basic current in DP-VPPAW; IP was the pick current in
DP-VPPAW. The arc image capture rate was 3000 fps and the signal sampling rate was 10,000 Hz.
The plasma gas and the shielding gas both were pure argon.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of current–plasma gas flow waveform. (a) VPPAW; (b) DP-VPPAW;
(c) PPG-VPPAW.
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Table 1. Parameters for arc image and electrical signal comparison.

Number
Arc Length

(mm)
Tungsten

Setback (mm)

Shielding Gas
Flow Rate

(L/min)

Plasma Gas
Flow Rate

(L/min)
IEN:IEP (A)

1-1 6 4 10 3.0 100:100
1-2 6 4 10 3.0 100:100
1-3 6 4 10 3.0 100:100
1-4 6 4 10 3.0 100:100

Number IB:IP (A)
Electric Pulse

Frequency
(Hz)

Electric Pulse
Duty Cycle

Solenoid Valve
Frequency

(Hz)

Solenoid Valve
Duty Cycle

1-1 - - - - -
1-2 80% 3 5:3 - -
1-3 - - - 4 4:1
1-4 - - - 20 4:1

In order to study the effect of pulsed plasma gas on the molten pool in the keyhole welding
process, the weld-forming experiments were carried out. The weld bead geometries and porosity
distribution from the VPPAW, DP-VPPAW, and PPG-VPPAW processes were investigated. In order to
study the influence of the pulsed plasma gas on the molten pool, the filling wire was not applied for
avoiding the effect of filling material on molten pool behavior and simplifying the experimental model.
In these experiments, 5 mm thick 5A06 aluminum alloy was selected as the work piece. The plasma
gas and the shielding gas both were pure argon. Based on a large number of trials, the parameters in
this part were selected to obtain a good weld bead geometry, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters for weld-forming experiments.

Number Arc Length (mm)
Tungsten

Setback (mm)

Shielding
Gas Flow

Rate (L/min)

Plasma Gas
Flow Rate

(L/min)
IEN:IEP (A)

2-1 5 4 10 3.0 130:150
2-2 5 4 10 3.0 130:150
2-3 5 4 10 3.0 130:150
2-4 5 4 10 3.0 130:150

Number IB:IP (A)
Welding

Speed
(mm/s)

Electric Pulse
Frequency

(Hz)

Electric
Pulse Duty

Cycle

Solenoid Valve
Frequency (Hz)

Solenoid
Valve Duty

Cycle

2-1 - 1.83 - - - -
2-2 80% 1.83 3 5:3 - -
2-3 - 1.83 - - 20 4:1
2-4 - 1.83 - - 40 4:1

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Variation in Arc Electrical Signal

The welding electrical signals of VPPAW (Experiment 1-1) and DP-VPPAW (Experiment 1-2)
are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. It can be observed that the current waves well fit the preset
parameters. The root mean square (RMS) and absolute mean (AM) values of current are shown in
Table 3. In comparison with traditional VPPAW, the current of PPG-VPPAW was almost unchanged.
Figure 4c,d show the welding electrical signals of PPG-VPPAW under different plasma gas flow
pulse frequencies with the same plasma flow rate; the plasma gas flow pulse frequencies were 4 Hz
(Experiment 1-3) and 20 Hz (Experiment 1-4), respectively. Compared with Figure 4a,c, it can be
observed that the current wave had a negligible effect on the pulsed plasma gas, while the arc voltage
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fluctuated periodically with the pulsed plasma gas frequency. The electrode negative period voltage
(UEN) in the VPPAW process and solenoid valve on state of the PPG-VPPAW process was 24.97 V on
average, and the electrode positive period voltage (UEP) was 35.49 V on average. When the solenoid
valve was off state and the gas flow pulse frequency was 4 Hz, the UEN and UEP decreased by 5.8 V and
9.8 V, respectively. When the gas flow pulse frequency was 20 Hz, the UEN and UEP decreases were
5.1 V and 8.9 V, respectively. The above results showed that the lower the frequency of plasma gas,
the more distinct the influence on the arc voltage waveform. At a certain plasma gas pulse frequency,
the pulsed plasma gas has a greater influence on the electrode positive polarity voltage.
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Figure 4. Welding current–voltage synchronizing wave form. (a) VPPAW; (b) DP-VPPAW;
(c) PPG-VPPAW (4 Hz); (d) PPG-VPPAW (20 Hz).
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Table 3. The root mean square (RMS) and absolute mean (AM) values of current.

Welding Methods RMS (A) AM (A)

VPPAW 100.95 100.66
DP-VPPAW 93.56 92.39

PPG-VPPAW(4 Hz) 100.98 100.66
PPG-VPPAW(20 Hz) 100.84 100.08

When the plasma gas injects into the arc column, it requires more energy to keep enough ionized
particles that let the current through. When the plasma gas is shut off, the required energy which was
used to ionize the gas decreases, and the arc voltage also decreases. This decrease relates to the shut-off
time of plasma gas and has a maximum value. With the frequency of plasma gas increased, the shut-off
time decreases with lack of time to let the arc voltage decrease to the maximum value. In the EP phase
of the PPG-VPPAW process, due to the cathodic cleaning phenomenon [15], the size of the arc profile is
larger than that in the EN phase, which lets it be more affected by the plasma gas shut-off.

Figure 5 displays more details about the arc voltage of PPG-VPPAW with the plasma gas flow
pulse frequencies of 4 Hz and 20 Hz. The pulse signals of “1” and “0” indicate that the solenoid valve
is in the on state and off state, respectively. It can clearly be seen that with the plasma gas flow pulse
frequency of 4 Hz, the arc voltage is dropped immediately to the minimum voltage when the plasma
gas is shut off, which costs 14 ms, and the voltage decrease rate is 0.44 V/ms. When the plasma gas
is turned on, it takes 28 ms to return the average voltage, and the voltage increase rate is 0.20 V/ms
accordingly. Once the plasma gas flow pulse frequency increases to 20 Hz, the voltage decrease rate is
nearly same as that in 4 Hz (0.46 V/ms), but it is hard to find a stable minimum voltage due to the lack
of shut-off time of the plasma gas. When the plasma gas is turned on in 20 Hz situation, the voltage
recovery time is 22 ms, and the voltage increase rate is 0.23 V/ms accordingly. The above results show
that the plasma arc needs more time to recover the effect of plasma gas closure, and the plasma gas
flow pulse frequency has less effect on the voltage decrease rate.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The arc voltage of PPG-VPPAW. (a) PPG-VPPAW (4 Hz); (b) PPG-VPPAW (20 Hz).

When the plasma gas is shut off, there is no plasma gas injecting immediately and the arc zone
could be considered as a relative closed environment and establish balance easily. Compared with
it, when the plasma gas is turned on, the plasma gas continuously injects into the arc column and
makes it harder to establish balance, so the arc voltage needs more time to stabilize after the plasma
gas is turned on. Furthermore, the higher the plasma gas frequency is, the lower the plasma gas
accumulation rate is, so the arc voltage needs less time to stabilize after the plasma gas is turned on.
The voltage decrease rate is correlated with arc characteristic, but there is no significant correlation
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with the frequency of plasma gas. However, when the frequency of plasma gas is above a certain
value, the plasma gas is turned on again when the arc voltage is not yet decreased to the stable voltage
without plasma gas, so the recovery speed of the voltage becomes faster.

3.2. Variation in Arc Profile

In order to better observe and analyze the variation in arc profile collected by the high-speed
video camera, it is necessary to divide the arc region for regionalization and measurement. The arc
image processing procedure is shown in Figure 6. The original arc image is shown in Figure 6a.
Figure 6b is the colored gray-scale image that is transformed from the original arc. According to the
intensity of the arc light, the arc can be divided into 256 scale levels. Yang et al. illustrated that the
gray scale was larger with higher intensity in the arc gray-scale image, with 90% of the arc intensity
as the arc core region [16,17]. The gray-scale image was colored by RGB for the convenience of arc
core region [18,19], the red and green region of processed arc image were the core and edge region,
respectively. As a result, the arc profile would be measured and analyzed using the arc core region,
as presented in Figure 6b. The arc profile, which was defined by arc core length L and arc core width
under the nozzle D, was accurately measured by computerized measurement technique.

 
(a)  

(b) 

Figure 6. Edge extraction and regionalization of welding arc. (a) Original arc image; (b) processed
arc image.

Figure 7a displays the variation of arc profile in a complete plasma gas cycle of PPG-VPPAW
with the 4 Hz plasma gas pulse frequency in EN phase. Figure 8a shows the corresponding L and
D, which were measured using the method mentioned above. From 0 to 30 ms, the arc images were
relatively stable, the L and D were about 3.76 mm and 1.05 mm, respectively. When the plasma gas
was shut off, from 30 ms to 60 ms, the arc constricted rapidly with the L and D decreased to 0 mm.
From 60 ms to 80 ms, the core region of the arc almost disappeared because there was no plasma
gas supply. When the plasma gas was turned on, from 80 ms to 100 ms, the core region of the arc
significantly increased with L and D increased to 3.18 mm and 1.27 mm, respectively. Then, the L had
a decrease to 2.07 mm at 110 ms and increased again to 6 mm in 140 ms. After that, the L gradually
decreased to 4.09 mm from 140 ms to 170 ms and then maintained in a stable state. In this period, the D
only had a slight change due to the restriction of the torch orifice. The above results show that the
arc core length had a short decrease during the general rising trend after plasma gas was turned on.
These two peaks of arc core length were due to the initial overshoot phenomenon. Once the plasma
gas is turned on, the overshoot velocity is higher than the setting value, which causes the subsequent
plasma gas to not keep up, leading the L to decrease.

Figure 7b shows the variation of arc profile in a complete plasma gas cycle of PPG-VPPAW with
the 20 Hz plasma gas pulse frequency in the EN phase. The corresponding L and D are shown in
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Figure 8b. It can be seen that the change of PPG-VPPAW arc profile with 4 Hz and 20 Hz plasma gas
pulse frequencies have the same tendency. As mentioned before, due to the increase of plasma gas
pulse frequency, there is not enough shut-off time of plasma gas to affect the arc profile fully, the L
cannot decrease to 0 mm from 8 ms to 18 ms, and the first peak value is also less than that in 4 Hz.
In the whole cycle with 20 Hz plasma gas pulse frequency, the core region of the arc always exists,
and the D keeps balanced at 1.02 ± 0.17 mm.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Comparison of arc images at negative polarity stage. (a) PPG-VPPAW (4 Hz); (b) PPG-VPPAW
(20 Hz). (The color bar of this figure is same as Figure 6).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Arc core region size of PPG-VPPAW. (a) PPG-VPPAW (4 Hz); (b) PPG-VPPAW (20 Hz).
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Figure 9 displays the arc profile of EP phase in different VPPAW processes and stages. Figure 9a
shows the arc profile in the VPPAW process. Figure 9b,c show shutting-off and turning-on stages,
respectively, with 4Hz PPG-VPPAW. Figure 9d,e show shutting-off and turning-on stages, respectively,
with 20 Hz PPG-VPPAW. Compared with these arc profiles, it is easy to find that only in the shut-off
stage with 4 Hz PPG-VPPAW process, the arc core length L significantly decreased. This phenomenon
cannot be found when the plasma gas pulse frequency increased to 20 Hz. That means the influence of
plasma gas shutting off in the EP phase of the VPPAW process is much smaller than in the EN phase,
especially in a high plasma gas pulse frequency. This is because the arc core region is directly related to
the temperature field, which has such a great inertia that the temperature change could not quickly
respond to the disturbance. When the plasma gas frequency increases, the effect of pulsed plasma gas
on the EP phase is harder to observe.

 
Figure 9. Comparison of arc images at positive polarity stage. (The color bar of this figure is same as
Figure 6).

3.3. Variation in Welding Formation

Figure 10 shows the front and back of the PPG-VPPA (20 Hz) weld joint. It can be clearly seen that
the keyhole is completely penetrated at the end of the weld joint. The weld joint formed as shown
in Figure 10 is due to the lack of metal filling and the molten pool flow toward the front of the weld.
Figure 11 shows the appearance of the weld surface with different welding methods. A smooth weld
joint profile of VPPAW is shown in Figure 11a. As shown in Figure 11b–d, both DP-VPPAW and
PPG-VPPAW form a fish-scale pattern on the surface of the weld joint due to the stirring action on
the welding pool caused by the periodical oscillation of the arc pressure. The ripples formed on the
weld joint surface show that the fluidity of the welding pool has been enhanced, and benefits the
welding quality. Compared with Figure 11b,c, it is clearly demonstrated that the plasma gas frequency
has a stronger effect acting on the welding formation than current frequency under the premise of
acceptable welding formation. Compared with Figure 11c,d, the denseness of ripple profile on the
weld joint surface is directly proportional to the frequency of the plasma gas.

 
Figure 10. The front and back of the PPG-VPPA (20 Hz) weld joint.
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(a) 

 
(c) 

 
(b) 

 
(d) 

Figure 11. Morphology of weld surface. (a) VPPAW; (b) DP-VPPAW; (c) PPG-VPPAW (20 Hz);
(d) PPG-VPPAW (40 Hz).

The preparation method of the sample is shown in Figure 12. Three samples were selected in
every weld joint. We observed that the characteristics of the three samples of the same weld joint
were basically the same. Therefore, a sample of each weld joint was randomly selected for further
analysis. The cross-sections of the weld joint with different welding methods are exhibited in Figure 13a.
The average weld reinforcement and width are measured as shown in Table 4. The VPPAW process
and PPG-VPPAW process have nearly the same current wave, so the weld width from these two
processes are similar. For the DP-VPPAW process, due to the decrease of current in the low frequency,
the weld width also decreases. The distribution of porosity in the weld fusion line region with different
welding methods is shown in Figure 13b, where WZ is weld zone, FZ is fusion zone, and HAZ is
heat-affected zone. It shows clearly that the porosity has appeared both in fusion zone and weld zone
from the VPPAW process, and the porosity could be observed in the fusion zone from the DP-VPPAW
process. In contrast, there is no observable porosity in the cross-section from the PPG-VPPAW process.
The results of arc electrical characteristics and arc profile show that PPG-VPPA periodically fluctuates
due to the periodic variation of plasma gas flow rate. The molten pool oscillates periodically under the
oscillating arc. Therefore, the pulsed plasma gas has a stronger effect than the pulsed current wave
which enhances the fluidity of the molten pool and the spillover probability of the porosity from the
molten pool increases [20,21].

 
Figure 12. The preparation method of the sample.
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(a)                                         (b) 

Figure 13. Macrographs of cross-section and the distribution of pores in weld fusion line region.
(a) Macrographs of cross-section; (b) the distribution of pores in weld fusion line region.

Table 4. The weld reinforcement and width.

Welding Methods Weld Width (mm) Weld Reinforcement (mm)

VPPAW 10.18 0.64
DP-VPPAW 9.64 0.82

PPG-VPPAW 10.01 0.73

4. Conclusions

This study proposed a novel plasma arc welding process, named pulsed plasma gas variable
polarity plasma arc welding process, and investigated the effect of pulsed plasma gas on the arc
electrical signal, arc profile, and welding formation. The results can be summarized as follows:

(1) The shut-off time is the key factor affecting arc behavior under the pulsed plasma gas, and this
effect is stronger in the EP phase of the variable polarity plasma arc process.

(2) In the EN phase, the length of arc core region is also affected by the shut-off time of plasma gas.
Due to the overshoot, two peak values of arc core length appear in the return of plasma gas.
The pulsed plasma gas has less effect on arc profile in the EP phase.

(3) Compared with pulsed current wave, the pulsed plasma gas could better enhance the fluidity of
the molten pool to reduce porosity during aluminum keyhole welding.
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Abstract: The intermetallic layer, which forms at the bonding interface in dissimilar welding of
aluminum alloys to steel, is the most important characteristic feature influencing the mechanical
properties of the joint. In this work, horizontal butt-welding of thin sheets of aluminum alloy EN
AW-6014 T4 and galvanized mild steel DC04 was investigated. In order to predict the thickness of the
intermetallic layer based on the main welding process parameters, a numerical model was created
using the software package Visual-Environment. This model was validated with cold metal transfer
(CMT) welding experiments. Based on the calculated temperature field inside the joint, the evolution
of the intermetallic layer was numerically estimated using the software Matlab. The results of these
calculations were confirmed by metallographic investigations using an optical microscope, which
revealed spatial thickness variations of the intermetallic layer along the bonding interface.

Keywords: aluminum-steel blanks; intermetallic layer; cold metal transfer; welding simulation;
dissimilar welding; multimaterial car body

1. Introduction

Dissimilar joining of aluminum alloy sheets to steel sheets is an indispensable key process for
producing multimaterial car bodies, offering both high crash safety and low vehicle weight. Fusion
welding processes in particular have marked advantages regarding the efficient joining of hybrid
parts of complex shapes. However, thermal joining of aluminum- (Al) to iron- (Fe) based materials
is known to be associated with the formation of intermetallic (IM) AlxFey phases at the bonding
interface [1–3]. The formation of these phases is mandatory for bonding of the dissimilar materials,
however, excessive formation results in brittleness and therefore in poor mechanical properties of the
joints. Thus, controlling the thermodynamically unavoidable interfacial reaction between iron and
aluminum is a critical issue regarding the performance of dissimilar joints.

Laboratory experiments have identified that in most cases two main IM phases form at the
interface between solid iron or steel and liquid aluminum or its alloys: Al5Fe2 as the major
η-phase [4–8], together with Al3Fe (also referred as Al13Fe4) as the minor θ-phase [9–34]. Some
researchers have found additional AlxFey phases, e.g., AlFe3 or AlFe [7,14–16]. Dybkov [12] reported
‘paralinear’ growth of the IM phases, meaning that with increasing time the thickness of the Al5Fe2

phase tends to grow towards a certain limit, while the thickness of the Al3Fe phase grows almost
linearly after a non-linear initial period. Bouayad et al. [17] also observed that growth of the Al5Fe2

phase follows a parabolic relationship, but the growth of the Al3Fe phase follows a linear relationship.
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However, according to Bouché et al. [18], both the Al5Fe2 phase as well as the Al3Fe phase exhibit
parabolic growth after an initial non-parabolic transient period. The Al5Fe2 crystals are assumed to
have a much higher growth rate than the Al3Fe crystals, since the tongue-like Al5Fe2 sub-layer is
generally observed to be markedly thicker than the serrated Al3Fe sub-layer.

At least one, or even both, of these two phases was also found to form in dissimilar cold metal
transfer (CMT) welding/brazing of aluminum alloys to steel [35–48]. In comparison to conventional
gas metal arc (GMA) welding processes, the CMT process is operated with significantly reduced heat
input [47,48], which restricts the growth of the AlxFey phases and therefore limits the thickness of
the IM layer [42,43]. The process temperature is high enough to melt the aluminum base material
and the aluminum-based filler, but the steel base material remains solid. Thus, dissimilar joining is
achieved by a combination of aluminum welding and steel brazing. The single-sided CMT process
in particular offers high potential regarding flexible and efficient butt-welding of aluminum alloy
sheets to zinc-coated steel sheets, which is of utmost interest in the automotive industry. However,
note that the steel sheet can be used in the as-cut condition, i.e., the cutting edge of the steel sheet is
uncoated [49].

The growth of the thickness of the IM layer, xIM (m), can be expressed as a function of time, t (s).
Diffusion-controlled layer growth, which is assumed as dominant in low temperature and solid state
welding processes (e.g., CMT), is commonly expressed using a power-law function:

xIM = (kt)n (1)

For parabolic growth, n = 0.5. The temperature-dependent growth rate coefficient k (m2/s) is
expected to follow an Arrhenius relationship, where k0 (m2/s) is the growth constant, Q (J/mol) is the
activation energy, T (K) is the absolute temperature, and R = 8.314 J/molK is the gas constant:

k = k0 exp
(
− Q

RT

)
(2)

Table 1 contains values of Q and k0 as reported in the literature for calculation of the time-
dependent parabolic growth of the major η-phase or of the IM layer, respectively. Both of these
constants are usually determined by fitting experimental data captured at different temperatures.
Obviously, considerable variations exist between the reported values, which can be attributed to
differences in the materials investigated, the experimental conditions, and in formulating the growth
equation. Note that most of the experiments have been conducted at laboratory conditions within
comparatively narrow temperature ranges. Therefore, the influence of transient or non-uniform
temperature fields—as occur, for instance, in most industrial welding processes—on the formation of
the IM layer is not considered. Furthermore, if iron or aluminum of technical pureness are used for
experiments, the growth constants do not consider the influence of alloying elements, which are known
to influence the growth of the IM layer and which are normally present in industrial processes. In
particular, increasing the silicon content of aluminum alloys retards IM layer growth [4,10,27–33,50,51],
but increasing the zinc content promotes IM layer growth [4,34,51]. Increasing the carbon content
of steels also retards the growth [52,53]. Note that the constants given in References [54–59] were
determined in experiments where both iron and aluminum were solid (s).

During recent years, different methods have been applied by researchers to model the IM layer,
since this layer represents a critical feature influencing the mechanical properties of aluminum-steel
joints. Rong et al. [60] conducted thermophysical simulations to clarify reaction mechanisms and
growth kinetics at the interface between solid steel and liquid aluminum, and to predict the average
thickness of the IM layer. Das et al. [61] proposed a combined theoretical–experimental method,
including a numerical model and a set of measured results, to estimate the thickness of the IM layer as
a function of key process parameters in a lap joint configuration. Zhang et al. [62] used the Monte Carlo
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(MC) method to model the growth of IM compounds, and validated their results with bead-on-plate
welding of aluminum alloy onto galvanized mild steel.

Table 1. Activation energies and growth constants, as reported in the literature.

Ref. Researcher T (◦C) Material Combination Q (kJ/mol) k0 (m2/s)

[5] Heumann and Dittrich 700–960 pure Fe (s)
pure Al (l) 55 -

[8] Denner and Jones 673–826

0.05 wt % C steel (s)
pure Al (l) 170 -

0.17 wt % C steel (s)
pure Al (l) 195 -

[11] Eggeler, Auer
and Kaesche

670–800

low C steel (s)
pure Al (l)

134 *
155 ** -

low C steel (s)
Fe-saturated Al (l)

87 *
104 ** -

[17] Bouayad, Gerometta,
Belkebir and Ambari 700–900 pure Fe (s)

pure Al (l)
73 *
74 ** -

[30]
Springer, Kostka, Payton,
Raabe, Kaysser-Pyzalla

and Eggeler
600–675

0.08 wt % C steel (s)
pure Al (s,l) 190 -

0.08 wt % C steel (s)
Al + 5 wt % Si (s,l) 17 -

[34]
Springer, Szczepaniak

and Raabe, includes data
from [4,30,54,57]

400–750

0.08 wt % C steel (s)
pure Al (s,l) 190 -

0.08 wt % C steel (s)
Al + 2.5 wt % Zn (s,l) 165 -

[32]
Lemmens, Springer, De

Graeve, De Strycker,
Raabe and Verbeken

670–725

0.01 wt % C steel (s)
pure Al (l) 224 -

0.01 wt % C steel (s)
Al + 1 wt % Si (l) 142 -

0.01 wt % C steel (s)
Al + 3 wt % Si (l) 149 -

0.01 wt % C steel (s)
Al + 10 wt % Si (l) -72 -

[23] Tanaka and Kajihara 780–820 pure Fe (s)
pure Al (l) 248 1.26 × 102

[29] Yin, Zhao, Liu, Han
and Li

700–800

pure Fe (s)
pure Al (l) 207 1.10

pure Fe (s)
Al + 1 wt % Si (l) 169 3.68 × 10−3

pure Fe (s)
Al + 2 wt % Si (l) 167 1.46 × 10−3

pure Fe (s)
Al + 3 wt % Si (l) 172 1.38 × 10−3

[54] Shibata, Morozumi
and Koda 605–655 pure Fe (s)

pure Al (s) 226 -

[55] Jindal, Srivastava, Das
and Ghosh 500–600 IF steel (s)

pure Al (s) 85 3.82 × 10−8

[56] Kajihara
550–640

pure Fe (s)
pure Al (s) 281 1.32 × 102

[57] Naoi and Kajihara

[58] Zhe, Dezellus, Gardiola,
Braccini and Viala 535 0.03 wt % C steel (s)

Al + 7 wt % Si (s) 153 4.37 × 10−4

[59]
Xu, Robson, Wang

and Prangnell

400–480
0.08 wt % C steel (s)
Al + 0.8 wt % Si (s)

116 -

480–570 248 -

400–570 160 -

* maximum thickness of the IM layer, ** mean thickness of the IM layer, (s) solid, (l) liquid.
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This work presents a numerical method, which allows fast estimation and three-dimensional
(3D) visualization of the IM layer, because the highly irregular microscopic interface between the IM
layer and the weld seam is approximated as a smooth surface. 3D visualization of the layer enables
the identification of critical weld seam regions where comparatively thin (possibility of insufficient
bonding) or thick (brittleness of the joint) IM layers occur. The presented method, which includes
(i) calculation of the temperature at the bonding interface between the steel sheet and the aluminum
weld by means of finite element (FE) simulation, (ii) validation of the obtained numerical results
with temperature curves measured in CMT welding, (iii) prediction of the thickness of the IM layer
based on the calculated temperature field, and finally (iv) validation of the predicted thickness with
micrographs of weld cross-sections, has already been presented by the authors of this article [63]. This
method was also successfully applied by Borrisutthekul et al. [64] for estimating the effect of different
heat flow control measures on the thickness of the IM layer in laser welding, and by Mezrag et al. [65]
for the indirect determination of the process efficiency in CMT welding.

2. Experimental Methods

In this study, sheets of aluminum alloy EN AW-6014 T4 were joined with sheets of galvanized
mild steel DC04 by means of the single-sided cold metal transfer [47,48] process. The metal sheets
were clamped gap-free in horizontal butt-joint position, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The
dimensions were 250 mm × 150 mm × 0.80 mm for the steel sheet, and 250 mm × 150 mm × 1.15 mm
for the aluminum alloy sheet.

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of the welding configuration (dimensions in mm): (a) front view of
the weld butt [46], (b) top view showing the positions and the numbering of six thermocouples.

The welding equipment included a Fronius CMT Advanced 4000 power source and a Fronius
CMT Braze + torch (Pettenbach, Austria), mounted to the arm of a KUKA KR 30-2 robot (Augsburg,
Germany). A filler wire of non-commercial aluminum alloy Al-0.3Mg-0.5Sc-0.4Zr was used. Both
feeding of the filler wire and supply of the shielding gas were achieved through the welding torch.
The main process parameters applied in the welding experiments are summarized in Table 2, and the
nominal compositions (wt %) of the materials are listed in Table 3.

Table 2. Parameters of the welding process.

Parameter Symbol Value

Welding current (mean value) I 71 A
Welding voltage (mean value) U 8.1 V

Welding speed v 0.4 m/min
Feeding rate of the filler wire w 3.9 m/min

Diameter of the filler wire dw 1.2 mm
Distance between the torch and the workpiece d 6 mm

Angle between the torch and the workpiece δ 90◦
Flow rate of the argon shielding gas

.
VAr 12 l/min
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Table 3. Nominal compositions (wt %) of the materials used in the experiments [46].

Material Al Fe Mg Mn Si Cu Zn Ti Cr V C P S Zr Sc

Mild steel sheet
DC04 (1.0338) - bal. - max.

0.4 - - - - - - max.
0.08

max.
0.03

max.
0.03 - -

Aluminum alloy
sheet EN AW-6014 bal. max.

0.35 0.4–0.8 0.05–0.2 0.3–0.6 max.
0.25

max.
0.1

max.
0.1

max.
0.2 0.05–0.2 - - - - -

Aluminum filler wire
Al-0.3Mg-0.5Sc-0.4Zr bal. 0.02–0.04 0.2–0.3 0.03–0.050.03–0.05 - - - - - - - - 0.3–0.5 0.4–0.6

3. Numerical Methods

The numerical model for calculating the temperature field was created using the ESI Welding
Simulation Suite (R 13.5, ESI Group, Paris, France). This software package is based on the Visual-
Environment platform, which includes the pre-processing module Visual-Mesh for generating the
three-dimensional geometry and the mesh of the model, the module Visual-Weld for defining the
welding process, and the post-processing module Visual-Viewer for visualizing the results. The
numerical calculation was performed with the finite element (FE) software SYSWELD (R 2017.5, ESI
Group, Paris, France).

3.1. Geometry and Mesh

As shown in Figure 2, the model included three parts: the aluminum sheet, the steel sheet, and
the weld seam, with dimensions according to the experimental welding configuration. The complete
model consisted of approximately 504,000 nodes and 425,000 elements. The interface between the
weld seam and the steel sheet was meshed with comparatively fine elements, since the temperature at
this interface was of primary interest for calculating the thickness of the IM layer. Figure 2 also shows
that the mesh was coarser with increasing distance to the weld seam, in order to limit the required
calculation time. A cross-section of the meshed model is shown in Figure 3.

 

Figure 2. Meshed three-dimensional finite element model.

 

Figure 3. Cross-section of the meshed model based on (a) the micrograph of sample 63 and on (b) the
joint surface reconstruction of sample 62.

According to the results of the welding experiments, the maximum thickness of the weld seam
was about 3.8 mm, and the width between the base corners of the weld seam was about 8 mm.
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These dimensions were estimated from micrographs of the weld cross-section, as exemplarily shown
in Figure 3a. The micrographs were captured using a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1m (Jena, Germany)
optical microscope equipped with a Zeiss Axio-Cam MRc5 camera. The dimensions of the weld seam
were validated with a three-dimensional reconstruction of the joint surface as shown in Figure 3b,
which was captured using the optical 3D scanning system GOM ATOS III Triple Scan (Braunschweig,
Germany). Neither small variations of the actual weld seam geometry nor thermal distortion of the
sheets were considered in the model, since their effects on the growth and on the thickness of the IM
layer are negligible.

3.2. Material Properties

As shown in Figure 4, temperature-dependent thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, and
density were considered for both sheets and for the weld seam. These thermo-physical properties
were obtained by adapting predefined material data of the available Visual-Weld database (R 13.5, ESI
Group, Paris, France).

 

Figure 4. Thermo-physical material properties of the steel sheet, the aluminum alloy sheet and the
weld seam: (a) thermal conductivity, (b) specific heat capacity, and (c) density.

3.3. Process Definition and Boundary Conditions

The main process parameters applied in the welding experiments are summarized in Table 2.
Based on the mean welding voltage, U (V), the mean welding current, I (A), and the welding speed, v
(m/min), the nominal energy input, E (J/mm), was calculated:

E = 0.06
UI
v

(3)

The efficiency of the welding process, η, is in the range of about 0.8–0.9 for energy-reduced
GMA welding processes with controlled dip transfer [65–67]. However, η tends to increase with
decreasing arc power [67]. Since the modelled welding process was operated with comparatively
low energy input or arc power, η was approximated as unity in the present model. The heat density
distribution, q (W/mm3), describes the time-dependent movement of the heat source along the pre-
defined welding trajectory. It was calculated according to the double-ellipsoidal heat source model of
Goldak et al. [68,69]:

q(x, y, z, tw) =
6
√

3
π
√

π

f ηEv
abc

exp
(
−3x2

a2

)
exp

(
−3y2

b2

)
exp

(
−3(z − vtw)

2

c2

)
(4)

In Equation (4), x, y and z (mm) are the coordinates of the fixed coordinate system of the model,
and tw (s) is the welding time. The linear welding trajectory is oriented in z-direction. The heat source
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moves with constant welding speed, v (mm/s), along the welding trajectory. The heat source center is
located at the initial coordinates x0 = y0 = z0 = 0 when welding starts at tw0 = 0. In order to calculate q f
and qr, the ellipsoidal heat density distributions at the front and rear sections of the weld pool, the
factor f is replaced by f f or by fr, and the length c is replaced by c f or by cr, respectively. The heat
fractions f f and fr are deposited at the front and rear sections of the weld pool, with f f + fr = 2. The
lengths of the front and rear sections are c f and cr. Accordingly, the total length of the weld pool is
c f + cr, with c f :cr = 1:2. The total width of the weld pool is 2a and the penetration depth is b.

The radiative heat transfer coefficient at the surfaces of the weld and of the sheets, hr (W/m2K),
was calculated based on the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ, the thermal emission coefficient, ε, the
predefined ambient temperature, T∞ (K), and the local surface temperature, T (K):

hr = σ ε (T + T∞)
(

T2 + T2
∞

)
(5)

In order to quantify the total thermal losses the total heat transfer coefficient, h (W/m2K), was then
calculated by adding both the radiative heat transfer coefficient, hr, and the convective or conductive
heat transfer coefficients, hc:

h = hr + hc (6)

The basic input parameters used for the simulation of the welding process are summarized
in Table 4. They basically correspond to the conditions of the welding experiments conducted for
validating the results of the simulations. However, in order to model the heat losses it was necessary
to make some feasible assumptions. Since the temperature dependence of ε was actually unknown,
ε = ε(T) was approximated as unity. This is particularly suitable for elevated temperatures, because ε of
metals is known to increase markedly with rising temperature, and at elevated temperatures radiative
thermal losses become also dominant. The convective and the conductive heat transfer coefficients, hc

(W/m2K), were assumed to be constant over the entire temperature range. Since the metal sheets were
clamped with massive metal bars on both sides of the weld butt, the conductive heat transfer between
the sheets and the clamps was certainly higher than the convective heat transfer between the weld
seam region and the ambient air.

Table 4. Input parameters used for the simulation of the welding process.

Parameter Symbol Value

Nominal energy input E 86.3 J/mm
Efficiency of the welding process η 1

Width of the weld pool 2a 2.0 mm
Penetration depth of the weld pool b 1.5 mm

Length of the weld pool c f + cr 3.0 mm
Duration of the welding process Δtw 37.5 s

Duration of the post-welding cooling period Δtc 22.5 s
Time increment at time step i Δti 0.25 s

Ambient temperature (= initial sheet temperature) T∞ 20 ◦C
Stefan-Boltzmann constant σ 5.67 × 10−8 W/m2K4

Thermal emission coefficient ε 1
Convective heat transfer coefficient at the weld seam hc 10 W/m2K

Conductive heat transfer coefficient at the metal sheets hc 200 W/m2K

The dimensions of the weld pool, a, b, c f and cr, were calibrated based on micrographs of the joint,
as exemplarily shown in Figure 10. Note that in the present work, only the narrow region with the
locally molten aluminum sheet was considered for calibration, because the steel sheet remains solid in
dissimilar CMT welding/brazing of aluminum alloys to steel. This reasonable simplification allowed
the utilization of Goldak’s symmetric heat source model according to Equation (4), even though the
aluminum-steel joint had an asymmetric shape.
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3.4. Calculation of the IM Layer Thickness

The thickness of the IM layer was calculated using the software Matlab (R 2013, MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA). During the non-isothermal welding process, the temperature inside the weld seam
and inside the heat affected zone varied strongly with time, T = T(t). Accordingly, the growth rate
coefficient varied with time too, k = k(t). Thus, the simple power law function of Equation (1), which
is valid for isothermal conditions, cannot describe the growth of the IM layer over the entire welding
cycle. However, since assuming T and therefore k as constant is feasible within small time increments,
dt, the corresponding growth increment, dxIM, can be calculated based on the first derivation of
Equation (1):

dxIM = n kntn−1dt (7)

For discrete steps, and if parabolic growth (n = 0.5) of the IM layer is assumed, Equation (7) can
be transformed into Equation (8). For each of these steps, i = 1, 2, 3...m, one can calculate the growth
increment, ΔxIM,i, based on the actual time of growth, ti, the time increment, Δti, and the growth rate
coefficient, ki, as follows:

ΔxIM,i =

√
ki
4ti

Δti (8)

Figure 5 illustrates schematically the relationships between the thickness of the IM layer, xIM, and
the time of growth, t, as well as between the growth increment, ΔxIM,i, and the time increment, Δti, as
expressed by Equation (8).

 

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the relationship between IM layer thickness and growth time.

Using Equation (9), ki was calculated with the constants Q = 190 kJ/mol and k0 = 1.5 m2/s, which
lay within the range of the values given in Table 1 for the combination of liquid technically pure (i.e.,
particularly silicon-free) aluminum and solid low-carbon steel:

ki = k0 exp
(
− Q

RTi

)
(9)

Keep in mind that k0 is the general growth constant, which is not related to t0 = 0. By contrast, the
growth rate coefficient ki is certainly related to the time ti. The temperature Ti was obtained from the
finite element simulation, utilizing the constant time increment Δti. Note that t0 �= tw0, because tw0 = 0
when the welding process starts, but t0 = 0 when the local temperature exceeds the limit of T0 = 400 ◦C
for the growth of the IM layer. At temperatures below this limit diffusion is quite slow and therefore
reactions between aluminum and steel are more or less negligible [5]. According to Equation (10) the
total thickness of the IM layer, xIM, can be finally calculated by adding all growth increments, ΔxIM,i:

xIM =
m

∑
i=1

ΔxIM,i (10)
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Temperature Field

The numerical simulation provided the time-dependent temperature field inside the metal sheets
and inside the weld seam during the welding process, as well as during the post-welding cooling
period. In particular, the evolution of the temperature field next to the weld butt at the top surfaces of
the weld seam and of the two metal sheets is illustrated in Figure 6. Though the cooling conditions were
equal for both sheets, the non-symmetric temperature field reveals that the majority of the welding heat
flowed into the aluminum sheet. This is confirmed by the temperature curves illustrated in Figure 7,
which show that the peak temperatures captured at equal distances from the weld butt were almost
twice as high in the aluminum sheet as in the steel sheet. Obviously, comparing the temperature curves
at particular positions reveals good qualitative and quantitative agreements between the welding
experiments (Figure 7a,b) and the welding simulation, (Figure 7c).

 

Figure 6. Temperature field at the top surfaces of the aluminum sheet (Al), the steel sheet (St) and the
weld seam at 5 s, 15 s, 25 s, and 35 s after starting the welding process.

 

Figure 7. Comparison between temperatures measured using thermocouples during CMT welding of
(a) sample 62 and (b) sample 63, and (c) temperatures calculated in the finite element simulation.

The experimentally validated simulation model was used to calculate the temperature not only
at the surface, but also at the interface between the weld seam and the steel sheet, which was not
accessible for direct temperature measurements. Figure 10a shows that the weld seam contacted the
steel sheet at three sections: (i) at the top section, (ii) at the side section, and (iii) at the bottom section.
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The idealized dimensions of both the top and the bottom sections were 250 mm × 5 mm (i.e., length
of the weld seam × mean width of the weld seam contacting the steel sheet), but the dimensions of
the side section were 250 mm × 0.8 mm (i.e., length of the weld seam × thickness of the steel sheet).
Detailed information regarding the time-dependent temperature field occurring at the three sections of
the bonding interface was required to calculate the time-dependent thickness of the IM layer formed
during the welding process.

4.2. Thickness of the Intermetallic Layer

Figure 8 shows the calculated temperature, T, (left column) and the corresponding thickness of
the IM layer, xIM, (right column) at the top section of the bonding interface between the steel sheet
and the weld seam at the welding times tw = 10 s, 20 s, 30 s, and 40 s.

 

Figure 8. Temperature and thickness of the IM layer, calculated at the top section of the bonding
interface between the steel sheet and the weld seam at (a) 10 s, (b) 20 s, (c) 30 s, and (d) 40 s after
starting the welding process.
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As illustrated in Figure 8, the temperature wave related to the movement of the welding torch
propagated in welding direction. The peak of this wave was located close to the actual position of the
torch. The growth of the IM layer was initiated when the temperature at the wave front exceeded 400
◦C, and it proceeded as long as the temperature stayed above this limit. The thickness of the IM layer in
welding direction was constant from z ≈ 50 mm to z ≈ 230 mm, but it varied distinctly perpendicular
to the welding direction. Obviously, the thickness did not decrease when the weld cooled down.
However, note that the thickness of the IM layer was overestimated at the end of the weld line, since
the thermal weld penetration observed in the experiment (i.e., excessive melting of the sheets due to
overheating at the end of the weld line) was not considered in the numerical model. Figure 9 illustrates
the time-dependent evolution of both temperature and IM layer thickness at ten different positions
(z-coordinates) along the welding direction, and at three different distances (x-coordinates) from the
weld butt at the top section of the bonding interface.

 

Figure 9. Time-dependent evolution of temperature and IM layer thickness at the top section of the
bonding interface (a) directly at the weld butt, (b) at the center of the interface, and (c) at the base
corner of the weld seam.

The grey horizontal line shown in the diagrams of the upper row marks the temperature T0

at which the growth of the IM layer was assumed to start in the present numerical model. The
diagrams show (a) peak temperatures of approximately 800 ◦C directly at the weld butt, and (b)
peak temperatures of approximately 600 ◦C at the base corner of the weld seam. Nevertheless, at all
positions the temperature decreased about 90% within 60 s. However, the peak temperature strongly
influenced the thickness of the IM layer, as shown in the diagrams of the lower row. The calculated
thickness was about 17 μm directly at the weld butt, but it was less than 2 μm at the base corner of the
weld seam.

4.3. Experimental Validation

In order to validate the results of the calculations, a sample was extracted from the center of
the welded blanks at z ≈ 125 mm. This sample was embedded, ground, polished, and prepared for
metallographic investigations by means of an optical microscope. The merged micrograph of the
entire weld cross-section (both unetched and etched using Barker’s reagent) is shown in Figure 10.
As marked in Figure 10a, three sections of the bonding interface between the weld seam and the steel
sheet can be distinguished: (i) the top section, (ii) the side section, and (iii) the bottom section. The
surrounding micrographs illustrate the varying thickness of the IM layer (dark grey seam between the
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light grey aluminum weld and the medium grey steel sheet) at different positions on the three sections
of the bonding interface.

 

Figure 10. Weld seam cross-section of sample 63, (a) unetched and (b) etched with Barker’s reagent.
The surrounding micrographs illustrate the thickness variations of the IM layer.

According to the micrographs shown in Figure 10, the mean thickness of the intermetallic layer
was 10.9 μm (SD = 4.2 μm) at the top section, 4.8 μm (SD = 2.1 μm) at the side section, and 7.8 μm
(SD = 2.2 μm) at the bottom section. The maximum thickness of approximately 20 μm was found close
to the weld butt, at the position where the peak temperatures occurred and where the majority of
the filler was deposited. From this point, the thickness of the IM layer decreased bidirectionally: just
slightly toward the cutting edge of the steel sheet, but markedly toward the base corner of the weld
seam. This was also predicted by the numerical model, as visualized in Figures 8 and 9. However, lack
of fusion—which was not included in the present numerical model—occurred at the base corners of
the weld seam. The etched micrograph shown in Figure 10b allowed identification of the width of the
fusion zone (i.e., the width of the weld pool) between the aluminum sheet and the steel sheet. This
width was about 2 mm.

5. Conclusions

This work presents a numerical method for predicting the thickness of the intermetallic (IM)
layer formed at the bonding interface in dissimilar welding of aluminum alloy EN AW-6014 T4
sheets to galvanized steel DC04 sheets. The method allows fast estimation of the layer thickness and
visualization of the layer growth, because the highly irregular microscopic interface between the IM
layer and the weld seam is approximated as a smooth surface. Based on the numerical results, which
were also validated with single-sided cold metal transfer (CMT) welding experiments, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Due to the steep temperature gradient perpendicular to the welding direction, the thickness of
the IM layer varies distinctly. A thickness of about 17 μm was calculated directly at the weld butt,
where the peak temperature was about 800 ◦C, but a thickness of less than 2 μm was calculated
at the base corner of the weld seam, where the peak temperature was about 600 ◦C. These results
corresponded well with experimental microstructure investigations.

(2) Excessive formation of the layer was observed at the end zone of the weld seam, where a thermal
hot spot occurred. Hence, this region of the weld seam was identified to be critical regarding
brittleness of the joint. In comparison, suppressed formation of the layer was observed at the
start zone of the weld seam, where the molten filler alloy is deposited onto the initially cold metal
sheets. Hence, this weld seam region was identified to be critical regarding insufficient bonding.
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(3) In order to obtain a more constant layer thickness, increasing the heat input at the start position of
the welding trajectory and decreasing the heat input at the end position of the welding trajectory
is advisable. For this reason, automated in-line control of main process parameters, in particular
of welding current and welding voltage, is required.

(4) The presented numerical method is based on the temperature field occurring directly at
the aluminum-steel interface where the IM layer forms. Thus, the exact experimental or
numerical determination of this temperature field is crucial for the subsequent calculation of the
layer thickness.

(5) This method represents an engineering approach which is of practical interest for designing
dissimilar aluminum-steel weldments, because it enables estimation and/or validation of the
basic growth parameters (i.e., Q and k0) required for calculating the thickness of the IM layer
even for weldments with complex shapes.
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Abstract: Autogenous laser welding of 5A90 Al–Li alloy sheets in a butt-joint configuration was
carried out in this study. The microstructure characteristics of the weld metal and base metal in
the horizontal surface and the transverse section of the welded joints were examined quantitatively
using electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) technique. The results show that the weld metal in
the horizontal surface and the transverse section exhibits similar grain structural features including
the grain orientations, grain shapes, and grain sizes, whereas distinct differences in the texture
intensity and misorientation distributions are observed. However, the base metal in the horizontal
surface and the transverse section of the joints reveals the obvious different texture characteristics
in terms of the grain orientation, grain morphology, predominate texture ingredients, distribution
intensities of textures, and grain boundary misorientation distribution, resulting in the diversity of
the microhardness in the base metal and the softening of the weld metal. However, the degree of
the drop in the hardness of the weld metal is highly correlated to the microtexture developed in the
base metal.

Keywords: Al–Li alloys; laser welding; weld metal; base metal; grain orientation; texture

1. Introduction

Lithium (Li) addition to aluminum alloys causes substantial reduction in the density accompanied
by large increase in elastic modulus, appreciable improvement of specific strength and specific
stiffness of the alloys, making Al–Li based alloys strong candidates used in high-performance
lightweight aerospace structures [1,2]. These alloys in the welded form could be further lightening
the structures with weight savings. Therefore, welding of Al–Li based alloys is a significant challenge
to provide both weight superiorities and cost benefits. Until now many studies have been made
on conventional arc welding of Al–Li based alloys using a wide variety of welding processes [3–8].
Serious mechanical property degradation and high deformation in arc welding of Al–Li based alloys
have been reported [1,3–8]. The use of laser welding is particularly attractive for Al–Li based alloys due
to the tight focus ability and high power density of the laser beam [1,9,10]. Due to the low heat input
and the rapid cooling rate resulting from high travel speeds, the laser welded joint was characterized
by a fine grained weld and a narrow heat affected zone (HAZ) [9,10] which makes the softening in
HAZ negligible to the tensile strength of the joints [9]. Thus, they make the mechanical properties of
the joints superior to those of the other arc welding processes with a lower power density [1,3,9–11].

5A90 Al–Li alloy provided by Southwest Aluminum Co., Ltd., Chongqing, China, has the
advantages of excellent corrosion resistance and weldability [12]. In order to further understand
5A90 Al–Li alloys and expand its usage, laser welding of 5A90 Al–Li thin sheets has been developed
to meet the needs of the medium strength applications in the aircraft and aerospace structures,
including the vapor and plasmas characteristics, welding parameters, welding defects prevention,
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microstructures, and mechanical properties of the welded joints [13–16]. It has been shown that some
distinct differences in the microstructures between the base metal and the weld metal [9,14–16] was
found, and it is still important to further clarify the microstructural characteristics of the weld metal of
5A90 Al–Li alloys.

The microstructures of the materials are relative routinely characterized by the morphology and
distribution of constituent phases. However, an elaborate and complete description of microstructure
of a crystalline material must also include the knowledge about crystallographic orientation features
and textures of the constituent grains [17]. Currently, there are increasing reports concerning the
considerable deformation textures in the Al–Li based alloys, and crystallographic textures in the Al–Li
alloys are quite significant to the properties via rendering them anisotropic [17,18]. Given that texture
often causes anisotropic mechanical properties, its presence in the weld zones of the Al–Li alloys could
be quite significant [19]. The information available on weld metal texture of 5A90 Al–Li alloys is,
however, relatively scanty.

In general, the most common description of the texture for materials can be given in terms
of various graphical plots via the grain orientation image mappings (OIM), pole figures (PF),
misorientation angles and orientation distribution function (ODF) [17,20,21]. Although these
approaches provide a useful description of the textures, the extracted texture information is insufficient.
It is often desirable to determine the volume fractions of different texture components. Moreover, the
difference in texture along the different directions (for example, sample directions including the rolling
direction (RD), the transverse direction (TD), and the normal direction (ND)), which is quite essential
to controlling of the welded joint performance, is still not very clear. Therefore, the major attempts in
the current study are as follows: (1) to investigate the orientation bias of the weld metal grains along
different sample directions; (2) to compare the orientation bias of the base metal grains along different
sample directions. Summarizing the results of the above researches will provide quite beneficial
information about the relationship between local orientation bias (of both grains and boundary planes)
and local performance parameters, and will have broad meanings to the joining technique of the
similar Al–Li alloys.

2. Materials and Methods

5A90 Al–Li alloy sheets of 3.0 mm thickness were used in this study. The chemical composition
(wt%) of the 5A90 Al–Li alloy is shown in Table 1. Before welding, the specimens were chemically
removed 0.2 mm thickness from each side using 10~20% NaOH solution (Beijing Chemical Works
Co., Ltd., Beijing, China), and immersed in 20% nitric acid solution (Beijing Chemical Works Co.,
Ltd., Beijing, China), prior to polishing to minimize the presence of porosity. Full penetration I-butt
joints were made using a Nd:YAG laser (GSI (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shanghai, United Kondom), with
the nominal maximum laser power of 4.5 kW. The laser fixed to a six-axial welding robot with an
emission wave length of 1.07 μm can deliver in continuous wave mode through an output fiber core
diameter of 600 μm. A focusing lens with a focal length of 200 mm was used and the beam parameter
product (BPP) of the laser beam at the focal point was 25 mm. The laser head was operated 15◦ leaning
to the normal direction of the horizontal surface of the weld joint to prevent the fiber being burned.
A 200 mm focal length lens was employed to focus the beam on the specimen surface. The laser power
was 1.8 kW and the travel speed was 45 mm/s. An argon shielding gas at a flow rate of 20 L/min
was used to shield the welding pool from the atmosphere and the back shielding gas was supplied by
ultrahigh purity argon at a flow rate of 15 L/min during welding. Schematic diagram of laser welded
joints of 5A90 Al–Li alloys was shown in Figure 1, where the horizontal surface refers to the RD-TD
plane and the transversal section refers to the RD-ND plane.

Throughout the experiments, the welding operation was shielded by the trailing and back
shielding gas supplied by ultrahigh purity argon at flow rates of 20 L/min and 15 L/min.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of 5A90 Al–Li alloys (mass fraction/%).

Mg Li Zr Fe Si Cu Ti Al

4.9–5.4 1.8–2.2 0.08–0.13 ≤0.12 ≤0.09 ≤0.05 ≤0.05 Bal

After welding, the visual checking of the weld surface and the X-ray inspection of the joints
were performed. The weld ripples and weld width are uniform and the weld surface should be no
visible porosity, hot cracking. Additionally, the porosity of the welds should be less than grade II.
Consistent with the above two respects, the welded joints were considered as acceptable specimens
selected for the further microtexture study by means of the EBSD technique. The locations of the EBSD
samples selected from the base metal and weld metal of the welded joints are depicted in Figure 1,
where the coordinate system consists of three (x,y,z) axes coinciding with the sample directions. As the
next step, the samples for EBSD analysis were removed from the base metal and weld metal of both the
horizontal surface and the transverse section, and were designated as sample HBM (abbreviated for
horizontal base metal), HWM (abbreviated for horizontal weld metal), TBM (transversal base metal)
and TWM (transversal weld metal), respectively. Afterwards, the four samples were mechanically
polished and subsequently, electropolished by immersion in a 30% nitric acid in methanol (Beijing
Chemical Works Co., Ltd., Beijing, China), solution cooled to −25 ◦C at a voltage of 20 V for 30 s.
These treatments yielded sample surfaces suitable for EBSD mapping.

The EBSD analysis was performed by using the high speed detector (EDAX Genesis 2000 system)
(EDAX Co., Ltd., Salt Lake, USA), incorporated in a thermal field scanning electron microscope (SEM,
JEOLJSM 6500F) (JEOL Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. To ensure the
accuracy of the EBSD measurements, the data were collected with a step size of 1 micron. The EBSD
data were then transported into the TSL OIM Analysis 5.3 software (EDAX Co., Ltd., Salt Lake,
USA), for further analysis. To describe the grain orientation and texture at different locations, the
microstructures of the samples were indicated by the inverse pole figure maps and the image quality
maps. For the selected samples, their corresponding orientation and texture were illustrated via
the crystal orientation maps showing the spatial distributions and volume fractions for the ideal fcc
rolling components. To describe the orientation bias of boundary planes at different locations, the
misorientation across the observed boundaries was illustrated by the misorientation angle distribution
functions (MDFs). Moreover, the grain boundary plane orientation distribution function (namely
GBP-ODF, which describes the orientation bias of boundary planes, developed under the auspices of
Carnegie Mellon University [22–24]), were used to study the grain boundary character distribution
(GBCD) of the special Σ3 boundary.

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Laser welded 5A90 Al–Li alloys: (a) Schematic diagram of the locations of EBSD samples;
(b) Weld appearance of the joint in the horizontal surface; and (c) cross-section of the joint in the
transverse section.

3. Results

3.1. Grain Orientation, Grain Shape, and Grain Size

The microstructure of the four samples is depicted by inverse pole figure (IPF) map in Figure 2,
where the grain color specifies the orientation according to the coloring indicated in the orientation
legend for the cubic symmetry. The IPF maps of the sample HBM and TBM (Figure 2a,c) clearly
illustrate that the base metal in the horizontal surface and the transverse section both have strong
preferred orientations, however, the base metal has different preferred orientations on these two
directions. Sample HBM predominately shows <101> orientations, while sample TBM strongly favors
the <112> and <100> orientations. Moreover, the IPF maps of the sample HBM and TBM also reveal
the difference in the grain shapes. The microstructure of the sample HBM is characterized by a coarse
pancake shape, whereas the grains of the sample TBM present a lamellar structure along the rolling
direction. In particular, several long and coarse “deformation bands” are observed in the sample TBM,
indicating the microstructure of the base metal in the transverse section is not homogeneous after
the rolling deformation. In short, the base metal in the horizontal surface and the transversal section
exhibits obvious difference in grain orientation and grain morphology.

For the weld metal, the IPF maps of the sample HWM and sample TWM exhibit similar equiaxed
grains (having a wide variety of colors corresponding to varied crystallographic orientations, see
Figure 2b,d), indicating that the weld metal in the horizontal surface and the transversal section has
nearly the same grains orientation features and grain shapes. This can also be supported by the fact
that the grain sizes of the sample HWM and sample TWM are 31.0 μm and 36.8 μm, respectively. It can,
therefore, be concluded that the weld metal in the horizontal surface and the transverse section exhibits
similar structural features regarding the grain shape, grain orientation, and grain size parameters.
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Figure 2. Inverse pole figure maps of base metal and weld metal in 5A90 Al–Li alloys along different
sample directions with orientation legend for the cubic symmetry: (a) Sample HBM, (b) sample HWM,
(c) sample TBM, and (d) sample TWM.

3.2. Spatial Distribution of the Textures

It is generally reported that the rolling texture of fcc symmetries mainly contains the Goss ({011}
<100>), brass ({011} <211>), S ({123} <634>), and copper components ({112} <111>). To quantitatively
determine the volume fractions of the typical texture components and to analyze the spatial distribution
of the rolling textures, the crystal orientation maps of the four samples showing the spatial distribution
of fcc rolling components are illustrated in Figure 3 (in which each grain color specifies a texture
component), and the corresponding volume fractions of the rolling components are listed in Table 2.
Together with the brass, copper, and Goss, the S1 ({241} <112>), S2 ({231} <124>), S3 ({231} <346>)
component and Taylor component ({4411} <11118>) are also presented in the base metal and weld
metal of the joints. As shown in Figure 3, the colors are orange for copper, green for S1, purple for S2,
blue for S3, cyan for Taylor, yellow for brass, and red for Goss.
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Figure 3. Spatial distributions of typical fcc rolling components of base metal and weld metal in 5A90
Al–Li alloys along different sample directions, with orange for copper, green for S1, purple for S2,
blue for S3, cyan for Taylor, yellow for Brass, and red for Goss: (a) sample HBM; (b) sample HWM;
(c) sample TBM; and (d) sample TWM.

Table 2. Volume fraction of the typical fcc rolling components (%).

Sample Copper S1 S2 S3 Taylor Brass Goss

HBM 0.3 12.6 4.9 22.0 2.4 27.2 0.0
HWM 1.6 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.0 1.3 0.6
TBM 1.6 13.7 2.5 13.7 0.8 6.0 0.0
TWM 0.4 1.5 3.0 0.8 3.2 0.2 0.3

It can be seen that the sample HBM (Figure 3a) exhibits significant Brass components and the
overall intensity of the components is approximately 69.4%. This is obviously a consequence of the
higher deformation degree during the rolling processing subjected to 5A90 Al–Li alloys [18]. In sample
TBM, the rolling components show weak distribution intensities with a sum percentage about 38.3%,
with the S components including S1, S2, and S3 as the predominate ingredients.

For the weld metal, the overall texture intensity of the sample HWM and the sample TWM is 12.3%
and 9.4%, exhibiting a relatively weak texture in the weld metal (see Figure 3b,d and Table 1). In general,
the overall texture of the weld metal is basically decided by the orientations of the grains [25] in the
columnar zone [19] and the weld metal zone having the equiaxed grains is likely to have an almost
random texture, while brass, copper and S components are normally encountered in the deformation
texture of fcc materials [20,26]. The present work conforms this and the brass, copper, S and Goss
components are in presence in the weld metal, which suggests some similar texture components in the
weld metal were formed as base metal during the laser welding.

Previous reports [19,27] have suggested that the welded joint could develop several major textures
and strong texture might exist at the base metal, HAZ and columnar grain zone of the weld metal,
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whereas the grain orientation at equiaxed grain zone in the center of weld metal was relatively random.
The present work also confirms that the original base metal structure has been eliminated and replaced
by a very fine equiaxed grain structure in the weld metal. All these phenomena remind us that during
the solidification of aluminum alloys, the equiaxed grains formed in the weld metal are more prone to
have random distributions with weaker intensities.

Generally speaking, the equiaxed grains are more likely be generated by the continuous dynamic
recrystallization [26]. However, during the solidification of the welding pool, almost all equiaxed
grains are those newly-nucleated and grown, hence the grain orientation is random [17]. Therefore, the
equiaxed grain cannot be generated by the dynamic recrystallization occurred during laser welding.
The formation of equiaxed grains in the weld metal could be ascribed to the heterogeneous nucleation
mechanism aided by equilibrium Al3Zr phase as well as the growth of pre-existing nuclei created by
dendrite fragmentation, or by grain detachment resulted from Nd:YAG laser welding processes [16].
Hence, the random texture developed in the weld metal can be quite different from the normal random
texture generated by the continuous dynamic recrystallization.

3.3. Texture Fiber Analysis

It is generally known that the rolling texture of fcc symmetries is near the location of so-called
α-fiber and β-fiber textures in the Euler space [18,20]. The α-fiber mainly contains the Goss and the
Brass orientations, while the β-fiber mainly contains brass, S and copper components.

Figure 4 shows the α-fiber and β-fiber texture analysis of the four samples (in reduced Euler
spaces). It can be directly observed that both α-fiber and β-fiber textures are much stronger in base
metal (sample HBM and sample TBM) than those of the weld metal (sample HWM and sample TWM).
This is not surprising since the higher degree of deformation preferentially developed textures in
base metal. Moreover, both α-fiber and β-fiber textures could be modified by different rolling rates,
during which the major crystallographic features could be involved. Figure 4 clearly shows the
difference in the fiber texture between sample HBM and TBM. On the α-fiber (Figure 4a), the intensity
of sample HBM is obviously stronger than that in sample TBM when the φ1 angel ranges from 20◦ to
40◦ (meaning that the brass texture is more prevalent), while on the β-fiber (Figure 4b), the intensity of
sample TBM is stronger than that of sample HBM when the φ2 angel ranges from 50◦ to 70◦ (meaning
that the S texture is more prevalent). The outcome is consistent with the results in Table 1, and might
indicate that S and Brass textures are preferentially developed with referring to the rolling direction in
the base metal.

Figure 4. Texture fiber analysis of base metal and weld metal in 5A90 Al–Li alloys along the different
sample directions: (a) α-fiber; and (b) β-fiber.
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3.4. Orientation Bias of Boundary Planes

In the polycrystalline structure, the boundary can be defined either as a high-angle boundary
when the misorientation angle across the boundary is higher than 15◦, or a low-angle grain boundary
when the misorientation angle across the boundary is between 2◦ and 15◦. The image quality maps
of the samples are displayed in Figure 5, where the high-angle and low-angle grain boundaries are
highlighted in different colors.

It is evident that the sample HBM (Figure 5a) has prevalent low-angle boundaries with a fraction
about 67%. As a contrast, the fraction of the low-angle boundaries is merely 30% for the sample TBM
with an inhomogeneous lamellar structure (Figure 5c). Furthermore, the microstructure of the sample
TBM shows several severely coarse “deformation bands” separated by thin lamellae. The lamellae
grains contain high fractions of low-angle boundaries (up to 61%), while little low-angle boundaries
and high-angle boundaries within the coarse “deformation bands” can be observed. Thus, a pronounce
difference in the grain boundary misorientation of the base metal between the horizontal surface and
the transversal section of the welded joint could be found.

For the weld metal, specific difference in the boundary misorientation distributions can be
observed between sample HWM (Figure 5b) and sample TWM (Figure 5d). Here, the fraction of
the high-angle boundaries for samples HWM and TWM are 67.6% and 53.8%, respectively, that is to
say, the weld metal in the horizontal surface has much higher fraction of the high-angle boundaries.
A comparison of these results with those of the base metal demonstrates the clear shift in the boundary
misorientation distributions from low to high angles. Another difference is, the clustering of the
low-angle boundaries is often found within grains, whereas the high-angle boundaries are more prone
to occur along grain contours, or, between grain pairs. Hence, there might have a distinct difference in
the grain boundary misorientation of the weld metal along different directions.

 

Figure 5. Grain boundary traces imposed on image quality map of base metal and weld metal in 5A90
Al–Li alloys along different sample directions: (a) Sample HBM, (b) sample HWM, (c) sample TBM,
and (d) sample TWM, with high angle (>15◦) grain boundaries shown as blue and low angle (2~15◦)
boundaries as red.
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A frequency distribution of misorientation angles for sample HWM and sample TWM with a
superimposed random McKenzie distribution [28] is shown in Figure 6. The average misorientation
angles deduced from the histograms are 30.4◦, and 24.9◦ form sample HWM and sample TWM,
respectively. Figure 6 overall illustrates that the misorientation distribution of sample HWM and
sample TWM is much different from random distribution. In addition, the relative frequency of
intermediate (30◦ to 50◦) for the sample HWM is higher than that of the sample TWM. Meanwhile, the
relative frequency of low-angle boundaries for sample HWM is lower than that of the sample TWM.
The above results on the whole illustrate the heterogeneity of misorientation of the weld metal on
different directions.

Figure 6. Misorientation angles distributions of the laser weld metal of 5A90 Al–Li alloys along
different directions.

The GBP-ODF requires large amount of boundary quantity for a complete analysis [22] and in
the current work, only sample HBM and sample TBM can meet this standard. The GBP-ODFs of Σ3
boundaries in the sample HBM and sample TBM were calculated and the outcomes are presented in
Figure 7. In the sample HBM, the Σ3 boundary shows a tilt boundary feature [29], with distribution
intensity in units of 63.5 multiples of a random distribution (MRD); while in the sample TBM, the
Σ3 boundary shows a twist boundary character [29], with distribution intensity of 97.3 MRD. Since
the Σ3 boundary can be regarded as a 60◦ rotation along the <111> axis [20], the above results show
that the Σ3 boundary exhibit simple geometries. Nevertheless, Σ3 tilt (in sample HBM) and Σ3
twist (in sample TBM) may correspond to specific structures and, consequently, to special physical
properties of boundaries. The indexed twist and tilt Σ3 boundaries in the cubic case clearly illustrated
that the misorientation distribution in the base metal is not homogeneous along different directions,
which could cause the diversity of mechanical properties along different directions in the weld metal.
The microhardness across the welded joint from left to right including the base metal, HAZ and weld
metal for sample HWM and sample TWM were measured, and the results are shown in Figure 8a,b,
respectively. For the base metal, the average hardness value of the base metal is 128 HV in sample
HWM, while the average hardness value of the base metal in sample TWM is 117 HV. It indicates that
the indexed twist and tilt Σ3 boundaries in the base metal along different directions have resulted in
the diversity of the microhardness due to the homogeneous microstructure along different directions.
For the weld metal, the microhardness along different directions is affected strongly by its own base
metal. As observed in Figure 8, the hardness value measured in the weld metal is ~102 HV for sample
HWM, whereas the hardness value measured in the weld metal is ~92 HV for sample TWM. Thus,
it can be seen that the hardness value of weld metal is evidently lower than that of the base metal,
meaning the softening of the weld metal. Although both sample HWM and sample TWM reveal
the softening of the weld metal, the degree of the drop in the hardness of the weld metal is highly
correlated to the microtexture developed in the base metal.
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Figure 7. Grain boundary plane orientation distribution function along different sample directions in
the base metal of 5A90 Al–Li alloys, showing orientation texture of boundary planes plotted along the
[001] direction: (a) sample HBM, and (b) sample TBM. Texture intensities are given in unit of MRD.

Figure 8. Hardness profiles along different sample directions in the welded 5A90 Al–Li alloys: (a)
sample HBM, and (b) sample TBM.

4. Conclusions

Based on the above results and discussion, the following conclusions can be made from this work:

(1) For the base metal, there is an obvious difference in the grain morphology and orientation in the
horizontal surface and the transversal section. However, the weld metal in the horizontal surface
and the transverse section exhibits similar structural features regarding the grain shape, grain
orientation, and grain size parameters.

(2) For the weld metal, there is an obvious difference in the texture intensity in the horizontal
surface and the transversal section, despite the weld metals exhibit the similar grain shapes, grain
orientations and grain size. Moreover, the texture intensity are much weaker compared to those
of the base metal. Particularly, the brass, copper, S and Goss components observed in the base
metal are also presented in the weld metal.

(3) For the boundary plane misorientation, the low-angle boundaries are most predominant in
the base metal in the horizontal surface. The large fraction of high-angle boundaries of the
weld metal in the horizontal is higher than that of the transversal section of the welded joint.
The misorientation distribution of the weld metal is much different from random distribution.

(4) The overall GBP-ODF of Σ3 boundary is not homogeneous in the base metal, resulting in the
diversity of the microhardness in the base metal. In addition, the hardness value of weld metal is
evidently lower than that of the base metal, meaning the softening of the weld metal. Although
both sample HWM and sample TWM reveal the softening of the weld metal, the degree of the
drop in the hardness of the weld metal is highly correlated to the microtexture developed in the
base metal.
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Abstract: The keyhole digging process associated with variable polarity plasma arc (VPPA) welding
remains unclear, resulting in poor control of welding stability. The VPPA pressure directly determines
the dynamics of the keyhole and weld pool in the digging process. Here, through a high speed
camera, high frequency pulsed diode laser light source and X-ray transmission imaging system,
we reveal the potential physical phenomenon of a keyhole weld pool. The keyhole depth changes
periodically corresponding to the polarity conversion period if the current is same in the electrode
negative (EN) phase and electrode positive (EP) phase. There exist three distinct regimes of keyhole
and weld pool behavior in the whole digging process, due to the arc pressure attenuation and energy
accumulation effect. The pressure in the EP phase is smaller than that of the EN phase, causing
the fluctuation of the weld pool free surface. Based on the influence mechanism of energy and
momentum transaction, the arc pressure output is balanced by separately adjusting the current in
each polarity. Finally, the keyhole fluctuation during the digging process is successfully reduced and
welding stability is well controlled.

Keywords: VPPA welding; keyhole; digging process; plasma arc pressure; electrode energy balance;
X-ray transmission system

1. Introduction

VPPA (Variable Polarity Plasma Arc) keyhole welding is an ideal method to achieve joints made
of middle thick aluminum with high quality and efficiency [1]. There are two polarities in one
current cycle: an EN (Electrode Negative) phase and an EP (Electrode Positive) phase. The cycle
can achieve both deep penetration and remove the oxide layer on the surface of the base metal [2,3].
The keyhole digging process is very important, because the welding easily fails without proper keyhole
generation [4]. However, the evolution of the keyhole and weld pool has not been clearly understood,
especially in the digging process of VPPA welding. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the physical
phenomenon and the mechanism of the digging process for achieving stable welding.

As a unique characteristic of plasma arc welding, keyhole behavior determines the process
stability of plasma arc welding. Keyhole detection research has been carried out in view of DC-PAW
(Direct Current Plasma Arc Welding) for steel. Liu et al. [5–7] directly captured the keyhole exit image
using a CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera. The keyhole exit deviation distance and keyhole size
parameters were put forward to evaluate the thermal state, which provides the feasibility for accurately
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controlling the keyhole stability. Zhang et al. [8] developed a charge sensor to monitor the plasma cloud
dynamics, corresponding to the keyhole status. Metcalfe’s investigation shows that it is possible to
indicate whether the keyhole is open or not yet formed by monitoring the efflux plasma. Its fluctuations
can reflect the keyhole stability [9]. Regarding to VPPA welding of aluminum, Zheng et al. [10] focused
on the front image sensing of the keyhole. An algorithm for extracting the keyhole’s geometrical size
was proposed to establish the linkages with weld formation. Wu et al. [11] developed a vision sensor
system to acquire the keyhole images. A novel hybrid approach was used to recognize the keyhole
status. The prediction is realized through the detection, which is a step forward for accurate control
of the keyhole. In addition to directly observing the keyhole with a CCD camera, the unique signal
characteristics of VPPA welding were used to measure the keyhole state. Saad et al. [12] achieved
identification between three models of VPPA keyhole welding (no-keyhole, keyhole and cutting) using
acoustic signal measurement. Wu et al. [13] also investigated the relationship between the keyhole
geometry and acoustic signatures with a dual-sensor system. An extreme learning machine model
was built for predicting keyhole geometry. However, these methods are mainly used to indirectly
obtain the keyhole information. The keyhole boundary inside the weld pool in real time is difficult
to measure with the above methods. An X-ray transmission observation system was successfully
adopted to investigate the keyhole and weld pool dynamics [14–16], which highly contributed to
the understanding of keyhole evolution. Anh et al. [17] adopted stereo synchronous imaging of
tracer particles with two sets of X-ray transmission systems to clarify the weld pool formation process
in DC-PAW.

The above research mainly focused on the keyhole weld pool evolution in a welding quasi-steady
state rather than the keyhole digging process. Zheng et al. [18] pointed out that a smooth transition
from start-up segment to main body segment was very important for welding stability. By optimizing
the waveforms of current and plasma gas flow rate, a relative proper keyhole generation segment was
obtained. A synchronous increase of gas flow rate and current contributes to the smooth transition.
Chen et al. [19] added a pre-cleaning segment before the parameters increased for easier penetration.
The numerical simulation was carried out to reveal the mechanism of the keyhole digging process
of VPPA welding. The keyhole weld pool is still prone to be unstable when the welding condition
(such as welding position) changes [20–22]. Due to the thermal-physical properties of aluminum
alloys, welding defects, such as porosity and cutting, are easily generated if the welding process is
unstable [23]. Therefore, it becomes very important to understand the plasma arc pressure output
and analyze the instability mechanism of the keyhole weld pool. Han et al. [24] measured the plasma
arc pressure and analyzed the effect of the arc shape on arc pressure in VPPA. It found that the arc
pressure in the EP phase is smaller than in the EN phase when the arc current of different polarities are
the same. The existence of a double arc in the EP phase makes the plasma arc pressure reduce further.
Jiang et al. [25] measured the VPPA pressure using both pressure transducer and U-tube barometer
methods, while the effects of welding parameters were analyzed. The influence of EP on the pressure
output is minimal because its time ratio is much less than that of the EN phase. The increase of plasma
gas flow rate cools the arc further, resulting in greater constraint of the arc, thus the arc pressure
obviously increases. At present, the arc pressure change due to the polarity transaction process is not
well understood. Also, the influence of pressure on keyhole weld pool evolution in VPPA welding
digging process has not been studied.

Here, we have observed the fluctuation of molten pool surface in the digging process by high
speed camera with a high frequency pulsed diode laser light source system. The keyhole boundary
in real time was also obtained by an imaging system of an X-ray transmission. In order to analyze
the factors influencing the keyhole stability, the plasma arc pressure is measured by the pressure
transducer. Combining the energy and momentum balance between electrodes and arc, the physical
mechanism of plasma arc pressure was obtained, based on which we optimized the pressure output.
Finally, the optimized parameters were verified by the weld formation and weld pool free surface
fluctuation situation.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Measurement of Weld Pool Surface Deformation

A5052P aluminum alloy is adopted as the work piece and the chemical composition is in Table 1.
The size of aluminum plate is 150 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm.

Table 1. Chemical composition of A5052P aluminum alloy (wt. %).

Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Al

<0.25 <0.40 <0.10 <0.10 2.2–2.8 0.15–0.35 <0.10 balance

The setup for observing weld pool free surface is set as shown in Figure 1. The plasma arc torch
includes tungsten electrode, plasma gas nozzle and shielding gas nozzle. The parameters are listed in
Table 2. The plasma gas and shielding gas both are argon gas.

 

Figure 1. Measurement system of weld pool free surface in digging process of VPPA welding.

Table 2. Parameters of VPPA welding in digging process.

Process Parameter Value Unit

Tungsten diameter 4.8 mm
Nozzle diameter 3.2 mm

Plasma gas flow rate 2.0 L/min
Shielding gas flow rate 10 L/min

Current of EP 150 A
Current of EN 150 A
Duration of EP 4 ms
Duration of EN 21 ms

The standoff 4 mm
Tungsten setback 4 mm

In order to clearly observe the weld pool free surface, a telephoto micro lens (AF Micro Nikkor
200 mm, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a 640 nm band-pass filter is used to filter out the arc light,
a high-frequency pulsed diode laser light source system (Cavilux HF system, Cavitar, Tampere,
Finland) to illuminate the weld pool, a high speed video camera (HSVC) (Memrecam-Q1V, Nac Image
Technology, Tokyo, Japan) to record the images. The frame rate of HSVC is 2000 fps. The HSVC
sends out an electrical pulse signal to the laser light generator at the start moment of shutter opening,
ensuring each picture is clear and reducing the effect of laser heat on the weld pool.

Figure 2 shows the rectangular wave current of VPPA. It is in the EN phase when the current is
positive. The duration of the EN phase is longer. The tungsten electrode is connected to the negative
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pole of power supply while the workpiece is connected to the positive pole. Correspondingly, the
current of the EP phase is negative. The duration is shorter. The current flows through the following
path: tungsten electrode-workpiece-power supply-tungsten electrode.
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Figure 2. Current waveform of VPPA.

2.2. Measurement of the Keyhole Boundary during Digging Process of VPPA Welding

Figure 3 is the X-ray transmission system used to observe the keyhole boundary in digging
process [26]. It consists of one set of X-ray power sources, HSVC and image intensifiers, welding
power source and control personal computer (PC). The X-ray power source maximum outputs a tube
current of 1.0 mA and a tube voltage of 230.0 kV. In this measurement, X-ray power source is used at
700 μA tube current and180 kV tube voltage. The aluminum plate and parameters are same with that
of Section 2.1. As a result, it is difficult for the X-ray to penetrate the entire base metal horizontally.
In order to get the relative clear image, the axis line between X-ray source and HSVC is set at 30◦ with
the flat direction to make it easy for X-ray transaction. The X-ray transmission images are recorded by
the HSVC at the frame rate of 2000 fps. The camera has an image resolution setting of 800 × 600 pixels
to capture a real dimension of 22 mm × 20 mm, as shown in Figure 4. It should be pointed out that
due to the angle setting, there is a blind vision region in the observed image. The blind vision region is
ignored because of its small size is related to the whole thickness of base metal.

 

Figure 3. X-ray observation system of the keyhole boundary in digging process of VPPA welding.

2.3. Measurement of Variable Polarity Plasma Arc Pressure

To understand the plasma arc pressure, and thus to analyze its influence on the digging process,
the measurement platform is established as shown in Figure 5. Two water tanks are used for cooling
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plasma torch and the copper, respectively. Arc pressure is measured by the diffusible silicon pressure
transducer (Beijing HuaKong xingye technology development Co., Ltd., Beijing, China). The range is
from 0 to 5 kPa. A hall sensor is used to get the current synchronously. The measuring frequency is
10,000 Hz. The plane diagram of pressure transducer device is shown in Figure 6. The copper with
6 routes of cooling water is outside. A square tungsten plate is in the center. A small hole with 1 mm
diameter is in the center of tungsten plate. Thermally conductive silicone is smeared between the
pressure transducer and the cooling copper, which is used to quickly transfer the heat of pressure
sensor to the cool copper. The base metal moves with the speed of 1 mm/s for measuring the radial
distribution of pressure. The parameters are same with that in Section 2.1. The EP current changes
from 150 A to 200 A.

 

Figure 4. Diagram of the observation results of the small hole boundary.

 

Figure 5. Experimental system of measuring variable polarity plasma arc pressure.

 

Figure 6. Diagram of measurement structure cross section.
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3. Experimental Results and Discussion

3.1. The Evolution of Keyhole and Weld Pool in Digging Process of VPPA Welding

In the digging process of VPPA welding, the variation of free surface of weld pool in one current
period is analyzed, as shown in Figure 7. The time interval for each picture is 1 ms. The TSM means
the time to starting moment. The start moment is the fifth second after arc ignition. One period is
separated into four stages: EN phase, EN to EP phase (the polarity switches from EN to EP), EP phase
and EP to EN phase (the polarity switches from EP to EN). The disturbance of the weld pool free
surface can be obtained from the above four stages. As Figure 7a shows, the weld pool surface in
center region concaves while the weld pool edge protrudes up in the EN phase. It does not change
when the polarity switches from EN to EP as shown in Figure 7b. After the polarity changes to the EP
phase, the weld pool surface in the center rises to the upside. The edge region descends as shown from
Figure 7c to Figure 7e. The surface continue to rise up in the EP to EN phase and the start segment of
the EN phase is shown from Figure 7f to Figure 7h. Subsequently, the free surface begins to deform
rapidly from the center extending outward. The state remains basically stable after TSM-9 ms. Then it
moves on to the next cycle and repeats the above phenomenon. The free surface moves up within the
red line while it moves down outside the red line.

 

Figure 7. The evolution of weld pool free surface in one current cycle. (a) Starting moment (EN);
(b) TSM-1 ms (EN to EP); (c) TSM-2 ms (EP); (d) TSM-3 ms (EP); (e) TSM-4 ms (EP); (f) TSM-5 ms (EP
to EN); (g) TSM-61 ms (EN); (h) TSM-7 ms (EN); (i) TSM-8 ms (EN); (j) TSM-9 ms (EN); (k) TSM-10 ms
(EN); (l) TSM-11 ms (EN).
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Figure 8 shows the keyhole dynamics measured by the X-ray image system, from which the
keyhole boundary inside the weld pool can be obtained. Results in one current cycle (about 8 s from
arc ignition) are selected to analyze the keyhole status in different polarity. The schematic illustration
is drawn based on the X-ray image. The keyhole size including depth and width obviously reduces
from the start of the EP phase to the end. The keyhole size gradually increases from the start of the EN
phase as shown from 0 to 3 ms. It remains basically stable when the keyhole increases to a certain size
as shown from 4 ms to 7 ms. Through the above observation of the weld pool free surface and keyhole
boundary, it is found that there are periodic fluctuations in the state of weld pool during the digging
process in VPPA welding for aluminum alloy, which contrasts with the previous study [27,28].

 

Figure 8. Dynamic characteristics of keyhole during the digging process shown by X-ray
imaging technology.

The keyhole boundary is obtained by image edge extracting technology based on the X-ray results,
as shown in Figure 9. The variation of keyhole depth with time can be quantitatively analyzed by the
keyhole boundary results.

The keyhole depth with time in the whole digging process is shown in Figure 10. It includes the
results of the EP and EN phases, measured depending on the above keyhole boundary. The keyhole
digging process can be divided into three distinct regimes of behavior, which are the stages of RPF, VF
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and BP. The RPF means regular periodic fluctuation, VF means violent fluctuation and BP is blasting
penetration, respectively. In the RPF stage, the keyhole depth in the EN phase gradually increases. The
keyhole of the EP phase in the RPF stage is in the blind vision region. Combing with the observation
results of weld pool free surface, it is considered that the keyhole depth of the EP phase in the RPF
stage is close to zero. In the VF stage, the plasma arc in EN phase continually digs the keyhole and the
depth increases by about 2.5 mm. Then it gradually increases with a little fluctuation. In this stage, the
keyhole of the EP phase appears in the view region and the depth also increases with fluctuation. At
the end of the VF stage, the depth of the EN phase is 4.15 mm and that of the EP phase is 2.78 mm.
After that it goes into the BP stage and the keyhole is quickly fully established.

 

Figure 9. The keyhole boundary indicated by image edge extraction.
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Figure 10. The keyhole depth of a different polarity in the whole digging process.

The diagram of keyhole and weld pool during digging process is shown in Figure 11. In this
figure, EP-S means the start moment of the EP phase. The EP-E means the end of the EP phase. EN-S
and EN-E have equivalent meanings for the EN phase. In the stage of RPF, the fusion depth is smaller
than the unmelt height, as shown in Figure 11b. The heat of the weld pool is easily transferred out
because the unmelt region is large, resulting in a relatively slow melting speed and small size weld
pool. Moreover, the plasma arc keeps a strong action on the weld pool if the intensity does not reduce
much when the keyhole depth is small. Therefore, in this stage, the response of the keyhole weld pool
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to the arc status is rapid. Then the plasma arc intensity attenuates seriously with the keyhole depth
increase, causing the keyhole weld pool fluctuation, as shown in the VF stage.

 

Figure 11. Diagram of keyhole and weld pool in the three stages during digging process. (a) start of
EP in RPF stage; (b) end of EP in RPF stage; (c) start of EN in RPF stage; (d) end of EN in RPF stage;
(e) start of EP in VF stage; (f) end of EP in VF stage; (g) start of EN in VF stage; (h) end of EN in VF
stage; (i) start of EP in BP stage; (j) end of EP in BP stage; (k) start of EN in BP stage; (l) end of EN in
BP stage.

In addition, the unmelt height becomes small with the increase of the melting depth, leading to
heat loss at the weld pool bottom becoming more difficult. Heat gradually accumulates in the unmelt
region. The melting speed gets faster. The keyhole digging speed also increases. Predictably, with the
keyhole depth increase, the thermal accumulation also increases. The keyhole digging process and
thermal accumulation are mutually reinforcing, resulting in the blasting type penetration in the last
stage. Through the above analysis, the keyhole instability during digging process mainly occurs in the
first two stages. Adjusting the output of plasma arc pressure to stabilize the keyhole state of EN and
EP phases is crucial to realizing stable penetration.

3.2. The VPPA Pressure and its Influence Mechanism on Keyhole and Weld Pool Evolution

Figure 12 is the radial distribution of VPPA pressure as the function of elapsed time from the
beginning of the EP phase. The currents in EP and EN phase both are 150 A. The pressure is the
Gaussian distribution in the radial direction. The radial distribution width of arc pressure has little
difference in the EP and EN phases. However, there is an obvious difference between two polarities
in the plasma arc center. The pressure of the EP phase is clearly lower than that of the EN phase.
Combining with pressure evolution in arc center region shown in Figure 13, we can understand the
pressure difference between EN and EP more clearly. In the EN phase, the pressure can keep at a stable
value about 3.3 kPa. After the polarity switches from EN to EP, the pressure firstly drops quickly, then
gradually decreases. The minimum pressure appears at the moment of polarity switching from EP
to EN. Then it increases to the stable value of EN phase, which takes about 6 ms. Therefore, we can
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conclude that the difference between the two polarities is mainly due to the arc pressure decreasing
process and the rising process in the start segment of each phase.

 
Figure 12. Radial distribution of plasma arc pressure as a function of elapsed time from the beginning
of EP phase with the current of 150 A.
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Figure 13. The evolution of plasma arc pressure and current in the center region of arc with 150 A in
EN and EP phase.

In order to understand the evolution mechanism of the VPPA pressure and adjust the pressure
output reasonably, the energy and momentum balance between electrodes and plasma arc in different
polarities is analyzed in Figure 14. The balance items in the start moment of the EP phase are listed out
in Figure 14a, based on which the variation tendencies of the tungsten electrode temperature field and
the plasma arc shape are also described, marked by the pink solid line. In the start of the EP phase,
the tungsten becomes positive polarity and begins to absorb electrons with the high temperature that
comes from the arc column, leading to the temperature of tungsten gradually increasing. Therefore, the
melting region becomes larger as shown in Figure 14b. Tanaka et al. [29] synchronously measured the
electrode temperature and work function of the tungsten electrode. They found that the work function
of the tungsten electrode with the temperature above melting point is obviously lower than that of
a solid electrode. Therefore, due to the low work function, the region of current outflow increases.
Current density decreases with the increase of the melting region. The plasma arc pressure gradually
decreases because of the changing of the current density.
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Figure 14. The energy and momentum balance of plasma arc in different polarities. (a) start of EP
pahse; (b) end of EP phase; (c) start of EN phase; (e) end of EN phase.

Another reason for the pressure reduction in the EP phase is the different physical process on the
interaction of the plasma arc and the base metal in EN and EP phases. Tashiro et al. [30] pointed out
that the cathode spot tended to be produced on the oxide layer. The current flowing between the arc
and base metal is conducted mainly through the cathode spots. The gradual cleaning of the oxide film
from the center to the circumference of the arc also leads to the expansion of the arc shape, causing the
current density to decrease further. As shown in Figure 14c,d, the opposite process occurs in the EN
phase, which makes the pressure of the EN phase higher.

Moreover, Basins et al. [31] pointed out that the arc pressure can be calculated by the
following equation.

Parc =
μ0 I2

4π2r2 (1)

where Parc is arc pressure, μ0 is the space permeability, I is the current, r is the radius of plasma arc.
Therefore, the difference of pressure between EN phase and EP phase can be got.

PEN
arc − PEP

arc =
μ0

4π2r2
EN

(
I2
EN − I2

EP
ϕ2

)
(2)

Expressed in terms of current density, Equation (2) gives

PEN
arc − PEP

arc =
μ0

4

(
j2ENr2

EN − j2EPr2
EP

)
(3)

where PEN
arc is the plasma arc pressure of the EN phase, PEP

arc is the plasma arc pressure of the EP phase,
rEN is the radius of the EN plasma arc, rEP is the radius of the EP plasma arc, IEN is the current of the
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EN phase, IEP is the current of the EP phase, ϕ is the radius ratio of the EP arc to the EN arc, jEN is the
current density of the EN phase, jEP is the current density of the EP phase.

Through the analysis of momentum and energy balance in the interface between electrodes and
plasma arc, we can know that the tungsten temperature increase and cleaning of oxide layer on the
surface of base metal during EP phase both result in the decrease of current density. Thus, the arc
pressure depends not only on the square of the current but also on the square of arc radius based on
the Equations (2) and (3). However, Lin et al. [32] pointed out that welding parameters have little effect
on the arc pressure distribution radius. Therefore, the best method to balance the pressure of the EP
and EN phases is to adjust the current of different phases to change the arc current density separately.

3.3. The Optimization of Plasma Arc Pressure and the Molten POOL Stability

In this section, the current of the EP phase is adjusted to balance the pressure output. Figure 15 is
the evolution of plasma arc pressure in the arc center with a different EP current. The current in the
EN phase is fixed to 150 A. The EP current changes from 160 A to 200 A at intervals of 20 A. When the
EP current is 160 A as shown in Figure 15a, the pressure of the EP phase is lower than that of the EN
phase. The average pressure difference between two phases is around 0.25 kPa. When the EP current
increases to 180 A as shown in Figure 16b, the pressure of the EP phase is still lower than that of the
EN phase. The pressure between two phases gets closer and the average difference is 0.15 kPa. When
the EP current is 200 A, the pressure of the EP phase already becomes a little bigger than that of the
EN phase.
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Figure 15. The plasma arc pressure and current waveform with different current of EP phase. (a) 150 A
in EN phase and 160 A in EP phase; (b) 150 A in EN phase and 180 A in EP phase; (c) 150 A in EN
phase and 200 A in EP phase.

The variation of plasma arc pressure with the change in current can be clearly presented by
the distribution contour shown in Figure 16. By comparison, it is found that there is no obvious
expansion of the arc pressure distribution radius with the changing current. The difference of arc
pressure between two polarities is obvious when the EP current is 160 A as shown in Figure 16a. When
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continuously increasing the current of the EP phase to 180 A and 200 A, the arc pressure of the EP and
EN phases tend to be consistent, as shown in Figure 16b,c. Therefore, it can be inferred that the balance
of pressure output between the EP and EN phases is achievable by separately adjusting the current in
two polarities. Thus, the keyhole weld pool instability during the digging process of VPPA welding
can be weakened.

 

 

 

Figure 16. Radial distribution of plasma arc pressure as a function of elapsed time from the beginning
of the EP phase with different EP currents. (a) 150 A in EN phase and 160 A in EP phase; (b) 150 A in
EN phase and 180 A in EP phase; (c) 150 A in EN phase and 200 A in EP phase.

Figure 17 shows the distribution point and fitting line of the average pressure in EP and EN
phases with the change of the EP current. The pressure of the EP phase gradually increases and there’s
a small fluctuation in the EN pressure. According to the fitting equation, the current of EP phase is
196 A if the pressure of two polarities is equal to each other, when the current of EN phase is 150 A.

The weld pool free surface with different EP currents is shown in Figure 18. The influence of
balanced pressure output on the weld pool fluctuation is analyzed by comparing the different case.
The time 0 in the figures with EN results in around 5 s from arc ignition. Four weld pool statuses in
one current cycle are presented: EN, EN to EP, EP, EP to EN, respectively. When the current of EN
phase is 150 A and EP current is 160 A as shown from Figure 18a to Figure 18d, the difference of the
weld pool free surface between two polarities is obvious. Due to the decrease of plasma arc pressure in
the EP phase, the weld pool free surface moves up and close to the upper surface of the base metal.
When the current of EP phase is 180 A which is 30 A bigger than that of the EN phase, the difference of
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free surface deformation in different polarities becomes very small, as shown in Figure 18e–h. When
the EP current increases to 200 A, there is also a small weld pool fluctuation between two polarities,
which is shown in Figure 17i–l. Therefore, the keyhole and weld pool of the digging process can be
stabilized by separately adjusting the current to balance the pressure output.
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Figure 17. Average plasma arc pressure at different EP currents.

 

Figure 18. The evolution of weld pool upside surface in one cycle with different EP current: (a–d) EP =
160 A; (e–h) EP = 180 A; (i–l) EP = 200 A.

Through a large amount of welding experiments, it is found that the success rate of forming weld
bead is low if the keyhole weld pool fluctuates. It is easy to form cutting. As Figure 19 shows, when
the current of EN and EP phase is 150 A, all the liquid metal falls to the workpiece bottom in the
keyhole generation segment, which makes it difficult to close the keyhole, resulting in cutting. After
balancing the pressure output (EN: 150 A, EP: 180 A), the keyhole is more easily closed by avoiding
a liquid metal overall drop due to the weak fluctuation. Thus, the weld bead is easier to form.
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Figure 19. The weld formation with different EP current.

4. Conclusions

This work mainly investigates the stability of keyhole digging process in VPPA welding. Using
comprehensive experimental measurement of weld pool free surface, keyhole boundary and plasma
arc pressure, the evolution of keyhole weld pool and the influence mechanism of plasma arc pressure
are obtained. The specific conclusions are as follows.

(1) The keyhole and weld pool fluctuate with the periodic change of plasma arc state during the
digging process of VPPA welding, rather than continuously increasing the keyhole depth over
time. By observing the keyhole boundary of digging process in real time, it is found that the
keyhole depth increases rapidly in the EN phase, but decreases gradually in the EP phase.

(2) The three stages of keyhole digging process are found, which are regular periodic fluctuation,
violent fluctuation and blasting penetration, respectively. The fluctuation of the second stage is
caused by the attenuation of plasma arc pressure due to the increase of the keyhole depth. The
positive feedback between the thermal accumulation and the continuous increase in the depth of
the keyhole leads to the rapid penetration in the third stage.

(3) In order to accurately balance the plasma arc pressure output, the influence mechanism of energy
and momentum balance on the pressure is analyzed. The difference between the plasma arc
pressure of the EP and EN phases can be effectively reduced if the EP current is 30 A to 50 A
larger than that of EN. The pressure balance output can reduce the keyhole weld pool fluctuation
in the digging process and improve the welding success rate.
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Abstract: In this paper, dissimilar Al–Cu joints of AA1050H/C1100-Cu, AA6061-T6/C1100-Cu,
and AA1050H/C2600-brass are successfully welded by a friction stir welding (FSW) process.
The aim of the present study is not only to examine the tensile strength, but also to investigate
the reliability, durability, and failure behaviors of joints as correlated with the metallurgical bonded
microstructures of varied Al–Cu joints. Experimental evidence confirms that good welding quality
for an FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joint is obtained when pure Cu and brass plates are positioned at the
advancing side. Cross-sectional microstructures reveal that the AA6061-T6/C1100-Cu joint exhibits
an extensive metallurgical bonded region with significant onion rings in the welding zone, whereas
the AA1050H/C2600-brass joint generally displays a clear mechanical kissing bonded boundary at
the joint interface. Al2Cu, Al4Cu9, and γ-Cu5Zn8 are major intermetallic compounds (IMCs) that
are formed within the metallurgical bonded welding zone. The Weibull model provides a statistical
method for assessing the failure mechanism of FSW Al–Cu joints. Better welding reliability and
tensile properties with ductile dimpled ruptures are obtained for the Al–Cu joints with a typical
metallurgical bonded zone. However, a mechanical kissing bonded interface and thick interfacial
IMCs result in the deterioration of tensile strength with a brittle fracture and a rapid increase in the
failure probability of Al–Cu joints.

Keywords: friction stir welding; dissimilar joints; metallurgical bonding microstructure; the Weibull
model; failure strength; engineering reliability

1. Introduction

The welding of dissimilar metals is becoming an important subject for industrial applications
nowadays due to their technical and beneficial advantages [1–5]. Aluminum (Al) and copper (Cu) are
two common engineering metals with favorable mechanical strength, ductility, and good corrosion
resistance. Moreover, Al–Cu dissimilar joints have been widely used in engineering structural
components, electronic packaging, and the electric power industries, and are of interest in electrical
connections because of their excellent electrical and thermal conductivities. In contrast with these
advantages, the joining of dissimilar Al and Cu alloys is generally difficult by a conventional fusion
welding process due to the differences in their physical, thermal, and mechanical characteristics. Thus,
the development of a promising welding technique for joining dissimilar Al and Cu alloys has been
made by a number of researches [6–10].

Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state joining process [11,12] that was first invented by
The Welding Institute (TWI) of the United Kingdom (UK) [13], and can be considered an important
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development in joining dissimilar metals [11]. The FSW process is considered energy efficient
and environmentally friendly because no toxic fumes are produced during the welding process.
FSW can be commonly used to join nonferrous light and plastic metals such as Al, Mg and Ti alloys
with other dissimilar metal alloys that are hard to weld by conventional fusion welding [2,5,14–18].
Recently, FSW has also been recognized as an effective technique to overcome the welding problems
of Al–Cu dissimilar joints [19–27]. Some studies indicated that not only the welding quality, but also
mechanical properties of Al–Cu dissimilar joints are significantly influenced by controlling the FSW
parameters [21–25] and microstructural features, especially for the intermetallic compounds (IMCs)
layer formed at the bonding interface within the welding zone of Al–Cu dissimilar joints [26–31].
The brittleness of the IMCs layer usually results in easier cracks propagation and failures at the
joint interface [32,33]. However, the enhanced mechanical properties of Al–Cu joints can also be
achieved by controlling the particle size and distribution of the IMCs within the welding zone of FSW
joints [26,28,32].

Since the failure of FSW-joined structural components depends on the applied stress to approach
a critical weakest strength within the welding zone, the variability of the failure strength and the
durability of FSW joints are fairly correlated with the welding qualities. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
investigate the correlation of microstructural features to the data fluctuation of mechanical strength and
welding reliability of FSW dissimilar joints in detail. The failure prediction can be effectively achieved
through a statistical reliability engineering method [34], and the Weibull model [34,35] of survival
analysis has been developed as a popular and powerful engineering design method for various
structural materials and joint performance [36–40]. The advantage of Weibull statistical analysis is
that it provides reasonably accurate failure analysis and failure predictions with a small number of
samples. Solutions can be acquired at earlier indications of problems, and fewer samples also enable
cost-effective component testing.

Therefore, in order to clarify the influence of metallurgical factors on the failure strength and the
durability of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints, the aim of the present study is to examine the microstructural
features of the welding zone and evaluatethe mechanical strength of dissimilar joints under tensile
tests. In addition, a statistical analysis of the Weibull model with the examination of fracture surface
morphologies will be applied to investigate the welding reliability, joints durability, and failure
mechanism of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints.

2. Materials and Methods

The base metals that were used in this study were three-mm thick commercial pure copper
(99.9% purity, annealed, JIS C1100), brass (JIS C2600), AA1050H, and AA6061-T6 aluminum rolled
sheets. The chemical compositions of raw materials that are given in Table 1 were determined by
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). The base metals were machined
into rectangular specimens with dimensions of 80 (l) × 30 (w) × 3 (t) mm for the FSW process.
The surfaces of FSW-joined specimens were ground with 2000-grit SiC papers, and then ultrasonically
cleaned with acetone prior to welding. The friction stir welded AA1050H/C1100, AA6061-T6/C1100,
and AA1050H/C2600 dissimilar joints were carried out in this study, and these joints were labeled as
A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 specimens in the following, respectively.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the used Al and Cu base metals (in wt.%).

Cu Base Metals Cu Zn Pb Fe Si Mg Al

C1100 (Pure Cu) Bal. 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 - 0.02
C2600 (brass) 69.3 Bal. 0.01 0.03 0.15 0.03 0.02

Al Base Metals Al Mg Si Fe Mn Cr Cu Zn Ti

AA1050H Bal. 0.05 0.15 0.38 0.05 - 0.05 0.01 0.02
AA6061-T6 Bal. 1.03 0.66 0.35 0.11 0.14 0.22 0.03 0.02
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Figure 1a schematically illustrates the FSW process of Al–Cu joints. The welding tool that was
used in this study was made of AISI H-13 tool steel with a shoulder that was 15 mm in diameter
and a stirring probe with a four-mm diameter and two-mm depth, as shown in Figure 1b. Pure Cu
and brass plates were always positioned at the advancing side (AS). The tool was in the center of
the Al–Cu joints, and it was not shifted to the Al or Cu side. According to our preliminary trial
experiments of several Al–Cu joints and the macrograph/micrograph inspections for the welds of
various parameters, optimum welding parameters were obtained for the welds with an optimal tensile
strength and defect-free microstructures in the welding zone at the stable part of the seam for the
present study. Based on our preliminary trials and the literature review [22], a low transverse speed
and high tool rotational speed are usually required for obtaining defect-free joints. The tool rotational
speed was set at 3000 rpm. The rotating tool was tilted 1.5◦ opposite to the welding direction, and
the stirring probe moved along the butt line of the Al–Cu joint specimens at a constant traverse speed
of about 60 mm min−1. The downward push pressure was controlled at about 45 MPa. During the
FSW process, the downward push pressure was maintained for an appropriate time to generate
sufficient frictional heat. The frictional heat softened the Al–Cu joint specimens, and the stirring probe
caused material plastic flow in both circumferential and axial directions. The welded direction (WD),
normal direction (ND), and transverse direction (TD) of the FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints were also
defined in Figure 1a. After the friction stir welding process, the upper and lower surfaces of welded
specimens were carefully ground with 2000-grit SiC abrasive paper to eliminate the defects and stress
concentrators located on the surface of the seam.

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of the (a) friction stir welding (FSW) process of Al–Cu dissimilar
joints, (b) the welding tool geometries used for FSW, and (c) the dimensions of the tensile specimen
prepared from welded samples.

The FSW joined A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints were cross-sectioned along the TD.
For the study of the welding microstructures, the cross-sections (on the WD plane) taken at the stable
part of the seam were ground and polished with a diamond polishing agent. The specimens were
etched in a Keller’s solution for the Al alloy side, and the Cu alloy side was etched with a solution of
five grams of FeCl3, 50 mL of HCl, and 100 mL of H2O. The phase composition within the welding zone
(WZ) of the Al–Cu dissimilar joints were identified by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Bruker D8A25,
Bruker Corp., Karlsruhe, Germany), using CuKα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA with a scan speed of
3◦ (2θ) min−1 (step size, 0.02◦). Microstructures of the A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints
were observed by the backscattering electron image (BEI) taken with a scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, JEOL/JSM-6360, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). SEM equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray
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spectroscopy (EDS) and electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA, JEOL JXA-8530F, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) were used to identify the elemental compositions and distribution of compounds formed within
the WZ of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints for the investigation of metallurgical interactions.

The Micro-Vickers hardness test (HV) was applied to evaluate the variations of microhardness
after the FSW process. The Micro-Vickers hardness test across the cross-sections of the A1/C1, A6/C1,
and A1/C2 joints was applied using a Vickers indenter (Future-Tech Corp., Kawasaki, Japan) with
a 50-g load for 10 s of dwell time. Each measured microhardness datum was the average of at least
three tests.The tensile strength of the FSW A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints was measured
according to the standard tension testing of ASTM E8M-11. Uniaxial tensile tests of the FSW Al–Cu
joints were carried out in the directions perpendicular to the WD. Figure 1c shows the dimensions of
the tensile specimens prepared from welded samples. The specimens were tested at room temperature
with an initial strain rate of 8 × 10−4 s−1 per mm. The tensile strength measurements of each condition
(A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 joints) were performed on 20 test specimens (n = 20) for the statistical
significance of following Weibull statistical analysis. The fracture surfaces and sub-surfaces of the
FSW Al–Cu joints were further examined using SEM/BEI with EDS mapping to analyze the fracture
morphologies and behaviors.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructures and Microhardness Variation of FSW Al–Cu Dissimilar Joints

Figure 2 represents the backscattering electron images (SEM/BEI) of cross-sectional micrographs
within the WZ of various FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints for illustration. The cross-sectional images are
taken at the stable part of the seam. The light gray area is the Cu matrix, and the dark gray area is the Al
matrix. It can be seen that sound A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints are successfully achieved
by the FSW process, while the pure Cu (C1100) and brass (C2600) plates are always positioned at the
advancing side (AS). The good welding quality of all of the Al–Cu joints is obtained in the present
study without the typical cavity defects that tend to occur within the WZ region.

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/backscattering electron image (BEI) cross-sectional
micrographs (on the welded direction (WD) plane) of the FSW (a) A1/C1, (b) A6/C1, and (c) A1/C2
joints (both of the C1 and C2 base metals were positioned at the advancing side).
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Comparing Figure 2a with Figure 2b, it is apparent that the plastic flow of the Al and Cu base
metals within the WZ region is quite different between the A1/C1 and A6/C1 joints. Figure 2a shows
the cross-sectional microstructure of the A1/C1 joint for illustration. A large amount of pure Cu
matrix and several dispersed large irregular Cu debris (as those encircled in Figure 2a) are mixed
with the Al matrix in the WZ of the A1/C1 joint. A clear A1/C1 joint boundary represents that just a
mechanical kissing bond is formed between AA1050H-aluminum and C1100-pure Cu at the welding
interface of A1/C1 specimens after the FSW process. In addition, a small amount of Al–Cu reacting
mixture, which is the result of the intense material plastic flow during FSW, is observed at the top and
near the bottom of the WZ (indicated by the triangular marks). The mixture can be considered the
metallurgical bonded zone of AA1050H-aluminum and C1100-pure Cu base metals. Unlike the A1/C1
joint, no typical dispersed Cu debris or small Cu particles are observed within the WZ of the A6/C1
joint, as shown in Figure 2b. It is worth noting that a significant wide range of material plastic flow
is observed between the Al and Cu matrixes with an obvious onion rings microstructure (indicated
by the triangular marks) in the WZ of the A6/C1 joint. It can be recognized that the A6/C1 joint
displays much better welding quality, with a larger area fraction of its metallurgical bonded zone
and no mechanical kissing bond between the AA6061-T6-aluminum and C1100-pure Cu base metals,
compared with the A1/C1 joint. Figure 2c shows the cross-sectional microstructure of the A1/C2 joint
for illustration. Comparing Figure 2c with Figure 2b, an Al–Cu metallurgical bonded zone, which is
the result of the material plastic flow of AA1050H-aluminum and C2600-brass during FSW, is formed
within the WZ of the A1/C2 joint (Figure 2c). However, the Al–Cu metallurgical bonding area fraction
of the A1/C2 joint is apparently less than that of the A6/C1 joint. Moreover, a clear joint boundary
between AA1050H-aluminum and C2600-brass base metals is observed in the WZ region. Unlike the
metallurgical bonding effect within the Al–Cu reacting mixture during FSW, the clear joint boundary
observed in the A1/C2 jointis thought of as a mechanical kissing bonded interface, as indicated by the
triangular marks in Figure 2c.

Figure 3a,b show the SEM/BEI images and EPMA analysis results for the element distribution
maps of Al and Cu within the WZ of the A1/C1 and A6/C1 joints, respectively. As shown in Figure 3a,
an apparent joint boundary exists at the welding interface of the AA1050H-aluminum (the dark gray
region) and C1100-pure Cu (the light gray region) base metals. In addition, some bright small particles,
which are mainly composed of the Cu element, are detected within the AA1050H-aluminum matrix
(see Figure 3a). These regions can be recognized as the reacting mixtures resulted from the intense
material plastic flow of Al and Cu base metals during FSW, as indicated by the triangular marks
in Figure 2a. It can be reasonably deduced that some Al–Cu intermetallic compounds (IMCs) are
formed within the Al–Cu reacting mixture region, and the phase composition of Al–Cu IMCs will be
identified by following X-ray diffraction analysis. Figure 3b shows the SEM/BEI images and EPMA
analysis results in the WZ of the A6/C1 joint. The dark gray and light gray regions correspond to
the AA6061-T6-aluminum and C1100-pure Cu base metals, respectively. As shown in Figure 3b, the
FSW A6/C1 joint displays a significant material plastic flow and reacting mixtures within the WZ
compared with the A1/C1 joint. Therefore, comparing Figure 3b with Figure 2b demonstrates that
the metallurgical bonded zone consists of severe stirring plastic flow between AA6061-T6-aluminum
and C1100-pure Cu base metals with a large amount of reacting mixtures of dispersed Al–Cu IMCs
particles. The distribution of Al–Cu IMCs particles and microstructural morphologies of the A6/C1
joint are quite different from that of the A1/C1 joint. Figure 3c shows the SEM/BEI image and a line
scanning analysis result with the distribution of Al and Cu elements in the WZ of the FSW A1/C2
joint. The dwell time via the SEM/BEI EDS mapping to collect the data for the Al and Cu elements
is about 10 minutes. The dark gray and light gray regions correspond to the AA1050H-aluminum
and C2600-brass base metals, respectively. However, unlike the reacting mixtures represented in
Figure 3a,b, an obvious interfacial layer with mixing Al and Cu elements is observed between the
base metals, and it can be recognized as the Al–Cu IMCs thick layer that was formed on the interface
of AA1050H-aluminum and C2600-brass during the FSW process. Generally, the FSW dissimilar
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joints are failed at the WZ or along the interface between the base metals after the mechanical tests.
Therefore, the tensile strength, measuring data fluctuation, failure behaviors, and welding reliability of
the FSW A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 joints will be strongly affected by the metallurgical bonding effect,
the particle distribution, and the morphologies of reacted Al–Cu IMCs within the WZ. As a result
of the above-mentioned observation and analysis of microstructures, the correlation between the
microstructural features, tensile strength, and reliability of these FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints will be
discussed in the following sections.

Figure 3. The electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) analysis for Al and Cu elements distribution
within the WZ of (a) the FSW A1/C1 joint, and (b) the FSW A6/C1 joint. (c) The SEM/BEI line-scanning
and Al–Cu elements mapping at the Al/Cu interface of the FSW A1/C2 joint.

The X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the WZ region of various FSW dissimilar joints are
given in Figure 4. Figure 4a,b show the XRD patterns of the A1/C1 and A6/C1 joints, respectively.
In addition to the strong diffraction peaks of major α-Al (main peaks detected at 2θ = 38.47◦, 44.74◦,
65.13◦, and 78.23◦, JCPDS 04-0787) and Cu (main peaks detected at 2θ = 43.30◦, 50.43◦, and 74.13◦,
JCPDS 04-0836) base metals, some relatively weak peaks are also detected within the WZ region of
these Al–Cu dissimilar joints. According to the Al–Cu equilibrium phase diagram, several Al–Cu
IMCs, such as AlCu (η2), Al2Cu (θ), Al2Cu3 (ε), Al3Cu4 (ζ2), and Al4Cu9 (γ) can be found in the Al–Cu
binary alloy system. However, it is recognized that the Al-rich Al2Cu phase and Cu-rich Al4Cu9 phase
are the two major IMCs formed during the Al–Cu metallurgical reaction [23,26,41]. Therefore, these
weak diffraction peaks obtained in the WZ region of A1/C1 joints are then identified as the IMCs of
Al2Cu (main peaks detected at 2θ = 37.87◦, 42.59◦, 47.33◦, and 47.81◦, JCPDS 25-0012) and Al4Cu9 (the
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diffraction peak detected at 2θ = 44.12◦, JCPDS 24-0003). Comparing Figure 4b with Figure 4a, we
can see that the diffraction peaks of the Al2Cu and Al4Cu9 IMCs for the A6/C1 joint are significantly
sharper and much more obvious than those of the A1/C1 joint. The differencein peak intensity means
that more Al2Cu and Al4Cu9 IMCs are obtained within the WZ region of the A6/C1 joint. Referring to
the SEM/BEI images and the element distribution maps obtained by EPMA, the XRD analysis result
of the FSW A6/C1 joint (see Figure 4b cf. Figures 2b and 3b) corresponds to the microstructural
feature, which displays a more widely Al–Cu reacting mixture distribution with a larger area fraction
of the metallurgical bonded zone than the FSW A1/C1 joint (see Figure 4a cf. Figures 2a and 3a).
Figure 4c is the XRD pattern of the FSW A1/C2 dissimilar joint, which included strong diffraction
peaks of α-Al and Cu0.64Zn0.36 (α-brass, main peaks detected at 2θ = 42.33◦, 49.28◦, and 72.25◦, JCPDS
50-1333) base metals. The result illustrates that the WZ region of the A1/C2 joint also consists mainly
of Al and Cu (i.e., α-brass) base metals with a fair amount of Al2Cu and Al4Cu9 IMCs. In addition, a
γ-Cu5Zn8 compound (diffraction peaks at 2θ = 43.30◦ and 62.88◦, JCPDS25-1228) is also observed in
the A1/C2 joint, as indicated by the triangular marks in Figure 4c. As a result, it can be recognized
that the γ-Cu5Zn8 compound is another minor reaction product accompanied by the formation of
Al2Cu and Al4Cu9 IMCs for the A1/C2 joint during FSW. Since less Al–Cu reacting mixture and a
clear mechanical kissing bonded boundary of the A1/C2 joint are observed (see Figure 2c), it implies
that the weldability of A1/C2 joint is worse than that of the A1/C1 and A6/C1 joints.

 
Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns of the friction stir welded (a) A1/C1, (b) A6/C1, and (c) A1/C2
dissimilar joints within the welding zone (WZ).

Figure 5 displays the distribution of micro-Vickers hardness (HV) profiles measured within the
WZ regions of FSW A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints. The hardness data recorded on
the transverse cross-sections of FSW-joined specimens, and the Vickers indenter testing positions are
located at 1.5 mm depth from the surface. The micro-Vickers hardness test reveals the average values
of AA1050H, AA6061-T6 aluminum alloys, commercial pure copper (C1100), and brass (C2600) base
metals to be about HV32.6 ± 4.7, HV61.2 ± 5.3, HV62.1 ± 3.0, and HV103.2 ± 4.5, respectively.
According to the profiles represented in Figure 5, the hardness of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints
significantly increases in the WZ region relative to both Al and Cu base metals. The data fluctuation at
the transverse direction is the resulted of the heterogeneous microstructure of the WZ. Referring to
the cross-sectional microstructures as mentioned in Figure 2, the distribution range of the increased
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hardness profiles (in the position of about ± 4 mm from the center, as shown in Figure 5) is almost the
same as that of the Al–Cu metallurgical bonded region with obvious metallic plastic flow. Therefore,
it can be recognized that the increased hardness profiles of the A6/C1 and A1/C2 joints can be
attributed to the apparent Al–Cu reacting mixture within the WZ region (see Figure 5 cf. Figure 2b,c).
In addition, the high hardness values of the A6/C1 and A1/C2 joints are also the result of the significant
strain-hardening effect of intense materials plastic deformation as well as the particle strengthening
effect with the formation and uniform redistribution of Al2Cu, Al4Cu9, and a fair amount of γ-Cu5Zn8

IMCs (such as those observed by the XRD analysis in Figure 4) during the FSW process. However,
compared with the A6/C1 and A1/C2 joints, the hardness profile for the A1/C1 joint is lower as a
result of an insufficient metallurgical bonding reaction and a lesser amount of Al–Cu reacting IMCs
mixture (see Figure 2a cf. Figure 4).

Figure 5. The variation of microhardness of various FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. The indentations are
made with a spacing of 0.2 mm on the WD plane (AS: advancing side; RS: retreating side).

3.2. Tensile Failure Strength of FSW Al–Cu Dissimilar Joints

The tensile strength of the FSW dissimilar Al–Cu joint is evaluated as a criterion to the joint
performance. Table 2 lists a comparison of the tensile strength and elongation of base metals and the
FSW A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints. Since a sound FSW A6/C2 joint without welding
cavity defects in the WZ region is not successfully obtained, therefore, the tensile properties of A6/C2
joints are too low to be used in this study. In addition, the data fluctuation of A6/C2 joints is dispersed
to show a valid statistical significance for the following reliability analysis in this study. It can be seen
that a maximum tensile strength of about 212.7 MPa and the highest elongation of about 22.3% are
obtained for the FSW A6/C1 joint. Figure 6 shows the representative fractured specimens of FSW
A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints after tensile tests. The Al–Cu dissimilar joints failed
with distinguished fracture characteristics, and the fracture location can be clearly observed in these
photos. The fracture of FSW A1/C1 joints is usually located at the WZ region, as shown in Figure 6a.
Since the average tensile strength of A1/C1 joints is about 85% of the AA1050H aluminum alloy
(121.8 ± 2.3 MPa) according to earlier measurements for base metals, the fracture characteristics that
are displayed in Figure 6a and the decrease in the tensile strength of the A1/C1 joints should be the
result of the inhomogeneous welding microstructure, which features a mechanical kissing bond at the
interface between AA1050H-aluminum and C1100-pure Cu (see Figure 2a cf. Figure 6a).

Comparing Figure 6b with Figure 6a, it is worth noting that the fracture region of the FSW A6/C1
joints is distant from the WZ and nearly located at the heat-affected zone (HAZ) with an obvious
necking deformation of the AA6061-T6 Al base metal. As a result, both the tensile strength and the
elongation of the A6/C1 joints are significantly higher than that of the A1/C1 joints (see Table 2), and
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the fracture characteristic without failure at the WZ of the FSW A6/C1 joints, which is represented
in Figure 6b, can be regarded as an illustration of better joint quality. Referring to the SEM/BEI
cross-sectional images and EPMA analysis results shown in Figures 2b and 3b, it is noted that the
much better tensile strength of the A6/C1 joints is achieved from their good joint quality with a larger
area fraction of the metallurgical bonded zone and a firmly material metallurgical joining between the
AA6061-T6 Al alloy and the C1100 commercial pure copper through the FSW process. The intense
material plastic flow with obvious onion rings (see Figure 2b) and uniformly dispersive refined hard
IMCs particles in the Al–Cu reacting mixture enhance the metallurgical bonding effect within the WZ.
Meanwhile, the movement of dislocations will be effectively impeded by the tangle of high dislocation
density and the refined hard IMCs particles during plastic deformation. Therefore, it can be recognized
that the FSW A6/C1 dissimilar joint with increased hardness profiles and much higher tensile strength
is obtained due to the strong metallurgical bonding effect.

Table 2. Tensile properties of base metals and various FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints.

Samples TensileStrength (MPa) Elongation (%)

AA1050H * 121.8 ± 2.3 15.2±1.7
AA6061-T6 * 293.1 ± 2.6 12.8± 2.5
C1100 Cu * 227.9 ± 1.8 30.6 ± 1.8

C2600 Brass * 365.2 ± 1.5 27.7 ± 2.3
A1/C1 Joint † 108.6 ± 9.1 10.5 ± 3.3
A6/C1 Joint † 212.7 ± 8.5 22.3 ± 2.8
A1/C2 Joint † 53.2 ± 5.9 5.7 ± 0.9

* Each value was the average of a least three tests; † Each value was the average of 20 tests (n = 20).

 
Figure 6. Macrographs of fractured FSW (a) A1/C1, (b) A6/C1, and (c) A1/C2 dissimilar joints after
tensile tests.
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Among these Al–Cu dissimilar joints, the FSW A1/C2 joint apparently exhibits the worst tensile
strength and displays much lower elongation (see Table 2), with an obvious brittle fracture at the WZ
region along the joining interface of AA1050H-aluminum and C2600-brass base metals, as illustrated
in Figure 6c. The notable degradation in the tensile strength of the A1/C2 joints should be closely
correlated with the structural inhomogeneity. Referring to Figures 2c and 3c cf. Figure 6c, a large area
fraction of the mechanical kissing bond with a continuous thick IMCs layer was significantly formed
at the Al/brass interface within the WZ of the A1/C2 joints. It demonstrates that the reduction of
effective metallurgical bonding and the formation of a continuous thick IMCs layer yielded a weak
interfacial A1/C2 joint. As a result, the detrimental decohesive ruptures notably occurred at the weak
mechanical kissing bonded boundary of AA1050H-aluminum and C2600-brass before other structural
defects caused the failures of the A1/C2 joint throughout the WZ.

According to the above-mentioned examinations, FSW A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar
joints display quite different welding microstructures, interfacial joining characteristics, hardness
profiles, and phase compositions within the WZ regions. Since the tensile strength of FSW Al–Cu
dissimilar joints should be closely affected by the variation of welding qualities, the statistical analysis
by the Weibull model on the data variance of tensile tests made it possible to assess the microstructural
features in determining the failure behaviors and reliability of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. The Weibull
statistical analysis detail on the tensile mechanical properties and failures related to the welding
qualities of FSW Al-Cu joints will be discussed in the following section.

4. Discussion

4.1. The Weibull Statistical Analysis on the Failure Probability of Al–Cu Joints

The failure of an engineering component, as defined by reliability engineering, can be recognized
as “the event, or inoperable state, in which any item or part of an item does not, or would not, perform
as previously specified” [42]. The advantage of Weibull statistical analysis for reliability engineering is
to effectively evaluate failure probability and provide reasonable failure predictions for engineering
components from the stages of design and manufacturing processes with extremely small amount of
testing samples. In this study, the cumulative failure probability function (Equation (1)) determined
by the three-parameter Weibull model is applied to simulate the data variability of the measured
tensile strength of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. The cumulative failure probability F(σi) of the testing
samples is estimated using Bernard’s median rank [43], and the reliability function R(σi) with a relation
of R(σi) = 1 − F(σi) is determined as the survival probability. The cumulative failure probability is
controlled by parameters m, σc, and σ0. The Weibull modulus (m) is a measure of data variability.
The characteristic life (σc) corresponds to the tensile strength at which the cumulative failure probability
is equal to 63.2%. The minimum strength (σ0) is so-called the failure-free strength, which means that
the failure probability of the FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints below this tensile strength is zero.

F(σi) =
∫ σ=σi

σ=0
f (σ)dσ =1 − exp

[
−
(

σi − σ0

σc

)m]
(1)

Fitting the measured tensile strength data into the cumulative failure probability function
of Equation (1), and subsequently the failure probability density function (f (σi)) of FSW A1/C1,
A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints are calculated and plotted in Figure 7a. Figure 7b illustrates the
Weibull plot, which is a natural logarithmic (ln) graph for the cumulative failure probability at each
corresponding σi of various FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. The horizontal scale of the Weibull plot is a
measure of tensile strength, and the vertical scale is the cumulative percentage failed. The Weibull
modulus, which is particularly significant and provides a clue to the physics of the failure, is graphically
evaluated from the slope of Weibull plots by the least squares fitting method at a maximum coefficient
of determination (R2). According to the definition of the Weibull model, the critical coefficient of
determination (CCD) for 20 failures (n = 20) should be higher than 0.95, and then the Weibull plot
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can be considered a good fit for the three-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function [44].
Therefore, it is recognized that a good linear relationship is obtained for the experimental data in
Figure 7b, and the Weibull model is valid to describe the failure behaviors of the FSW Al–Cu joints.
The Weibull statistical analysis results are listed in Table 3.

−F
σ i

σi−σo

R
R

R

 f
σ

Figure 7. (a) The failure probability density function f (σi) curves, and (b) the Weibull distribution plots
of various FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. F(σi) is the cumulative failure probability for a corresponding
tensile strength (σi), and the slope represents the Weibull modulus (m) calculated by the least squares
fitting method at a maximum coefficient of determination (R2).

Table 3. Statistical analysis results * of the Weibull model for the tensile strength of various FSW A1–Cu
dissimilar joints.

Samples
Weibull

Modulus, m
Characteristics

Strength (MPa), σc

Minimum Strength
(MPa), σ0

Coefficient of
Determination, R2

A1/C1 Joint 5.4 46.9 59.7 0.98
A6/C1 Joint 9.2 117.5 83.0 0.99
A1/C2 Joint 1.7 11.7 41.5 0.95

* Data were calculated from Weibull plots (Figure 7b).

4.2. Microstructural Variations Affect Data Fluctuation and Failure Behaviors

Referring to the aforementioned microstructural observations and tensile testing results, a fair
amount of the data fluctuation for the FSWA1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar joints shown in
Figure 7a should be significantly related to the joint inhomogeneity with a different metallurgical
bonding area fractionin the WZ region. Since the Weibull model is commonly adopted to forecast
the reliability and failure behaviors of engineering components, the hazard function (λ(σi)) listed
in Equation (2) at each corresponding tensile strength is further defined as the ratio of the failure
probability density function and reliability functionin the present study for the assessment of failure
behaviors. Figure 8a shows the reliability function (R(σi)) curves of the Al–Cu joints. These curves
start from the minimum strength (σ0), and the reliability of joints is decreased with increasing tensile
loading. The failure rate curves calculated from the hazard function (λ(σi)) of Al–Cu joints are shown
in Figure 8b.

λ(σi) =
f (σi)

R(σi)
=

m
σcm (σi − σ0)

m−1 (2)

The Weibull modulus (m) is a dimensionless value, and it is a main factor for the Weibull model
to determine which Al–Cu joint displays better engineering reliability. It is noted that the Weibull
modulus represents the variability of experimental data, which becomes larger as the degree of tensile
strength fluctuation decreases and the reliability of the joints increases. As a result of Table 3 and
Figure 8b, the Weibull statistical analysis demonstrates that all of the A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2
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welding conditions are reliable FSW dissimilar joints with a wear-out failure model (m > 1) of the
increasing failure rate (IFR) behavior. However, the A1/C1 joint (m = 5.4) and the A6/C1 joint (m = 9.2)
significantly show a larger Weibull modulus compared with the A1/C2 joint (m = 1.7). The A1/C2
joints with a lower Weibull modulus generally characterize an early failure behavior because of the
much higher initial failure probability of the tensile specimens compared with the A1/C1 and A6/C1
joints, as shown in Figure 7a. Therefore, referring to the microstructural observations illustrated in
Figures 2 and 3, it is demonstrated that the FSW Al-Cu dissimilar joints with a large amount of Al–Cu
reacting mixtures of uniformly dispersed Al–Cu IMCs particles can resist a higher tensile failure
load and also display better engineering reliability because of the larger Weibull modulus. The FSW
A6/C1 dissimilar joint with a successful metallurgical bonded WZ region (see Figures 2a and 3a cf.
Figure 6b) represent better tensile strength and reliability than a mainly mechanical kissing bonded
A1/C2 joint interface (see Figure 2c cf. Figure 6c). Moreover, the reliability of FSW A1/C2 joints is
rapidly decreased through just slightly increasing the tensile loading to be larger than the minimum
strength, as shown in Figure 8a. Since the minimum strength can be recognized as the safety value
of an engineering component, the existence of minimum strength σ0 is needed in order to evaluate
the critical reliable tensile strength of varied FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. Therefore, FSW Al–Cu
dissimilar joints with a larger Weibull modulus can properly be selected for engineering application,
as this may be an indicator of lower technique sensitivity and less reliability decrease (see Figure 8a)
while the applied tensile loading exceeds the minimum strength.

 λ
σ

R
σ

Figure 8. (a) The reliability function curves R(σi) and (b) the failure rate curves from the hazard
function λ(σi) of various FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints. These curves start from the minimum strength
(σ0), which is the safety tensile strength for FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints.

Properly friction stir welded joints should have high tensile strength and display ductility, whereas
the joints with low tensile strength will fail in a brittle fracture at the WZ region. In order to realize
the fracture mechanism with the above-mentioned Weibull statistical analysis results, Figures 9–11
show the representative SEM fracture morphologies of the FSW A1/C1, A6/C1, and A1/C2 dissimilar
joints, respectively. Figure 9a gives the BEI fracture sub-surface of A1/C1 joints to identify the Al
and Cu base metals and Al–Cu IMCs more clearly. A fair amount of reacting mixtures (the light gray
region indicated by the triangular mark) composed of Al2Cu and Al4Cu9 IMCs (identified by XRD
analysis, see Figure 4a) are observed within the WZ region of the A1/C1 joint. In addition, cracks
propagation is observed at the IMCs/Cu interface, and the internal cracks are perpendicular to the
tensile direction, as those encircled in Figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the BEI tensile fracture surface of
the A1/C1 joints. Figure 9 c,d represent the EDS mapping analysis region denoted by the triangular
mark in Figure 9b, and the composition of this region is about 54.8 Al and 45.2 Cu (in atomic %) by
semi-quantitative SEM/EDS analysis. It can be seen that a brittle fracture appears, and the fracture can
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be recognized as a result of the interfacial cracks propagation along the Al–Cu IMCs within the WZ
region (see Figure 9b cf. Figures 2a and 6a).

 
Figure 9. (a) Failure sub-surface, (b) fracture surface, (c) representative fracture morphology denoted
by the arrow in (b), and (d) Al, Cu elements energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of
the A1/C1 joint.

Figure 10a shows the SEM tensile fracture surface of the A6/C1 joints for illustration. As seen
from the fracture morphologies of the A6/C1 joint, a ductile failure behavior appears with necking and
dimpled ruptures (see Figure 10a cf. Figure 6b) at the AA6061 Al base metal. Therefore, it is recognized
that A6/C1 joints obviously display better elongation (as listed in Table 2) than A1/C1 and A1/C2
joints. Figure 10b displays the EDS mapping analysis results of Al and Cu elements (with chemical
compositions of 31.2 Al and 68.8 Cu, in atomic %) obtained from the WZ region of tensile failed A6/C1
joints. Referring to the above-mentioned microstructural observations, significant reacting mixtures
of dispersed Al–Cu IMCs particles represent that intense material plastic flow effectively induces a
larger area fraction of the metallurgical bonded zone (see Figures 2b and 3b cf. Figure 4b) within the
WZ region of the A6/C1 joint during the FSW process. As a result, Figure 10b illustrates a typical WZ
region of good welding quality with a textureof elongated joining materials flow along the tensile
direction without an apparent cracking effect after tensile tests. Since the Al–Cu IMCs can be used as
reinforcing phases through the distribution of particles [27,45], as shown in the experimental results
mentioned in Table 2, Figures 8a and 10b demonstrate that a large fraction of metallurgical bonding of
obvious onion rings with dispersed Al–Cu IMCs particles provides a successful firm welding structure,
higher tensile strength, better welding quality, and joint reliability of the FSW A6/C1 joint compared
with the A1/C1 joint.

Figure 11a,b shows the BEI fracture sub-surface and fracture surface of the A1/C2 joints,
respectively. Figure 11c,d represent the EDS mapping analysis result of the rectangular region denoted
in Figure 11b, and the composition in this region is about 51.7 Al and 48.3 Cu (in atomic %) by
SEM/EDS analysis. Referring to Figure 6c, the fracture of the A1/C2 joints is almost located at the
A1050H-aluminum and C2600-brass joint interface. It is reported that FSW dissimilar joints with
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an excessively generated thick interfacial IMCs layer generally display poor mechanical properties
because of the brittleness of IMCs and quite easier crack propagation [27,32]. Therefore, comparing
Figure 11a with Figure 6c, it can be found that many of the cracks that were significantly initiated at the
AA1050H/C2600brass joint interface (cracks are also observed on the fracture surface of Figure 11c),
and the failure of joints occurred while the cracks penetrated through Al–Cu IMCs (as denoted by the
triangular marks in Figure 11a). This phenomenon demonstrates that a thick continuous interfacial
IMC results in a significant deterioration of tensile strength and the presence of much lower Weibull
modulus (m = 1.7) with a rapid increase in the failure probability (see Table 3 and Figure 7a) for the
A1/C2 joint. Therefore, FSW A1/C2 joints obviously display the lowest tensile strength with a brittle
fracture and an unfavorable welding reliability in this study (see Figure 11a,b cf. Figure 8a).

  

Figure 10. (a) Fracture surface and (b) EDS mapping of the Al and Cu elements at the WZ region of the
tensile failed A6/C1 joint.

 
 

Figure 11. (a) Failure sub-surface, (b) fracture surface, (c) representative fracture morphology of the
rectangular area in (b), and (d) EDS mapping of the Al and Cu elements of the A1/C2 joint.

5. Conclusions

The welding qualitiesand tensile mechanical properties related to the metallurgical bonded
microstructural characteristicsof FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints are identified and discussed in this
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study. In addition, the relationship between welding quality and tensile strength, as well as the joint
reliability, is investigated by the Weibull statistical analysis. The conclusions are drawn based on the
above results and discussions:

(1) Dissimilar Al–Cu joints of AA1050H/C1100-Cu (A1/C1), AA6061-T6/C1100-Cu (A6/C1), and
AA1050H/C2600-brass (A1/C2) couples are successfully joined without typical cavity defects in
the welding zone (WZ) by the friction stir welding process (FSW).

(2) Al2Cu and Al4Cu9 are the major intermetallic compounds (IMCs) formed in the metallurgical
bonded welding zone of FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints, and γ-Cu5Zn8 is another reacted IMC
observed in the WZ of the AA1050H/C2600-brass joint.

(3) The microhardness of FSW Al–Cu joints in the WZ is increased as a result of the formation of
Al–Cu IMCs and intense plastic deformation during FSW.

(4) The AA6061-T6/C1100-Cu joint exhibits a significant metallurgical bonded zone with onion rings
in the WZ region, whereas the AA1050H/C2600-brass joint usually displays a mechanical kissing
bonded boundary at the Al–Cu joining interface.

(5) Through the powerful statistical analysis of the Weibull model, FSW Al–Cu dissimilar joints,
which display a wear-out failure model, can be recognized as reliable joints for further
engineering applications.

(6) Better welding reliability and a higher tensile strength with ductile dimpled ruptures can be
obtained for those FSW Al–Cu joints with IMCs particles uniformly dispersed in a large area
fraction of the metallurgical bonded WZ region.

(7) FSW Al–Cu joints with a mechanical kissing bonded boundary and a thick continuous interfacial
IMC layer results in a rapid increase in the failure probability and the deterioration of tensile
strength with a brittle fracture at the WZ region of the joints.
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Abstract: Heat treatment at different temperatures was carried out on a Ti3Al linear friction
welding joint. The characteristics and evolution of the microstructure in the weld zone (WZ) and
the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) of the Ti3Al LFW joint were analyzed. Combined with
the heat treatment after welding, the effect of the heat treatment temperature on the joint was discussed.
The test results indicated that the linear friction welding (LFW) process can accomplish a reliable
connection between Ti3Al alloys and the joint can avoid defects such as microcracks and voids. The weld
zone of the as-welded Ti3Al alloy joint was mainly composed of metastable β phase, while the TMAZ
was mainly composed of deformedα2 phase and metastableβ phase. After being heat treated at different
temperatures, the WZ of the Ti3Al LFW joint exhibited a significantly different microstructure. After heat
treatment at 700 ◦C, dot-like structures precipitated and the joint microhardness increased significantly.
Subsequently, the joint microhardness decreases with the increase in temperature. Under heat treatment
at temperatures above 850 ◦C, the formed structure was acicular α2 phase and the joint microhardness
after heat treatment was lower than that of the as-welded joint.

Keywords: intermetallic compound; linear friction welding; microstructure; heat treatment

1. Introduction

As a type of Ti-Al series intermetallic compound, Ti3Al-based alloys have better high-temperature
performance, oxidation resistance, creep resistance, and higher service temperature than ordinary
Ti alloys. Compared with the Ni-based alloys, the density of Ti3Al-based alloys is lower and
about half that of Ni-based alloys, which is beneficial for the reduction in equipment weight.
As a high-temperature structural material that can fill the temperature gap between the serving
temperatures of Ti alloys and Ni-based superalloys, Ti3Al has a good application prospect in the
aerospace field, such as to substitute for structural materials with lower strength, to reduce the
weight of engines of various vehicles as well as the vehicle’s own weight, and to enhance the specific
thrust and efficiency of engines. Owing to the above advantages, Ti3Al-based alloys have broad
application prospects, since they can meet the urgent needs of future aerospace component structures
for light structural materials with high specific strength, high specific modulus, and excellent overall
performance [1–4]. In the application of Ti3Al, it is important to solve the jointing problem between
the same or different materials that will directly affect its application [5,6].

The main problem in the welding of Ti3Al alloys is that the joint has low room-temperature
plasticity and is very sensitive to cracks during solidification. The transition from β phase to α phase is
one of the main factors affecting the welding of Ti3Al. During the welding process of Ti3Al alloys, the
cooling rate effect on the joint performance plays a decisive role, i.e., as the cooling rate increases, the
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β phase is cooled rapidly, and the main phase in the microstructure of the welded joint is metastable β

phase [7]. The β phase is relatively soft and has a lower fracture toughness, and it is thermodynamically
unstable, thus, the transformation from β phase to α2 phase will occur in high temperature applications.
At a slightly lower cooling rate, a very hard α2 (martensite) phase easily forms in the joint and exhibits
very high hardness and enhanced brittleness [8,9]. Another problem in the fusion welding of Ti3Al is
that the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) is overheated, and thus, the grains are prone to
undergo irreversible coarsening and exhibit significantly increasing brittleness. In addition, hot cracks
occur in the joints when a thicker slab is welded. However, the potential advantage of solid-phase
welding is to avoid casting structures, gas pores, cracks, deformations, and residual stresses caused by
material melting during fusion welding.

As one of the solid-phase welding technologies, weld joints are formed on the contact surface
through plastic deformation, surface activation, diffusion, recrystallization, and interaction between
rubbing bodies. Linear friction welding (LFW) has a series of advantages, including that the joint is
a forged structure, the grain-refined structure is dense, the joint quality is high, there is no dust and
weld spatter during the welding process, no filler material and gas protection is needed, and there is
less material loss and fewer weld defects [10]. Due to the aforementioned advantages, LFW has been
widely used in the welding of carbon steel and stainless steel [11–13], aluminum alloys [14,15], titanium
alloys [16–19], and nickel-based alloys [20–22], and has become the key technology in the manufacture
and repair of Ti-alloy integral discs of aero-engines [23,24]. The LFW process is a thermo-mechanical
coupling process that occurs under the action of axial and friction forces, heat generation, phase
transformation, and deformation at the welding interface. The phase composition and microstructural
characteristics of different materials lead to significant differences in the deformation mechanism
and phase transition characteristics in the interface and their vicinity under the thermo-mechanical
coupling during LFW. In the LFW process, the main structures of the lamellar-equiaxed dual-state
α + β type TC4 Ti alloy in the TMAZ are composed of deformed α phase and acicular martensite,
while the weld nugget is composed of martensite [25,26]. In the basket weave structure of TC17 LFW
joint, the microstructure in the TMAZ is composed of smaller deformed β grains that formed under
the effects of force and temperature duing LFW, and in which residual acicular α phase and metastable
β phase are scattered, while the WZ is composed of metastable β phase with fine grains [27,28].
The microstructure of the Ti-Al series of Ti2AlNb alloy includes O phase and α phase. In the LFW joint,
the microstructure in the TMAZ is metastable β phase, residual O phase, and α phase, where the O
phase structure disappears before the α phase. The main phase in the weld nugget zone is metastable
β phase with fine grains [29].

Compared to the above materials, the Ti3Al alloy has a distinguishable microstructure, since it
is mainly composed of β, α2, and O phases. The structural and physical properties of β, α2, and O
phase are significantly different [30]. In the LFW process, the thermo-mechanical action may have
great impact on the deformation and phase transition of those three phases. However, the deformation
differences of the three phases in the joint and the effect of microstructure variation caused by heat
treatment on the performance of the joint have been rarely reported in the literature [31]. In this study,
Standard heat treatment of the Ti3Al alloy is 980 ◦C (solution treatment) + 800 ◦C (aging treatment).
LFW was performed on Ti3Al alloy, and then the joints were subjected to different heat treatments.
The microstructural characteristics of the Ti3Al alloy LFW joint and the effect of heat treatment on the
microstructure and mechanical properties of the joints were specifically analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Materials

The material used in experiment was Ti3Al-based alloy (Ti-23Al-17Nb (at%)). As it can be seen
from Figure 1, the original structure of the alloy is a mixture of α2, O, and β phases, where the matrix
phase is α2 with an approximate size of 15 μm. Numerous acicular O with a length of 10 μm and
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alternate β phases are distributed across the equiaxed α2 phase matrix and its chemical composition
can be seen in Table 1.

 
Figure 1. Microstructure of Ti3Al-based alloy.

Table 1. Chemical composition of Ti3Al-based alloy titanium alloy (wt%).

Al Nb Ti

12.44 31.71 Bal.

2.2. Experimental Methods

The LFW test was carried out on an LFW-20T equipment, self-developed by AVIC Manufacturing
Technology Institute (Beijing, China). The equipment is shown in Figure 2a and the welding principle
of the LFW process is shown in Figure 2b. One specimen of a pair to be welded was held by a clamp
with a reciprocating motion and the other was held by a clamp having a horizontal motion. During
welding, one specimen started to reciprocate with high frequency and small amplitude under the
action of the exciting force, while the other gradually moved toward the reciprocating specimen under
the action of thrust. Once the specimens come into contact, the convex portions of the interface rub
each other. As the frictional pressure increased, the actual contact area increased, and then the frictional
force increased rapidly. Accordingly, the interface temperature increased and the friction interface
was gradually covered by a layer of high-temperature visco-plastic metal. Under the action of upset
pressure, the metal in the welding zone underwent plastic flow and the extruded metal formed a flash.
The metal components on the two sides were firmly welded together through mutual diffusion and
recrystallization of the metal in the welding zone, and the entire welding process was completed.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) The LFW-20T equipment; (b) Basic mechanism of the LFW process.

The parameters of the Ti3Al LFW process are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Welding process parameters.

Amplitude (mm) Frequency (Hz) Friction Pressure (T)

Optimized welding
process parameters 3 40 4

The cooling rate is very fast after LFW, and the joint is very narrow with severe plastic deformation.
So the range from 700 ◦C–900 ◦C was used to research the evolution of microstructure and Properties
of the Ti3Al joint. After the LFW process, the joints were heated in vacuum at 700 ◦C, 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C,
850 ◦C, and 900 ◦C for four hours and were cooled in a furnace. The specimen for microstructure
characterization was taken along the direction perpendicular to the welded surface, and then the
sample was ground and polished. Aqueous solutions of hydrofluoric acid and nitric acid were adopted
successively to etch the sample. Subsequently, the sample was observed using a Zeiss field-emission
scanning electron microscope (Jena, Germany) at the test center of the China Aviation Manufacturing
Technology Research Institute. The specimen for microhardness measurement was subjected to
several processes, including inlaying, polishing, and etching. The microhardness characterization was
performed on an Tukon2500 microhardness tester (Wolpert Wilson, IL, USA), where the microhardness
of an as-welded joint and a welded joint after heat treatment was measured at a load of 0.2 kg for 15 s.
Based on the distance from the center of the joint, at least five points were selected to measure the
microhardness of each zone, among the base metal (BM), the TMAZ, and the weld zone (WZ) of the
Ti3Al joint. The point-to-point spacing was greater than 0.2 mm. The position for the microstructure
and microhardness measurements is shown in Figure 3a. A tensile test piece was prepared according
to the HB5143-96 standard, in order to measure the tensile properties of the joints at room-temperature,
as shown in Figure 3b. The center line of the joint remained at the center of the tensile test sample and
three test pieces were taken from the specimens under different heat treatment conditions.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the intercepting process for the metallographic specimen; (b) Tensile
specimen dimensions.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Microstructural Characteristics of the As-Welded Joint

The morphology of Ti3Al after LFW can be observed in Figure 4. At the welding interface, under
the action of pressure and friction forces, the interfacial temperature increased, then the Ti3Al at the
interface reached its molten state, and thus Ti3Al was extruded and formed a flash. After being cooled
in air, the flash was grayish white with the same direction. During the LFW process, different materials
have flashes with different morphologies, which is highly related to the material physical properties.
More specifically, it is easier to form flashes that are extruded as whole bodies from materials with
high plasticity and fluidity. As for materials with poor plasticity, during extrusion, the flash separates
and curls toward both sides. The morphology of the flash formed by LFW on the Ti3Al alloy is similar
to that of ordinary Ti-based alloys, such as TC4, TC11, and TC17, and exhibits integral extrusion
(Figure 4). In the linear friction welding process of Ti3Al, the welding temperature can reach over
1200 ◦C, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Morphology of the Ti3Al joint after LFW.

Figure 5. Temperature curve measured during Ti3Al LFW.

In Figure 6, it can be seen that there were no defects such as voids, cracks, and unwelded regions
at the welded interface of the Ti3Al LFW joint. The Ti3Al LFW joint can be divided into three zones:
the BM zone, the TMAZ, and the WZ. The width of the WZ was about 80 μm and the entire width
of the joint was 700 μm. During the LFW process of Ti3Al, heat was generated at the contact surface
under the action of pressure and vibration friction, and then was conducted towards the base metal,
which formed a high-to-low temperature gradient from the contact surface to the base material.
Meanwhile, under the action of friction pressure, the metal at the interface flowed and extruded from
the interface, resulting in a greater deformation of the microstructure. Therefore, the Ti3Al LFW joint
was characterized by a microstructure with gradient variation formed at different temperatures and
deformation degrees. The microstructure in the different zones of the joint was quite different. In the
BM zone, the morphology, distribution, and quantity of the α2, O, and β phases demonstrated had
not obvious change, as shown in Figure 6a. In the TMAZ near the side of the BM zone, the lamellar O
and β phases deformed and after cooling formed a metastable structure, while the morphology of the
α2 phase was not significantly deformed, as shown in Figure 6e. At regions closer to the joint center,
the α2 phase began to deform and the metastable portion increased as the metal was elongated along
the direction of the flow, as shown in Figure 6d. In the TMAZ, close to the side of WZ the α2 phase
increased severely and the length-width ratio increased, almost parallel to the joint center, as shown
in Figure 6c. At regions closer to the central part of joint’s interface, the α2 phase further reduced, as
shown in Figure 6b. In the WZ, the α2, O, and β phases all transformed to the metastable β phase,
except a small amount of deformed a2 phase, as shown in Figure 6a.
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Figure 6. Microstructures in different zones of the as-welded Ti3Al LFW joint: (a) in WZ, (b) in TMAZ
close to WZ, (c) in TMAZ, (d) in TMAZ close to BM, (e) in BM close to TMAZ, and (f) in the BM.

3.2. Effects of Heat Treatment on Joint Microstructure

The Ti3Al LFW joints were heat treated at 700 ◦C, 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C, 850 ◦C, and 900 ◦C, respectively,
and the corresponding microstructures after heat treatment are shown in Figure 7. After being heat
treated at 700 ◦C, the central zone of the joint was composed of small equiaxed grains with a size of
around 10 μm. There was a wider grain boundary and dot-like structures less than 1 μm precipitated
inside the grains, as shown in Figure 7a. Mount of the dot-like structures (white color point) appeared
in the grain and grain boundary reduced in the width, as shown in Figure 7b,c. Under higher
temperature, the dot-like structures inside the equiaxed grains began to grow and transform to short
acicular structures at 850 ◦C, as shown in Figure 7a. When the temperature reached 900 ◦C, the size of
the short acicular structures inside the equiaxed grains was close to 3 μm, and exhibited a trend of
becoming lamellar, as shown in Figure 7e.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(d) (e)  

Figure 7. The Ti3Al LFW joint microstructures in the WZ after heat treatments at different temperatures:
(a) after heat treatment at 700 ◦C, (b) after heat treatment at 750 ◦C, (c) after heat treatment at 800 ◦C,
(d) after heat treatment at 850 ◦C, and (e) after heat treatment at 900 ◦C.

The TMAZ of the as-welded joint was mainly composed of deformed α2 phase and metastable
structures. After heat treatment at 700 ◦C, the morphology of the residual deformed α2 phase did
not change significantly compared to that in the as-welded joint. The dot-like structures precipitated
between α2 phases, while short acicular structures appeared locally, as shown in Figure 8a. As the
temperature increased, the size of the dot-like structures increased, while the size of the α2 phase
decreased, which was consistent with the variation in the dot-like structures inside the equiaxed grains
at the center of the joint, as shown in Figure 8b. More specifically, at 800 ◦C, the morphology of the
dot-like structure began to transform into short acicular structure, as shown in Figure 8c. It began
to exhibit lamellar structure and the size of the α2 phase decreased further at 850 ◦C, as shown in
Figure 8d. The average length of lamellar structures is up to 5 μm, as shown in Figure 8e.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

  

 

(d) (e)  

Figure 8. The Ti3Al LFW joint microstructures in the TMAZ after heat treatments at different
temperatures: (a) after heat treatment at 700 ◦C, (b) after heat treatment at 750 ◦C, (c) after heat
treatment at 800 ◦C, (d) after heat treatment at 850 ◦C, and (e) after heat treatment at 900 ◦C.

The microstructure variation in the TMAZ close to the side of the base metal was different than
that in the other two zones. The morphology of the α2 phase did not change significantly with
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temperature, while the heat treatment led to larger impact on the microstructures between the α2

phases. At 700 ◦C, the microstructures between the α2 phases exhibited dot distribution, as shown in
Figure 9a. After heat treatment at 750 ◦C, the dot-like structures transformed to acicular structures,
and then grew rapidly with the increase in temperature, as shown in Figure 9b. At 800 ◦C, the length
of the acicular structures α2 reached 3 μm but still exhibited a narrow shape, as shown in Figure 9c.
At 850 ◦C, the acicular structures α2 is larger than that in the 800 ◦C sample, as shown in Figure 9d.
After heat treatment at 900 ◦C, the length reached approximately 5 μm, as shown in Figure 9e

   
(a) (b) (c) 

  

 

(d) (e)  

Figure 9. The Ti3Al LFW joint microstructures in the BM zone after heat treatments at different
temperatures: (a) after heat treatment at 700 ◦C, (b) after heat treatment at 750 ◦C, (c) after heat
treatment at 800 ◦C, (d) after heat treatment at 850 ◦C, and (e) after heat treatment at 900 ◦C.

In the LFW process, under the combined action of axial and friction forces, the contact surface of
the Ti3Al alloy undergoes friction, deformation, heat generation, and extrusion of the interface metal.
Therefore, the microstructure of the Ti3Al LFW joint is affected by welding process parameters, such as
friction pressure, welding amplitude, welding frequency, and cooling rate. The welding temperature
of Ti-based alloys during LFW can reach temperatures above 1200 ◦C. Since the cooling rate after
welding is relatively fast, martensite structures can form in TC4 titanium alloys, while metastable β

phase can form in Ti17 titanium alloys and near-b titanium alloy [19,32]. From the phase diagram of
Ti3Al-based alloys [33], it can be seen that the Ti3Al material has three phase regions: the β + O phase
region, the α2 + β + O phase region, and the β phase region. The microstructures of the as-welded
Ti3Al alloy LFW joint indicated that the joint forming between the base material and the interface
contains different microstructures, including an α2 + O + β three-phase region, an α2 + metastable β

dual-phase region, and a metastable β phase region. In the welding process and under the action of
friction pressure, deformation occurs in the aforementioned four phase regions ranging from the base
metal to the weld interface.

The degree of deformation is related to the amplitude and extent of the softening and flow of
the Ti3Al alloy. The closer to the weld interface, the more severe the deformation. In the welding
process, two main transitions occur: O phase → β phase and α2 phase → β phase. In the weld zone,
the temperature, which is over 1200 ◦C, leads to O phase → β and α2 phase → β phase transitions,
but the LFW process is short, so the α2 phase → β phase transition is incomplete. Thus, there is a
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small amount of deformed α2 phase and the extrusion of more softened alloy, which makes the weld
spacing narrower after the upsetting force formation process of LFW. The zone is mainly composed
of β phase and a small amount of deformed α2 phase. Due to the higher cooling rate of LFW, the
disordered β phase transits into an ordered β phase, while the α2 phase remains. As the distance
from the weld zone increases, the maximum welding temperature decreases, so the corresponding
temperature range is located in the α2 + β dual-phase region. Within this temperature region, the O
phase transforms to β phase, while the partial α2 phase transforms to β phase. During the cooling
process, the residual deformed α2 phase can remain until room temperature, therefore the α2 portion
in the WZ is higher than that in the TMAZ close to near the WZ. For the TMAZ close to the BM, the
welding temperature is relatively low so the high temperature region is located at the α2 + β + O phase
region and the β + O phase region. Within this temperature region, the α2 phase is relatively stable
and basically does not transform into β phase. Due to the fact that the O phase has poor stability, the
transition of O phase → β phase occurs easily during the welding process. The higher the temperature,
the more complete the transition and the lesser the O phase. Therefore, in the TMAZ near the base
metal of the as-welded joint under thermo-mechanical action, the O, β, and α2 phases in the deformed
microstructure do not transform to β phase. The difference in the relationship between temperature
and stress/strain in the different regions of the material during the LFW process has a great and
large-area impact on the microstructure (morphology, size, and volume fraction of the β, α2, and O
phases) at the different joint regions. After heat treatment, the metastable β phase decomposes into
α2, O, and β phases. The significant differences in the microstructure of each zone of the as-welded
joint are responsible for the large differences in the microstructure of each zone of the joint after heat
treatment. The more obvious impact is that of the different heat treatment temperatures on the size
and morphology of the α2 phase formed by the decomposition of the metastable β phase.

3.3. Effects of Heat Treatment on Joint Microhardness

The microhardness tests were carried out on as-welded Ti3Al LFW joints and joints after different
heat treatments. The variation of microhardness with temperature is shown in Figure 10. In the
as-weld condition, the microhardness of the Ti3Al weld zone and the TMAZ was similar. It reached
about 375 Hv, much higher than the microhardness of the base metal (300 Hv). After heat treatment
at 700 ◦C, the microhardness in the weld zone increased rapidly to 450 Hv, while that in the TMAZ
also increased to 425 Hv, and in the base metal did not change significantly. As the heat treatment
temperature increased, the joint microhardness in the WZ and the TMAZ gradually decreased. After
heat treatment at 800 ◦C, the joint microhardness in the TMAZ was close to that of the as-welded
joint. When the heat treatment temperature reached 850 ◦C, the microhardness in the WZ and the
TMAZ was much lower than that of the corresponding zones of the as-welded joint, which was
reduced to approximately 340 Hv. When the heat treatment temperature was raised to 900 ◦C, the joint
microhardness in the WZ and the TMAZ was close to that of the base metal, which was about 300 Hv.
The LFW process is a non-uniform deformation process in which the temperature varies from high to
low and the stress/strain also vary from high to low when the location changes from the base metal
region to the weld zone. In the secondary process, accompanied with processing-hardening, phase
transition, and dynamic recrystallization, there are variations in the quantity, size, and morphology
of the α2, O, and β phases. For instance, the predominant action on the zone close to the base metal
is processing-hardening, while the phase transition is predominant in the weld zone. As a result,
the microhardness of the TMAZ and the WZ of the Ti3Al joint increases. The heat treatment on
the Ti3Al LFW joint is equivalent to the aging treatment on the Ti3Al after rapid cooling and with
the deformation in the O + β, α2 + β + O, α2 + β, and β phase regions. In the treatment, the α2

phase precipitates from the metastable β matrix, which produces a strengthening effect and increases
the microhardness. However, when the heat treatment temperature is too high, the α phase grows,
decreasing the microhardness and reducing the strengthening effect.
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Figure 10. Microhardness of as-welded and heat-treated joints.

3.4. Effects of Heat Treatment on Joint Tensile Properties

After heat treatment at 700 ◦C, 750 ◦C, 800 ◦C, 850 ◦C, and 900 ◦C, the tensile strength (бb) of the
Ti3Al LFW joints at room temperature was 960 ± 6 MPa, 939 ± 7 MPa, 923 ± 10 MPa, 918 ± 9 MPa,
and 901 ± 9 MPa, respectively, and tensile strength (бb) of joints decreased with the temperature of
heat treatment from 700 ◦C to 900 ◦C, as show in Figure 11. All fractures occurred in the BM zone of
Ti3Al and there was a certain bottleneck shrinking of about 10%. As it can be seen in Figure 12, the
macro-fracture was a typical cup-shaped fracture and was composed of a fibrous zone and a shear lip
zone. The shear lip zone was more apparent, while the fibrous area exhibited a shallow dimple shape.
After being subjected to heat treatment, the microhardness of the WZ and the TMAZ of the Ti3Al LFW
joint was higher than that of the base metal, which was one of the reasons for the tensile fracture at the
base metal region at room temperature.

Figure 11. Tensile strength results with heat treatment from 700 ◦C to 900 ◦C.

 

Figure 12. Tensile fracture morphology of the Ti3Al LFW joint at room temperature.
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4. Conclusions

(1) The microstructure in the central WZ of Ti3Al LFW joint is metastable β phase. The microstructure
in the TMAZ is deformed α2 phase and metastable β phase. As the position becomes closer to
the TMAZ near the side of the WZ, the α2 phase gradually decreases, the degree of deformation
increases, and the metastable β phase increases.

(2) After being subjected to heat treatment at different temperatures, the microstructure in the WZ
of the joint is quite different. At 700 ◦C, dot-like structures precipitate and their size is less than
1 μm. However, when the heat treatment temperature is above 850 ◦C, the formed structure
is acicular α2 phase with a size of approximately 1 μm, which grows as the heat treatment
temperature increases.

(3) The microhardness of the Ti3Al LFW joint after welding is higher than that of the base metal. Heat
treatment at 700 ◦C can significantly enhance the joint microhardness, which then decreases with
the increasing heat treatment temperature. After heat treatment at 850 ◦C, the joint microhardness
is lower than that of the as-welded joint. The microhardness of the WZ and the TMAZ is higher
than that of the BM zone in the selected heat treatment range.
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Abstract: In this paper, a three-dimensional (3D) finite element model was established by ABAQUS
software to simulate the welding temperature field of a Ti-6Al-4V alloy under different welding
currents based on a Gaussian heat source model. The model uses thermo-mechanical coupling
analysis and takes into account the effects of convection and radiation on all weld surfaces.
The microstructure evolution of the molten pool was calculated using the macro-micro coupling
cellular automaton-finite different (CA-FD) method. It was found that with the increase of the
welding current, the temperature in the central region of the moving heat source was improved
and the weld bead became wider. Then, the dendritic morphology and solute concentration of the
columnar to equiaxed transition (CET) in the weld molten pool was investigated. It is shown that
fine equiaxed crystals formed around the columnar crystals tips during solidification. The coarse
columnar crystals are produced with priority in the molten pool and their growth direction is in line
with the direction of the negative temperature gradient. The effectiveness of the model was verified
by gas tungsten arc welding experiments.

Keywords: temperature field; dendritic morphology; finite element; solute concentration;
cellular automaton

1. Introduction

Nowadays, titanium alloys, especially Ti-6Al-4V (TC4), have acquired extensive applications
in aerospace, aircraft, automotive, biomedical, and chemical industries [1–3]. This is primarily due
to their superior performance characteristics, such as low density, good corrosion resistance, high
heat resistance, and high specific stiffness and specific strength. In many fields of manufacturing and
processing industry, gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) [4,5] plays a critical role, which is viewed as
one of the traditional and significant material processing techniques. The mechanical and physical
properties of titanium alloys are greatly affected by the microstructure evolution during molten
solidification [6]. In particular, Kou [7] proposed that the dramatic transformation of temperature and
solute concentration directly gave rise to an unfavorable influence on the dendritic growth. Salimi [8]
developed a 3D transient analytical solution to the heat conduction problem in different plates with a
circular moving heat source. The analytical results were validated by the finite element (FE) method
and experiments. During metal solidification, to simulate temperature field change and microstructure
transition for a laser-based additive manufacturing processing, a successful cellular automaton-finite
element (CA-FE) model was proposed by Zhang [9]. Specially, it should be noted that the direct
observation and measurement of the dynamic solidification process of the welding molten pool is very
difficult to achieve in experiments.
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With the continuous advancement of computational technology, several approaches have been
developed for modeling microstructure evolution in the weld molten pool. These approaches mainly
include Monte Carlo (MC), phase field (PF), and cellular automata (CA). Anderson [10] uncovered the
features of crystal growth and studied the relationship between the dendritic growth and undercooling
by the MC method. Then, the temperature of the weld process was integrated with the simulation of
grain growth in a computationally efficient manner [11]. However, due to lacking a physical basis,
this MC method failed to perform quantitative analysis, which also greatly limited its application.
Another employed a phase field (PF) method to quantitatively simulate the dendritic growth process.
Qin et al. [12] simulated the solidification of a multicomponent and developed the multiphase systems
based on the PF model. To simulate microstructure morphology and solute distributions of the Al-4
wt% Cu alloy in a welding molten pool under transient conditions, Wang et al. [13] developed a
quantitative phase field model. However, this model needs a huge amount of computational time,
resulting from requiring an extremely fine mesh. To this end, Rappaz et al. [14] proposed a CA method
which characterizes the discrete temporal and spatial microstructure evolution using a network of
regular cells. In the gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process, Zhan et al. [15,16] simulated the
dendrite morphology based on the CA method. In addition, the CA method has two advantages: low
computational cost and ease of coupling with the macroscopic thermal model considering the transfer
of heat and mass in complex geometries. During the solidification of the TC4 alloy, Wang et al. [17]
investigated the grain microstructure by means of a method where CA was coupled with FE in the
molten pool. Chen et al. [18] proposed a 3D CA-FE model to permit the simulation of grain structure
solidification during multiple passes of gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) and gas metal arc welding
(GMAW). Here, the CA-FE method was better used for simulating the temperature distribution and
microstructure formulation in the molten pool. To date, there has been little investigation on predicting
the temperature distribution and dendritic morphology of the columnar to equiaxed transition (CET)
and obtaining experimental validation during Ti-6Al-4V alloy gas tungsten arc welding.

In this study, the temperature field and dendritic morphology were simulated by a CA-FD
method. The FE software ABAQUS (version 6.13, Dassault SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA) was used
to compute the thermal field evolution under different welding current conditions. Moreover, the CA
model was built to simulate the microstructure evolution of the CET process. The simulated results
were verified by corresponding experiments.

2. Thermal Modeling of Welding

A visual thermal modeling of the welding process was performed to predict the thermal fields in
the solidification area, by using the FE software ABAQUS and its user subroutines. The subroutines
were implemented by the FORTRAN programmable language and linked to the ABAQUS software.
The entire procedure of the coupling analysis is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The flow chart of the coupled CA-FD model.

A TC4 alloy plate was used; its chemical compositions are listed in Table 1 and the material
properties [19] used for thermal numerical simulation are shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the Ti-6Al-4V (TC4) titanium alloy plate.

Element Ti Al V Fe O

wt% Balance 5.5–6.76 3.5–4.5 0.25 0.2

Figure 2. The material properties used to simulate temperature distribution: (a) thermal conductivity,
(b) specific heat capacity, (c) elasticity modulus and Poisson ratio, and (d) thermal expansion coefficient.

2.1. Meshing and Analysis Settings

The TC4 plate (120 mm × 80 mm × 4 mm) was melted in the centerline by using a gas tungsten
arc welding (GTAW) process without filler metal. The dimensions of the simulated welded thin plate
were exactly identical to those used in the welding experiments. A total of 14,400 C3D8T elements
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were used in the simulation. In C3D8T, C represents a solid element, 3D indicates three-dimensional,
and 8T denotes eight nodes. The FE model used is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The FE model used in the numerical analysis.

It can be easily seen that the mesh in the central area of the weld bead is relatively fine and the
other areas are sparse to obtain higher computation accuracy. In addition, the analysis type uses
thermo-mechanical coupling analysis with two analysis steps: a heating analysis step and a cooling
analysis step.

2.2. Heat Transfer Equation

The welded sample is viewed as a solid subjected to conduction heat transfer, with boundary
conditions to model heat transfer between the sample and the surrounding environment. Then, the
three-dimensional transient thermal equation is given as follows [20]:

ρCp
∂T
∂t

=
∂

∂x
(k

∂T
∂x

) +
∂

∂y
(k

∂T
∂y

) +
∂

∂z
(k

∂T
∂z

) + Qv (1)

where T is temperature, ρ is material density, CP is specific heat, k is thermal conductivity, and Qv

represents volumetric heat flux in W/m3. To solve the heat equation, the thermal conductivity, density,
and specific heat are required.

2.3. Heat Source

The heat source was exerted by a heat flow density imposed on the sample surface interacting
with the arc. A Gaussian heat source model was chosen (shown in Figure 4), centered on the arc axis,
moving in translation along the x-axis at the welding speed vs. It should be noted that o represents the
coordinate center of the xy plane.

 
Figure 4. The Gaussian heat source model.
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The heat flow density distribution in the surface is then given by [20]:

q(r) =
2qm

πd
exp

−3r2

d2 (2)

where qm is Gaussian amplitude, d is width, and r represents the distance to the center of the heat
source, defined by:

r = (X − X0 − vst)2 + (Y − Y0)
2 (3)

Here, X0 and Y0 are the coordinates of the initial position of the heat source and t denotes the time.
The total power transmitted to the sample by this distribution, obtained by integrating Equation (2)

for r from 0 to infinity, must match the effective welding power. The relationship between the
distribution parameters and process parameters can be given as

qm = η · UI (4)

where U is the welding voltage, I is the welding current, and η indicates the welding efficiency.

2.4. Boundary and Initial Conditions

At the beginning, the initial and ambient temperatures of the FE model for all simulations were
set to 25 ◦C. The thermal boundary conditions mainly include convection in air, radiation from the
surface of the workpiece toward air in light of the Stefan-Boltzmann relationship, and conduction from
the workpiece toward the metal support. The heat loss from surface convection and radiation can be
given as [20]:

qconv = h(Tc − T0) (5)

qrad = εσ
[
(Tc − Tabs)

4 − (T0 − Tabs)
4
]

(6)

Here, Tc is the current temperature, T0 indicates the ambient temperature, and Tabs is the absolute zero
temperature. In addition, ε represents the emissivity and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, which
has the value of 5.68 × 10−8 J/K4m2s. In this paper, the convection coefficient is taken as 8 and the
emissivity is 0.85, and the heat transfer coefficient has the value of h = 10 W/m2 · K.

2.5. Macro–Micro Coupling of the Temperature Field

The calculation of the welding heat transfer process is the basis of the microstructure simulation.
However, the calculation of the heat transfer process of the weld pool is performed on a macro scale,
while the calculation of the dendrite growth based on the CA method is carried out on a micro scale.
Therefore, it is necessary to establish a macro-micro coupling model for temperature field calculation.
The macroscopic temperature field was solved by the finite difference (FD) method using the ABAQUS
finite element software. The CA model was built to simulate the microstructure evolution of the
columnar to equiaxed transition (CET) process. The temperature of the CA element is affected by the
temperature of the macro elements around it. It is related to the distance from the central node of the
element to the surrounding macro elements as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The macroscopic and microscopic coupling analysis.

The temperature value of the CA element can be expressed by the following formula [16]:

To =
N

∑
i=1

Li−1Ti/
N

∑
i=1

Li−1 (7)

where To is the temperature of the micro-element O; Ti is the macro-element temperature around the
point O; Li is the distance from the point O to the surrounding macro-element; and N is the number of
macro-elements around the micro-element, the value of which is 8.

3. Modeling of the Dendritic Growth

The growth of columnar grains and equiaxed grains was simulated in the modeling. The CET can
be calculated when the volume fraction for equiaxed grains reached a given limit at the solidification
front. The thermal properties of the material used in the present simulation are shown in Table 2 [18].

Table 2. Material properties’ parameters used in the microstructure simulation.

Property Variable Value

Liquidus temperature TL 1703 ◦C
Solidus temperature TS 1678 ◦C
Partition coefficient k0 0.95

Diffusion coefficient in liquid DL 5 × 10−9 m2/s
Diffusion coefficient in solid DS 5 × 10−13 m2/s

Liquidus slope mL −1.4
Maximum nucleation density nmax 4 × 109/m3

Standard deviation of undercooling ΔTσ 0.5 ◦C
Maximum undercooling ΔTmax 2 ◦C

Gibbs–Thomson coefficient Γ 3.66 × 10−7 m · K
Initial concentration C0 6 at.%

3.1. Dendritic Nucleus Model

During the solidification process of the molten pool, the interface between the molten pool of
liquid and the solid substrate is the nucleation surface affiliated with the grains’ growth in the molten
pool. A heterogeneous nucleation method was used to simulate the solidification evolution process
of the grains in the molten pool. A quasi-continuous nucleation model was established based on the
Gaussian distribution function. The term dn/d(ΔT) was used to describe the variation of the grains’
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nucleation density, and the total density of nuclei n(ΔT) formed at a certain undercooling ΔT was
given as [21]:

n(ΔT) =
ΔT∫
0

dn
d(ΔT)

d(ΔT) (8)

The change rate of nucleation density varies with the supercooling degree satisfied with Gaussian
distribution. It can be calculated by the following expression:

dn
d(ΔT)

=
nmax√
2πΔT

exp

[
−1

2

(
ΔT − ΔTN

ΔTσ

)2
]

(9)

where nmax is the maximum nucleation density and ΔTσ is the standard deviation of undercooling.
In the calculation process, the nucleation point location was randomly chosen.

3.2. Solute Diffusion Model

For binary alloys or multicomponent alloys, the solute diffusion also plays an important role on
dendrite growth in the weld molten pool and the solute concentration gradient is the driving force for
solute diffusion in the solid and liquid phases. Then, the solute concentration in the solid and liquid
phases is determined by solving the governing equation for each phase separately, as follows:

∂Ci

∂t
= Di∇2Ci + Ci · (1 − k)

∂ fs

∂t
(10)

where C is the solute concentration, D represents the solute diffusivity, the subscript i denotes a solid
or liquid, and k is the partition coefficient.

At the solid–liquid interface, the solute partition between the liquid and solid is given by:

Cs
∗ = k · Cl

∗ (11)

where Cs
∗ and C∗

l denote the interface solute concentrations in the solid and liquid phases, respectively.
Based on the counting method advanced by Nastac [22], the interface curvature of a cell with a

solid fraction can be derived by calculating the nearest and second-nearest neighboring cells:

K =
1

lCA
(1 − 2

fs + ∑N
j=1 fs(j)

N + 1
) (12)

where lCA represents the length of the CA cell side, N is the number of the nearest and the
second-nearest neighboring cells, and fs(j) is the solid fraction of neighboring cells.

The liquid concentration in the interface cell is given as [23]:

Cl = Cl
∗ − 1 − fs

2
lCA · Gc (13)

where Gc is the concentration gradient in front of the solid-liquid interface, and the interface
equilibrium composition Cl

∗ is obtained by:

Cl
∗ = C0 +

1
ml

[T∗ − Teq
l + ΓK] (14)

where C0 indicates the initial solute concentration, T∗ is the interface equilibrium temperature
calculated by Equation (1), Teq

1 is the equilibrium liquidus temperature at C0, ml is the liquidus
slope, Γ is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient, and K is the average curvature of the liquid-solid interface.
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3.3. Undercooling

Kurz et al. [24] developed the KGT (Kurz-Giovanola-Trivedi) model. It was introduced to
simulate and calculate the growth process of the dendrite tip. De-Chang et al. [25] proposed that the
undercooling of the solid–liquid interface mainly includes temperature, concentration, and curvature in
the CA model. The anisotropy of the interface energy has a great effect on the curvature undercooling,
so the model must take the interface anisotropy into consideration. At the same time, the degree of
undercooling in the solid–liquid interface prerequisite is calculated as [26]:

ΔT(tn) = T′ − Ti,j + ml(C0 − Cl
∗) + ΓK(tn){1 − 15Gx cos[4(θ − θ0)]} (15)

where T′ is the temperature at the interface, Ti,j is the temperature of the undercooled melt, C0 is the
initial solute concentration, Cl

∗ is the solute concentration of the liquid at the interface, and ml is the
slope of the liquidus. Besides, Γ is the Gibbs–Thompson coefficient and K(tn) is the interface curvature
calculated from Equation (12). Gx is the anisotropy intensity of the liquid–solid interface.

θ0 = cos−1

⎛
⎜⎝ ∂ fs/∂x(

(∂ fs/∂x)2 + (∂ fs/∂y)2
)1/2

⎞
⎟⎠ (16)

θ = arctan(
∂ fs/∂y
∂ fs/∂x

) (17)

Then, θ0 represents the angle between the growth direction of the dendrites and the positive
direction of the coordinate axis, and it can be calculated from Equation (16). Likewise, θ is also the
angle between the normal of the solid–liquid interface and the positive direction of the coordinate
axis, which is derived from Equation (17). As the heat undercooling is relatively small, the effect of
dynamics on high dendritic growth is not taken into account and the solute diffusion in the solid phase
can be neglected.

3.4. Selection of Time Step

In order to ensure stability in the calculation of the composition field and the advance rate of the
solid–liquid interface, the time step is determined by the following Equation [27]:

Δt ≤ 1
5

min(
Δx2

Dl
,

Δx
Vmax

) (18)

where Δx is the grid size, Dl is the solute diffusion coefficient in the liquid, and Vmax represents the
welding speed.

3.5. Experimental Details

For the purpose of validating the feasibility and accuracy of the presented model, the welding
experiment was automatically carried out by an YC-400TX GTAW machine (Panasonic Welding
Systems (Tangshan) Co., Ltd, Tangshan, China). The welding parameters used are shown in Table 3.
It should be pointed that the welding efficiency in Table 3 was set as 0.8 [28]. Then, the specimens were
mechanically ground with 120-grit SiC paper, were etched in a solution composed of 400 mL H2O + 40 g
KOH + 40 mL H2O2, and purged with an ultrasonic cleaner in order to remove surface contaminants.

Table 3. Welding procedure parameters of Ti–6Al–4V alloy plate gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW).

Parameters Welding Speed Welding Voltage Welding Current Welding Efficiency

Value 5 mm/s 13.8 V 75 A 0.8
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An accurate simulation for the moving heat source of the weld process is a prerequisite to
correctly predict the temperature distribution and dendritic growth. The parameters’ calibration
for the heat source, including the peak temperature, shape, and dimensions of the welding molten
pool, is performed by optimizing parameters such as the welding voltage and the welding current.
The parameter optimization is based on satisfying the macrograph experimentally observed for a
welding cross section.

The calculated temperature field was validated by means of the K-type thermocouple
measurement of the transient temperature captured at corresponding test points during the actual
welding process, as shown in Figure 6a. In order to evaluate the accuracy for the simulated temperature
distribution results, the test platform of the welding thermal cycle was built as shown in Figure 6b.
It primarily consisted of a stored energy welding machine (self-developed), welding sample, K-type
thermocouple, temperature measurement module (TR-W500, KEYENCE Corporation, Osaka, Japan),
and computer. Since it is very hard to put the thermocouple very close to the welding sample surface
without surpassing the temperature limitation for the thermocouple, the temperature distribution
was measured at a smaller distance from the heat affected zone (HAZ). Hence, the K-type sheathed
thermocouples were directly embedded in the welding sample surface by using the stored energy
welding machine. The embedded thermocouples were located at four points on the workpiece surface;
as shown in Figure 6c, these four points were evenly spaced along the welding direction.

 

  
(b) (c) 

 

Figure 6. Testing of the welding thermal cycle: (a) the welding sample geometry, (b) the diagram of
the test platform, and (c) the picture of the test platform.
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4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Temperature Distribution and Weld Bead Geometry

The temperature distributions in the welding process were calculated under different welding
currents, including 60 A, 75 A, and 90 A. The specific temperature distribution results are shown in
Figure 7. It should be noted that the welding voltage is 13.8 V, the welding speed is 5 mm/s, and the
welding efficiency is 0.8. According to Equation (4), the welding input power can be derived.

Figure 7. The temperature fields under different welding currents at t = 16 s, with (a) the xy plane at I
= 60 A, (b) the half xy plane at I = 60 A, (c) the yz plane at I = 60 A; (d) the xy plane at I = 75 A, (e) the
half xy plane at I = 75, (f) the yz plane at I = 75 A, (g) the xy plane at I = 90 A, (h) the half xy plane at
I = 90 A, and (i) the yz plane at I = 90 A.

From Figure 7, it can be seen that as the welding heat source moves, the molten pool advances
stably and the shape of the molten pool remains substantially unchanged. When the welding current
is gradually increased, the temperature in the central region of the moving heat source is increased.
To further investigate the relationship between the welding current and the welding bead geometry,
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the cross sections of the welding bead under different welding currents were observed, as shown in
Figure 8. Then the bottom width of weld bead is represented by WD.

 
Figure 8. The cross sections of the welding bead under different welding currents.

From Figure 8, it can be found that as the welding current increases, the temperature of the central
region of the moving heat source increases and the weld transverse cross section becomes wider,
i.e., WDl > WD2 > WD3 . In addition, the temperature in the central region of the moving heat source is
larger than the melting point of the titanium alloy (1650 ◦C).

In order to further analyze the effect of the welding current on the temperature distribution
during the welding, the thermal cycle curves were obtained, as shown in Figure 9. From Figure 9,
it can be found that due to the rapid heating rate of the welding, the curve rises extremely fast and
the temperature rapidly reaches a peak; the closer the weld bead is, the faster the temperature rises
and the higher the peak temperature. During the cooling phase, the temperature drops relatively
slowly. In addition, the simulated temperature values under different distances and currents are listed
in Table 4.

 

Figure 9. The simulated thermal cycle curves at different distances from the weld center: (a) 1 mm,
(b) 2 mm, and (c) 3 mm.
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Table 4. The simulated temperature maximum values under different distances and currents.

Parameters Different Currents

Different Distances I = 60 A I = 75 A I = 90 A

L = 1 mm 2013.27 ◦C 2394.68 ◦C 2681.89 ◦C
L = 2 mm 1723.94 ◦C 2063.25 ◦C 2337.25 ◦C
L = 3 mm 1420.60 ◦C 1653.74 ◦C 1780.63 ◦C

From Table 4, it can be found that the temperature value is lower than the melting point of the
titanium alloy (1650 ◦C) under L = 3 mm and I = 60 A. However, the temperature is larger than the
melting point of the titanium alloy under L = 3 mm and I = 90 A. Then, the welding heat input P can
be calculated thus:

P =
ηUI

V
(19)

Here, U is the welding voltage, I is the welding current, V represents the welding speed, and η is the
welding efficiency. According to Equation (19), the welding current is positively correlated with the
welding heat input when U and V are determined. It should be noted that the welding efficiency is
0.8 and the welding voltage is 13.8 V in Equation (19). Then, the welding heat inputs under I = 60 A,
I = 75 A, and I = 90 A are 132.48 J·mm−1, 165.60 J·mm−1, and 198.72 J·mm−1, respectively. When the
welding heat input is too small, welding defects are easily caused; but when the welding heat input is
too large, coarse columnar crystals are generated in the weld bead. This leads to the increase of the
brittleness of the welded joints. Therefore, within the range of reasonable welding heat input, the weld
grain size is more uniform. Based on the analysis mentioned above, the welding thermal cycle test is
performed under the welding current I = 75 A.

The calibration between the simulated results and the experimental observations is presented
as shown in Figure 10. The comparative analysis of both the simulated results and experimental
observations was performed. Figure 10a shows that the experimental and simulated time–temperature
curves match well, including the heating rate, peak temperature, and cooling rate. Here, the heating
and cooling rates are calculated by dividing the difference between the initial and current temperature
values by the fixed time step. The comparison between the simulated weld bead geometry and the
measured macrograph of a polished and chemically etched weld bead transverse cross section is
shown in Figure 10b.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. The comparison between the simulated results under I = 75 A and the experimental
observations: for (a) thermal cycle curves and (b) weld bead geometry.

According to the temperature contour above the melting point of 1650 ◦C, the fusion zone is
determined in the FE model. From Figure 10b, it can be found that the simulated fusion boundary
isotherm is in good accordance with the experimental fusion boundary and penetration depth. It is
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preliminarily concluded that the weld bead transverse cross section is better when the welding current
is 75 A.

4.2. Calculations and Measurements of the CET

For further evaluating the validity and rationality of the obtained welding process parameters
from the welding temperature field analysis, these parameters act as the heat input parameters of the
CA-FD coupling model. Then, the microstructure evolution is calculated by the CA-FD coupling model.
The welding voltage is 13.8 V and the welding current is 75 A in this calculation, and the calculation
areas are divided into rectangular macroscopic grids. In addition, these macroscopic grids consist
of uniform microscopic grids, the grid size is 5 μm, and the time step is 0.5 ms. Of importance, the
iteration number is set as 130, 372, and 454, respectively. The grains’ growth tends to be dramatically
changed with the influence of heat dissipation direction. The growth morphology of the dendrites in
the weld pool varies with time during the solidification, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The morphology of grains in the weld pool at different times: (a) t = 0.065 s, (b) t = 0.186 s,
and (c) t = 0.227 s.

From Figure 11a, it can be seen that the columnar crystals are formed at the edge of the weld pool at
the beginning of solidification. With the progress of solidification, these columnar crystals continuously
grow and some fine equiaxed crystals form at their tips, as shown in Figure 11b. The solidification layer
continues to move inward and the solid-phase cooling capability is gradually weakened. It should
be pointed that when the constitutional supercooling is high enough, the nonuniform nucleation is
activated and the equiaxed crystals’ nucleation starts in the center of the molten pool. From Figure 11c,
it is shown that the growth of the columnar crystals is greatly affected by the growth of the central
equiaxed grains. This leads to the arrest of the longitudinal growth for the partial columnar crystals,
whereas their radial growth and secondary dendrite arms are intensified. The transformation from the
columnar crystals to the equiaxed crystals is eventually achieved. When the grain growth direction is
perpendicular to the heat dissipation direction of the molten pool wall, columnar crystals are formed.
If the heat dissipation is along all directions around the melt, equiaxed crystals are formed. It can be
concluded that the morphology of the dendrites exhibits randomness and asymmetry under the effect
of the altering temperature field in the molten pool.

The solute concentration is the key factor of the liquid–solid state during the dendritic nucleation
and growth. When the solute field is changed, the direction and morphology of the grain growth
will be changed. Hence, the corresponding liquid solute concentration and solid solute concentration,
as shown in Figure 12, are discussed. From Figure 12a,c,e, it can be seen that the release of solutes
in the solid phase makes the liquid phase solute concentration located at the front of solid–liquid
interface increase. Simultaneously, the solute diffusion rate in the liquid phase of the dendritic tip is
much smaller than the dendrites’ growth speed at the solid–liquid interface. In addition, when the
competitive growth of columnar and equiaxed crystals occurs, the solute fields formed by the growth
of equiaxed grains and columnar crystals will affect each other.
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Figure 12. The solute distribution for solid and liquid phases in the weld pool at different times:
(a) liquid phase at t = 0.065 s, (b) solid phase at t = 0.065 s, (c) liquid phase at t = 0.186 s, (d) solid phase
at t = 0.186 s, (e) liquid phase at t = 0.227 s, and (f) solid phase at t = 0.227 s.

In light of Figure 12b,d,f, it can be seen that the growth of dendrites is always followed by the
segregation phenomenon when observing the distribution of solute concentration in the solid phase
during the CET process. At the beginning of the CET, the region of highest solute concentration is
the columnar crystal tip. When the CET transformation is conducted at the final stage, the equiaxed
crystals grow well and the solid solute concentration reaches 15%. At this point, it is prone to forming
regional segregation after solidification. Therefore, the evolution of columnar–equiaxed crystals is not
only influenced by the growth of columnar crystals being hindered by the equiaxed grains, but also
the interaction between the solid and liquid solute concentrations.

The cross section of the TC4 alloy welded joint is selected for the purpose of testing the validity of
the simulated microstructure evolution results. It was vertical to the direction of the weld moving heat
source and was ground and polished. The welding samples were etched by 10 mL HF + 20 mL HNO3

+ 50 mL H2O. Microstructure observation was conducted using an inverted GX671 metallographic
microscope produced by OLYMPUS (Tokyo, Japan). Owing to the whole welding pool having good
symmetry, the microscopic morphology of only half of the weld pool is shown in Figure 13a.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 13. The micrograph of the TC4 alloy in the weld pool: (a) the test result and (b) the simulated result.

From Figure 13a, it can be seen that the equiaxed crystals mainly concentrate in the central region
of the weld pool and the CET appears in the region near the fusion line. It can be concluded that the
simulated results are in good agreement with the metallographic tests.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, based on the CA-FD model coupled with the FE model, the temperature distribution
and dendritic morphology of the molten pool for TC4 alloy plates welded by GTAW were analyzed
theoretically and experimentally. In addition, the effect of the welding current on weld bead geometry
was analyzed in detail. In summary, the main conclusions inferred from the above analysis are as
follows:

(1) In order to ensure the accuracy of the simulated temperature distribution, the developed FE
model took nonlinear thermal analysis, the temperature dependency of the thermal materials’
properties, and a moving heat source into consideration. Furthermore, the convection and
radiation conditions were also considered in this model.

(2) During the GTAW process, the temperature distribution in a macro region around the molten
pool was calculated by the developed FE model under different welding currents. It was found
that the transverse cross section of the weld bead was better when the welding current was 75 A.
The obtained current parameter acted as the input parameter of the CA-FD coupling model.

(3) Then, the effect of several process conditions on the solidification microstructure was investigated
by the CA-FD model, especially solidification time and temperature. It is shown that the coarse
columnar crystals are produced with priority in the molten pool and their growth direction is in
line with the direction of the negative temperature gradient. With the increase of temperature
and solute concentration at the front of the solid-liquid interface, the columnar crystal grains
show the trend of transforming to equiaxed crystals.

(4) This work contributes to the understanding of microstructure evolution and temperature
characteristics in the molten pool. It can provide a fundamental basis for the selection of welding
process parameters for GTAW processing of the TC4 alloy. The present model will be further
enhanced to include the effect of fluid flow on dendrite growth in the molten pool.
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Abstract: Ti-6Al-4V and Mg-AZ31 were bonded together using the Transient Liquid Phase Bonding
Process (TLP) after coating both surfaces with zinc. The zinc coatings were applied using the screen
printing process of zinc paste. Successful bonds were obtained in a vacuum furnace at 500 ◦C and
under a uniaxial pressure of 1 MPa using high frequency induction heat sintering furnace (HFIHS).
Various bonding times were selected and all gave solid joints. The bonds were successfully achieved
at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 min. The energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) line scan confirmed the
diffusion of Zn in both sides but with more diffusion in the Mg side. Diffusion of Mg into the joint
region was detected with significant amounts at bonds made for 20 min and above, which indicate
that the isothermal solidification was achieved. In addition, Ti and Al from the base alloys were
diffused into the joint region. Based on microstructural analysis, the joint mechanism was attributed
to the formation of solidified mixture of Mg and Zn at the joint region with a presence of diffused Ti
and Al. This conclusion was also supported by structural analysis of the fractured surfaces as well as
the analysis across the joint region. The fractured surfaces were analyzed and it was concluded that
the fractures occurred within the joint region where ductile fractures were observed. The strength
of the joint was evaluated by shear test and found that the maximum shear strength achieved was
30.5 MPa for the bond made at 20 min.

Keywords: TLP Bonding; Mg alloy; Ti alloy; coatings; Zinc; shear strength

1. Introduction

The growing concerns regarding fuel consumption within the aerospace and transportation
industries led to the development of fuel-efficient systems to overcome significant engineering
challenges. Mg-AZ31 and Ti-6Al-4V alloys are separately used in the automotive industries due
to their excellent physical and mechanical properties such as high specific strength, low mass density,
and good machinability and workability [1–3]. Ti-6Al-4V alloy covers more than 50% of industrial
titanium in the market due to its balance between having high specific strength and good corrosion
resistance. On the other hand, the Mg-AZ31 alloy is one of the most popular magnesium alloys. These
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two alloys are increasingly used in similar sectors. For example, in the automotive industry, titanium
has been mainly used in high temperatures zones, and high strength requirement areas, such as exhaust
systems, suspension springs, valve springs, valves, and connecting rods. Mg alloys are used in steering
hanger beam, steering wheels, transmission outer parts, and seat frames. Therefore, fabricating a joint
assembly that combines both alloys is of high interest. However, the vast difference between their
melting points makes welding them using commercial methods like fusion welding unsuccessful.
Moreover, the binary phase diagram of Mg-Ti system expects very limited mutual solubility. The phase
diagram also indicates that no intermetallic compound (IMC) could form between the two metals.
It was reported that the solubility of Mg in titanium is 1.6 at% at 765 ◦C where the solubility of
Ti in magnesium is 0.12 at% the same temperature [4]. This means magnesium cannot be welded
directly to titanium by solid state diffusion bonding under conventional conditions. Bonding various
types of alloys was successfully achieved using transient liquid phase bonding (TLP). In this TLP
method, the differences in the physical and mechanical properties of the two alloys can be overcome
by inserting an interlayer or applying coatings such as between the two mating surfaces prior to the
bonding process [5–7]. The challenge of the TLP bonding is to choose a suitable interlayer material
that can interact with both materials and form a liquid phase at the selected bonding temperature
so a higher diffusion rate can be achieved [8,9]. An important effect of forming a liquid phase at the
joint region is the disruption of the native oxide layer that usually forms at metallic surfaces especially
for light metals like Ti, Mg, and Al. Studies have shown that the formation of a metallic liquid phase
during the bonding process disrupts the formation and growth of stable oxide films. Such oxide
formation could prevent successful bonding [10,11]. Many successful examples of dissimilar joints
produced by TLP bonding were reported in the scientific literature. Those joints were not possible
to achieve using a commercial fusion bonding technique including high precision and well localized
welding such as laser or electron beam welding. For instance, the Al7075 alloy was bonded to the
Ti-6Al-4V alloy using Cu interlayer and Cu coatings with the Sn interlayer [12,13]. Mg-AZ31 was
bonded to the 316 austenitic stainless-steel using the Cu interlayer [14]. Al was bonded with Mg using
the Ni interlayer [15].

TLP bonding of Mg AZ31 to Ti-6Al-4V were reported in two studies [16,17]. The first study used
Ni coatings. Bonding Mg AZ31 to Ti-6Al-4V using Ni coatings resulted in eutectic formation between
the Mg AZ31 and Ni at the Mg side, but, at the Ti side, there was no Ni/Ti eutectic formation occurrence.
The bond at the Ti side was interpreted as a result of solid-state diffusion, which is a slow process
and needs a long bonding time. Moreover, there is a need of much higher temperature to facilitate
the inter-diffusion between Ti and Ni, which is higher than the melting point of the Mg alloy [16].
Another study used a combination of Cu coatings and Cu coatings with a Sn interlayer and reported
the formation of Sn5Ti6 and Mg2Cu IMC’s at the joint region where the fracture occurs [17]. Research
used Spark Plasma Sintering technology to bond magnesium to titanium with various amount of Al
impurities in magnesium and found that the joints occurred as a result of Al diffusion into the joint
region where Ti3Al formed [18].

Generally, for TLP bonding, it is desirable to form solid solutions at the joint region rather IMC’s
in order to gain high strength and avoid the formation of cracks at the interfaces between the formed
IMC’s and base alloys. Therefore, it will be interesting to fabricate interlayer/coatings that can react
with both dissimilar surfaces and form solid solution across the joint region. Zinc seems to be a
potential interlayer to bond Mg with Ti alloys since Zn has good solubility in both Mg and Ti. Zn forms
eutectic reaction with Ti that could result in forming Zn and Zn15Ti at 418 ◦C where peritectic points
were also reported between the two metals at 486 ◦C [19]. On the other hand, the ternary phase diagram
of Mg and Zn shows eutectic point at 340 ◦C at the Mg rich region and a eutectic point 364 ◦C at the
Zn rich region where the melting point of Zn is 419.6 ◦C. Zn is considered to be an alloying element for
Mg that improves the castability and corrosion behavior of the magnesium alloy (AZ31) [20]. It was
reported that, in the range of 375 ◦C to 575 ◦C, the activation energy and pre-exponential factor of
the impurity diffusion of Zn in Mg is 109.8 kJ/mol and 10−5 m2/s [21]. More studies showed that Zn
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diffuses in the Mg matrix faster than many other alloying elements like Al and even faster than the
self-diffusion of Mg [22].

Zn interlayers were already used to bond Mg to Al and showed significant improvement in
bond quality compared to direct bonding of Mg to Al. The shear strength of the bonded aluminum
to magnesium was reported to have a maximum value of 83 MPa, which is twice the maximum
value of the shear strength produced by direct bonding of aluminum to magnesium [23]. The zinc
interlayer was not used before to bond the Ti alloy with dissimilar materials like Mg alloys. Therefore,
the aim of this research study is to apply zinc coatings on the mating surfaces in order to facilitate the
bonding between Ti-6Al-4V and Mg-AZ31 alloys. Bonding times were chosen as a variable in order to
investigate the effect of bonding time on the bond formation and strength of the joints. A bonding
temperature of 500 ◦C was selected because it is above the eutectic temperatures between Mg and Zn
on one hand. On the other hand, the phase diagram study of Ti-Zn suggests that solid solution with
IMC’s such as TiZn3 and Ti2Zn3 can be formed at 500 ◦C [24].

2. Experimental Procedure

Commercial magnesium (AZ31) and titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) alloys were purchased from Goodfellow
(Cambridgeshire, UK) in a form of extruded cylindrical rods. The diameter of the rods was selected
to be 10 mm to fit the bonding machine specifications. Each rod was sliced by the Diamond cutter to
produce many identical samples of a thickness of about 5 mm. Every sample was grinded starting from
80 grit to 1000 grit using SiC sand paper. Magnesium alloy samples were grinded with acetone instead
of water to reduce the corrosion of the surfaces during the grinding process. Afterward, the samples
were ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol medium for 20 min and then kept in a desiccator.

2.1. Zn Coatings Using the Screen Printing Technique

Additionally, 30 g of zinc micro-powder (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dispersed
in an organic vehicle composed of 6 g of α-terpineol (Acros Organics, Morris Plains, NJ, USA) and
4 g of 10% weight ethyl cellulose (Sigma Aldrich) in ethanol. The mixture was mixed and grinded
by a mortar-pestle for 30 min, which was followed by vigorous magnetic stirring for another 30 min.
The mixture was homogenized using a rod homogenizer for 30 to 40 min. The resulting paste was
deposited on each metallic disc using a screen printing technique [25]. The screen-printing process was
performed using a polyester screen mesh of 32T mesh count (80 mesh/inch), 100 μm thread diameter,
and a 210 μm mesh opening. The coating process was optimized to produce a thickness of 10 μm on
each surface.

2.2. Transient Liquid Phase Bonding

Bonding experiments between the Mg-AZ31 alloy and the Ti-6Al-4V alloy were performed in
a high frequency induction heating sintering system (HFIHS). Figure 1a shows the HFIHS made by
ELTek Co. (Gyeonggi-do, Seol, Korea) where Figure 1b shows the insider image where the bond
occurs. The uniaxial pressure was fixed for all experiments to be 1 MPa. Once the vacuum reaches
10−2 mbar, a heating rate of 300 ◦C per minute was applied until reaching a temperature of 500 ◦C.
The holding (bonding) time at 500 ◦C is considered to be the variable. For each bonding experiment
once the bonding time was reached, the bonded sample was cooled down under vacuum to an ambient
temperature and then taken out from the chamber. There were two sets of bonded samples. The first
set was used for metallographic observations and micro-hardness measurements, and the second set
was used for a shear strength test and a fractured surfaces analysis. Therefore, the bonded samples
that belong to the first set were cut perpendicular to the joint plane and then mounted in Bakelite
powder (Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) for better handling. The bonded samples were ground to
1200 grit and then they were polished in Al2O3 suspension down to 1 μm. A JSM-7600F scanning
electron microscope (SEM, Joel, Tokyo, Japan) was used to characterize the microstructure and perform
line scan and EDS mapping of the joints. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PHI VersaProbe XPS
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Microprobe, Chigasaki, Japan) was used to analyze the interface at the joint line close to the Ti-6Al-4V
side. The second set of the samples were fractured using a universal tensile testing machine (Instron
3360, Norwood, MA, USA). A special design for the cylindrical bonded samples was made to fit with
the tensile machine in order to measure the shear strength, as shown in Figure 2. SEM and EDS analysis
were used to study the fractured surfaces. The X-ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements were carried out
using CuKα radiation source (wavelength = 0.154 nm) operated at 45 kV and 40 mA, and the signal
was collected using a PIXcel detector (PAnalytical, Almelo, The Netherlands) for 2θ range of 5 to 80◦

with 0.02◦ step size to identify the phases present at the fractured surfaces.

Figure 1. Photos of (a) high-frequency induction heating sintering (HFIHS) machine used for bonding
experiments. (b) Inside look at the vacuum chamber. (c) Sample photo of the two pieces of a bond
after cutting.
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Figure 2. Fixture of the shear testing for bonded samples. (a) Back side and front side. (b) Full view of
the fixture.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Evolution of the Interfacial Layer

Figure 3 shows SEM micrographs of the joints produced at different bonding times. The width
of the joint region remains almost constant in Figure 3a–c, which indicates that the maximum width
of the liquid zone was already reached. Therefore, the bonds made at 5, 10, and 15 min are expected
to be in the liquid zone homogenization, according to the TLP bonding process [6]. On the other
hand, for bonds made at 20, 25, and 30 min shown in Figure 3d–f, the width of the joint region was
reduced due to loss of solute by diffusion and the isothermal solidification. By observing the relation
between the width of the joint region and the bonding time, it can be concluded that the joint was
produced mainly by forming a solidified melt. This means no intermetallic compound (IMC) layer
was formed at the joint region. Otherwise, a proportional relation between the joint region width
and the bonding time will be observed [12,26,27]. The diffusion rate of zinc in magnesium can be
calculated from the frequency factor and activation energy available in the literature [21] to be 1.03 ×
10−5 m2/s. This value is higher than the diffusion rate of Al in Mg at the same temperature [22]. On
the other hand, the diffusion coefficient data for zinc in titanium is not available in the literature even
though it is expected to be much lower [24]. Since the bonding temperature used is 500 ◦C and the
melting point of Zn is 419.5 ◦C, the mechanism of bonding is expected to start with complete melting
of the Zn coatings, which is followed by diffusion of Zn in Mg and dissolution of Mg in the molten Zn
where a eutectic reaction between Mg and Zn occurs at the Mg side of the joint. The dissolution of
Ti in the molten Zn and diffusion of Zn in Ti are expected to proceed as well, but with much slower
rates. A line scan of Ti, Mg, Zn, and Al was taken across the joint region at various bonding times in
order to study the diffusion mechanism for the various elements. Figure 4 shows the EDS line scan
across the joint region following the vertical lines that appeared in Figure 3a,c,d,f. From Figure 4, it can
be seen that there is a noticeable diffusion of Al from the base alloys into the joint region. A peak of
Al is observed for all bonds, which suggests that Al contributes to the joining mechanism either as
IMC’s or as dissolved solute in Zn-Mg solid solution. This observation agrees with a recent study that
used Spark Plasma Sintering technology to bond Mg with Ti without interlayers and with various Al
contents in the Mg [18]. The study showed that Al diffused from the Mg base alloy to the interface
forming Ti3Al IMC. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the dominant diffusion is the diffusion of Mg
into the joint region where Zn was also diffusing away with more into the Mg side. Figure 4c,d show
that the Mg line occupied the joint region intersecting with the Ti line. This means that the joint region
at bonds made for 20 min and above was rich in magnesium. Isothermal solidification may be reached.
On the other hand, the figure shows that Ti diffusion into the joint region is limited.
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Figure 3. Backscattered SEM images of the joint regions for the bonds made at (a) 5, (b) 10, (c) 15, (d) 20,
(e) 25, and (f) 30 min. Scale bar: 10 μm.

 
Figure 4. EDS line scans of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al across the joint region for bonds made at (a) 5, (b) 15,
(c) 20, and (d) 30 min.

3.2. Morphology and Composition of the Joint Region

In order to investigate the morphology and composition of the joint region and their change with
respect to bonding time, we have chosen three bonds for detailed EDS spot analysis. Figures 5 and 6
show EDS spot analysis of various locations in the joint region for bonds made at 5 min and 30 min,
respectively. For spectrum 3 that was taken far away from the joint region in the Mg side for the bond
made at 5 min, the weight percentages of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al were measured to be 96.7 wt%, 0.13 wt%,
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3.17 wt%, and 2.2 wt%, respectively. The presence of Zn indicates that the diffusion of Zn through
the Mg base alloy was noticeable even during the shortest bonding time. The detection of traces of Ti
indicates that Ti was able to diffuse into the Mg base alloy regardless of the limited solubility between
Ti and Mg. For spectrum 4 in Figure 5, the weight percentages of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al were measured as
63.1 wt%, 0.53 wt%, 36.4 wt%, and 9.8 wt%, respectively. These values are expected when compared to
the measured values in spectrum 3 where more Zn is expected to diffuse away to the Mg base alloy.
However, it seems that, for a bond made at 5 min, the remaining Zn at the joint region is excessive.
The weight percentage of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al, which were taken from spectrum 5 were measured to be
28.2 wt%, 61.9 wt%, 9.9 wt%, and 10.5 wt%, respectively. This spot analysis was taken from a joint
region that is near the Ti/joint interface with about 10 μm from the Ti side. The measured elemental
composition indicates diffusion/dissolution of Ti in the molten Zn, which was originally occupied at
the joint region. Furthermore, a noticeable presence of Mg in this region due to the diffusion of Mg
in the molten Zn is confirmed. Al was detected in various locations at the joint region and its weight
percent was measured to be around 10%. This measurement confirms the diffusion of Al from the
base alloy to the joint region. A similar kind of analysis was done with selected spots for the bond
made at 30 min, as shown in Figure 6. The EDS analysis for spectrum 3 (near the Ti/joint interface)
gave weight percentages of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al as 18.4 wt%, 72.9 wt%, 1.7 wt%, and 1.1 wt%. With
the high percentages of Ti and Mg and low percentage of Zn, the isothermal solidification is expected
to be complete. This trend is understood for the TLP process where more Zn diffused away from
the joint region. For spectrum 4 (at the joint region), 90.6 wt%, 0.9 wt%, 6.5 wt%, and 2.7 wt% are
the percentages of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al. Lastly, for spectrum 6, which was taken close to the Mg/joint
interface, the weight percentages of Mg, Ti, Zn, and Al were measured to be 93.1 wt%, 0.37 wt%,
6.4 wt%, and 4.4 wt%. In comparison with the bond made at 5 min, the joint region for the bond made
at 30 min was seen to be occupied with Mg and Ti where less Zn was present. The reduction of the
weight percent of Al to be less than 5% compared to the amount detected in the joint region taken from
the bond made for 5 min could be attributed to the increase of Ti and Mg percentages. This indicates
that the diffusion of Mg and Ti to the joint region is time-dependent where the quantities increase
with the increase of bonding time. On the other hand, the diffused quantity of Al in the joint region
does not increase much with increasing bonding time. This could be due to the fact that Al is only an
alloying element with only 3 wt% in the Mg alloy and 6 wt% in the Ti side. Therefore, the source of Al
from the base alloys is limited.

 
Figure 5. SEM micrograph of the bond made at 5 min and corresponding EDS spot analysis.
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Figure 6. SEM micrograph of the bond made at 30 min and corresponding EDS spot analysis.

4. Analysis of the Fractured Surfaces

Bonds made at 500 ◦C with different bonding times were fractured in order to study the
morphology and composition of fractured surfaces and, therefore, determine the mechanism and
type of fracture. The bonds were fractured using a shear test, which will be discussed in Section 5.
Figure 7a,b show the fractured surfaces for bond made at 5 min where Figure 7a represents the Mg
fractured surface and Figure 7b represents the Ti fractured surface. Table 1 shows the corresponding
elemental composition obtained by EDS spot analysis. In Figure 7a, there are lamellar structure
(eutectic like regions) as well as scattered white regions and dark regions in the Mg side. These specific
regions were analyzed by EDS. To follow the labeling in the figure, A1 (eutectic) reveals the presence
of 46.9 wt% and 47.0 wt% that corresponded to 67.1 at% and 25.0 at% atomic percent for Mg and Zn,
respectively. It should be noted that in the Mg-Zn binary phase diagram, the atomic ratio of Zn should
be 28.1% in order for the eutectic reaction to occur. Mg and MgZn IMC’s are predicted to form as a
result of the eutectic reaction. Therefore, the atomic composition that is corresponding to the lamellar
structure A1 (eutectic) can be attributed to eutectic MgZn and Mg phases. The presence of 7.9 at% of
Al in this Mg-Zn eutectic region can be explained by the Al-Mg-Zn ternary phase diagram where Al
can be dissolved in this eutectic region. The A2 (white) region is richer in Zn compared to A1 (eutectic)
region. This region could contain other IMC’s based on Zn and Mg. The percentage of Al in this region
is not significantly different from the A1 (eutectic) region. Therefore, no Al based IMC’s is expected to
form in the A2 region. The dark region presented by A3 (dark) consists of high quantity of Mg (~94%)
with less than 5% of both Zn and Al. This region consists of the Mg-based alloy where most of Zn
was diffused away and isothermal solidification in this region took place. In Figure 7b, which is the
fractured surface of the Ti for the bond made at 5 min, two distinctive regions were identified by the
backscattered SEM and analyzed by EDS spot analysis. The B1 (white) region gave a composition of
about 97% of Ti. Therefore, this region represents the Ti surface with less than 4% of Mg, Zn, and Al.
The B2 (dark) region consists mainly of Mg with 72.4%. Much less of Zn and Ti were detected in the B2
(dark) region as 7.3% and 4.6%, respectively. The composition of this region is close to the composition
of A3 (dark) in the Mg fractured surface. In addition, there is a significant amount of Al (~15.3%) that
was detected in this region. The presence of a higher percentage of Al is understood since the solubility
of Al in Mg rich phase is high. It is concluded that A3 and B2 are solid solution phases based on rich
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Mg where B1 is a solid solution based on Ti. Since it is known that the mutual solubility of Ti and Mg
is very limited, it is expected that Mg and Ti were both diffused through Zn.

 
Figure 7. The fractured surfaces of bond made at 5 min. (A) Mg side. (B) Ti side.

Table 1. Corresponding EDS weight/atomic composition for Figure 7.

Region Mg (wt%/at%) Zn (wt%/at%) Ti (wt%/at%) Al (wt%/at%)

A1 (eutectic) 46.9/67.1 47.0/25.0 0 6.1/7.9
A2 (white) 39.9/60.8 53.7/30.4 0 6.4/8.8
A3 (dark) 87.1/93.5 10.5/4.2 0 2.4/2.3
B1 (white) 0.9/1.8 1.5/1.1 96.6/96.1 1.1/1.8
B2 (dark) 61.4/72.7 16.6/7.3 7.7/4.6 14.4/15.3

Figure 8a,b show the fractured surfaces for bond made at 20 min where Figure 8a represents the
Mg side and Figure 8b represents the Ti side. Table 2 shows the corresponding elemental composition
obtained by EDS spot analysis. Less lamellar structure regions are present in Figure 8a compared to
Figure 7a. This can be due to more diffusion of Mg into the joint region. Therefore, the solid solution
based on Mg became the major structure, as predicted from the Mg-Zn phase diagram. EDS spot
analysis used to determine the composition of the white region and dark region appeared in the
backscattered SEM micrograph. The white regions A2 (white) observed in Figure 7 seem to disappear
for a bond made at 20 min. This region is rich in Zn. Therefore, with more bonding time, Zn diffused
away from the joint region. The C2 (dark) region that is rich in Mg looks like the A3 (dark) in terms of
composition except that more Al is present for a bond made at 20 min. In the Ti side, the D1 (white)
region is rich in Ti but has significantly more Zn compared to the B1 (white) region. This indicates
that, at a longer time, more mutual diffusion between Ti and Zn occurs. The D2 (dark) is a rich Mg
region present at the Ti fractured surface and it showed more Mg and less Zn compared to B2 (dark).
Figure 9 and the corresponding elemental composition shown in Table 3 reveals similar information
for a bond made at 30 min. When comparing the elemental compositions for the various regions in
Figure 9 with Figure 8, it can be seen that there is no significant difference among them. The bond
made at 20 min could reach the isothermal solidification stage. Therefore, no major mechanisms or
changes in compositions were revealed at longer bonding times.

Table 2. Corresponding EDS weight/atomic composition for Figure 8.

Region Mg (wt%/at%) Zn (wt%/at%) Ti (wt%/at%) Al (wt%/at%)

C1 (white) 65.5/81.3 30.1/13.9 0 4.3/4.9
C2 (dark) 88.0/92.4 6.8/2.6 0 5.2/4.9

D1 (white) 2.1/4.2 13.6/10.1 84.1/85.3 0.2/0.4
D2 (dark) 72.6/81.7 4.2/3.1 13.7/8.3 3.9/4.5
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Figure 8. The fractured surfaces of bond made at 20 min. (A) Mg side. (B) Ti side.

 
Figure 9. The fractured surfaces of bond made at 30 min. (A) Mg side. (B) Ti side.

Table 3. Corresponding EDS weight/atomic composition for Figure 9.

Region Mg (wt%/at%) Zn (wt%/at%) Ti (wt%/at%) Al (wt%/at%)

E1 (white) 62.8/76.9 27.4/12.5 0.3/0.2 9.5/10.5
E2 (dark) 85.3/89.0 5.2/2.0 0 9.5/8.9
F1 (white) 2.8/5.4 5.7/4.1 91.4/90.2 0.2/0.3
F2 (dark) 78.8/87.7 3.9/1.6 15.3/8.6 2.1/2.1

XRD analysis was used to identify the phases formed at the fractured surfaces for bonds made at
5 min and bonds made at 30 min, as shown in Figure 10. The fractured surfaces for the magnesium side
for the bond made at 5 min (Figure 10a) and the bond made at 30 min (Figure 10c) show similar patterns.
High intensity peaks of Mg were observed. The patterns also showed the Zn and MgZn2 phases. No
Ti-related peaks were observed on the Mg fractured surface. On the other hand, the titanium side of
the fractured surfaces shows a strong peak of Mg, as seen in Figure 10b,d. Furthermore, the patterns
from the Ti fractured surfaces show the presence of Ti, Zn, and MgZn2. From the XRD patterns, only
MgZn2 IMC was detected at both fractured surfaces. No indication of IMC’s based on Ti-Zn or Ti-Al,
which indicates that, at the selected bonding conditions, the only stable phase that can be formed is the
MgZn2. The XRD patterns agreed with the SEM/EDS observations from the fractured surface, which
reveal a considerable amount of Mg at both fractured surfaces. There is no significant difference and
no new compounds detected by XRD through fractures at the bond made at 5 min and fracture for the
bond made at 30 min. The mechanism of the bonds was not changed with changing bonding time
except the change in concentrations of the elements composing the joints where the fracture occurs.
Although Al was detected by SEM/EDS in a considerably noticeable amount, Al did not form IMC’s at
the joint and, therefore, it could be present as a solute in the Mg-Zn eutectic and at the Mg-rich phase,
which aligned with previous studies [28]. XRD analysis did not detect Al or Al-related IMC’s.
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Figure 10. XRD patterns of the fractured surfaces for the bond made at 5 min. (a) Mg side and (b) Ti
side and XRD patterns of the fractured surfaces for the bond made at 30 min. (c) Mg side and (d) Ti side.

5. Shear Strength and Micro-Hardness Measurements

The shear test was conducted for the bonds made at various bonding times. Table 4 shows the
maximum load and maximum shear strength applied against each bond at the fracture point. There is
an increase of the shear strength with the increase of bonding time from the bond made at 5 min to
the bond made at 20 min where the maximum strength achieved was 30.5 MPa. On the other hand,
when bonding time increases for more than 20 min, a slight decrease of shear strength was noticed.
The optimum measured shear strength among all bonds was seen to be related to the bond made at
20 min. The load vs. extension was plotted for three bonds as seen in Figure 11 to reveal the nature
of the fracture. The shear tests graph shown in the figure indicate that elongation (extension) occurs
before the fracture, which means that the fracture is a ductile fracture. The extension before the fracture
was measured to be 1.4 mm, 1.9 mm, and 2.25 mm for 5, 20, and 30 min bonds, respectively. The ductile
fracture observed in the shear test measurements could be more evidence for the nature of the material
at the joint where the fracture propagates. IMC’s are usually brittle in nature while solid solution is
ductile in nature. Since microstructural analysis along with XRD analysis showed that, the joint regions
mainly consist of solid solutions of Mg, Ti, Zn and Al with no major formation of IMC’s, the fracture is
expected to propagate along the grains of the solid solution. The fracture occurs within the joint region
mainly occupied by Mg and Zn where some Ti was detected in the joint region due to the diffusion of
Ti into Zn and into MgZn. Therefore, the mechanisms of joining starts with Mg-Zn eutectic formation
followed by diffusion of Zn into the Mg side and little diffusion of Zn into the Ti side. This process
coincides with the diffusion/dissolution of both Mg and Ti into the joint region in order to form a
solid solution.

The eutectic reaction between Mg and Zn occurs at 340 ◦C at the Mg-rich region (~68 at% Mg), and
also occurs at 419.5 ◦C at the Zn-rich region (~92 at% Zn). A two eutectic points that are well below our
selected bonding temperature (500 ◦C) would highly speed the process of TLP bonding. TLP bonding
usually starts with inter-diffusion of the interlayer and base materials followed by eutectic reaction
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and then isothermal solidification. It ends with homogenization of the joint region. Therefore, in our
case, the isothermal solidification was believed to be complete for the bonds made at 20 min where less
than 7 wt% of Zn was present in the Mg side of the fracture surface seen in Table 2. When comparing
the Zn content of Table 2 to the Zn content in Table 3, it can be noted that little reduction of Zn was
measured for the bond made at 30 min. This indicates that the bonds made at more than 20 min were
in the homogenization stage of the TLP bonding, which is a stage after isothermal solidification [6].
Al was also seen to diffuse into this joint region in all bonds made, which is proven by EDS analysis in
Figure 4. This observation agrees with the work done to join Mg to Ti using the spark plasma sintering
process (SPS) [18]. However, Al in our research project did not contribute to the joining process by
forming any noticeable IMC’s. The only detected IMC that was formed in the joint region is the MgZn2,
which indicate that, at the given bonding conditions, this compound is the most stable due to the fast
eutectic reaction between Zn and Mg. Ti was detected at the joint region, which implies that Ti diffuses
into the molten Zn and then solidifies in the matrix. This is expected by studying the Ti-Zn reaction
interfaces. The time and temperature for Ti diffusion in Zn were reported to be 30 min and 500 ◦C,
respectively [24]. This is also because both Mg and Ti have very limited mutual solubility, which makes
it difficult for Ti and Mg to diffuse through each other even at a bonding temperature of 500 ◦C.

 
Figure 11. Load vs extension for the shear test of the 5-, 20-, and 30-min bonds.

Table 4. Maximum load and shear strength of the bonds made at different bonding times.

Sample 5 min 10 min 15 min 20 min 25 min 30 min

Force (N) 1324 1513 1954 2396 2253 2197.6
Strength (MPa) 16.8 19.2 24.8 30.5 28.7 28.0

6. Conclusions

This research has shown that, despite significant differences in their physical and mechanical
properties, Mg-AZ31 and Ti-6Al-4V alloys can be joined by using the TLP bonding method.
The screening printing process was applied for the first time in the TLP process. This process can
replace other complex processes of coatings like electroplating, thermal coatings, and physical vapour
deposition (PVD). At a bonding temperature of 500 ◦C and various bonding times of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 30 min, the joints were successfully achieved. Microstructural analysis showed the presence of
Mg and Ti at the joint region as well as Zn diffused away from the joint region. There was no reaction
layer formed at the joint region that changed in size with the change of bonding time, which indicates
that the joining process does not rely on a growth of intermetallic compound layers. The detection of
Mg in a large amount compared to Zn at the joint region indicates that, after mutual melting (Mg-Zn
eutectic formation), zinc diffused away where Mg diffused to the joint region and where isothermal
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solidification occurred. Isothermal solidification can occur because of inter-diffusion between the
coating material and the base alloy at a temperature above the eutectic temperature. On the other
hand, the mechanism of bonding at the Ti side relies on the diffusion of molten Zn into Ti and the
dissolution/diffusion of Ti into the joint region where Zn is present. Ti will preferably diffuse into
the zinc-rich region at the joint and then will solidify in the melt. Al also diffuses into the joint region
and contributes to the solidified melt since the solubility of Al in both Zn and Mg is high. XRD
confirms the detection of MgZn2 IMC. However, this IMC is not the major phase at the joint region.
The shear strength analysis confirms the ductile nature of the joint and gives a maximum shear strength
of 30.5 MPa for the bond made at 20 min where isothermal solidification is completed. The slight
reduction of the joint strength for the 25-min and 30-min bonds could be due to the softening of the
Mg alloy at the homogenization stage.
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Abstract: Single-crystalline Ni3Al-based superalloys have been widely used in aviation, aerospace,
and military fields because of their excellent mechanical properties, especially at extremely
high temperatures. Usually, single-crystalline Ni3Al-based superalloys are welded together by
a Ni3Al-based polycrystalline alloy via transient liquid phase (TLP) bonding. In this study, the elastic
constants of single-crystalline Ni3Al were calculated via density functional theory (DFT) and the
elastic modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio of the polycrystalline Ni3Al were evaluated
by the Voigt–Reuss approximation method. The results are in good agreement with previously
reported experimental values. Based on the calculated mechanical properties of single-crystalline
and polycrystalline Ni3Al, three-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) was used to characterize
the mechanical behavior of the TLP bonded joint of single-crystalline Ni3Al. The simulation results
reveal obvious stress concentration in the joint because of the different states of crystal orientation
between single crystals and polycrystals, which may induce failure in the polycrystalline Ni3Al and
weaken the mechanical strength of the TLP bonded joint. Furthermore, results also show that the
decrease in the elastic modulus of the intermediate layer (i.e., polycrystalline Ni3Al) can relieve the
stress concentration and improve the mechanical strength in the TLP bonded joint.

Keywords: Ni3Al; transient liquid phase bonding; stress concentration; crystal orientation; finite
element analysis

1. Introduction

Owing to their extremely high tensile strength, toughness, endurance strength, fatigue strength,
corrosion resistance, and oxidation resistance at high temperatures (such as ≥980 ◦C), nickel(Ni)-based
superalloys have been widely applied in aviation, aerospace, and military fields [1–3]. Because of
the poor casting performance of Ni-based superalloys and the complexity of components, Ni-based
superalloys usually need to be welded for their applications. The shortcomings of fusion welding
and brazing in the connection of Ni-based superalloys (such as shrinkage stresses induced by rapid
precipitation, formation of brittle phases, and the tendency to crack due to local fragility, etc.) limit the
industrial application of the process for Ni-based superalloys [4,5]. Paulonis et al. proposed a transient
liquid phase (TLP) bonding method [4], where in a thin layer of intermediate alloy with a lower
melting temperature is employed as the connecting material. During TLP bonding, a low-melting
liquid phase is formed between the parent material and the intermediate layer by heating under
vacuum conditions; the liquid phase is then homogeneously diffused and therefore isothermally
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solidified, finally forming a joint with a uniform microstructure. Owing to its reasonable welding
temperature, low applied pressure requirement, and ability to form a welded joint with excellent
mechanical properties, TLP bonding is widely considered as one of the most ideal welding methods
for Ni-based superalloys [5–7].

Grain boundaries, as surface imperfections, adversely affect the high-temperature mechanical
properties of metals, especially their high-temperature endurance strength. Thus, the high-temperature
mechanical properties of single-crystalline alloys are substantially better than those of polycrystalline
alloys. Accordingly, single-crystalline alloys are extensively used as the latest generation of Ni-based
superalloys. In the TLP bonding of homogenous Ni-based single-crystalline alloys, because the
intermediate-layer alloy is a foil-belt amorphous or powdery Ni-based alloy, a region of polycrystalline
Ni-based alloy is unavoidably formed in the joint after TLP bonding; the single-crystalline Ni-based
alloy (i.e., parent alloy) is usually connected by a polycrystalline Ni-based alloy (i.e., intermediate
layer) after TLP bonding. Extensive investigations on the compositions, heat treatments, mechanical
properties, and simulations of single-crystalline Ni-based alloys have been reported [8–15]. In addition,
some experimental studies that focus on the bonding process, intermediate-layer alloys, or joint
microstructures in the welding joints of single-crystalline Ni-based alloys have recently been
published [7,16–20]. Thus far, because of limitations in experimental characterization methods
(e.g., the magnitude and distribution of stress and strain in the TLP bonded joint cannot be
experimentally measured), few studies have been conducted to analyze the influence of the
different states of crystallographic orientations between the single-crystalline parent material and the
polycrystalline intermediate layer on the mechanical behavior of a TLP bonded joint.

Ni3Al-based alloys belong to Ni-based superalloys, which have excellent mechanical and physical
properties [21]. In the present study, the mechanical properties of single-crystalline and polycrystalline
Ni3Al were calculated by first-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT).
In addition, the mechanical behavior of the TLP bonded joint of single-crystalline Ni3Al under a simple
tension load was studied via the finite element (FE) method, and the stress concentration caused by
the different states of crystallographic orientations between the single-crystalline parent alloy and the
polycrystalline intermediate layer was evaluated.

2. Simulation Methods and Details

Intermetallic compound Ni3Al has a face-centered cubic lattice structure and Pm-3m space group;
its lattice constant is a = 3.572 Å [22], as shown in Figure 1a. In this study, the CASTEP program [23]
was used to perform first-principles calculations based on DFT. In the lattice-structure optimization
and elastic-constant calculation, the local density approximation proposed by Ceperley and Alder
was applied to investigate the exchange-correlation potential [24]. In addition, Vanderbilt ultra-soft
pseudo potentials [25] and the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm [26] were also used
during the lattice-structure optimization. The energy cutoff was taken as 600 eV, the k-points were set to
10 × 10 × 10, and the convergence tolerance of energy was set as 5.0 × 10−6 eV/atom. The self-consistent
field had a convergence accuracy of 5.0 × 10−7 eV/atom, and the maximum ionic Hellmann–Feynman
force was 0.01 eV/Å. The stress deviation during the calculation was less than 0.02 GPa.

The length of the TLP bonding sample, the diameter of the joint, and the thickness of the
intermediate layer were 66 mm, 5 mm, and 80 μm, respectively, as shown in Figure 1b,c.

A simple tension load of 50 MPa was applied to the ends of the sample at room temperature.
Given the axisymmetry of the sample, a one-fourth (1/4) symmetric FE model was established
for three-dimensional (3D) finite element analysis (FEA) (Figure 1d), which can drastically reduce
calculations and save time. The FE model comprised the parent alloy (i.e., single-crystalline Ni3Al)
and an intermediate-layer alloy (i.e., polycrystalline Ni3Al), and there were 50,688 elements and
221,201 nodes. Obviously, the mesh density of the TLP bonded joint in the model, as further shown in
the magnification of the indicated zone in Figure 1d, was not sufficiently fine to accurately analyze the
localized stress and strain distribution; thus, the submodel method was adopted in the FEA on the basis
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of Saint-Venant’s principle, as displayed in Figure 1e. The location of the submodel is the same as the
indicated zone in Figure 1d, and the submodel comprises 186,850 elements and 775,736 nodes. All FE
calculations were performed with the ABAQUS 2018 software, and quadratic complete integration
(C3D20) and full Newton iteration were employed to accurately solve the stress–strain relationship.

 

Figure 1. TLP bonded joint sample: (a) crystal structure of cubic Ni3Al, (b) a sample prepared in
experiments, (c) the geometry of the sample for FE modeling (mm), and (d) the one-fourth 3D FE model
and (e) submodel.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical Properties of Ni3Al

In the elastic stage, the stress and strain relationship can be described by Hooke’s law: σij =Dijklεij,
where Dijkl denotes the elastic constants. According to the symmetry of the crystal lattice, the elastic
stress–strain matrix [Dijkl] of single-crystalline Ni3Al can be expressed as

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

σ11

σ22

σ33

σ12

σ13

σ23

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

D1111 D1122 D1133 0 0 0
D2222 D2233 0 0 0

D3333 0 0 0
D1212 0 0

Sym. D1313 0
D2323

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ε11

ε22

ε33

γ12

γ13

γ23

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where σij, εij, and γij are the stresses, normal strains, and shearing strains respectively. The stiffness
matrix [Dijkl] was calculated by linearly fitting four small strains (±0.001 and ±0.003) under nine
deformation conditions (see Supplementary Figure S1); the calculated elastic constants are listed in
Table 1. The flexibility matrix [Sijkl] was calculated as the inverse matrix of the stiffness matrix [Dijkl],
i.e., [Sijkl] = [Dijkl]

−1; the results for elastic constants Sijkl are given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Elastic constants Dijkl for single-crystalline Ni3Al.

Elastic Constant D1111 D1122 D1133 D2222 D2233 D3333 D1212 D1313 D2323

Present work 240.10 160.03 160.03 240.10 160.03 240.10 123.83 123.83 123.83
Experiment [27] 224.3 148.6 148.6 224.3 148.6 224.3 125.8 125.8 125.8

Table 2. Elastic constants Sijkl for single-crystalline Ni3Al.

Elastic Constant S1111 S1122 S1133 S2222 S2233 S3333 S1212 S1313 S2323

Present work 0.009 −0.004 −0.004 0.009 −0.004 0.009 0.008 0.008 0.008

According to the Voigt–Reuss–Hill approximation method [28], the bulk modulus (B) and shear
modulus (G) of polycrystalline Ni3Al can be calculated by Equations (1) and (2), respectively:

B =
1
2

[
1

3S1111 + 6S1122
+

1
3
(D1111 + 2D1122)

]
, (1)

G =
1
2

[
15

4S1111 − 4S1122 + 3S1212
+

1
5
(D1111 −D1122 + 3D1212)

]
. (2)

The calculated values of B and G are 186.72 GPa and 78.86 GPa respectively. Moreover, the elastic
modulus (Young’s modulus, E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) can be evaluated by Equations (3) and (4) respectively:

E =
9BG

3B + G
, (3)

ν =
3B− E

6B
. (4)

The calculated values of E and v for polycrystalline Ni3Al are 207.38 GPa and 0.315 respectively;
these values are similar to the experimental values E = 203.1 GPa and v = 0.305 at room temperature [29].

3.2. Stress Concentration Induced by the State of Crystal Orientation

The calculated elastic constants Dijkl and the aforementioned mechanical properties were used in
FEA for a tension load of 50 MPa, which is much less than the yield strength of Ni3Al (>350 MPa [30]).
Covalent bonding and ionic bonding are well known to lead to brittleness in intermetallic compounds.
Herein, the crystal plane (111) was selected to evaluate the chemical bonds between Ni–Ni and Ni–Al
atoms, and the electron density in the (111) planes was calculated via DFT (Figure 2). From the overlap
of the electron densities of Ni–Ni atoms, it is inferred that covalent bonds exist. Meanwhile, the electron
charge density around Ni atoms is 1.0, whereas that close to Al atoms is 0.0, indicating that the electrons
of Al atoms move toward the Ni atoms and that Ni and Al atoms are bonded together by ionic bonds.
Therefore, we assumed that Ni3Al exhibits some brittleness.

According to the maximum principal stress theory, in a simple tension test, failure occurs if the
first principal stress (σ1) reaches the elastic limit stress. Figure 3a1,a2 display the distribution of σ1

in the submodel and the intermediate layer, where the σ1 is maximally localized at the edge of the
intermediate layer (refer to the red contour). The maximum σ1 and average σ1 are 331.9 and 200.1 MPa
respectively, and the ratio of the maximum σ1 to average σ1 is 1.66. Clearly, different states of crystal
orientation induce stress concentration in the intermediate layer, which may lead to failure in this layer.
Moreover, Pugh et al. [31] proposed that the ratio between the bulk modulus and the shear modulus
(i.e., B/E) can be used to evaluate the ductility of a material; they also proposed that ductile materials
have B/E values greater than 1.75. The calculated B/G ratio for Ni3Al in this study is 2.37; we therefore
speculate that Ni3Al also has some ductility, which can also be verified from the experimental results
reported elsewhere [32].
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Figure 2. Distribution of electron density in the (111) crystal plane.

 
Figure 3. Simulation results of first principal stresses and shear stress: first principal stress in (a1) the
TLP bonded joint and (a2) the intermediate layer; and shear stress in (b1) the TLP bonded joint and
(b2) the intermediate layer.

The maximum shear stress theory assumes that failure occurs when the maximum shear stress
reaches the yield point measured in the simple tension test, which is often used during the strength
design of ductile materials. Because the maximum principal stress theory mentioned above is not
always suitable for ductile materials, the maximum shear stress was used to evaluate the failure
behavior of the TLP bonded joint. The maximum shear stress in each element can be expressed as

τmax =
σ1 − σ3

2
, (5)

where σ3 is the third principal stress. Figure 3b1,b2 show the distribution of the maximum shear stresses
in the submodel of a TLP bonded joint, where the maximum shear stress is located at the edge of the
intermediate layer and at the interfaces between the intermediate layer and the parent alloy (refer to the
red contour in the figure). In the intermediate layer, the maximum and average τmax are 179.9 MPa
and 155.9 MPa respectively, and the ratio between the maximum τmax and the average τmax is 1.15.
In addition, our calculation shows that if the intermediate layer is treated as a single alloy with the same
orientation as the parent alloy, no stress concentration occurs in the joint and the τmax is 100 MPa.

To consider the influence of the second principal stress σ2 on the stress concentration of a complex
stress system, the von Mises stress (equivalent stress, σeq) was also calculated in this study. The von
Mises hypothesis (i.e., the fourth strength theory) [33] holds that a material begins to yield when σeq

reaches the yield strength and that σeq is given by Equation (6):

σeq =

√
(σ1 − σ2)

2 + (σ2 − σ3)
2 + (σ3 − σ1)

2

2
. (6)
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Meanwhile, to evaluate the stress triaxiality, which affects the initiation and growth of micro-voids and
cracks [34] on the failure of the TLP bonded joint, the damage equivalent stress (σ∗eq) in the joint was
also investigated. It can be written as follows [34]:

σ∗eq = σeq

[2
3
(1 + ν) + 3(1− 2ν)(Tσ)

2
] 1

2
, (7)

where Tσ is stress triaxiality, and
Tσ = σm/σeq, (8)

σm = (σ1 + σ2 + σ3)/3, (9)

where σm is the hydrostatic stress. Figure 4 shows the simulation results for σeq and σ∗eq in the TLP
bonded joint. Obviously, both σeq and σ∗eq in the intermediate layer are greater than those in the parent
alloy. The σeq and σ∗eq maximally distribute at the edges of the intermediate layer and at the interfaces
between the intermediate layer and parent alloy (refer to the red contour in the figure), the locations of
which are similar to those of the maximum τmax. The maximum σeq and σ∗eq in the intermediate layer
are 350.7 GPa and 338.0 GPa respectively. If the intermediate layer is treated as a single alloy with the
same orientation as the parent alloy, then no stress concentration occurs and the values of σeq and σ∗eq
are 200 MPa (see Table S1).

 
Figure 4. Simulation results of the von Mises equivalent stress and the damage equivalent stress: von
Mises equivalent stress in the (a1) TLP bonded joint and (a2) intermediate layer, and damage equivalent
stress in the (b1) TLP bonded joint and (b2) intermediate layer.

Elastic modulus is the principal mechanical parameter for structural materials, which can be
adjusted and controlled by adding alloyed elements or performing heat treatments. Figure 5 presents
the influence of the elastic modulus of the intermediate layer (Einter) on the stress concentration,
wherein the elastic modulus ranges from 0.85E to 1.15E (E = 207.378 GPa). Clearly, with the decreasing
elastic modulus of the intermediate layer, the maximum stresses of first principal stress, maximum
shear stress, equivalent stress, and damages equivalent stress decrease linearly. The ratio between the
maximum stress and the average stress is also reduced, indicating that reducing Einter can relieve the
stress concentration. Also, the average stresses decrease linearly with decreasing elastic modulus of the
intermediate layer (see Supplementary Figure S2). Therefore, in addition to increasing the mechanical
strength of the intermediate layer, the simulation result in this study suggests that appropriately
reducing the elastic modulus of the intermediate layer can also improve the mechanical strength of
a TLP bonded joint. To verify this opinion, additional experimental work was also carried out.
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Figure 5. Influence of elastic moduli on (a) the maximum stresses and (b) the ratio between the
maximum stress and the average stress in the TLP bonded joint.

In the experiment, single-crystalline Ni3Al-based superalloy (named IC10 alloy) samples were
prepared by TLP bonding process in a high vacuum diffusion furnace (Centorr Vacuum Industries,
Workhorse II, Nashua, NH, USA) and the bonding temperature, time, and pressure were 1250 ◦C, 6 h,
and 5 MPa respectively. The samples of TLP bonded joints and their geometry have been given in
Figure 1b,c above, and the grain boundary and crystal orientation in a typical zone in the joint are
presented in Supplementary Figure S3. By nanoindentation testing, as illustrated in Supplementary
Figure S4, the elastic modulus and hardness of the parent alloy and intermediate-layer alloy were
measured. Test results show that the average elastic modulus of parent alloy (Eparent) and the
average elastic modulus of intermediate-layer alloy Einter are 221.4 GPa and 208.5 GPa respectively
(see Supplementary Figure S5), and the ratio of Einter to Eparent (i.e., Einter/Eparent) is 0.942. Then,
to reduce Einter and Einter/Eparent, post weld heat treatment (PWHT) was carried out in a heat treatment
furnace (SG-QF1400, Shanghai, China). During PWHT, samples of TLP bonded joints were heated
to about 1200◦C and held for 6 h, and then cooled down in air to room temperature. Because that
Boron was added to the intermediate-layer alloy as a melting-point depressant, the atomic percent
of Boron in the intermediate-layer alloy was much higher than that in the parent alloy before PWHT.
In the PWHT, Boron atoms diffused from the intermediate layer to the parent alloy. As the result
of solution strengthening, after PWHT, Eparent increased to 223.7 GPa while Einter decreased to
205.4 GPa, and Einter/Eparent was reduced to 0.918. According to the result of tensile testing, the average
tensile strength after PWHT is 819.0 MPa at room temperature, which is higher than before PWHT
(i.e., 798.0 MPa) as shown in Supplementary Figure S6. Clearly, the decrease of Einter or Einter/Eparent

can improve the mechanical strength of a TLP bonded joint, which supports the simulation result in the
manuscript. Notably, the ideal strength of the TLP bonded joint should be the same as or practically
be as close as possible to the strength of the parent alloy. Usually, achieving a mechanical strength
of a TLP bonded joint greater than 90% of the mechanical strength of a single crystal is difficult in
experiments. To further improve the mechanical strength of TLP bonded joints, sufficient attention
should be devoted to the stress concentration caused by the different states of crystal orientation
between the parent alloy and intermediate layer.

4. Conclusions

Elastic constants of single-crystalline Ni3Al as well as the elastic modulus, shear modulus,
and the Poisson’s ratio of polycrystalline Ni3Al were calculated via DFT, and the calculation results
were subsequently verified against previously reported experimental data. Based on the calculated
mechanical properties of both single-crystalline and polycrystalline Ni3Al, 3D FEA was used to
characterize the mechanical behavior of the TLP bonded joint of single-crystalline Ni3Al under a simple
tension load. The simulation results revealed obvious stress concentrations in the joint as a result of
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different states of crystal orientation between the parent metals (single crystals) and intermediate layer
(polycrystals), which will lead to failure in the polycrystalline Ni3Al and thereby weaken the mechanical
strength of the TLP bonded joint. The maximum values of the first principal stress, maximum shear
stress, equivalent stress, and the damages equivalent stress in the joint decrease linearly with decreasing
elastic modulus of the intermediate layer; thus, reducing the elastic modulus of the intermediate
layer can relieve the stress concentration and benefit the mechanical reliability of a TLP bonded joint,
which can be verified by experiments.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1944/12/17/2765/s1,
Figure S1: The strain conditions for deriving nine elastic stiffness coefficients; Figure S2: Relationship between the
average stress and elastic modulus of intermediate layer; Figure S3: The grain boundary and crystal orientation
in the TLP bonded joint: (a) SEM-EBSD image of the joint, (b) grain boundary in the joint; (c) all Euler map;
and (d) IPF-Y0 map. The instrument used is FEI Quanta 650F+HKL Channel 5; Figure S4: Nanoindentation test:
(a) SEM image of a typical zone in TLP bonded joint; and (b) schematic of a location of nanoindentation array
(Berkovich indenter, instrument: Agilent G200); Figure S5: The influence of the post weld heat treatment (PWHT)
on the elastic modulus (a) and hardness (b) of parent alloy and intermediate-layer alloy; Figure S6: The tensile
strengths of TLP bonded joints before and after PWHT (three samples were measured for each point; instrument:
universal testing machine, GP-TS2000M); Table S1: The stress in the joint ignoring the crystal orientation of
intermediate layer.
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Abstract: NiTi shape memory alloys (SMAs) are a class of functional materials which can
be significantly deformed and recover their original shape via a reversible martensitic phase
transformation. Developing effective joining techniques can expand the application of SMAs in
the medical and engineering fields. In this study, ultrasonic spot welding (USW), a solid-state joining
technique, was used to join NiTi sheets using a Cu interlayer in between the two joining sheets.
The influence of USW process on the microstructural characteristics and mechanical behavior of the
NiTi joints was investigated. Compared with conventional fusion welding techniques, no intermetallic
compounds formed in the joints, which is extreme importance for this particular class of alloys.
The joining mechanisms involve a combination of shear plastic deformation, mechanical interlocking
and formation of micro-welds. A better bonding interface was obtained with higher welding energy
levels, which contributed to a higher tensile load. An interfacial fracture mode occurred and the
fracture surfaces exhibited both brittle and ductile-like characteristics with the existence of tear ridges
and dimples. The fracture initiated at the weak region of the joint border and then propagated
through it, leading to tearing of Cu foil at the fracture interface.

Keywords: NiTi shape memory alloys; microstructural characterization; failure behavior; fracture
morphology; ultrasonic spot welding

1. Introduction

Near equiatomic NiTi is one of the most important shape memory alloys (SMAs) due to its
excellent functional properties, namely shape memory effect and superelasticity, combined with high
corrosion resistance, as well as, biocompatibility [1,2]. The functional properties originate from a
reversible phase transformation between austenite with a B2 cubic structure and a B19’ monoclinic
martensite [3,4]. When the material is deformed in the austenitic phase it can exhibit superelastic
properties, that is, it can undergo a significant deformation during loading with full recovery to its
original shape upon unloading [5]. The excellent mechanical and functional properties exhibited
by these alloys make this material widely desired in both medical and engineering fields [6–9].
To achieve successful fabrication of complex parts of NiTi, it is necessary to develop effective and
efficient processing technologies due to the poor machinability of these alloys. In recent years, various
welding technologies have been used to join NiTi SMAs both to themselves and to other conventional
engineering alloys such as stainless steels [10,11], Ti6Al4V alloys [12–14] and Cu-based alloys [15].
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Joining techniques such as resistance spot welding [11,16], arc welding [17] and laser welding [10,12]
are some examples which are capable to produce defect-free joints. However, a major drawback of the
NiTi joints produced by traditional fusion welding techniques is the formation of brittle intermetallic
compounds (IMCs) in the weld region, such as Ti2Ni, which tend to reduce the mechanical strength of
joints [17–20]. In addition, fusion welding methods can also contribute to significant changes in the
transformation temperatures which can impair the potential applications of the joints [19,21].

Considering the possible formation of IMCs in the weld metal, the addition of an interlayer is
suggested as a potential solution to adjust the chemical compositions in the weld region and improve
the mechanical properties of NiTi joints [12,22]. Cu is a soft metal with a melting point lower than NiTi,
and it shows not only high thermal and electrical conductivity, good corrosion resistance and ductility
but also a good metallurgical compatibility with NiTi [23–25]. For this reason, Cu interlayers have
been used in dissimilar laser welding of NiTi to titanium alloys or stainless steel [14,26,27] to limit
the mixing of the base material (BM) and increase the mechanical properties of the joints. It has been
found that proper selection of the thickness of the Cu interlayer can enhance the mechanical properties
of joints by reducing the amount of brittle Ni-Ti-based IMCs [14].

The thermal history experienced by NiTi during welding can significantly affect its shape memory
and superelastic properties [28]. Thus, it is necessary to reduce the heat input of the welding process
to restrict the thermophysical deterioration in the weld zone [26]. Solid state joining techniques
are known for their low heat input and possibility to avoid solidification defects. For example,
friction welding has been carried out on NiTi SMAs in recent years [29–31]. However, it has been
reported for dissimilar joints of NiTi to stainless steel obtained by friction welding that high welding
times can promote the formation of brittle phases at the weld interface [30]. Currently, there is a need
to develop other solid-state techniques that can successfully join NiTi to itself and to other relevant
engineering materials.

Ultrasonic spot welding (USW) is a rapidly developing non-melting joining method which is
widely used in plastic forming, electronics and automotive fields [32,33]. As compared to the fusion
welding processes, such as resistance and laser welding, USW can produce high strength joints
without metal depletion or reduced extension of the heat affected zone. Such translates into almost
no detrimental effects produced on the BM. USW is especially suitable for achieving effective joints
of miniature components [34,35], such as metallic foils, wires and plates, which make this process
particularly interesting to weld materials with lower weldability. Traditionally, studies have been
mainly focused on the joining of light materials for weight reduction in industrial products [32–35].
However, knowledge on the use of USW in NiTi SMAs is currently extremely limited. Thus, carrying
out USW on NiTi is a very worthwhile investigation since this technique has great potential for
the fabrication of variable electromagnetic switches, radiator fins and other components based on
NiTi SMAs.

In the current study, the operating procedures, weld morphology, chemical compositions, interface
characteristics and the tensile shear properties of the ultrasonic spot welded NiTi joints with Cu
interlayer were analyzed and discussed. Additionally, the effects of welding energy on microstructural
characteristics and failure behavior were investigated in detail.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Ni-Ti shape memory alloy sheets (50.8 at.%), 150 μm thick, were used as the BM.
Copper (99.9% purity) foils with a thickness of 20 μm were chosen as the interlayer material.
The as-received NiTi alloy sheets were subjected to cold rolling and subsequently stress relieving
annealing by heat treatment at 400 ◦C for 45 min in Ar atmosphere to stabilize the phase transformation
temperatures. The DSC result of the BM showed that the transformation start and finish temperatures
of austenite and martensite are −45.43, −12.5, 22.91 and −58.75 ◦C, respectively, which suggests that
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the NiTi alloy was fully austenitic at room temperature, presenting superelastic behavior. The NiTi
sheets were machined into rectangular specimens of 60 mm length and 15 mm width (8 mm width for
tensile test of NiTi BM), and the Cu foil was processed into a square shape of 15 mm × 15 mm, which is
equal to the overlapped region of the BM specimens. Prior to welding, the oxide layer on the NiTi
surface was removed by using a mixed solution of 7.5% HF, 20% HNO3 and 72.5% H2O for 40–50 s.

2.2. Ultrasonic Spot Welding

USW was performed using a SONICS MSC4000-20. The schematic diagram of the USW system is
shown in Figure 1a, which was comprised of ultrasonic generator, transducer, amplitude transformer,
sonotrode tip and anvil. The size of the sonotrode tip was a square of 8 mm × 8 mm, consisting of
10 × 10 gridding knurls with a spacing and a depth of 0.8 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. Figure 1b
depicts the relative welding positions of both the NiTi and the Cu interlayer. The ultrasonic vibration
direction during the USW process was perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the NiTi sheets.
In this study, the energy control mode was used, during which process the welding time and power
input were adjusted automatically. The main process parameters selected were a frequency of 20 kHz,
a welding amplitude of 55 μm and a constant clamping pressure of 0.38 MPa, with different energies
of 500, 700 and 1000 J, respectively. The USW process was performed at the center of the overlapped
position, as shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of USW process; (b) Schematic diagram showing the welding
position of NiTi with Cu interlayer.

2.3. Microstructural Characterization

The surface profiles of the NiTi welds obtained using different welding parameters were examined
using a digital microscope (VHX-2000C, KEYENCE, Osaka, Japan). Additionally, the metallographic
observations were performed on the transverse section of the weld, which was parallel to the ultrasonic
vibration direction. After mounting the cross sections of the welded joints, mechanical polishing using
sandpapers from 240 to 2000 grits, followed by polishing solution agent was performed. The etching
process was conducted in an acid solution consisting of 3% HF, 14% HNO3 and 82% H2O (in volume)
with an immersion time of 20–30 s. The microstructures and chemical compositions of the cross sections
for different welds were characterized via an optical microscope (OM; GX71, OLYMPUS, Tokyo, Japan)
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and with a scanning electron microscope (SEM; SU1510, HITACHI, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis system.

2.4. Evaluation of Mechanical Properties

Tensile lap shear tests of different joints were performed using an electro-mechanical universal
testing machine (AG-100KNA, SHIMADZU, Kyoto, Japan) and the displacement speed was set
at 0.1 mm/min. The tensile performance was expressed as joint failure load, determined as the
average of three specimens at each welding energy condition. The micro-morphologies and chemical
compositions of the fracture surfaces were analyzed by SEM and EDS. In this present work, the trial
experiments had shown that in all the welded joint failure always occurred along the bonding interface.
Therefore, it was decided to investigate the phase composition of this region using X-ray diffraction
(XRD; D8 Advanced, BRUKER, Karlsruhe, Japan) analysis. XRD was performed at 40 kV and 40 mA
with Cu-Kα radiation.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Surface Morphology of Welds

Representative surface morphology at the sonotrode tip and anvil sides of different samples after
the USW process are exhibited in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the depths of surface indentations at the
edge of samples as depicted with red rectangles.

 

Figure 2. Surface morphology of different samples obtained with different welding energies:
(a) sonotrode tip and (b) anvil sides of 500 J; (c) sonotrode tip and (d) anvil sides of 700 J; (e) sonotrode
tip and (f) anvil sides of 1000 J. The red squares indicate the regions analyzed to determine the surface
indentation depth depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Indentation depths of different samples.

From Figure 2, it can be observed that the indentations of sonotrode tip and anvil were distinct on
the specimen surfaces, and distinct levels of oxidation were observed on the weld material surface
during welding process, due to NiTi’s temperature sensibility and the open structure of the ultrasonic
welder. Higher welding energy translates into a higher temperature experienced by the material
making it more prone to surface oxidation. With increasing welding energy, the indentation depth
in both sides exhibited an increasing trend, as shown in Figure 3, and the insert image shows the
three-dimensional morphology of the surface indentation. During the USW process, continuous
shear vibrations were applied to the NiTi BM by the action of sonotrode, which quickly generated
frictional heat at the weld interface, leading to the rising of temperature and the material was softened,
thus shear plastic deformation took place on the material surface [32,36–38], resulting in the formation
of indentations. Under the same welding parameters, the depth of indentations depends on the
accessibility of the sonotrode knurl penetrating into the NiTi material surface, during which a tighter
engagement was provided, leading to more relative slippages and friction at the weld interface [36].
Therefore, with the welding energy increasing from 500 J to 1000 J, more frictional heat was generated
at the weld interface during the USW process, and then the plastic deformation of NiTi increased
since the welding energy was dispersed by shear deformation, resulting in the increasing depth of
indentations on the weld material surface aided by a softening behavior of the material caused by the
temperature raise.

3.2. Bonding Morphology of USW Joints

The bonding morphology at the weld interface of the welds obtained by varying the welding
energies was examined in the cross section along the center of the joints parallel to the vibration
direction as presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. (a,b) interface morphology of the welded joint obtained at 500 J at the center (a) and near the
periphery (b) of the joint; (c,d) interface morphology of the welded joint obtained at 700 J at the center
(c) and near the periphery (d) of the joint; (e,f): interface morphology of the welded joint obtained at
1000 J at the center (e) and near the periphery (f) of the joint; (g) microstructure interface of weld of
1000 J obtained by optical microscope. The white lines in Figure 4. (a,c,e) represent the locals where
EDS line scans were performed.

Figure 4a,b, respectively, depict the interface morphology in the center and near the periphery
of the weld obtained for a welding energy of 500 J. From Figure 4a it can be observed that the weld
interface showed a wave-like pattern and the thickness of the Cu interlayer was uneven due to the
effect of plastic deformation on the material surface, implying the occurrence of material flow at
the interface of the deformed material. Under the position of indentation of the sonotrode tip in
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the material, the thickness of Cu interlayer at the weld interface was thinner than that of the anvil.
The weld interface was noticeably intact, resembling a friction-induced bonding characteristic [39].
Joining of NiTi with the Cu interlayer took place by the formation and growth of micro-welds at
the weld interfaces owing to the close metal-to-metal contact, which produced mutual diffusion and
metallurgical bonding along the interface [33,38,40]. Additionally, unbonded regions were observed
near the periphery of the weld, indicating insufficient diffusion during the process. During the USW
process, the highest temperature was located at the central area of the weld, thus the bonding between
the NiTi and the Cu interlayer was significantly more effective close to this location that in the border
of the weld [37]. In comparison, the welded joint obtained with a welding energy of 700 J, which is
shown in Figure 4c,d, also presented unbonded gaps along the border of weld interface were also
visible. However, these were less often observed due to increased diffusion occurring as a result of the
increasing temperatures generated by the increase in the welding energy during the process [39,41].

Observations of the cross-section of the joint obtained at 1000 J showed that both at the center and
periphery of the joint complete bonding was obtained, as depicted in Figure 4e,f. It can be observed
that the joining interface in Figure 4f was better than that in Figure 4b,d, since no unbonded zones
were observed. This can be explained by the greater plastic deformation and increase in temperature
that occurred under the indent tips at both the sonotrode tip and anvil sides when 1000 J of energy
were used. These results indicate that a good interfacial bonding was obtained during the NiTi with
Cu foil USW process.

Figure 4g showed that NiTi and the Cu interlayer were complexly intertwined in the visible weld
interface obtained for a welding energy of 1000 J, which contributes to a better bonding along the weld.
During the USW process, under the clamping pressure and ultrasonic vibration, the NiTi BM adhered
to the Cu foil and then shear deformation, as well as, mutual rubbing of the faying surfaces occurred.
Some works [36] have shown that the strength of ultrasonic spot-welded joints is related to interfacial
waves, mechanical interlocking and microbonds produced along the weld interface. From the results
presented above, it can be concluded that with increased welding energy, more shear friction heat and
plastic deformation energy were generated at the weld interface thus promoting joining between the
NiTi BM and the Cu interlayer. Mutual extrusion and abrasion between the faying surface of NiTi
and the Cu interlayer was a main source for friction heat and plastic deformation. The presence of
unbonded zones in the weld interfaces obtained for lower welding energies, would promote premature
fracture of joints during tensile testing, since when applying the load, the unbonded areas would
become the starting points for crack initiation and propagation until failure of the joint occur.

The EDS line scan analysis at the weld interface center of different joints obtained by various
welding energy conditions (the test positions for EDS analysis were depicted with white lines in
Figure 4) were conducted to determine the chemical composition and to infer about the potential
phases in the interface diffusion layer formed between NiTi and Cu. The results are shown in Figure 5.

It is apparent that the content distribution of Ti and Ni followed the same trend, which is opposite
to the change for Cu: a decrease in either the Ni or Ti content would be compensated by an increase
of Cu. The EDS line analysis results revealed a smooth and rapid change in composition of both
NiTi and Cu across the weld interface border. As indicated by the ellipse in Figure 5a, changes in
relative contents of NiTi and Cu elements suggests the onset of slight diffusion at the weld interface.
However, the width of the diffusion zone at most weld interfaces was too small to put into evidence
the formation of any IMCs layer. Therefore, the joining mechanisms of NiTi with Cu interlayer by USW
can be concluded as the combination of solid-state shear plastic deformation, mechanical interlock,
the formation and further expansion of micro welds, which was consistent with other previous
studies [36,42,43]. Despite the element content fluctuation, it can be seen that the peaks and valleys in
the element distribution profiles kept mostly stable in the rich Cu area, as shown in Figure 5a,c,e.
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Figure 5. Chemical composition across the weld interface of NiTi joints with Cu interlayer: (a,b) 500 J;
(c,d) 700 J; (e,f) 1000 J. The positions where the EDS line scans were performed are indicated by the
white lines in Figure 4 (a,c,e).

The EDS analysis results also showed that the maximum content of Cu in the thinner Cu
area (as depicted in Figure 4) gradually decreased with increasing welding energy, as presented
in Figure 5b,d,f, with values of around 89.4%, 79.5% and 32.7%, respectively. It can be reasoned that
more Cu foil was squeezed out at some positions of the weld interface with increasing welding energy.
Since Cu is a soft metal with high conductivity and low yield strength, it is believed that the existence
of Cu layer in the weld can compensate the thermal stress produced during the USW process [44].

3.3. Mechanical Performance and Failure Analysis

To evaluate the mechanical performance of the ultrasonic spot welded NiTi joints using Cu
interlayer, tensile shear tests were conducted. Figure 6 summarizes the load-displacement curves
for all welding conditions. Additionally, the load-displacement curve for a NiTi/NiTi weld obtained
without Cu interlayer for a 1000 J of energy is also added for comparison.
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Figure 6. Load-displacement curves of NiTi joints with and without Cu interlayer at different
welding energies.

The failure loads of all joints were defined as the peak tensile load on the load-displacement
curve, with each joint representing its own weld strength under certain welding conditions based
on the joint performance results. The failure load of the base metal with 0.15 mm thickness and
8 mm width, used in this present work is about 810 N. As shown in Figure 6, it is noticeable that a
significantly higher failure load of 520 N was achieved at a welding energy of 1000 J. This higher failure
strength is in accordance with the result of weld interface morphology of the 1000 J joint in Figure 4,
where good bonding between NiTi and Cu was obtained due to sufficient mechanical interlocking and
metallurgical adhesion as a result of a more concentrated vibratory energy. It further indicates that
the weld joint with welding energy of 1000 J has the good load capacity, which can be used in distinct
engineering fields. Furthermore, the use of the Cu interlayer can improve the mechanical properties of
the welded joint: when no Cu interlayer is used the fracture load of the 1000 J weld is of approximately
200 N [45], which is significantly lower than the 520 N obtained when the Cu interlayer was used.

In this present work, the fracture location of all the joints occurred at the welded interface.
Figure 7a,b show the schematic diagram of the fracture mode and the overall image of the fracture
surface of the tensile test sample, respectively, which exhibits the interfacial fracture mode with some
welded spots clearly observed. The dominant failure mode was characterized by a tearing behavior
along the weld interface: it can be observed that the Cu foils present some tearing features on the
fracture surface. In addition, to further understand the weld behavior and failure mode of ultrasonic
spot-welded joints, the micro morphology of the corresponding fracture surface of 1000 J joint after
tensile shear tests were observed by SEM. The EDS point scan analyses were performed on different
areas of fracture surface, with these results presented in Figure 7e,f,h.

The judging criteria for a good weld quality could can be determined by the mechanical properties
of the weld but also by the observation of developed weld spots on the fracture surfaces. Three distinct
regions were observed on the fracture surface, as exhibited in Figure 7c: weld spots, scratched regions
and tearing regions of Cu. The magnified images of the inserts indicated in Figure 7c suggested that on
the ultrasonic spot welded NiTi joints with Cu interlayer, more significant deformation was observed
under indentations of the sonotrode tip and anvil. As can be seen from Figure 7d, the fracture surface
near the periphery of the weld spots was much smother and presented plastically deformed zones,
while tear ridges and dimples can be observed at the center, as shown in Figure 7e,f, suggesting that
the interface bonding strength near the periphery of weld spot was lower than that at the center of the
weld interface.
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Figure 7. (a) Schematic diagram of fracture mode; (b–h) fracture morphologies of the tensile failed
sample made at a welding energy of 1000 J; (b) overall view of fracture surface; (c) overall view of
fracture surface by SEM; (d) magnified image of a weld spot depicted in (c); (e,f) magnified image of
box in (d); (g) overall view of Cu interlayer on the fracture surface; (h) magnified image of box in (g).

Brittle fracture characteristics can be observed in the weld spot zone as the high-magnification
SEM image presented in Figure 7e reveals. Furthermore, the features in the fracture region of the
NiTi weld spot exhibited smooth step patterns and river marks with cleavage-like characteristics.
The EDS point analysis showed that this region had a composition of 50.1 at.% Ni and 49.9 at.% Ti,
which is good agreement with the expected composition for the as-received NiTi BM. At the weld
interface, some intergranular cracking can also be observed due to the strain incompatibility between
different grains, which is similar to that observed in NiTi-Cu dissimilar laser welds [15]. In addition,
fine dimples also existed in the ductile fracture zone of the weld spot, as shown in Figure 7f. The EDS
result shows the composition of dimples in weld spot zone was 3.6 at.% Ni, 3.6 at.% Ti and 92.8 at.%
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Cu, indicating that ductile failure occurred mainly in the position of softer Cu foil. This can justify the
increasing load capacity of the joints obtained with the Cu interlayer: when Cu is used as an interlayer
part of the deformation is accommodated by it which provides better mechanical properties than when
no interlayer is used.

An overall view of the Cu interlayer on the fracture surface is presented in Figure 7g, and obvious
tearing characteristics of Cu can be observed. The magnified image of the insert presented in Figure 7h
consisted of both scratched regions and plastically deformed zones. Compared with the NiTi surface,
compact dimples existed in the position of Cu interlayer, suggesting that shear fracture occurred
through void nucleation, growth and coalescence. During the tensile shear process, a higher tensile
load can be transmitted to the 1000 J joint due to a good interface combination, resulting in a higher
ultimate tensile load, which is in accordance with the tensile results presented in Figure 6. Additionally,
in this study, considering the mechanical performance of joints previously discussed, it is believed that
the addition of Cu interlayer into the faying surfaces is critical to enhance the bonding strength due to
the increase of friction coefficient [46,47].

The SEM images of the fracture surfaces also verified that the joint was composed of micro welds
between NiTi and Cu interlayer. It is possible that the fracture originated from the weak regions in the
weld spot border, since this is a suitable location for nucleation and propagation of a crack, and when
the crack tip reaches at the boundaries of weld spot, it can easily propagate through it, resulting in
the fluctuation of tensile loads due to the existence of the multiple spots connection mechanism of
ultrasonic spot-welded NiTi with Cu interlayer, as shown in Figure 6. Meanwhile, the Cu foil between
NiTi began to tear, contributing to the process of tensile test until the fracture failure, with the joint
being able to deform even more.

X-ray diffraction analysis was carried out at room temperature to evaluate the influence of USW
on the phases composition of NiTi weld. The diffraction patterns of both BM and of the fracture surface
in the center of the 1000 J weld are depicted in Figure 8.

 
Figure 8. XRD patterns of NiTi BM and fracture surface of 1000 J weld.

The indexed pattern of the NiTi BM only consisted of B2 cubic austenite, without traces of B19’
monoclinic martensitic phase, indicating the NiTi BM would be fully austenitic at room temperature.
Comparing to the NiTi BM, the fracture surface of ultrasonic spot welded NiTi weld exhibited an
additional pure Cu phase due to the addition of the Cu interlayer into the NiTi interface. It is
noteworthy that no intermetallic phases, such as Ti2Ni or Ni3Ti which are usually formed during some
fusion welding processes of NiTi [17–20], were detected in the weld region. Furthermore, the XRD
results are consistent with the EDS line scan in Figure 5 where no intermetallic compound layer
was found. It is believed that restricting the formation of the brittle phases at the weld interface is
beneficial to reduce weld embrittlement, which can further prevent the formation of cold cracking [44].
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In addition, the formation Cu-based intermetallics was not observed in this study either, although in
fusion-based welding of NiTi to Cu they were already reported [13,15].

4. Conclusions

Ultrasonic spot welding of NiTi SMAs with Cu interlayer was performed varying the welding
energy levels. The weld morphology, interface characteristics and failure behavior of the joints were
analyzed in detail. The following main conclusions can be drawn:

1. With the welding energy increasing from 500 J to 1000 J, more frictional heat was generated at the
weld interface and the plastic deformation of NiTi BM increased, leading to the increasing depth
of indentations on the weld surface.

2. The ultrasonic spot welded NiTi weld interface presented a wave-like pattern with uneven
thickness of Cu interlayer. The occurrence of shear deformation and mutual rubbing of the faying
surfaces contributed to the formation and growth of microwelds at the weld interfaces. NiTi and
Cu interlayer were intertwined together at the welding energy of 1000 J.

3. EDS line scan and XRD analyses revealed no intermetallic layer formation at the joint interface
for all the samples although slight diffusion occurred.

4. The ultimate tensile shear load increased with increasing welding energy due to better mechanical
interlocking and metallurgical adhesion at the weld interface.

5. The micro-morphologies of the fracture surface consisted of weld spots, scratched regions
and tearing regions of Cu. Both brittle fracture characteristics of NiTi and ductile fracture
characteristics of Cu interlayer were observed in the weld spot zone.
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Abstract: Material constraints are important factor effects on the fracture behavior of welded joints.
The effect range of the material constraint is an important and interesting issue which needs to be
clarified, including whether the effect range of a material constraint exists or not, who will affect
it, and whether the material constraint is affected by the no adjacent area or not. In this study,
different basic models which reflect different single metallic welded joints, bimetallic welded joints
and dissimilar metal welded joints were designed, and the fracture resistance curves and crack tip
strain fields of the different models with various material constraints were calculated. Based on
the results, the questions above were answered. This study has significance for developing solid
mechanics, optimizing joint design, structure integrity assessment, and so on.

Keywords: material constraint; effect range; fracture resistance curve; strain field; center crack

1. Introduction

Constraint is the resistance of a structure or specimen against plastic deformation [1]. In recent
years, the constraint effect due to structure or specimen geometry have been investigated as an
important factor affecting the stress distribution around a crack. Some constraint parameters, such as
T [2], Q [3,4], A2 [5], TZ [6–8], have been established to represent the stress fields at the crack tip under
different geometry constraint conditions. In addition, the constraint effect due to material strength
mismatch, which be called the material constraint, is also an important factor effects on the fracture
behavior of material.

The material constraint was firstly demonstrated by Joch et al. [9] and Burstow et al. [10] to show how
the slip-line fields were changed by altering the yield strength of the base material. Then, Zhang et al. [11]
analyzed a two-material problem where the crack was located in the interface of two dissimilar materials
and established a material constraint parameter M to consider the effect of strength mismatch on crack tip
stress fields, as follows:

M =
σYw
σYb

, (1)

where the σYw is the yield stress of the weld material and σYb is the yield stress of the base material.
They also proposed that the stress fields of an interface crack in a mismatched problem could be obtained
using the J-Q-M formulation, which was derived by extending the J-Q theory. Betegón et al. [12] defined a
procedure similar to the J-T, also by establishing an additional parameter βm that quantifies the material
constraint, and a total constraint parameter βT was defined as follows:

βT = βm·
√

a
h
+ βg, (2)

where βm is a constraint parameter defined for the overmatched welded joints to quantify the
material constraint effect on the crack tip stress fields, βg is a geometry parameter by means of
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the T-stress to quantify the geometry constraint, a is crack length and h is weld semi-width. Recently,
the author [13–15] defined a unified constraint parameter Ap based on the areas surrounded by the
equivalent plastic strain (εp) isolines ahead of the crack tip to characterize both geometry and material
constraint. The unified constraint parameter Ap was defined as follows:

Ap =
APEEQ

Are f
, (3)

where APEEQ is the areas surrounded by the εp isolines ahead of the crack tip and Are f is the reference
areas surrounded by the εp isolines in a standard test.

Furthermore, many scholars focused their studies on the fracture behavior of bi-material affected
by the material constraint. Negre et al. [16] and Samal et al. [17] investigated the altering of fracture
resistance and crack path deviation in the bi-material interface region affected by the material constraint.
Fan et al. [18–20] studied the J-resistance curves, fracture toughness, crack growth paths and stress
triaxiality of bi-materials under different work-hardening mismatches. Besides, some scholars focused
their studies on the fracture behavior of dissimilar metal-welded joints affected by the material
constraint. Rakin et al. [21] investigated the fracture behaviors of the over-matched and under-matched
high-strength low-alloyed steel weld joints. Wang et al. [22,23] studied the local fracture resistances
and crack growth paths of a dissimilar metal-welded joint at different crack positions with different
material constraints. Xue et al. [24] investigated the stress and strain of a micro region influenced by
material yield strength mismatch at the crack tip of a dissimilar metal-welded joint. Zhu et al. [25]
studied the stress fields of a crack tip affected by material constraints in a nuclear pressure steel
A508-III dissimilar metal welded joint.

These studies clarified the effect of a material constraint on the fracture behaviors of welded joints,
and laid the foundation for the building of accurate structure integrity assessment. Nevertheless,
most studies focus their attention on the strength mismatch of both sides of the crack, such as
over-match, under-match, and so on. There is another interesting and important issue, the effect
range of the material constraint, which also needs to be clarified. This includes whether exists the
effect zone or not, who effects it, whether the material constraint affected by the no adjacent area or
not, and so on. Solving this issue is of significance in developing solid mechanics, optimizing joint
design and structure integrity assessment.

Thus, in this study, different basic models which represent different single metallic-welded
joints, bimetallic-welded joints and dissimilar metal-welded joints were designed. Then, the fracture
resistance curves and crack tip strain fields of different models under different material constraints
were calculated. Based on the results, the questions above were answered, and the effect range of the
material constraint was investigated.

2. Materials and Models Design

2.1. Materials

Four different materials (A508, 52Mb, 52Mw and 316L) selected from a dissimilar metal-welded
joint (DMWJ) in nuclear power plant were used in this study, as shown in Figure 1. The DMWJ was
fabricated by Shanghai Company of Nuclear Power Equipment (Shanghai, China). The DMWJ was a
full scale mock up of the DMWJ in a nuclear power plants. During the manufacturing process, the base
metal A508 was pre-heated to 125 ◦C before buttering to prevent weld cracking. The buttering layer
was deposited using a 1.2 mm diameter Alloy52M welding wire using automatic gas-tungsten arc
welding (GTAW) on the ferritic nozzle face. The welding current, voltage and speed were 200 A, 11.5 V
and 1.85 mm/s, respectively. A total of 478 weld passes were deposited, and the buttering layer with
an average width of 20 mm was formed. Then, heat treatment (annealing at 610 ◦C for 15 h, with
subsequent furnace cooling to 300 ◦C) was conducted on the buttering to relieve the residual stress.
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Thereafter, 100% non-destructive testing was performed on the buttering. This buttering layer material
is denoted as buttering 52Mb.

Figure 1. A dissimilar metal welded joint in a nuclear power plant.

After buttering, welding was carried out between the buttering layer and the austenitic safe-end
pipe using GTAW and a 0.9 mm diameter Alloy52M welding wire. The welding current, voltage
and speed were 180 A, 10 V and 1.75 mm/s, respectively. A total of 439 weld passes were deposited,
and the weld with an average width of 19 mm was formed. After welding, 100% nondestructive
testing was performed again on the weld. This weld metal material is denoted as weld 52Mw.

The true stress-strain curves of the four different materials at room temperature have been
obtained [22], as shown in Figure 2. The measured Young’s modulus E of A508, 52Mb, 52Mw and
316L are 202,410 MPa, 178,130 MPa, 178,130 MPa and 156,150 MPa, respectively, and the Poisson’s ratios
ν of them are 0.3 [22].

Figure 2. The true stress-strain curves of four materials. Reprinted from Materials Science and
Engineering A, 568, Wang, H.T.; Wang, G.Z.; Xuan, F.Z.; Liu, C.J.; Tu, S.T.; Local mechanical properties
of a dissimilar metal welded joint in nuclear power systems, 108, Copyright 2013, with permission
from Elsevier. [22].

2.2. Models Design

Single-edge-notched bend (SENB) specimens were used in this study, and four different basic
models were designed, which contain the “121” model, “123” model, “12321” model and “12324”
model, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Four different basic models, (a) “121” model, (b) “123” model, (c) “12321” model and
(d) “12324” model.

These models are similar to sandwiches. The “121” model means the model contains “1” and “2”
two kinds of materials, the materials in the model from left to right are “1”, “2” and “1”. The “123”
model means the model contains “1”, “2” and “3” three kinds of materials, the materials in the
model from left to right are “1”, “2” and “3”. The “12321” model means the model contains “1”,
“2” and “3” three kinds of materials, the materials in the model from left to right are “1”, “2”, “3”,
“2” and “1”. The “12324” model means the model contains “1”, “2”, “3” and “4” four kinds of materials,
the materials in the model from left to right are “1”, “2”, “3”, “2” and “4”. Furthermore, the “121”
model represents the single metallic welded joint, the “123” model represents the bimetallic welded
joint, the “12321” and “12324” models represent the dissimilar metal welded joint.

For all the models, a load roll is applied at the top and center of the SENB specimen, and two
back-up rolls are applied at the bottom of the SENB specimen. The loading is applied at the load roll by
prescribing a displacement of 6 mm, and the two back-up rolls are fixed by control displacement and
rotation. The initial crack is located in the middle of specimen. All the specimen widths are 14.4 mm
(W = 14.4 mm), the loading spans are 57.6 mm (L = 4W), the specimen thicknesses B are 12 mm, and the
initial crack lengths are 7.2 mm (a/W = 0.5).

Different material constraints were obtained by changing the width (the direction perpendicular
to the initial crack) of 52Mb or 52Mw in each model. For the “121” and “123” models, changing the
width of 52Mb from 0 to 80 mm. When the width of 52Mb is 0 mm, the welded joint is the same as
the A508 and 316L homogeneous material models, respectively; when the width of 52Mb is 80 mm,
the welded joint is same as the 52Mb homogeneous material model. For the “12321” and “12324”
models, the widths change to 52Mb and 52Mw, respectively. When changing the width of 52Mb
individually, the width of 52Mw is fixed to 1 mm, and changing the width of 52Mb from 0 to 80 mm;
when changing the width of 52Mw individually, the width of 52Mb is fixed to 1 mm, and changing the
width of 52Mw from 0–39.5 mm.

2.3. Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN) Damage Model

Ductile crack growth in metals is a result of nucleation, growth and coalescence of micro voids.
In order to obtain the fracture resistance curves of different models, the finite element method (FEM)
simulation based on Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN) damage model was used in this study.
There are nine parameters in the GTN damage model: the constitutive parameters q1, q2 and q3,
the void nucleation parameters εN, SN and fN, the initial void volume fraction f0, the critical void
volume fraction fC and the final failure parameter fF. The void coalescence occurs when the void
volume fraction reaches the critical value fC, and the fracture occurs when the void volume fraction
reaches the final value fF. These parameters have been obtained and listed in Table 1 [26].

Table 1. The GTN parameters of different materials. Reprinted by permission from Springer, Copyright
2017 [26].

Material A508 52Mb 52Mw 316L

q1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
q2 1 variable 1 variable
q3 2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25
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Table 1. Cont.

Material A508 52Mb 52Mw 316L

εN 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
SN 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
fN 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
f0 0.00008 0.000001 0.00015 0.000001
fC 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
fF 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

This GTN damage model has been implemented in the ABAQUS code (6.14, Dassault Systèmes
group company, Shanghai, China), and is widely used to simulate the crack propagation process and
calculate the J-resistance curve. During the finite element analysis, the 3D eight-node isoperimetric
element with reduced integration (C3D8R) are used [13,14]. The typical finite element mesh for
the “121” model with W52Mb = 16 mm is illustrated in Figure 4a, the minimum size of mesh in the
crack growth region is 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm [27], as shown in Figure 4b. This typical model contains
75,872 elements and 87,849 nodes. In addition, the surface-to-surface contact (explicit) interaction type
was used in the model. Moreover, the sliding formulation is finite sliding, the mechanical constraint
formulation is kinematic contact method.

Figure 4. The whole mesh of the typical model (a) and the mesh in the crack growth region (b).

The load versus load-line displacement curve can be obtained from the FEM simulation.
With instantaneous crack lengths obtained at each loading point, a crack growth resistance curve can
be determined, as specified in ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) E1820 [28].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. “121” Model

The J-resistance curves of different “121” models under different material constraints are shown
in Figure 5. It can be found that increasing of the width of 52Mb from 0 to 8 mm, the J-resistance curves
of the “121” models increase. When the width of 52Mb is up to 8 mm, the J-resistance curves remain
steady and will not change with the increasing of the 52Mb’s width.

Figure 5. The J-resistance curves of different “121” models.
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Because material A508 has lower strength than material 52Mb, the “121” model is an
over-matched joint. In this model, when the W52Mb = 0 mm, it is the same with the homogeneous
material A508; when the W52Mb = 80 mm, it is the same with the homogeneous material 52Mb.
Thus, the results in Figure 5 show that for an over-matched joint, the J-resistance curve of the joint
is higher than the base material. In addition, a notable phenomenon is that when the width of 52Mb
is up to 8 mm, the J-resistance curves of the “121” models are same with the J-resistance curve of
homogeneous material 52Mb. It means that the crack is out of the effect range of the material constraint
induced by the A508/52Mb interface. In this condition, it does not matter even if the material on the
outside is soft or hard. That is, when the crack locates out of the effect range of material constraint,
the fracture resistance curve of the weld joint no longer influenced by the material constraint anymore.
Of course, the effect range is also related to different materials and models.

Figure 6 shows the distributions of equivalent plastic strain εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at the same
J-integral (J = 1600 kJ/m2) for different “121” models. It can be found that though the distributions of
equivalent plastic strain are different for different models, but the equivalent plastic strains surrounded
by εp = 0.1 isoline are within the scope of 8 mm for all the models. When the interface is located within
this scope, the J-resistance curve will be affected by the material constraint; when the interface is
located outside this scope, the J-resistance curve will not be affected by material constraint. This scope
is the effect range of the material constraint.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. The distributions of εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at J = 1600 kJ/m2.

In addition, the areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline reflect the same change rule with the
J-resistance curves, as shown in Figure 7. Because the constraint is the resistance of a structure against
plastic deformation, at the same J-integral (driving force) a lower plastic deformation reflects a higher
constraint and a lower J-resistance curve, and vice versa. The same change rules between J-resistance
curves and areas can prove each other and also reflect the change rules are related to the constraint.

Furthermore, Figure 7 also shows that the J-resistance curve of material is controlled by the strain
fields at crack tip rather than stress fields. It should be noted that the εp = 0.1 isoline was selected here,
when a small εp value was selected, the scope will beyond the 8 mm. Therefore, there may exist a main
control value or control zone. For this study, the main control value is εp = 0.1.

Figure 7. The areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline at the same J-integral for “121” model.

3.2. “123” Model

The J-resistance curves of different “123” models under different material constraints are shown
in Figure 8. It can be found that increasing of the width of 52Mb, the J-resistance curves of the
models increase firstly then decrease, and finally remain steady. The model with W52Mb = 0 mm has
the lowest J-resistance curve and the model with W52Mb = 4 mm has the highest J-resistance curve.
When the width of 52Mb is up to 16 mm, the J-resistance curve will not change with increasing of the
52Mb’s width.

Figure 8. The J-resistance curves of different “123” models.
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When the W52Mb = 0 mm, the model is the same with the bimetallic welded joint with an
interface crack. In this condition, the model has the lowest J-resistance curve, which shows that the
interface crack in bimetallic welded joint is very dangerous. With increasing of the width of 52Mb,
the J-resistance curve of the model increases. When the W52Mb = 4 mm, there exists an optimal width
and the model has the highest J-resistance curve. Then, the J-resistance curves of the models decrease
and remain steady at last.

The same with the “121” model, when the width of 52Mb up to a value, the J-resistance curve
of the model is same with the J-resistance curve of homogeneous material 52Mb. That is, an effect
range also exists. By contrast with the “121” model, the steady value is different and is related to the
materials on both sides of the crack.

Figure 9 shows the areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at the same J-integral
(J = 1600 kJ/m2) for different “123” models. It reflects the same change rule with the J-resistance
curves. The same change rules can prove each other also.

Figure 9. The areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline at the same J-integral for “123” model.

3.3. “12321” Model

When changing the width of 52Mb individually, the J-resistance curves of different “12321”
models under different material constraints are shown in Figure 10a. It can be found that increasing the
width of 52Mb, the J-resistance curves of different “12321” models increase and remain steady when
the width of 52Mb is up to 16mm. It is similar with the “121” model; the strength of the material 52Mb
is higher than the materials A508 and 52Mw, with increasing of the width of 52Mb, the J-resistance
curve of the model increases. When the width of 52Mb over the effect range of the material constraint,
the J-resistance curve of the “12321” model is unchanged.

Figure 10. The J-resistance curves (a) and the areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline (b) of different
“12321” models with the same W52Mw.
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The areas surrounded by the εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at the same J-integral (J = 1600 kJ/m2) for
different “12321” models are shown in Figure 10b, which also reflects the same change rule with the
J-resistance curves.

When changing the width of 52Mw individually, the J-resistance curves of different “12321”
models under different material constraints are shown in Figure 11a. It can be found that increasing of
the width of 52Mw, the J-resistance curves of different “12321” models increase firstly then decrease,
and finally remain steady. The model with W52Mw = 0 mm has the lowest J-resistance curve and the
model with W52Mw = 16 mm has the highest J-resistance curve. When the width of 52Mw up to 32 mm,
the J-resistance curve of the model will not change by increasing the 52Mw’s width.

Figure 11. The J-resistance curves (a) and the areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline (b) of different
“12321” models with the same W52Mb.

Because the strength of the material 52Mw is higher than the material A508, thus, increasing of
the width of 52Mw, the J-resistance curve of the model increases firstly. When the W52Mw = 16 mm,
there exists an optimal width and the model has the highest J-resistance curve. Then, the J-resistance
curves of the models decrease and remain steady at last when the total width of 52Mb and 52Mw over
the effect range of the material constraint.

The areas surrounded by the εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at the same J-integral (J = 1600 kJ/m2) for
different “12321” models are shown in Figure 11b, which also reflects the same change rule with the
J-resistance curves.

3.4. “12324” Model

When changing the width of 52Mb individually, the J-resistance curves of different “12324”
models under different material constraints are shown in Figure 12a. It can be found that increasing
the width of 52Mb, the J-resistance curves of the models increase firstly then decrease, and finally
remain steady. The models with W52Mb = 0 mm and W52Mb = 0.5 mm have the lowest J-resistance
curves and the model with W52Mb = 2 mm has the highest J-resistance curve. When the width of 52Mb
up to 8 mm, the J-resistance curve will not change by increasing the 52Mb’s width.

It is the same with “12321” model, because the strength of material 52Mb is higher than the
material 52Mw, and increasing the width of 52Mb, the J-resistance curves of the models increase firstly.
However, the strength of material 52Mb is lower than the material 316L, the J-resistance curves of the
models do not always increase. When the W52Mb = 2 mm, there exists an optimal width and the model
has the highest J-resistance curve. Then, the J-resistance curves of the models decrease and remain
steady at last when the width of 52Mb over the effect range of the material constraint.

The areas surrounded by the εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at the same J-integral (J = 1600 kJ/m2) for
different “12324” models are shown in Figure 12b, which also reflects the same change rule with the
J-resistance curves.
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Figure 12. The J-resistance curves (a) and the areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline (b) of different
“12324” models with the same W52Mw.

When changing the width of 52Mw individually, the J-resistance curves of different “12324”
models under different material constraints are shown in Figure 13a. It can be found that increasing
of the width of 52Mw, the J-resistance curves of the “12324” models decrease. When the width of
52Mw is up to 32 mm, the J-resistance curves of the models remain steady and will not change with
increasing the 52Mw’s width. This is because although the strength of material 52Mw is higher than
the material A508, it is much lower than the materials 316L and 52Mb. Increasing of the width of
52Mw, the J-resistance curves of the models decrease until the total width of 52Mb and 52Mw over the
effect range of the material constraint.

Figure 13. The J-resistance curves (a) and the areas surround by the εp = 0.1 isoline (b) of different
“12324” models with the same W52Mb.

The areas surrounded by the εp = 0.1 isoline at crack tip at the same J-integral (J = 1600 kJ/m2) for
different “12324” models are shown in Figure 13b, which also reflects the same change rule with the
J-resistance curves.

In general, the above results show the effect range of the material constraint. Comparing all
the models, it can be found that the effect range of the material constraint is real. The effect range
relates to the materials on both sides of the crack. It should be pointed that the effect range is not only
related to the adjacent material, but also non-adjacent material. It can be proved by comparing the
J-resistance curves of the “12321” model and “12324” model. When the two cracks have the same
adjacent material and dimensions but different non-adjacent materials, the J-resistance curves of the
two models are different. That is, the J-resistance curves influenced by all the materials within the
effect range, no matter whether they are adjacent or not.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, the center crack was selected, different models that reflect different welded joints
with various material constraints were designed, and the effect range of the material constraint
was studied. The main results obtained are summarized as follows:

(1) For all the weld joints, the effect ranges of the material constraints are real. When the crack locates
without the effect range of material constraint, the fracture resistance curves of the weld joints
are no longer influenced by the material constraint any more.

(2) The J-resistance curves of the weld joints are influenced by all the materials within the effect
range, no matter whether the material is adjacent to the crack or not.

(3) The areas surrounded by the εp isoline reflect the same change rule with the J-resistance curves.
The J-resistance curves of the materials are controlled by the strain fields rather than the stress
fields, and there may exist a main control value or control zone.
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Abstract: The micro arc oxidation (MAO) process has been applied to produce ceramic oxide
coating on Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The MAO process was carried out at the symmetric bipolar square
pulse in electrolyte containing Na2CO3 and Na2SiO3. The effect of current frequency on the surface
morphology, the chemical and the phase compositions as well as the corrosion resistance was
examined. Morphology and cross-sectional investigation by electron microscopy evaluated more
compacted and less porous coating produced by high current frequency (1000 Hz). This alloy also
exhibited a high corrosion resistance in comparison with the untreated alloy. Additionally, the alloy
subjected to MAO treatment by a current frequency of 1000 Hz showed a higher corrosion resistance
in comparison with alloys obtained by lower current frequencies. This behavior was attributed to
more compacted and less porous morphology of the coating.

Keywords: micro arc oxidation; current pulse frequency; Ti-6Al-4V alloy; titanium oxide;
corrosion resistance

1. Introduction

Titanium alloys are widely applicable in marine, aerospace, chemical and biomedical industries
due to their high specific strength, corrosion resistance and excellent biocompatibility [1–4]. However,
their advanced properties are limited due to the lack of the protective surface properties. One of the
most promising environmentally friendly processes of coating formation is micro arc oxidation (MAO).

MAO is an electrochemical processing of ceramic oxide coating formation on the metallic substrate
by the appearance of dielectric breakdown and plasma discharges. The basic principle of the MAO
technology is an application of a high voltage between the treated metal and the electrode. During
the process, micro-arc discharge migration points appear on the surface lead to the oxide coating
formation [5–8]. Usually, MAO treatment is suitable for the enhanced mechanical properties and
corrosion resistance of the alloys’ surface [9–11].

Ti-6Al-4V is one of the most commonly applicable titanium alloys because of its outstanding
properties [12]. This Ti alloy contains both aluminum and vanadium; Al stabilizes α phase and
has the HCP lattice, and V stabilizes β phase and has the BCC lattice. Consequently, this alloy
exhibits advanced mechanical properties as α phase provides a high strength while β phase provides
high ductility. Moreover, Ti-6Al-4V alloy is one of the main metallic biomaterials due to its high
biocompatibility [13–15]. Additional treatment of this alloy by MAO process will lead to the production
of an oxide coating with excellent corrosion resistance for applications in wide range of industries.

The majority of research works have been devoted to studying the electrolyte chemical composition
effect on the structure and the properties of the created coatings [16–19]. However, the influence of the
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process electrical parameters affects also the formation of the coating, resulting in different surface
properties [20,21].

Therefore, the goal of the present work is an investigation of the current pulse frequency effect of
the MAO process on the coating formation on Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The obtained coating morphology, and
the chemical and the phase compositions were also examined in details in the work. Furthermore,
the influence of the current frequency on the corrosion resistance of the produced alloys’ surface was
also examined.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Coating Production

Ti-6Al-4V alloy samples (Grade V, max. wt.%: 5.5–6.7 Al, 3.5–4.0 V, 0.25 Fe, 0.2 O, 0.05 N, 0.08 C,
bal. Ti) (Scope Metals Group Ltd., Israel) with a surface area of 62 cm2 were grounded up to abrasive
paper grits #1200 and subjected to the ultrasonic cleaning in acetone.

The MAO process was carried out by MP2-AS 35 power supply (Magpulls, Sinzheim, Germany)
with the follow electrical parameters: Imax = 5 A, Umax = 1000 V. Electrical parameters were pulsed
(symmetric bipolar square pulse) at a frequency from 200 to 1000 Hz. Names of the experimental
samples and their current pulse parameters listed in Table 1. The process was carried out in electrolyte
contained sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) = 10 g/L and sodium
metasilicate pentahydrate (Na2SiO3·5H2O, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) = 2 g/L. The process
was conducted at 30 ◦C; in a water-cooled glass vial for 15 min. The examined alloy served as a
working electrode and a stainless-steel sheet served as a counter electrode. The anodic current density
was set at 0.05 A/cm2 and the applied voltage was 250 V, with the duty cycle 50% and symmetrical
anode/cathode pulse. Electrical parameters of the process were recorded by Scope Meter 199C, 200
MHz, 2.5 GS s−1 (Fluke, Everett, WA, USA).

Table 1. Names of examined samples in the research work.

Name of the Sample Frequency Applied (Hz)

Sam–200 Hz 200 Hz
Sam–400 Hz 400 Hz
Sam–600 Hz 600 Hz
Sam–800 Hz 800 Hz

Sam–1000 Hz 1000 Hz

2.2. Coating Characterization

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) MAIA3 (TESCAN, Brno, Czech Republic) was used for
surface morphology and cross-sectional examinations. EDS system by (Oxford instruments, Abingdon,
UK) with an X-MaxN detector was applied for elemental analysis detection. The phase analysis of the
coating was detected using the X’Pert Pro diffractometer (PANalytical B.V., Almelo, the Netherlands)
with Cuα radiation (λ = 1.542Å) at the grazing incidence mode (grazing angle of 3◦) with a 2θ range
from 20 to 70◦ (step size of 0.03◦) at 40 kV and 40 mA.

Coating elemental analysis was also examined by particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) method
by 1.7 MV Pelletron accelerator equipped with SuperSilicon Drift Detector, X-123 SDD (Amptek Inc.,
Bedford, MA, USA) positioned at 45◦ to the beam (I~4.3 nA with a nominal diameter of 1.5 mm). 2.017
MeV 4He+ ± 1 KeV beam was used to collect spectra. The samples were coated by carbon in order to
prevent charge effect during irradiation. GUPIX software (University of Guelph, ON, Canada) was
used for the PIXE data analysis.

Light scattering measurements were performed using XploRA ONE™ Raman confocal microscope
(HORIBA Scientific, Piscataway, NJ, USA) using 532 nm laser excitation line and a constant power of
20 mW.
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2.3. Coating Corrosion Resistance Test

The corrosion resistance examination was done on PARSTAT 4000A potentiostat/galvanostat
(Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN, USA) using potentiodynamic polarization test in a 3.5
wt.% NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) solution, using a three- electrode cell configuration.
Pt sheet served as a counter electrode and saturated Ag/AgCl (Metrohm Autolab B.V., Almelo, the
Netherlands) served as a reference electrode. The polarization resistance was detected in the range of
± 0.25 V with respect to the recorded corrosion potential at a scan rate of 0.1 mV/s. Prior to the test,
the samples were placed in the 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution for 1 h in order to reach the steady state of a
working electrode.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Process Characterization

The recorded electric characteristics in the process are illustrated in Figure 1.

 

 
Figure 1. Typical plots of: (a) voltage- and current-time behavior; (b) the waveform of the MAO process
applied on alloy Ti-6Al-4V. V—voltage-time curve; C—current-time curve.

Figure 1 presents a typical voltage- and current-time behavior for examined samples; the obtained
plots are the same for all five examined samples. The voltage-time plot contains three main stages,
which are clearly detected on the plot (Figure 1a). In the initial stage, the voltage increases rapidly up
to 80 V. At this stage the amorphous layer is formed (Figure 1a, area I) and the process is accompanied
by the gas bubbles appearance on the materials’ surface, which was also shown previously in the
work of Snizhko et al. [22]. In the second stage of the process, the voltage has reached 105 V and
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dielectric breakdowns came out with the uniformly appeared electric sparks on the alloys’ surface
(Figure 1a, area II). At this stage, an amorphous to crystalline structure transition of the oxide coating
occurred, as described in work of Hussein et al. [23]. In the last stage of the MAO process, the
voltage was near the plateau (Figure 1a, area III). Here, sparks became larger and more intense, which
corresponds with the increase in the charge transfer resistance. This behavior is also confirmed by
work of Mortazavi et al. [24].

On the current-time plot, the rapid drop of the current at the initial stage is detected (Figure 1a,
area I). However, the process current begins at 0 A, and it extremely quickly reaches the maximum
value as a result of the quasi short circuit. Simultaneously, the amorphous layer is rapidly growing.
Its growth terminates as sufficient layer thickness is reached. In the second stage of the processing,
the transformation of the oxide layer occurs resulting in the formation of low conductive coating
(Figure 1a, area II), and finally stabilizes (Figure 1a, area III). The same behavior was also observed by
Ahounbar et al. [25].

The obtained waveform that was determined by the nature of the process is shown in Figure 1b. τoff

refers to the period when the current is not supplied. At this period of time, titanium ions may release
to electrolyte or may form a thin amorphous layer on the alloys’ surface. When the voltage value is τon

positive (anodic polarization), the current is supplied, and micro discharges appear over the dielectric
breakdown potential. At this period of time, the MAO process is accompanied by a strong electric field
and a high temperature and pressure [6]. Thus, several components of the electrolyte, the coating, or
the substrate may ionize and decompose resulting in titanium cations release. This strong electric field
also affects the diffusion of the oxygen anions towards the Ti substrate. Oxygen ions interact with Ti
ions, producing titanium oxide amorphous structure that later transforms into the crystalline phase.
Newly formed TiO2 coating is subjected to the compaction during subsequent dielectric breakdowns.
When the value is τon negative (cathodic polarization), the dielectric breakdowns do not occur due to
the high electrical conductivity of the created oxide coating [9].

3.2. Surface Characterization

Coating morphology and cross-sections images of the produced surfaces by MAO processing are
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

 

Figure 2. SEM images of surface morphology of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V treated by MAO with various
current pulses: (a) Sam–200 Hz; (b) Sam–400 Hz; (c) Sam–600 Hz; (d) Sam–800 Hz; (e) Sam–1000 Hz.
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Figure 3. SEM images of cross-sections of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V treated by MAO with various current
pulses: (a) Sam–200 Hz; (b) Sam–400 Hz; (c) Sam–600 Hz; (d) Sam–800 Hz; (e) Sam–1000 Hz.

Investigation of the surface morphology presented by SEM in Figure 2 revealed numerous
micro-sized and sub-micron pores. These pores are formed in the process as the result of dielectric
breakdowns at the extreme high temperature. Surface porosity change was also detected on the
morphology images where sub-micron pores tend to disappear with the frequency increase. This was
also clearly detected on the cross-section images presented in Figure 3.

MAO treatment is a high-energy process associated with a high current and a high voltage that
affect surface morphology formation. The distribution of this current and voltage over the surface
is not uniform and strongly depends on the localized dielectric properties of the developed coating.
Thus, appearance of pores on the surface is spontaneous during the dielectric breakdowns, which are
also influenced by their size and form. Therefore, control of the coating porosity may be done by the
variety of the current frequency.

Additionally, to reduce porosity, the cross-sectional images also evaluated compaction of the
coating with the growth of current pulses in MAO process. Thickness of the coatings was determined
on the SEM cross-sectional images. It is clearly seen that the thickness of the produced coating reduced
with the current pulse increase. Sam–200 Hz has a coating thickness of 2 μm, which was reduced up to
1 μm for the Sam–1000 Hz. This can be attributed to the reduction of current peak time duration with
the increase of the frequency as the result of τon and τoff reduction.

Observation of Figure 3a–c revealed almost the same coating thickness with different pores size
and their number. The large pores detected in Sam–200 Hz became smaller—mostly sub-micron—in
Sam–600 Hz due to the dielectric breakdowns caused by localized high temperature. This phenomenon
may be attributed to the decrease of the localized temperature as the result of a specific power density
reduction. With the increase of the current frequency (Figure 3d,e), the local re-melt of the initial
porous coating occurs, resulting in compaction and reduction of its porosity.

Examination of the cross-sectional images showed in Figure 3 also revealed thickness of all
coatings. The thickness was found to be almost the same over the surface depth of each sample.

3.3. Chemical and Phase Analysis

The elemental composition of the developed coatings detected by EDS is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Elemental composition of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V treated by MAO with various current pulses
detected by EDS investigation (at. %).

Sample Ti Al V Si O

Sam–200 Hz 24.2 ± 1.3 2.3 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.9 Balance
Sam–400 Hz 24.1 ± 1.5 2.5 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.7 Balance
Sam–600 Hz 24.4 ± 2.1 2.8 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.7 Balance
Sam–800 Hz 27.4 ± 2.3 3.1 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.6 Balance
Sam–1000Hz 24.0 ± 1.2 2.5 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.2 4.4 ± 1.0 Balance

EDS study revealed that the appearance of Ti, Al and V originated from the Ti-6Al-4V alloy and Si
originated from the electrolyte decomposition. The chemical composition of all samples is almost the
same and is not affected by the applied current pulse.

Figure 4 shows PIXE spectra of the formed coatings.

Figure 4. PIXE spectra of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V coatings subjected to MAO treatment with various
current pulses.

PIXE analysis clearly detected the following chemical elements: C, O, Al, Na, Si and Ti. Titanium
and oxygen are main elements of the developed titanium oxide coating, aluminum is the major alloying
element in Ti-6Al-4V alloy, and carbon peak was detected because the surface was coated in order to
eliminate charge effect. Sodium and silicon were detected because of their appearance in the coating as
the result of electrolyte decomposition during MAO processing. As it is clearly seen in Figure 4, there
are no changes in the detected peaks were found in all examined samples.

The phase composition of the obtained coatings was revealed by the XRD measurements and are
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V surfaces after MAO treatment with various
current pulses.

XRD measurement evaluated the presence of the titanium phase (ICDD 44-1294) along with two
titanium oxide phases, rutile (ICDD 21-1276) and anatase (ICDD 21-1272). It is detected that the content
of the rutile phase was reduced with the growth of the processing frequency. It is clearly seen on the
rutile analytical peak intensity change at 27.6◦, that the peak is relatively low for Sam–1000 Hz as
compared to the same peak for Sam–200 Hz alloy. Additional peaks of rutile at 36.2 and 41.2◦ were also
clearly detected in the pattern obtained in the Sam–200 Hz alloy, and their intensity was significantly
reduced with the current frequency increase. Simultaneously, the analytical peak of anatase at 25.5◦
and its additional peak at 55.5◦ intensity were detected to be increased with the current frequency
increase. This behavior may be attributed to the anatase-to-rutile transformation that occurred when
the process reached a dielectric breakdown temperature, as described in by Hanaor et al. [26]. A
metastable anatase phase is irreversible and transforms into rutile phase at a low frequency where
the contribution of the current is more significant. No more phases were detected by XRD analysis.
However, additional phases originated from the electrolyte decomposition may appear in the coating
in amorphous structure or even in crystalline with a content that is below the detection limit of XRD.

Apart from XRD analysis, the TiO2 coatings obtained by MAO process were also investigated by
Raman spectroscopy (Figure 6).

Raman spectra illustrated in Figure 6 are almost the same for all examined samples and show
that the TiO2–anatase phase, which was detected with the active vibrations at: 147 (Eg1), 198 (Eg2),
398 (B1g), 515 (A1g + B1g doublet band), 640 (Eg3), and 796 cm−1 (B1g[F], first overtone of B1g at
398 cm−1) [27]. The intensity of the Raman spectra peaks increased with the current frequency increase
as the result of the produced surface porosity variation.

Due to the low penetration, the rutile phase was not detected by Raman spectroscopy. However,
the anatase-to-rutile phase transformation was found by XRD and described above. Consequently,
rutile was formed as the result of the transformation in the inner layer of the coating.
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Figure 6. Raman spectra of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V surfaces after MAO treatment with various current pulses.

3.4. Corrosion Resistance Investigation

The corrosion properties of the treated samples were determined by a potentiodynamic polarization
method. The obtained curves are illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. (a). potentiodynamic polarization curves for alloy Ti-6Al-4V after MAO treatment with
various current pulses (upper curves) and curve for base Ti-6Al-4V (lower curve). (b). enlarged curves
for treated alloys. Examination was carried out in 3.5 wt.% NaCl.
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According to theory, the higher the corrosion potential, the higher the corrosion resistance.
Potentiodynamic polarization curves on Figure 7a clearly indicated a shift of the coated samples to
the more positive potential. This may be attributed to the reduction of the anodic and the cathodic
processes due to the oxide coating appearance.

The polarization resistance (Rp) was calculated according to Equation (1):

Rp =
βa ×βc

2.3× icorr(βa + βc)
. (1)

The Tafel slopes βa and βc were calculated from the anodic and the cathodic curves on the plot
(Figure 7b). The corrosion potentials (Ecorr), the corrosion current densities (icorr) and the polarization
resistance (Rp) are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Calculated corrosion test results for alloy Ti-6Al-4V after MAO treatment with various current
pulses and the base alloy.

Samples Ecorr (mV)
icorr

(nA/cm2)
βa

(mV/decade)
βc

(mV/decade)
Rp (kΩ cm2)

Corrosion Rate
(mm/year)

Untreated alloy −198.386 2141.5 310.368 88.89 14 0.018644
Sam–200Hz 270.387 49.319 333.266 130.897 832 0.000429
Sam–400Hz 269.917 33.000 304.585 92.802 937 0.000287
Sam–600Hz 303.337 30.534 225.418 117.102 1097 0.000266
Sam–800Hz 282.228 33.364 308.202 129.618 1189 0.000290
Sam–1000Hz 300.085 17.260 216.575 113.596 1877 0.000150

Calculation results in Table 3 revealed that the corrosion rate of coated alloy was at least 40
times lower compared to the untreated alloy. The lowest value was obtained on Sam–1000 Hz, which
exhibited 125 times higher corrosion resistance in comparison with untreated alloy. Thus, the rate
of the corrosion was 0.000150 mm/year and 0.018644 mm/year for the Sam–1000 Hz and untreated
alloy, respectively. Furthermore, the higher the applied current pulse in MAO process, the higher the
corrosion resistance. It is well correlated with the morphology investigation of the coatings where
Sam–1000 Hz was found to be more compact with lower porosity compared to other examined samples.

4. Conclusions

In the current work, ceramic oxide coating on the Ti-6Al-4V alloy using MAO processing has
been produced. The effect of different current pulse frequency on the coating morphology, phase
composition and corrosion resistance has been studied. It was found that the application of different
current frequency affected the porosity and compaction of the formed oxide coating.

Surface morphology and cross-sectional investigation by electron microscopy showed that the
higher the applied current pulse frequency, the more compact and less porous the obtained coating is.
After processing with a pulse current of 1000 Hz, the coating with a thickness of 1 μm and with a low
porosity has been obtained. PIXE analysis revealed the appearance of titanium oxide coating on treated
alloys. Two phases of titanium oxide, anatase and rutile were identified by XRD. Raman spectroscopy
investigation detected the appearance of anatase phase on the surface of the examined samples. Rutile
appeared in inner layer of the coating as the result of the partial transformation of the anatase phase.

Potentiodynamic polarization curves have evaluated that the corrosion resistance of the produced
coating 40 times higher compared to the untreated alloy. Moreover, it was found that the higher the
current pulse frequency, the higher the corrosion resistance of the obtained coating resulting in the
formation of compacted and low porous oxide coating.
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Abstract: Micro Arc Oxidation (MAO) is an electrochemical surface treatment process to produce
oxide protective coatings on some metals. MAO is usually conducted in an aqueous electrolyte, which
requires an intensive bath cooling and leads to the formation of a coating containing impurities that
originate in the electrolyte. In the current work, we applied an alternative ceramic coating to the
Ti-6Al-4V alloy using the MAO process in molten nitrate salt at a temperature of 280 ◦C. The obtained
coating morphology, chemical and phase composition, and corrosion resistance were investigated and
described. The obtained results showed that a coating of 2.5 μm was formed after 10 min of treatment,
containing titanium oxide and titanium-aluminum intermetallic phases. Morphological examination
indicated that the coating is free of cracks and contains round, homogeneously distributed pores.
Corrosion resistance testing indicated that the protective oxide coating on Ti alloy is 20 times more
resistive than the untreated alloy.

Keywords: micro arc oxidation; titanium coating; titanium oxide; molten salt

1. Introduction

Micro arc oxidation (MAO) is one of the most promising methods for the surface treatment
of metals and alloys, and has recently received wide acceptance from various branches of industry.
MAO is generally used to produce multipurpose wear-, corrosion-, and heat-resistant dielectric and
decorative coatings on valve metals, such as Al, Mg, Ti, Ta, Nb, Zr, and Be [1–5].

Currently, titanium is an appealing metal due to its high specific strength [6], corrosion resistance [7],
and excellent biocompatibility [8]. The use of MAO favors adapting surface composition, crystallographic
structure, and morphology to achieve a large functionality that cannot be provided by the parent metal.
The versatility of coatings obtained by MAO on Ti alloys, together with the simplicity and low cost of
this treatment method, stimulated numerous attempts to coat titanium by the MAO [9–12] approach for
various applications, including tribological, biomedical, dielectric, and photovoltaic coatings. Ti-6Al-4V is
the most widely used Ti alloy as it contains stabilizer elements for both α and β phases for good creep and
strength, respectively.

The mechanism of the MAO process is based on the anodizing electrochemical reaction, which
occurs on a metallic surface and is accompanied by microarc discharge to form an oxide ceramic
surface layer with a particular morphology and phase composition [13,14].

The formation of the coating results in numerous difficulties that affect different factors of the
layer quality. Among those factors are the chemical composition, the concentration and temperature of
the electrolyte, the duration of the treatment process, the chemical composition and structure of the
substrate, and the electrical parameters of the MAO process [15–18]. The following factors affecting
MAO in an aqueous electrolyte are considered as undesirable: the necessity of forced cooling of the
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treatment bath, an increased current density, the thermal dissociation of the electrolyte, the formation
of compounds in the ceramic coating, and the low growth rate. Those issues can be solved by replacing
an aqueous electrolyte with molten salts. The application of molten salt as an electrolyte in the MAO
process has been reported by us in an earlier work on Al alloy surface treatment [19,20].

In the present work, the formation of a ceramic coating on Ti-6Al-4V alloy in a mixture of molten
nitrate salts by MAO process was obtained. The chemical and phase composition of the obtained
coating as well as its morphology and corrosion resistance are investigated and illustrated.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. MAO Process

Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V rectangular specimens (Scope Metals Group Ltd., Bne Ayish, Israel,
chemical composition shown in Table 1) with a surface area of 0.2 dm2 were ground using abrasive
papers grits #280, #400, #600, #1000, #2400, and #4000, respectively, and then subjected to ultrasonic
cleaning in acetone. The surface roughness is maintained to Ra = 3 μm after polishing.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V.

Chemical Element, mass %

V Fe Al Ti
4 0.11 6 Base

MAO treatment was performed at 280 ◦C in the electrolyte with a eutectic composition of KNO3-
NaNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) with the mass % of 54.3 and 45.7, respectively. The electrolyte
was held in a nickel crucible (99.95% Ni), which served as a counter-electrode. The surface ratio of
anode-to-cathode was 1:30, the anodic current density was 250 mA/cm2, and the voltage was limited by the
galvanostatic mode. The applied power supply had the following parameters: Imax = 35 A, Umax = 1000 V;
current and voltage were pulsed with a square-wave sweep at a frequency of 1 Hz (ta = tk = 0.5 s) by
a Digit-EL PG-872 pulse generator (Minsk, Belarus). The duration of the MAO treatment was 10 min,
with a coating growth rate of 0.25 μm/min. Finally, the obtained specimens were air-cooled, rinsed with
distilled water, and dried. The behavior of current vs. time and voltage vs. time was recorded by a Fluke
Scope Meter 199C (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) (200 MHz, 2.5 GS s−1). A schematic of the detailed
experimental setup is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup: 1—ceramic stand; 2—heating element; 3—molten salt
electrolyte; 4—specimen subjected to MAO treatment; 5—furnace with automatic temperature controller;
6—nickel crucible; 7,8—current connectors; 9—data logger; 10—pulse generator; 11—power supply.
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2.2. Characterization Techniques

The morphology examinations of the obtained coatings were done on the cross section of the treated
specimen by TESCAN MAIA3 scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Brno, Czech Republic) equipped
with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system by Oxford Instruments (Abingdon, UK) with
an X-MaxN detector. The phase analysis of the coating was determined by the X’Pert Pro diffractometer
(PANalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands) with Cuα radiation (λ = 1.542 Å) at the grazing incidence
mode (angle of 3◦) with a 2θ range from 30◦ to 80◦ (step size of 0.03◦) at 40 kV and 40 mA.

The corrosion behavior of the treated and untreated specimens was examined by a potentiodynamic
polarization test in a 3.5 wt % NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich Co.) solution by PARSTAT 4000A potentiostat/
galvanostat (Princeton Applied Research, Oak Ridge, TN, USA). A three-electrode cell configuration
was used for the corrosion test, wherein a Pt sheet acted as a counter-electrode and saturated Ag/AgCl
(Metrohm Autolab B.V., Utrecht, The Netherlands) acted as a reference electrode. The polarization resistance
of a sample was detected at the range of ±250 mV with respect to the recorded corrosion potential at
a scan rate of 0.1 mV/s. Prior to the potentiodynamic polarization test, the samples were kept in the
3.5 wt % NaCl solution for 60 min in order to reach the steady state of a working electrode.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. MAO Process Characterization

Plots of voltage and current as a function of time during the MAO process are presented in
Figure 2a,b, respectively.

Figure 2. Plot of electric parameters of the MAO process applied on alloy Ti-6Al-4V: (a) voltage as a
function of treatment time; (b) current as a function of treatment time.

Here, we sought to establish optimal conditions for plasma-mediated oxidation of Ti alloy. Briefly,
the sample was immersed in a molten salt electrolyte in a nickel crucible, and the voltage was applied
so that the sample served as a positive pole and the crucible as a negative pole. During the first few
seconds of the process, a double electric layer was formed, followed by the charging, accompanied
by the adsorption of gas bubbles and the formation of an amorphous film on the specimen surface
(Figure 2a area 0–1). With the increase in the treatment time, a thicker oxide layer was formed, followed
by a dielectric breakdown (Figure 2a area 1–2), which was accompanied by the formation of sparks on
the specimen surface. It can be noted that during the MAO process, the voltage turns to the stationary
mode after 300 s, meaning that the sparking process moves into the so-called micro arc oxidation mode
(Figure 2a, area 2–3).

The process applied in molten salt is conducted at significantly lower potentials, about 22 V
compared to the potentials of 300–600 V in the process conducted in aqueous electrolyte [21]. The current
values of both processes are in the same range [22]. Those parameters indicate that the MAO process in
molten salt is a more energy-efficient process and therefore is more economically beneficial.
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3.2. Morphology and Elemental Analysis

The surface morphology and chemical compositions of the specimen treated by MAO process
were investigated by SEM and EDS, respectively. The corresponding SEM and EDS images are shown
in Figure 3a–c.

 

Figure 3. SEM image of surface morphology of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V treated by MAO with magnification:
(a) 1000×; (b) 10,000× and (c) the elemental composition obtained by EDS.

The surface of the oxide coating has a typical morphology usually obtained by the MAO process
upon valve metals [23]. The homogeneously distributed round-shaped pores formed on the surface in
the locations where the electrical high-temperature breakdowns took place.

During the electrical breakdown, the temperature of the discharge reached several thousand
degrees, as noted by estimations made by Hussein et al. [24], resulting in the creation of a newly
formed oxide layer that was first melted and then recrystallized. Surface morphology investigation
showed that the formed coating has no cracks on the surface, indicating a low cooling rate of the
newly formed oxides. Additionally, the obtained surface consists of round pores of a diameter ranging
from 0.15 μm up to 0.5 μm. These pores are significantly smaller than the pores formed in the MAO
process conducted in aqueous electrolyte (usually 2.5–15 μm, depending on the applied potential and
processing time [25]).

The atomic composition of titanium, aluminum, and oxygen obtained by EDS analysis were
32.3%, 3.0%, and 64.7%, respectively. These values clearly indicate that the formed coating is free of
impurities. That is contrary to the coating obtained by MAO treatment in aqueous electrolyte, which
usually includes additional components originating from the electrolyte [26,27].

3.3. Phase Analysis

The XRD pattern of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V surface after MAO treatment is shown in Figure 4.
XRD investigation evaluated the presence of the following phases in the obtained oxide-based

coating: titanium dioxide in the form of rutile [28] and intermetallic of Al0.3Ti1.7 [29]. They were
expected to be formed in the coating, rutile due to the oxidation process and Ti/Al intermetallic
resulting in the noticeable presence of Al in the alloy. XRD measurements evaluated that no new phase
was formed during the process and no impurities were detected in the coating.

The cross section line scan and the microstructure of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy treated by MAO are
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V surfaces after MAO treatment.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. EDS line scan of the alloy Ti-6Al-4V after MAO treatment (a) and its cross section
microphotograph obtained by SEM (b). Arrow indicates the direction of the EDS line scan analysis.
Points in images attributed to: 1—base alloy; 2—oxide layer; 3—resin.

SEM micrograph, jointly with the EDS line scan, indicated that the obtained oxide layer is uniform
and its thickness is about 2.5 μm. Moreover, the elemental analysis detected only components that
fit the composition of the expected oxide layer and no additional impurities. Usually, impurities are
detected in the coating after the process that is carried out in the aqueous electrolyte. Aliasghari et al.
detected the presence of phosphorous in the coating formed on Ti by the MAO process in an electrolyte
containing phosphoric acid [30].

3.4. Corrosion Resistance Investigation

The corrosion properties of the treated specimen were determined by the potentiodynamic
polarization method. The obtained curve on the coated specimen was compared to the curve of the
untreated and both are illustrated in Figure 6.

The obtained curves in Figure 6 are presented in semi-logarithmic coordinates. A higher corrosion
resistance of the specimen is obtained when the corrosion potential is higher and the corrosion current
density is lower. Therefore, it is clearly seen that the corrosion potential of the coated specimen shifted
to be more positive and the current density to a more negative value, providing higher corrosion
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protection to the alloy. That may indicate the reduction of the anodic and cathodic processes due
to the presence of a newly formed protective oxide layer on the metallic surface. The movement
of the corrosion potential towards the anodic area also indicates the improvement of the treated
specimen’s resistance.

Figure 6. Potentiodynamic polarization curves for alloy Ti-6Al-4V (a) treated by MAO process and
(b) untreated specimen. Both examined in 3.5 wt % NaCl.

Based on the corrosion currents and obtained slopes of cathodic and anodic curves, the polarization
resistance (Rp) was calculated according to Equation (1):

Rp =
βa × βc

2.3 × icorr(βa + βc)
(1)

The Tafel slopes, βa and βc, were calculated from the anodic and cathodic curves on the plot.
Results of calculations that present the corrosion potentials (Ecorr), corrosion current densities (icorr),
and the polarization resistance (Rp) are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Calculated corrosion test results of untreated alloy Ti-6Al-4V and treated by MAO process
specimens. Both examined in 3.5 wt % NaCl.

Samples Ecorr [mV] icorr × 10−6 [A] βa [mV/decade] βc [mV/decade] Rp × 103 [Ω/cm2]

Untreated alloy Ti-6Al-4V −398 6.95 395 316 10.98
Treated alloy Ti-6Al-4V −260 0.16 390 97 213.76

The calculations presented in Table 2 show that the polarization resistance of the treated specimen
is 213.76 kΩ/cm2, while the untreated specimen has a resistance of 10.98 kΩ/cm2. Those values
show that the oxide protective coating on Ti alloy is almost 20 times higher than the untreated one.
Our results, together with those of additional previous works [31,32], lead to the conclusion that MAO
treatment can be applied to improve the corrosion resistance of metals.

The polarization resistance of an alloy treated in molten salt is higher than that of a similar alloy
obtained in aqueous electrolyte [33]. This can be attributed to the lack of impurities in the coating and
the presence of smaller pores, which conduct current and therefore reduce corrosion resistance.

4. Conclusions

A new approach to ceramic protective coating formation by the MAO process in molten salt
was described. A TiAl6V4 alloy has been subjected to MAO treatment in a eutectic nitrate molten
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salt mixture. The thickness of the oxide coating reached 2.5 μm and the morphology examination
evaluated the presence of a typical structure with homogeneously distributed round pores.

Phase composition analysis detected the presence of titanium oxide and titanium aluminum
intermetallic (Al0.3Ti1.7). This was confirmed by EDS analysis.

The protective coating was subjected to corrosion resistance testing, and it was found that the
specimen by coated MAO treatment is 20 times more resistant than the untreated specimen.

A comparison of the process conducted in molten salt with the process conducted in aqueous
electrolyte showed the following benefits: the pores obtained on the surface are smaller, the coating
has no impurities, the corrosion resistance is higher, and the process is economically beneficial due to
the significantly lower potentials applied.
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Abstract: Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond is a prospective thin film material for cutting
tools applications due to the extreme combination of hardness, chemical inertness, and thermal
conductivity. However, the CVD diamond cutting ability of ferrous materials is strongly limited
due to its extreme affinity to iron, cobalt, or nickel. The diamond–iron interaction and the diffusion
behavior in this system are not well studied and are believed to be similar to the graphite–iron
mechanism. In this article, we focus on the medium-temperature working range of 400–800 ◦C of
a CVD diamond–Fe system and show that for these temperatures etching of diamond by Fe is not
as strong as is generally accepted. The starting point of the diamond graphitization in contact with
iron was found around 400 ◦C. Our results show that CVD diamond is applicable for the cutting of
ferrous materials under medium-temperature conditions.

Keywords: CVD diamond; diffusion; Fe–C interaction

1. Introduction

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) diamond is a prospective thin film material for cutting
tools applications due to the extreme combination of hardness, chemical inertness, and thermal
conductivity [1]. However, the CVD diamond cutting ability of ferrous materials is strongly limited
due to its extreme affinity to iron, cobalt, or nickel [2] attributed to the phase transformation of diamond
to graphite and subsequent diffusion of carbon into the metal [3]. This phenomenon is frequently used
for diamond catalytic etching [4,5], patterning [6], or polishing [7]. Jin et al. [8] report the thinning
of CVD diamond, caused by the reaction with iron foil with a speed up to 2 μm/h at 900 ◦C in
argon. Ralchenko et al. [9] show that for the CVD diamond–Fe system in a hydrogen atmosphere the
etching speed increases up to 8 μm/min due to the formation of gaseous hydrocarbons, primarily
methane. Giménez et al. [10] show an extreme increase of the chemical wear rate of polycrystalline
diamond during iron-based materials machining in the temperature range from 700 to 1300 ◦C. Most of
these experiments were carried out at extreme temperatures up to 1000 ◦C, while the diamond–iron
interaction and diffusion behavior in the diamond–Fe system at lower temperatures are not well
studied and are believed to be similar to the graphite–iron mechanism.

In the article, we are focused on the interaction between CVD grown microcrystalline diamond
and thermally evaporated Fe at elevated temperatures in the range of 400–800 ◦C under vacuum
conditions. We show that in this temperature range, etching of CVD diamond is not as strong as for
the 900–1000 ◦C interval [8,10], making a CVD diamond applicable for the cutting of ferrous materials
under medium-temperature conditions.
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2. Materials and Methods

As a substrate in this work, we used monocrystalline Si (100) with the size of 10 mm × 10 mm ×
0.38 mm. The diamond–iron system preparation is schematically shown in Figure 1. The samples were
ultrasonically cleaned with acetone prior to diamond layer deposition.

Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the experimental procedure: (a) Diamond deposition; (b) Iron
deposition; (c) Annealing.

Polycrystalline diamond coatings were deposited in the self-made hot filament chemical vapor
deposition reactor using a hydrogen–methane mixture (ratio of H2:CH4 = 50:1) with a total gas flow
rate 106 mL/min (Bronkhorst EL-FLOW, Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V., Ruurlo, The Netherlands). The
distance between tungsten filaments (Ø = 0.16 mm) and substrates was 10 ± 0.5 mm. The substrate
temperature during the deposition was maintained at 800 ± 25 ◦C using an infrared thermal imager
(ULIRvision TI170, ULIRvision Technology Co., Ltd., Zhejiang, China). The pressure in the reactor
during the deposition was maintained at 20 ± 1 Torr (Pfeiffer Vacuum CMR 372, Pfeiffer Vacuum,
Annecy, France) and the current at 6.5 ± 0.01 A per filament, see Figure 1a. The total diamond film
thickness was 2 ± 0.1 μm.

After diamond layer synthesis, samples were placed in the vacuum chamber. The base pressure
in the evacuated chamber was 8 × 10−6 Torr. Prior to Fe deposition, samples were cleaned by an Ar+

ion source with an energy of 3.5 keV.
Fe films were deposited by the two-step thermal evaporation process, see Figure 1b:

• An initial 3 μm layer was evaporated with ion source assistance using an Ar+ ion energy of 500 eV.
• Subsequently, Fe deposition was carried out without ion source assistance. The total Fe film

thickness was 10 ± 0.5 μm.

After that, samples were annealed under vacuum conditions during 30 min at fixed temperatures
in the range of 400–800 ◦C, see Figure 1c. In order to determine the interaction behavior between
CVD diamond and evaporated Fe films, we used cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy, XRD,
Raman spectroscopy, and EDX measurements. This combination of techniques allows for clarification
of the interdiffusion process in the CVD diamond–Fe system at elevated temperatures and for
the determination of the temperature starting point of the diamond graphitization. The coatings
cross-sectional morphology was studied using a scanning electron microscope (Vega3, TESCAN,
Brno, Czech Republic). Structural characteristics of the coatings were studied using X-ray diffraction
(Shimadzu XRD 6000, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) in the Bragg–Brentano configuration with Cu Kα

(λ = 0.154 nm) radiation in the range of 2θ = 20◦–90◦, with a sampling pitch equal to 0.01◦, and an
integration time of 1 s. Raman spectra were recorded using a NanoScan Technology Centaur IHR
spectrometer (NanoScan Technology, Dolgoprudny, Russia) with a 514.5 nm source laser.
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3. Results and discussion

The results of XRD measurements are shown in Figure 2. The CVD diamond–Fe system that
was not annealed shows only diamond reflexes at 2θ = 44.05◦ and 75.4◦ attributed to the (111) and
(220) crystallographic planes, respectively, in combination with low-intensity broad peaks of α-Fe at
2θ = 44.76◦ (Fe (110)) and 82.43◦ (Fe (211)). A strong change in the microstructure of the system can
be created only after annealing above 400 ◦C, as shown in Figure 2. For this sample, one can detect
the formation of the graphite phase with the peak position at 2θ ≈ 24.8◦ (“G” in Figure 2), indicating
the start of the carbon diffusion into the iron layer. For a higher-temperature interval, 600–800 ◦C,
we can detect the recrystallization of the thermally evaporated Fe film, starting at 600 ◦C, attributed
to the formation of strong α-Fe peaks at 2θ = 44.76◦ (Fe (110)), 65.13◦ (Fe (200)) and 82.43◦ (Fe (211)).
Analysis of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the α-Fe peak at 2θ = 82.43◦ using the Scherrer
equation shows the coherent scattering region broadening from 23 to 38 nm, pointing to the increase of
the crystallite size in the iron film. However, due to the limited ability of the Fe3C formation (only
25 at.% of carbon was involved in the formation of Fe3C), a strong peak due to α-Fe overlap appears at
2θ ≈ 45◦ in the XRD pattern. Only low-intensity Fe3C peaks at 2θ = 43.11◦ and 46.01◦ can be detected
for a diamond–Fe system heated at 800 ◦C. At the same time, neither the intensity or the width of the
diamond peak at 2θ = 44.05◦ changes as a result of heating the system, even at 800 ◦C. Based on the
data, one can assume that only a minor amount of carbon from the CVD diamond film was involved
in the formation of Fe3C or graphite during the interdiffusion process.

Figure 2. XRD patterns of the CVD diamond–Fe system at elevated temperatures.

In order to support our assumption, we used scanning electron microscopy measurements
of the cross-section of the CVD diamond–Fe interface as a function of the annealing temperature,
see Figure 3. The iron films that were not annealed are characterized by a strongly columnar void-free
microstructure and exhibit homogeneous interface contact with the diamond film, as shown in Figure 3a.
For diamond–Fe systems heated in the range 400–500 ◦C, see Figure 3b,c, there is no visible change in
the system structure and the formation of an Fe–C transition layer is not clearly observed, despite the
fact that the formation of both graphite and Fe3C is well-evidenced in the XRD spectrum at 400 ◦C,
see the red curve of Figure 2. Further increasing the annealing temperature, see Figure 2d–f, leads to:

• Recrystallization of the thermally evaporated Fe film, starting at 600 ◦C, in agreement with
XRD measurements.

• Formation of an Fe–C transition layer due to the interdiffusion that takes place in the diamond–Fe
system in the temperature range 600–800 ◦C. The thickness of this transition layer is relatively low
(approx. 0.5 μm) due to the limited ability of Fe3C to form. Diffusion of carbon is undetectable on
the SEM cross-sections.
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Figure 3. Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy image of a CVD diamond–Fe system (a) as
deposited, heated at (b) 400 ◦C; (c) 500 ◦C; (d) 600 ◦C; (e) 700 ◦C; and (f) 800 ◦C. The transition layer
in the CVD diamond–Fe interface annealed at 600 ◦C (bottom left) and 800 ◦C (bottom right) during
30 min under vacuum conditions.

To clarify the Fe–C interdiffusion, we measured the Raman spectra of the CVD diamond–Fe
interface, highlighted in Figure 3 (marked as transition layer). To carry out the measurements,
we chemically etched the top Fe layer using concentrated nitric acid. After that, we measured the
Raman spectra from the top of the diamond film. The results of these measurements are shown in
Figure 4. For samples annealed at 400 ◦C (blue curve) and 600 ◦C (red curve), one can detect three strong
peaks at 1333 cm−1, 1471 cm−1, and 1578 cm−1, attributed to the diamond (pure sp3–hybridization of
carbon), trans-polyacetylene, and G–band (graphitic carbon structure), respectively. It can be seen that,
as the annealing temperature increases, the Raman spectra of 600 ◦C-heated samples clearly exhibit
a decrease of the diamond peak intensity at 1333 cm−1 and an increase of the non–diamond peak
centered at 1578 cm−1.

Figure 4. Raman spectra of the CVD diamond–Fe interface for films heated at 400 ◦C (blue) and 600 ◦C
(red) indicating the formation of a graphite phase due to the carbon–iron interdiffusion.
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In order to make a quantitative evaluation of the changes in the quality of the diamond film, we
investigated a change of the diamond Raman peak width. The obtained data are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. FWHM of the Raman diamond peak at 1333 cm−1 and the corresponding diamond quality
factor as a function of the annealing temperature.

As can be seen, increasing the annealing temperature of the diamond–iron system from 400 to
800 ◦C does not lead to a significant deterioration in the quality of the diamond coating. The diamond
peak FWHM for 400 ◦C is 7.2 cm−1, while for 800 ◦C, the annealed film is around 9.3 cm−1

(FWHM = 2 cm−1 for the highest available quality type IIa diamond [11]). The diamond phase purity
was also quantified by the calculation of the diamond quality factor described as:

Q =
Idiamond(

Idiamond + Ia-carbon
233

) × 100% (1)

here Idiamond is the diamond peak intensity at 1333 cm−1, Ia-carbon is the sum of the intensities of the
observed nondiamond carbon lines [12].

As it is shown in Figure 5, the diamond quality factor is in the range of 98.7%–99.4% for the
temperature interval 400–800 ◦C, confirming the high phase purity of the diamond film and a low
interaction ability of the CVD diamond–Fe system in the investigated temperature range.

For a deeper understanding of the element distribution during the interdiffusion process,
we measured concentrations of carbon and iron using the EDX method on the cross-section of the
sintered diamond–Fe system. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 6. We select
three representative samples annealed at 400, 600, and 800 ◦C. The strong diffusion of carbon into the
Fe volume starts even at temperatures lower than 400 ◦C due to its extreme diffusion coefficient [13],
Figure 6a 25% of carbon was involved in the Fe3C formation while its residual part diffuses into
the Fe bulk with the formation of graphite, in agreement with the XRD measurements shown in
Figure 2. One can conclude, that at temperatures above 400 ◦C only the diffusion of carbon into the
iron occurs. However, at higher temperatures (from 600 ◦C) diffusion of Fe into the diamond layer
becomes substantial, see Figure 6b,c. The calculated effective diffusion length (x) of the Fe into the
diamond film is represented in Figure 7. It was obtained from the distance between the top of the
diamond layer and the point where the Fe concentration plot reaches 0%. EDS measurements were
performed at five different points for each distance. The statistical deviation of the concentration
measurement was ± 5 at.%. Due to the fact that we cannot detect a major change of the diamond
layer using SEM measurements while Raman spectroscopy measurements show a minor reduction of
the diamond quality parameter, we assume that diffusion occurs along the grain boundaries of the
diamond layer. For the determination of the diffusion coefficient and diffusion activation energy of
iron, we used Fick’s second law:
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D =
x2

4t
(2)

here x is the effective diffusion length of the Fe, D is the diffusion coefficient, and t is the diffusion time.
Diffusion coefficients of the Fe at different temperatures, Equation (2), were used to prepare

the Arrhenius plot, as shown in Figure 7. From the intersection of the linear fits with the ordinate,
we obtained the pre-exponential factor, D0, and derived the activation energy, Q, from their slope
using the Arrhenius equation for the diffusion coefficient, D:

D = D0 exp (− Q
RT

) (3)

Here D is the Fe diffusion coefficient into the diamond film, D0 is the pre-exponential factor, Q is
the diffusion activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature.

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. EDX plots of carbon and iron for the CVD diamond–Fe system annealed at (a) 400 ◦C;
(b) 600 ◦C and (c) 800 ◦C.

Figure 7. Arrhenius plot for Fe diffusion into the diamond layer and the corresponding diffusion
length of the Fe as a function of the annealing temperature.

It can be seen that the diffusion coefficient of the Fe increases upon increasing the annealing
temperature and changes from the 1.25 × 10−17 m2 s−1 at 400 ◦C up to 1.25 × 10−15 m2 s−1 at 800 ◦C.
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The pre-exponential factor and the activation energy obtained from the graph were 5.6 × 10−12 m2 s−1

and 69.1 kJ/mol, respectively.

4. Conclusions

To summarize, we can conclude that:

• The CVD diamond–Fe interaction in the range of 400–800 ◦C is significantly lower in comparison
with previously reported data for the range of temperatures 900–1300 ◦C. Diamond etching and
graphitization in the range of 400–800 ◦C are undetectable during microscopic measurements and
can be detected only by XRD and Raman measurements.

• Annealing of the diamond in contact with Fe slightly reduces the quality parameter in the range
of 98.7–99.4%, confirming a slight interaction of diamond–Fe at the selected temperature range.

• Strong diffusion of carbon into the Fe occurs even at low-temperature annealing conditions of
400 ◦C.

• Formation of an Fe–C transition layer due to the interdiffusion process in the diamond–Fe system
can be detected in the temperature range 600–800 ◦C. The thickness of this transition layer is
relatively low (approx. 0.5 μm) due to the limited ability of the Fe3C to form.

• When annealing at 600 ◦C, one can detect a diffusion of the Fe into the diamond film. The Fe
diffusion coefficient was estimated from 1.25 × 10−17 m2 s−1 at 400 ◦C up to 1.25 × 10−15 m2 s−1

at 800 ◦C. The diffusion activation energy of the Fe was determined to be 69.1 kJ/mol.
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Abstract: Presented in this work are the properties and structure characteristics of MMA (Manual
Metal Arc) deposited nanocrystalline coatings (Fe-Cr-Nb-B) applied to an iron nanoalloy matrix
on an S355N steel substrate in relation to selected construction materials resistant to abrasive
wear currently used in industry. The obtained overlay welds were subjected to macro and
microscopic metallographic examinations; grain size was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD),
and chemical composition of precipitates was determined by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) during scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The size of the crystalline grains of the Fe-Cr-Nb-B
nanocrystalline microstructure was analyzed using an Xpert PRO X-ray diffractometer. Analysis of
the test results of the obtained layers of arc-welded Fe-Cr-Nb-B-type alloy confirmed that the obtained
layers are made of crystallites with a size of 20 nm, which classifies these layers as nanocrystalline.
The obtained nanocrystalline coatings were assessed by hardness and with the use of metal-mineral
abrasion testing. The results of the coatings’ properties tests were compared to HARDOX 400
alloy steel.

Keywords: abrasive wear; nanocrystalline layers; abrasion resistant plate; deposit weld

1. Introduction

Wearing of machine parts poses an important problem in terms of scientific, technical and
economic potential. In most cases, the mechanisms of wear are highly complex and include many
interrelated factors whose impact depends on the environment and working conditions of the part
in question. The variety of the types of wear modes leads to the specialization of materials used in
the construction of parts subject to abrasive wear in order to ensure the highest resistance to wearing
of surface layers under specific operating conditions. One of the types of such specialized materials
is Abrasion Resistant (AR) plates [1–7]. The structure and properties of the surface layer are, to
a large extent, the main factor when considering materials for machine parts in terms of durability.
In recent years, there has been dynamic research in the development of new abrasion-resistant
materials containing layers of unique properties and structures differing significantly from previous
work. In particular, new approaches such as improved hardness, resistance to impact loads and
low coefficients of friction are the main concerns when developing new materials [8–19]. The rapid
development of nano-structurally modified materials is foreshadowing an increase in their application
in novel welding technologies. The wide variety of properties inherent to nano-structually modified
materials are a paradigm shift, bringing new possibilities through the use of nanomaterial-based
surfacing technologies. Nanomaterials are classified as single or multiphase polycrystals characterized
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by a grain size on the order of 1 × 10−9 m to 250 × 10−9 m in diameter. At the upper limit of
this range, the term “very fine” is used with respect to grain size on the order of 250–1000 nm in
diameter [20–27]. Nanocrystalline materials are structurally characterized by a high volume fraction at
the grain boundaries, which significantly changes their physical, chemical and mechanical properties
in comparison to conventional coarse grains, whose grain size is usually on the order of 10–300 μm.
Until now, existing nanomaterials used for nanostructure coatings and layers have shown a significantly
higher (many times) wear resistance compared to traditional steel alloy-based materials. Due to the
high cost and continuous development of their production technology, nanostructural materials have
not been widely applied [28–33].

2. Experimental Section

The purpose of the performed experiments was to compare the structure and properties of
Fe-Cr-Nb-B nanocrystalline surface layers deposited by manual metal arc (MMA) welding with
a covered electrode 3.2 mm in diameter to previously used abrasion-resistant materials. HARDOX
400 steel was used as a reference material in the assessment of resistance to metal-mineral abrasion.
The following materials were tested in the experiments:

(1) Nanocrystalline layer deposited with a covered electrode—NANO (Fe-Cr-Nb-B)
(2) Abrasion-resistant plate—ABRECOPLATE
(3) Abrasion-resistant plate—CDP
(4) Abrasion-resistant layer deposited by covered electrode—ABRADUR 64
(5) Abrasion-resistant layer deposited by GMA with a ceramo-metallic wire containing 50% WC

(tungsten carbide)
(6) Abrasion-resistant sheet—HARDOX 400.

Metallographic examinations of the deposited coatings were carried out on a Zeiss SteREO
Discovery, and LEICA MEF4A optical microscope (Leica Microsystems, Cambridge, UK) in addition
to a Zeiss Supra 35 (SEM) scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany).
Metallographic images were taken of transverse sections with respect to weld deposition direction.
The specimens were prepared by standard metallographic techniques and etched in Nital solution.
Phase compositions of the investigated materials in addition to the size of the crystallographic grains
of nanocrystalline microstructure were determined using an Xpert PRO X-ray diffractometer with
step data logging, employing the filtered K@ X-rays. The chemical composition of precipitates
was determined by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) with an EDAX detector. Hardness
tests were conducted on a Zwick Roell ZHR hardness tester based on the Rockwell method, while
cross-sectional hardness was measured using the Vickers method with a Future-Tech FM-700 tester
(Future-Tech Corp., Kawasaki, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan).

2.1. Nanocrystalline Layer Deposited with Covered Fe-Cr-Nb-B Electrode

The Fe-Cr-Nb-B nanocrystalline layer, shown in Table 1, deposited by MMA with a 3.2 mm
covered electrode on an S355N steel alloy substrate is shown in Figure 1. MMA deposit welding
was performed with a constant direct current of 100 A in the flat position (PA). During welding,
the electrode was set at an angle of 90◦ with respect to the surface of the welding base. The sheet
surface was ground and pre-heated with a gas torch to a temperature of 80 ◦C.

Table 1. Chemical composition and hardness of the tested deposit weld.

Chemical Composition, wt %
HRC

C Cr B Nb Mn Si Fe

1.4 15.2 4.0 3.4 0.4 0.4 remainder 68–70
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Figure 1. Macrostructure of the cross-section of a nanocrystalline layer, the average width of the overlay
layer is 3 mm.

According to the manufacturer′s data, the Fe-Cr-Nb-B nanocrystalline alloy electrodes mostly
consist of very hard boron carbide fractions evenly distributed in a semi-amorphous iron alloy matrix,
yielding a hardness of 67–70 HRC. The deposit weld should have a high abrasion resistance and
an increased resistance to dynamic loads due to these characteristics. The electrodes can be used for
both direct- and alternating-current welding.

2.2. Abrasion Resistant Plate—ABRECOPLATE

ABRECOPLATE abrasion-resistant materials are produced in the following formats: plates
(straight or beveled, by special order), bars, buttons (in the shape of a dome, octagonal, protecting
screws). ABRECOPLATE is a layered material composed of chromium-molybdenum white cast iron,
metallurgically connected to a soft-structural steel underlying plate, as detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Chemical composition and physical characteristics of the abrasion-resistant layer of ABRECOPLATE.

Chemical Composition, wt %

C Cr Mo Mn Si Ni Fe

2.8–3.6 14.0–18.0 2.3–3.5 0.5–1.5 1.0 max. 5.0 max. remainder

Mechanical Properties

HRC Heat Resistance (◦C) Creep Resistance (◦C)

64 540 595

ABRECOPLATE’s high abrasion-resistance properties are due to the structure of the surface
layer. The special heat treatment (hardening throughout) of cast iron allows for the obtainment of
a microstructure consisting of chromium-molybdenum carbides in an almost completely martensitic
matrix. The substrate of these abrasive plates is a soft-structural steel. Undercoated cast iron is joined
by soldering with a soft copper-based binder which ensures adequate stress transfer, shown in Figure 2.

An important advantage of ABRECOPLATE abrasive discs is the content of abrasive material in
relation to the primer, which is 3:1.
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Figure 2. Microstructure of the intermediate layer of ABRECOPLATE cross-section.

2.3. CDP Plate

Abrasion-resistant plates are manufactured by welding a sheet of non-alloy, low-alloy or high-alloy
steel with shielded powder wire or self-shielded wire, as shown in Table 3 and Figure 3.

Table 3. Chemical composition of the surface deposit weld.

Chemical Composition, wt %
HRC

C Cr B Nb Mn Si Fe

5.2 22.0 1.8 7.0 0.4 0.4 remainder 57–62

 

Figure 3. Macrostructure of a cross-section of CDP plate.

The deposited layer exhibits a very high abrasion resistance and has a standard thickness of
3–18 mm. Typical dimensions of abrasion plates are: 1000 × 2000 mm, 1500 × 3000 mm, and 2000 ×
3000 mm. It is possible to cut flat elements of any shape from abrasion plates and further shape them
by bending and rolling. They are joined to the regenerated substrate with fillet welds, continuous or
intermittent, depending on the type of abrasive plate load. The high content of carbon, chromium,
and niobium allows for the obtainment of a structure similar to that of cast iron with the inclusion of
very hard chromium borides, niobium carbides, and iron carbides.
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2.4. Abrasion Resistant Layer Deposited by Covered ABRADUR 64 Electrode

The abrasion-resistant layer was deposited by manual welding of an S335JR steel with a covered
electrode, DIN 8555: E 10-UM-65-GR with a diameter of 5.0 mm and a welding current of 270 A.
The welding process was carried out using a buffer layer made with a covered electrode, ERWS
19-12-3 L with a diameter of 3.25 mm and a welding current of 110 A, as shown in Figure 4. The purpose
of the buffer layer was to transfer the stresses between the base material and hardfacing. The chemical
composition and properties of the weld metal, ABRADUR 64 are given in Table 4.

 

Figure 4. Microstructure of austenitic intermediate layer.

Table 4. Chemical composition and properties of the abrasion-resistant layer of ABRADUR 64-covered electrodes.

Chemical Composition, wt %
HRC

C Cr Nb Fe

7.0 24.0 7.0 remainder 64

2.5. Abrasion Resistant Layer Formed by GMA with Ceramo-Metallic Wire

The abrasion-resistant layer was made by single-layer GMA welding of 15 HM steel using
a ceramo-metallic wire with a 50% nickel carbide content of tungsten carbide (WC). The analysis of the
chemical composition is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Chemical composition of the layer formed by GMA (Gas Metal Active) with a ceramo-metallic wire layer.

Mass Percent of Elements in Abrasion Resistant, wt %

Ni C Si Cr B WC

Remainder 0.4 2.5 3.0 1.5 50

2.6. HARDOX 400 Steel Sheet

HARDOX type steels are defined as “high-quality abrasion-resistant steels”. This group of
materials is derived from low-alloy steels destined for heat treatment and belongs to a new generation
of machinable and weldable structural steels. Materials made of HARDOX steel are used where
resistance to abrasion is required such as in the presence of variable loads, e.g., feeders, crushers,
sieves, shafts, elements of incline lift, conveyors, blades, gears and chains, dumpers, loaders, trucks,
motor-carriages, dozers, loading buckets, and screw conveyors. All types of HARDOX steel are
delivered in the hardened condition (water-hardened). In the case of specifically required hardnesses,
tempering is also performed. These steels can be bent, cut, drilled, machined, or turned under strictly
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defined conditions. HARDOX sheets can be machined using high-speed steel (HSS) or tools made of
sintered carbides. The chemical composition and properties of HARDOX 400 steel are given in Table 6.

Table 6. Chemical composition and mechanical properties of HARDOX 400.

Chemical Composition, wt %

C Mn Mo Cr Si Ni

0.14–0.32 1.60 0.25–0.60 0.30–1.40 0.70 0.25–1.50

Mechanical Properties

HBW Tensile Strength (MPa) Yield Strength (MPa)

370–430 1250 1000

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. ASTM G65-00 Metal–Mineral Abrasion Resistance Test

The tests of abrasive wear resistance for the selected materials were carried out in accordance
with ASTM G 65-00. Procedure A, which is the most demanding examination of abrasion resistance,
was used for the tests. During the test, the sample was mounted in a special fixture in which it
was clamped to a rubber wheel 228.6 mm in diameter. The test sample was pressed against the
rubber wheel with a force of 130 N. Abrasive in the form of granular sand (gradation 250 μm) was
delivered through the nozzle at the location of sample contact with the rubber wheel. The abrasive
flow rate was 300–400 g/min. The wheel rotated in the direction corresponding to the abrasive flow,
at a speed of 200 rpm through 6000 revolutions. The tested samples were 25 × 75 × thickness of the
sample, mm, as shown in Figure 5. The mass loss was determined using an analytical balance precise to
0.0001 g (measurement accuracy up to 5 decimal places). To compare the results of abrasion resistance,
the density of plates and abrasive layers was determined. As a measure of abrasion, the volume loss of
the sample (mm3) was determined, and is shown in Equation (1), Table 7, and Figure 6.

Volume loss (mm3) = mass loss (g) : density (
g

cm3 )× 1000 (1)

      
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

Figure 5. Abrasion tests samples following the abrasion test: (a) NANO; (b) ABRECOPLATE; (c) CDP;
(d) ABRADUR 64; (e) WC; (f) HARDOX 400.

The tests have shown that the relative resistance to metal-to-metal abrasive wear of the
nanocrystalline layer is 11 times higher when compared to the Hardox400 reference metal sheet.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the results of relative abrasive wear resistance of selected construction materials.

3.2. Metallographic Testing

The microscopic observations made it possible to determine the microscopic structure of the
materials studied. The observations, carried out using a light microscope, did not show internal
defects in the layers due to welding methods and material defects in the case of HARDOX 400 sheet,
ABRECOPLATE, and CDP plates, Figure 7.

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 7. Microstructure of layers resistant to abrasive wear. (a) NANO; (b) ABRECOPLATE; (c) CDP;
(d) ABRADUR 64; (e) WC; (f) HARDOX 400; Reagents selected for abrasion resistant material.

Metallographic examinations carried out on a scanning microscope technique (SE) revealed large
amounts of primary carbide precipitates highly dispersed in the zone of the nanocrystalline matrix, as
shown in Figures 8 and 9.

 

Figure 8. Microstructure of a nanocrystalline layer with eutectic like carbides of NANO (Fe-Cr-Nb-B).
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Figure 9. Microstructure of a nanocrystalline layer with carbide precipitates of NANO (Fe-Cr-Nb-B).

SEM analysis showed that the observed carbide precipitates which appeared larger in size were
niobium and chromium carbides, shown in Figures 10 and 11.

 
(a) 

 

 Element Wt (%) At (%) 

CK   
AlK   
NbL   
CrK   
FeK   

Matrix Correction ZAF 

(b) 

Figure 10. (a) SEM image of the nanostructural layered microstructure over the EDS analysis area—a
precipitation of niobium carbide; (b) the EDS spectrum with the above indicated spot-separation of
niobium carbide and results of the quantitative elemental analysis.
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(a) 

 

 

Element Wt (%) At (%) 

CK 19.22 52.00 

SiK 1.28 1.48 

CrK 25.98 23.74 

MnK 1.22 0.72 

FeK 52.30 32.06 

Matrix Correction ZAF 

(b) 

Figure 11. (a) SEM image of the nanostructural layer microstructure over the EDS analysis area—a
precipitation of chromium carbide; (b) the EDS spectrum showing the above indicated spot-separation
of chromium carbide and results of the quantitative elemental analysis.

The size of the crystallographic grains of the Fe-Cr-Nb-B nanocrystalline microstructure was
measured using an Xpert PRO X-ray diffractometer by PANalytical and a computerized radiation
recording system equipped with a cobalt lamp at 40 kV and 30 mA current with a strip detector, in the
Bragg angle range of 30–120◦. Based on calculations of crystalline sizes carried out using the Scherrer
Equation (2), it was found that the average grain size of the layered microstructure measured in the
direction perpendicular to the deposited substrate was approximately 20 nm.

D =
K · λ

Bstruct · cosθ
(2)

where: D—the average size of the crystallite in the direction perpendicular to the planes of deflection;
K—Scherrer constant (0.98); λ—wavelength; Bstruct—width of reflexes; θ—the angle of reflection.

Analysis of the diffraction pattern of the nanocrystalline layers of Fe-Cr-Nb-B showed the presence
of reflections from the three types of carbides (Figure 12):

- Cr7C3 from the lattice plane (002), (151), (321), (202), (222), (260), (081);
- Cr23C6 from the lattice plane (400), (420), (422), (333), (440), (531), (620), (911);
- NbC from the lattice plane (111), (200), (220).
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Figure 12. The diffraction pattern of the nanocrystalline Fe-Cr-Nb-B layer.

3.3. Hardness Testing

In order to determine the hardness of the tested materials, the Rockwell hardness measurement
was carried out in five places on the weld face/sheet surface and in four locations on the deposit
weld/sheet cross-section using the Vickers method at a load of 1000 g, shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Hardness measurement results are shown in Table 8 and Figure 15.

Figure 13. Preparation for hardness testing.

Figure 14. Hardness test area.
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Figure 15. Average hardness of the surface of tested construction materials.

Table 8. Hardness testing results on the face and cross-section of deposit welds and sheets.

Material
HRC HV 1

1 2 3 4 5 Average 6 7 8 9

NANO 69 70 69 71 69 69.60 679 289 179 188
ABRECOPLATE 60 58 61 61 62 60.04 663 154 148 106

CDP 62 59 58 61 58 58.70 643 299 179 182
ABRADUR 64 57 56 57 54 52 55.20 556 174 304 290

WC 54 50 48 51 49 50.04 563 486 180 167
HARDOX 400 41 40 39 40 39 39.80 380 378 377 378

4. Conclusions

The metallographic examinations of the materials selected for the tests did not show any internal
or external defects in the layers formed by MMA welding with coated electrodes and GMA welding.
Analysis of the test results of the obtained layers of arc-welded Fe-Cr-Nb-B-type alloy confirmed:

• The obtained layers are made of crystallites with a size of 20 nm, which classifies these layers
as nanocrystalline.

• Numerous carbide precipitates with empirical formula Cr7C3, Cr23C6, and NbC were observed
and detected in the samples.

The ABRECOPLATE plate has a structure of white cast iron with chromium-molybdenum carbide
precipitates. To join this plate with a low-carbon steel support plate, a soft binder was used on the
copper matrix, which perfectly transfers the stresses occurring between the layers. In the case of CDP,
the surface layer structure is a chromium cast iron containing many primary carbides.

The layer created with ABDADUR 64 coated electrodes possesses a eutectic iron structure with
numerous precipitates of niobium and chromium carbides. The use of an austenitic steel buffer layer, in
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this case, allowed for crack avoidance that could propagate through to the substrate material. The layer
formed by GMA surfacing with a ceramo-metallic wire is characterized by a nickel matrix containing
many tungsten carbides. As a result of the thermal cycle, it can be observed that the WC carbides are
partially dissolved, which may reduce the abrasion resistance of such layers.

HARDOX 400 is characterized by a tempered martensite structure. The hardness measurements
carried out on the ground face of abrasion-resistant layers showed that all materials have a hardness
similar to the hardness quoted by the manufacturers. The highest hardness on the surface is
characterized by the nanocrystalline layer, with a hardness of 70 HRC. The tests of resistance to
abrasive wear of the metal-mineral type, according to ASTM G 65-00, have shown that the best usable
properties are characterized by a layer made of Fe-Cr-Nb-B alloy. The metal-mineral abrasion resistance
of this material is 11 times higher than a typical HARDOX 400 abrasion-resistant sheet.
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Abstract: This study demonstrates an electron beam physical vapour deposition approach as an
alternative stainless steel thin films fabrication method with controlled layer thickness and uniform
particles distribution capability. The films were fabricated at a range of starting electron beam power
percentages of 3–10%, and thickness of 50–150 nm. Surface topography and wettability analysis
of the samples were investigated to observe the changes in surface microstructure and the contact
angle behaviour of 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C deionised waters, of pH 4, pH 7, and pH 9, with the as-prepared
surfaces. The results indicated that films fabricated at low controlled deposition rates provided
uniform particles distribution and had the closest elemental percentages to stainless steel 316L and
that increasing the deposition thickness caused the surface roughness to reduce by 38%. Surface
wettability behaviour, in general, showed that the surface hydrophobic nature tends to weaken with
the increase in temperature of the three examined fluids.

Keywords: coating; controlled deposition rate; EB-PVD; morphology; topography; wettability

1. Introduction

Stainless steels are passive alloys, which due to their chemical composition tend to form a thin
oxide layer that inhibits the metal dissolution in corrosive environments [1]. Physical, mechanical,
and anticorrosive properties of the alloy are highly related to its microstructure, where one or two
phases (i.e., austenitic, ferritic, or both) may be formed [2]. Due to their unique properties, including
adaptation to changes in solution salinity and pH level, these alloys are widely used in application
areas such as construction and building [3], heat exchangers [4], and biomedicine [5]. In addition to
these application areas, stainless steel (SS) in its powder form was reported to be used in fabricating
nanofluids [6,7], which are heat transfer fluids; and surface coatings, via the cold spray deposition
method [8]. Since the current trend in engineering industry, such as the automotive sector, is to rely
on light construction materials (e.g., aluminium and its alloys) in order to reduce the overall weight
of constructions and manufactured parts, hence SS surface coatings on metals are considered to be
a promising solution for achieving this target while providing anticorrosion and wear resistance to
the bulk material [9,10]. So far, all reported deposition procedures of SS films are seen as adaptation
of cold gas dynamic spraying of premixed powders onto the surface [9,11], wire feedstock melt
down on surfaces via electron beam solid freeforming (EB-SFF) [12,13], ionic sputtering of a target
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source [14–21], thermal evaporation of a source and ionic bombardment of the particles by ion beam
assisted deposition (IBAD) approach [22], and pulsed laser evaporation technique [23,24]. However,
some of these routes can be incompatible for industrial usage because of the lack in precision of
controlling the deposited layer thickness, the thin film can be associated with contamination, and the
cold spray deposited particles and/or its coated surface can suffer from intensive plastic deformation.
Furthermore, the aforementioned methods raise processability and cost concerns due to the large
number of parameters involved in the coating procedure. For example, when employing cold gas
dynamic spraying approach, parameters such as the nozzle dimensions, jet velocity, particles size, and
particles impact temperature need to be considered cautiously before starting the process.

On the other hand, electron beam physical vapour deposition (EB-PVD), which is a high vacuum
thermal coating technology, is considered to be a simple and relatively cheap process in which a focused
high energy electron beam is directed towards melting an evaporant material inside a vacuumed
chamber. The evaporating material is then condensed on the surface of a substrate or component
to form the film layer [25]. The distinct advantages of this approach are the high deposition purity,
enlarged coating area, precise film thickness, in-situ growth monitoring, and smoothness control [26].
In addition to the associated benefits, the aforementioned technique has proven its capability of
depositing alloys, as demonstrated by Almeida et al. [27] with their MCrAlY film fabrication study.
On the industrial scale, EB-PVD has been widely employed for coating materials, including SS bulk
materials, but to the authors of this article’s knowledge, has never been reported as the means to
deposit SS thin films [25,28].

Herein, we demonstrate the deposition of SS thin films on metallic substrates using an EB-PVD
approach. The present study, based on the conducted literature review, is the first reported EB-PVD
process for forming SS films and does not aim to challenge other film fabrication processes but
rather unlocks opportunities for new ways of depositing SS thin films. Furthermore, to illustrate the
crucial role of the controlled deposition rates on the uniformity and elemental distribution within
the fabricated thin layer, a comparison between the morphologies of the SS films, of 150 nm, coated
on copper (Cu) substrates with fixed deposition rates of 0.05 Å/s to 1.45 Å/s was performed. The
main reasons behind selecting Cu as the hosting substrate is due to: (1) the fact that Cu is not part
of the forming elements of the SS 316L alloy and can therefore be easily diverted from the deposited
film when elemental characterisations is performed, and (2) most commercial heat pipes are made of
Cu, because of the material high thermal conductivity, but usually faces erosion damages from water
flows [29]; so providing an insight into SS coatings on Cu would be desirable for the industry since it
can help reduce such common phenomena with minimum degradation effects on the heat transfer
properties of the bulk material. Moreover, since there is still a need for further investigation and
clarification of the wettability behaviour of SS 316L surfaces and the effect of different parameters on
their wetting phenomena [30], the impact of the 0.05 Å/s as-prepared films on the surface topography
and water wettability behaviour was explored for 50, 100, and 150 nm SS layers coated on SS 316L
substrates. The expected applications that can benefit from this study include, but are not limited to,
medical equipment, automotive parts, and heat transfer devices.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

All chemicals were used as-received from the manufacturer without further purification. Acetone
(CH3COCH3 ≥ 99.5%) grade ACS reagent and hydrochloric acid (HCl ~37%) grade ACS reagent were
purchased from SIGMA-ALDRICH, and sodium hydroxide pellets (NaOH ~98%) grade AR were
purchased from LOBA Chemie (Mumbai, India). Stainless steel AISI 316L bearing balls, of grade 100
and 8.5 mm diameter, were purchased from Bearing Warehouse Limited (Sheffield, UK). Thirteen
square shaped substrates, divided into: (1) four of 3 cm2 surface area and 0.6 mm thickness stainless
steel 316L (supplied by YC Inox Co., Chang-Hwa, Taiwan), (2) four of 0.5 cm2 surface area and 0.6
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mm thickness stainless steel 316L (supplied by YC Inox Co.), and (3) five of 1 cm2 surface area and
0.127 mm thickness copper of 99.9% purity (supplied by Precision Brand Products, Downers Grove, IL,
USA), were manufactured using a computer controlled machine. The substrates were then cleaned
with acetone, using a bath type Soniclean limited 250TD ultrasonicator (Thebarton, Australia), for
15 min at room temperature then carefully wiped to remove any remaining residuals. Three litres
of deionised water (DIW), of pH 6.11, produced by an Elga PR030BPM1-US Purelab Prima 30 water
purification system (Buckinghamshire, UK) was used after being divided into 3 sets of 1 L’s, then their
pH value at 25 ◦C were adjusted, via a HACH HQ11D portable pH meter (Loveland, CO, USA) of
0.002 pH accuracy, to 4, 7, and 9, respectively.

2.2. X-ray Fluorescence and X-ray Diffraction Characterisation

Elemental analysis of the fabricated substrates was performed three times and averaged using
a BRUKER TITAN S1 X-ray fluorescent (XRF) handheld analyser (Coventry, UK) to ensure that the
bulk components in the manufactured substrates match the composition standards. This was done
by placing the substrate on a working station then adjusting the lens of the XRF device vertically
on the substrate before starting the measurements, which required 10 s to complete for each single
measurement. Moreover, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a 9 kW Rigaku
SmartLab, Tokyo, Japan, XRD device that utilizes a CuKα X-ray source at a diffraction angle of 2θ and
an incidence beam angle of 0.02◦. This was done in order to identify the Bragg’s peaks of each element
contained within the substrates and to define the phase of the stainless steel alloy used. The diffraction
scanning angle ranged from 20◦ to 80◦, with a scanning rate of 2 ◦/min.

2.3. Stainless Steel Film Deposition

The thin film production method used consists of fabrication at constant deposition rates, as
commonly seen in literature [31], and is demonstrated in Figure 1. Eleven of the thirteen substrates were
individually placed inside the electron beam physical vapour deposition (EB-PVD) device chamber
after being tightly adjusted on the sample holder and were screwed vertically above the evaporation
source. The remaining two stainless steel 316L substrates were kept as references for characterisation
purposes. Stainless steel AISI 316L bearing balls, which were used as the deposition source, were
placed in an 8 cm3 graphite crucible located at the bottom of the EB-PVD chamber, thus having a
fixed target-to-sample distance of 26 cm. The EB-PVD device chamber (40 cm inner diameter × 50 cm
inner height) was then vacuumed to a pressure of 6 × 10−6 Torr to ensure the removal of all particle
contaminations within it, and the film thickness was controlled via an INFICON SQC-310 electronic
thickness monitor system (Bad Ragaz, Switzerland) connected to a sensor located inside the chamber.
It is worth noting that there was no external heating or cooling applied to the substrates temperature
during the film fabrication process. In the case of the copper substrates, the deposition source was
evaporated at a set of starting power percentages after which the deposition rates were maintained
so that a film layer of 150 nm thick can be achieved. The starting power percentages employed were
of 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10%, and the maintained deposition rates were of 0.05, 0.16, 0.82, 1.07, and 1.45 Å/s,
respectively. It is worth noting that power percentages less than 3% had no trace of evaporation and
that power percentages higher than 12% are restricted by the manufacturer of the EB-PVD device due
to safety concerns. As such, the range of power percentage was selected to be from 3% to 10%, with a
maximum deviation of ±1% to sustain the deposition rate. As for the stainless steel 316L substrates,
based on the elemental characterisation of the film coated on the copper substrates, the evaporation
was selected to be at the lowest deposition rate (i.e., 0.05 Å/s) for a set of film thickness of 50, 100,
and 150 nm. After the completion of each of the aforementioned particle deposition processes, the
substrate was kept in the chamber for 4 h to cool down before removal from the EB-PVD chamber for
further analysis.
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Figure 1. Electron beam physical vapour deposition process, where (Stage 1) shows the schematic
illustration of the device configuration, and (Stage 2) demonstrates the source evaporation and film
formation process.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Elemental Mapping

The surface microstructure and the elemental mapping of the chemical composition of the 150
nm stainless steel film coated on the copper substrates at fixed deposition rates (i.e., from 0.05 Å/s
to 1.45 Å/s); and the evaporated source before and after 150 nm film deposition at a 0.05 Å/s were
studied using a JEOL JSM-6010LA InTouchScopeTM scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Tokyo, Japan)
device that is equipped with an integrated energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyser and
operates via the InTouchScope 1.12 software. All SEM images were recorded by the secondary electron
mode from the surface region of the samples and then recorded at different magnifications. Elemental
distribution and percentages were obtained by the EDS analyser at a process real time of 100 s. Both
SEM and EDS analysis were conducted at a working distance of 10 mm and an accelerating voltage of
20 kV, to reduce any possible damage to the tested samples. It is important to note that elements such
as carbon, oxygen, and copper were excluded from the EDS elemental composition due to the presence
of carbon in the adhesive tape used for mounting the samples into the device, traces of oxygen can
remain in the chamber even at a high vacuum condition while copper was the tested substrate beneath
the thin film, this being our area of interest.

2.5. Atomic Force Microscopy

Topography images of the coated and uncoated stainless steel 316L substrates were recorded at
room temperature, using a PicoView 1.14.4 software (Woburn, MA, USA), at 10 μm2, 1024 × 1024
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pixels, and 0.84 line/s via an Agilent Technologies 5600LS atomic force microscopy (AFM, Santa
Clara, CA, USA) instrument, equipped with a 90 μm N9521A multipurpose scanner, in tapping
mode. NANOSENSORSTM silicon tips (type: PPP-CONTPt-20; resonance frequency 6–21 kHz) were
employed for the characterisation. Data analysis was performed, with a Pico Image Basic 6.2 software
(Chandler, AZ, USA), via first enabling the gaussian filter with 0.25 μm2 cut-off feature, for the
background corrections, then having the software calculate the main height parameters and particles
height distribution of the samples.

2.6. Deionised Water Properties Measurements and Theoretical Calculation

Deionised water, of pH 4, 7, and 9, kinematic viscosity and density changes with temperature were
characterised at a temperature range from 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C, via an Anton Paar DMA 4500M density meter
(Graz, Austria) of accuracy 5 × 10−5 g/cm3 and a PAC Herzog HVM 472 multirange viscometer device
(Houston, TX, USA), respectively. Both of the aforementioned devices have built-in calibration systems
that are initiated before starting the measurements. The variation in pH value, of the DIW’s, with
temperature was obtained from previously published results [32,33], for pH 7 and 9, and theoretically
calculated for pH 4, for the same range of temperatures, using the following equation [34,35]:

pHT = pH25 ◦C + [(T − 25 ◦C) × solution temperature coefficient] (1)

where pHT, pH25 ◦C and T are the solution pH value for an examined temperature, the solution
pH value at 25 ◦C, and the examined temperature in Celsius, respectively. The solution temperature
coefficient of DIW of pH 4 was selected to be −0.004 pH/◦C, based on the extrapolation of the available
data of the two previous DIW’s (i.e., pH 7 and 9).

2.7. Surface Wettability Characterisation

Three 1 mL Hamilton 1000 series syringes, containing DIW of pH 4, 7, and 9, were adjusted to
a Dataphysics SHD syringe temperature controller (Reno, NV, USA), which is integrated with the
Dataphysics OCA 100 automatic multi-liquid dispenser contact angle goniometer device (San Jose,
CA, USA). This was done in order to increase/decrease the liquid temperature inside the syringes,
while being monitored. The surface wettability of the coated and uncoated stainless steel 316L samples
was measured using the Sessile drop method [36]. This was done by dispersing a 5 μL droplet (5 μL/s
dosing rate) on the examined surface then capturing its image, at static condition, which is analysed
afterwards through the device provided software SCA 20 to obtain the liquid – surface CA. The CA
measurements were conducted three times, for the three types of liquids, at a fixed liquid temperature
of 20 ◦C to 60 ◦C, with a ±0.1◦ contact angle precision.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Substrates Elemental Analysis

The average elemental content of the manufactured SS 316L and Cu substrates, which were each
examined three times by the XRF, are given in Table 1. In addition, the XRD pattern corresponds well
with the XRF analysis as suggested by the sharp diffraction Bragg’s peaks shown in Figure 2a,b, where
the SS substrate (Figure 2a) showed peaks at 2θ = 43.6◦, 50.9◦, and 74.7◦ corresponding to the planes
(111), (200), and (220) austenite gamma phase; and the Cu substrate (Figure 2b) illustrated diffraction
peaks at 2θ = 43.2◦, 50.4◦, and 74.1◦ corresponding to the planes (111), (200), and (220) of pattern (PDF
Card No.: 03-065-9026). Hence, this confirms that the bulk formation of the as-prepared substrates
used for the deposition experiments are of Cu and SS 316L in its austenite phase.
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Table 1. Averaged XRF elemental analysis of SS 316L and Cu substrates.

Element

Stainless Steel 316L

Element

Copper

Content Max. Min. +/− Error Content Max. Min. +/− Error
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

Iron 69.22 75 60 0.5 Copper 99.82 100 90 0.39
Chromium 16.78 18 16 0.18 Zirconium 0.02 - - 0.01

Nickel 10.12 14 10 0.21 - - - - -
Manganese 2.02 3 2 0.04 - - - - -

Molybdenum 1.32 2 0 0.11 - - - - -
Silicon 0.27 1 0 0.05 - - - - -

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of: (a) SS 316L substrate, and (b) Cu substrate.

3.2. Deposition Morphology

Fabricated samples of 150 nm SS deposited on Cu substrates, which were synthesised by the
EB-PVD starting electron beam powers of 3% to 10%, are shown in Figure 3. The SS thin film layer
produced can be visually observed (Figure 3(b2–b6)), except for the corners where the adhesive
tapes were placed to adjust the samples on the sample holder. The time required for achieving the
film thickness varied from 500 min, at a fixed deposition rate of 0.05 Å/s, down to 17.25 min, via
a 1.45 Å/s controlled evaporation rate. Samples were then characterised to determine the effect of
the controlled deposition rates on the film and evaporant material (Figure 3(c1–c6)) morphologies,
via the SEM and EDS analysis. The SEM characterisation of the 0.05 Å/s and 0.16 Å/s fabricated
samples has demonstrated a well-constructed film structure as shown in Figure 3(a1,a2) (alternatively,
Supplementary Figure S1(a1,a2)), whereas higher deposition rates have resulted in the development
of non-uniform films with partial detachments from the surface as seen in Figure 3 (alternatively,
Supplementary Figure S1(a3–a5)). Both observations can be linked to the phase of the SS film formed
due to the elemental ratio of the deposit, where a well-constructed film structure indicates a ferritic
phase and a semi-detached structure illustrates an austenitic phase [37]. In addition, analysing
the evaporant source, before and after 0.05 Å/s deposition, has shown a local melt down in the
material, due to the electron beam being focused on a single location at a low power (i.e., the beam is
fixed and does not follow a movement path across the evaporant source), thus resulting in surface
microstructural changes as shown in Figure 3(d1–d4) (alternatively, Supplementary Figure S1(b1–b4)).
Further inspection of the samples using the EDS device (Figure 4) has illustrated that, unlike higher
controlled deposit rates, the film fabricated via 0.05 Å/s was within the SS 316L elemental composition
acceptable ranges, except for the chromium, manganese, and nickel, which showed partial divergences
of +3.33%, +1.15%, and −5.24%, respectively. This indicates that the film is indeed SS but of a different
category [38–40], whereas to obtain SS 316L thin films the evaporant source would require some
modification in its composition (i.e., fabricate our own EB-PVD evaporant source). In addition, the
film elemental distribution of the fixed 0.05 Å/s deposition was seen to be uniformly distributed
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along the substrate surface as shown in Figure 5 (alternatively, Supplementary Figure S2a–b). It is
important to note that due to the limitation of the EDS device used, elements of less than 0.5% of the
composition mass could not be elementally mapped, as seen in the case of molybdenum. The EDS
elemental composition percentages of the 150 nm SS deposited film at a fixed rate of 0.05 Å/s are
tabulated in Table 2.

 
Figure 3. Characterisation of the Stainless steel evaporant source and deposited thin films, where
(a1–a5) shows the SEM images of the 0.05–1.45 Å/s as-deposited films structure, (b1–b6) illustrates
the copper substrates before and after SS deposition, (c1–c6) demonstrates the physical changes in
evaporant source caused by different deposition rates, and (d1–d4) shows the SEM images of the
evaporant source before and after 0.05 Å/s film deposition.

Figure 4. EDS characterisation of the chemical elemental percentages of the evaporant source (0%
power), and the SS thin films deposited with a starting beam power of 3% up to 10%. The bars at the top
and bottom of each data point indicate the maximum and minimum range of each element percentage
of the stainless steel 316L composition and was attained from the XRF device installed database.
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Figure 5. EDS elemental analysis, where (a) is the SEM image and its elemental maps of the
characterised 150 nm deposited SS film at 0.05 Å/s on Cu substrate, and (b) demonstrates the EDS
X-ray spectrum of the elements within the film shown in (a).

Table 2. EDS elemental composition percentage of the 150 nm SS fabricated film at 0.05 Å/s controlled
deposition rate.

Element Mass % Atom % Sigma Net K ratio

Iron 69.52 68.62 0.05 2879132 0.3919295
Chromium 21.33 22.61 0.03 1347161 0.1368063

Nickel 4.76 4.47 0.03 131065 0.0250911
Manganese 4.15 4.16 0.03 201285 0.0236898

Molybdenum 0.25 0.14 0.03 12922 0.0009314
Total 100 100 - - -

3.3. Surface Topography

Surface topography analysis of the uncoated and coated SS 316L samples, which were conducted
using an AFM device, is shown in Figures 6 and 7 (alternatively, Figure 3a–d). The experimental results
have revealed that the nanostructures on the uncoated surface have a range of height between 87.3
to 204 nm (Figure 7a), with almost 47.5% of the structure height being in the range of 116 to 130.5
nm. Moreover, the maximum height of surface (MHS), which was obtained by adding up the surface
maximum peak height and maximum valley depth, and root mean square roughness (RMSR) of the
uncoated sample, were shown to be 291 nm and 12 nm, correspondingly, as demonstrated in Figure 6.
On the other hand, as the deposited layer thickness increased (Figure 7b–d), the structure height on the
surface, RMSR, and MHS were seen to reduce, reaching values between 35.9 to 83.7 nm, 6.86 nm, and
120 nm, respectively. Furthermore, the degree of symmetry of the surface heights about the mean plane
was also seen to improve with the deposited film thickness, as the obtained skewness (Ssk) values of the
measured samples (Table 1) were shown to move closer to the mean plane (i.e., zero) with the increase
in fabricated layer thickness. It is worth noting that the sign of Ssk represents the predominance of
the comprising surface peaks (Ssk > 0) or valley structures (Ssk < 0). The aforementioned changes
in surface conditions can be attributed to the deposited particles occupying the vacant spaces on the
surface structure, which consist of valleys, hills, and micro gaps, leading to the height variation on the
surface to narrow down [41]. Moreover, the presence of inordinately high peaks or deep valleys was
also found on the examined substrates, as indicated by the surface kurtosis (Sku) values, where Sku >
3.00 suggests the existence of a peaks/valleys defect on the surface and Sku < 3.00 illustrates a lack
thereof (i.e., insufficient surface information). Such an observation is not surprising as it is commonly
present on most surfaces [42]. The average roughness values were found to be 7.87 nm, 7.48 nm, 6.00
nm, and 4.88 nm for the uncoated, 50 nm, 100 nm, and 150 nm coated substrates, correspondingly.
These results confirmed the smoothening effect caused by the increase in EB-PVD deposited film
thickness on the SS 316L substrate surface. The roughness results can also be used as a general
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indication of the corrosion behaviour, as it has been reported by other authors that decreasing the
surface roughness of passive alloys tends to reduce the pitting susceptibility and corrosion rate [43,44].
The height parameters values obtained from the AFM analysis of the samples can be seen in Table 3.

Figure 6. Root mean square roughness and maximum height of surface variation with deposition
thickness on SS 316L substrates.

Figure 7. Surface topography analysis of SS films on SS 316L substrates, where (a) 2D and 3D rendered
AFM topograph and height distribution of the surface of the uncoated SS 316L substrate, and (b–d)
2D and 3D rendered AFM topograph after 50, 100, and 150 nm SS deposition on substrates and their
height distribution.
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Table 3. Height parameters of the AFM analysis of the uncoated, 50 nm, 100 nm, and 150 nm coated
SS substrates.

Height Parameters
Film Thickness (nm)

0 50 100 150

Root mean square roughness (nm) 12 11.5 9.62 6.86
Skewness −1.08 −1.0 −0.654 −0.535
Kurtosis 16.8 18 19.6 6.39

Maximum peak height (nm) 131 119 119 55.4
Maximum valley depth (nm) 160 149 118 64.1

Maximum height of surface (nm) 291 268 236 120
Average roughness (nm) 7.87 7.48 6.0 4.88

3.4. Deionised Water Properties Variation with Temperature

The deionised waters used were selected to have a pH of 4, 7, and 9 to observe the acidity,
neutrality, and alkalinity of the liquid effect on the surfaces wettability. Analyses results of the changes
in properties, namely, kinematic viscosity (ν), density (�), and pH value of the three liquids, within
our temperature range, are shown in Figure 8a. Comparing the � and ν characterisation outcomes,
of the as-prepared DIW of pH 7, with the available data on pure water in literature [45] has shown
a deviation of 0.015% and 3.67%, respectively, thus verifying the measurement approach conducted.
Moreover, regardless of the examined DIW pH value, the as-fabricated liquids ν and � were seen to
have a negligible difference in their values at each investigated point of temperature. For example, at
30 ◦C, the DIW ρpH4, ρpH7 and ρpH9 ad an outcome of 0.99564, 0.99562, and 0.99563 g/cm3, respectively.
In contrast, manipulating the temperature was seen to have a notable influence on all three properties
of the DIW’s (i.e., ν, �, and pH value), as demonstrated in Figure 8a. This can be explained by the fact
that ν is inversely related to the �, and that � is a representation of substance mass to its volume, where
at a constant volume, the mass is influenced by the bonds distance of the molecules and their forming
atoms. Our as-prepared DIW’s consist of four types of bonds: (1) Polar covalent bond between a
single or a pair of hydrogen atoms and one atom of oxygen, (2) Dative covalent bond between a single
atom of H+ and a H2O molecule, (3) hydrogen bond between the oxygen atom of a H2O molecule
and a hydrogen atom of a neighbouring H2O molecule, and (4) Ion–dipole interaction between the
H2O molecules and a Cl− atom (e.g., DIW of pH 4) or Na+ atom (e.g., DIW of pH 9). The four
previous bounds are shown in Figure 8b–d. Based on the obtained data, it is believed that at a point
of temperature, the bond distances of the newly introduced dative covalent bond (pH 4) and ion –
dipole interaction (pH 9) are very close in distance to the other two initially existing bonds in neutral
water, causing this neglectable changes in the liquid mass. On the other hand, raising the temperature
weakens all four bonds, because of the increase in molecular vibrations, causing the bonds distance
to widen; and hence the liquid mass reduces and becomes more acidic due to the release of H+ and
growth in its concentration [46]. The different formed reactions in our as-prepared DIW’s, based on the
Bronsted–Lowry theory of acids and bases [47], are demonstrated in Equations (2)–(4) as the following:

pH 4: HCl + H2O � H3O+ + Cl− (Reverse reaction) (2)

pH 7: 2H2
++ O2

− → 2H2O (Chemical reaction) (3)

pH 9: NaOH + H2O → Na+ + OH− + H2O + Heat (Exothermic reaction) (4)
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Figure 8. Water atoms and molecules bonds, and properties variation with temperature, where (a)
shows the DIW’s kinematic viscosity, density, and pH value changes with temperature, and (b–d)
illustrates the bonds in water of pH 7, 4, and 9, respectively.

3.5. Contact Angle Measurement

Examining the wettability of the uncoated SS 316L sample (Figure 9a), with 20 ◦C of DIW of
pH 7, showed that the surface had an average contact angle (ACA) of 131.7◦, which illustrates a
hydrophobic behaviour. The high ACA value is believed to be linked to the substrate Cassie–Baxter
state via its surface roughness, as reported by other authors [30,48]. In general, there are two common
texture states that explain the relationship between surface wettability and roughness, which are the
Cassie-Baxter [49] and Wenzel [50] states. In the Cassie-Baxter state, the surface pores and valleys
tend to trap the air, which leads to a reduction in the degree of liquid-surface interaction. On the
other hand, in the Wenzel state, the liquid fully occupies the pores, thus improving the surface
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wettability. Applying DIW’s of pH 4 and 9 have led the surface ACA to reduce to 124.9◦ and 117.4◦,
respectively, without additional surface modifications. Furthermore, it was found that raising the
temperature of the as-prepared DIW’s tends to weaken the hydrophobic nature of the uncoated
surface, as demonstrated by the obtained data in Figure 9b–d. The grey dashed line in the plots
(Figure 9b-d) illustrates the transition point between the surface hydrophobic (top) and hydrophilic
(bottom) regions. Moreover, the deposition thickness was seen to be inversely related to the CA,
where increasing the film thickness caused the ACA to reduce. For example, when examining DIW,
of 20 ◦C and pH of 4, the ACA of the uncoated, 50 nm, 100 nm, and 150 nm film gave angles of
124.9◦, 119.5◦, 116.7◦, and 110.9◦, correspondingly. This can be attributed to the reduction in surface
micro-roughness and air pockets formation at the interface between the substrate and liquid as a
result of the deposited particles occupying the surface structure, thus enhancing the substrate surface
energy to attract the liquid towards the surface (i.e., reducing the CA) [49,51]. In addition, the level
of decrease in CA is seen to correspond to the liquid temperature, pH value, and fabricated film
thickness due to their ability to modify the surface mode from a Cassie–Baxter state to a Wenzel
state, and vice versa. For instance, the ACA of DIW of pH 4, 7, and 9, at 50 ◦C, showed a decrease
from 110.1◦, 114.8◦, and 112.3◦ (uncoated) to 93.1◦, 95.5◦, and 97.0◦ (150 nm film), respectively. It
was also possible to change the substrate surface wettability nature from hydrophobic to hydrophilic
by manipulating the three aforementioned parameters, as shown in Figure 9b when investigating
the 150 nm coated substrate with DIW of 60 ◦C and pH 4. Such findings are very attractive for heat
transfer applications, as lowering the CA can enhance the heat transfer efficiency of SS by providing
larger contact area between the liquid and the surface. On the other hand, the fluctuation in the
data trend of DIW of pH 4 and 9 across the examined temperature range is believed to be caused
by the free ions hosted by the liquid. Since both fluids are considered ionically unstable, attempting
to change the surface functional group of the substrate from hydrophobic toward hydrophilic by
inducing the transformation in surface charge, in what is known as the Hofmeister series reversal
effect, could be the reason behind this kind of behaviour in the data trend [52]. In addition to the
previously mentioned reason, there is a possibility that traces of hydrocarbon contamination from the
surrounding atmosphere on the substrate surface are strongly interacting with the two aforementioned
liquids free ions, since the DIW of pH 7 did not show such fluctuation in its data trend. Usually,
such contamination is unavoidable in open atmospheric experiments, and would have some sort of
influence on all the conducted measurements [53,54]. Supplementary Table S1 summarises the testing
parameters and obtained contact angles of the characterised samples.
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Figure 9. Effect of DIW temperature and pH value on the wettability behaviour of SS 316L surface,
where (a) illustrates the contact angles between the 20 ◦C DIW’s, of pH 4, 7, and 9, and the uncoated
SS 316L substrate surface, and (b–d) demonstrates the average contact angle measurements of the
uncoated and coated samples using the DIW’s, at 20–60 ◦C, as the testing fluids.

4. Conclusions

Stainless steel films were fabricated via an electron beam physical vapour deposition method
with starting electron beam power percentages of 3%–10%. The thin layers obtained with a controlled
deposition rates of 0.05 Å/s and 0.16 Å/s have shown a uniform elemental distribution with a
well-constructed film structure that covered the whole exposed area, while higher deposition rates
have illustrated semi-detachments in the film structure. Furthermore, the closest film elemental
content to SS 316L was achieved with a 0.05 Å/s, where higher deposition rates were seen to extend
the maximum and minimum elemental limits of SS 316L. Surface topography of SS 316L before and
after depositing 50 nm, 100 nm, and 150 nm films, using controlled 0.05 Å/s fabrication rate, was then
examined. The results illustrated a reduction in structure height on the surface, MHS, RMSR, and
average roughness from 87.3–204 nm, 291 nm, 12 nm, and 7.87 nm (uncoated substrate) to 35.9–83.7
nm, 120 nm, 6.86 nm, and 4.88 nm (150 nm coated substrate), respectively. It also showed, via the
obtained Ssk values, that the degree of symmetry of the surface heights about the mean plane was
improved by ~49.5% for the reference substrate after 150 nm film deposition. Surface wettability of the
as-prepared samples were afterwards characterised with DIW’s, of pH 4, 7, and 9, at a 20–60 ◦C liquid
temperatures. The film thickness was seen to be inversely related to the liquid–surface CA, and hence
the CA reduced with the increase in film thickness. Moreover, the rise in DIW’s temperature has been
shown to weaken the hydrophobic nature of the as-prepared substrates. It was also noticed that, unlike
the DIW of pH 7, the liquids of pH 4 and 9 demonstrated some fluctuation in their CA data trend.
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In summary, this article unlocks a new approach for depositing stainless steel thin films using
an electron beam physical vapour deposition technique. The resulting film is ultrathin, uniform,
conformal, and controllable. Moreover, an extension towards depositing different grades of stainless
steel can be achieved by changing the composition of the evaporant source, based on exploratory
experiments; and hence may facilitate a feasible route towards industrial usage of the process after
further film properties investigation is provided (e.g., corrosivity, cohesion, hardness, and abrasiveness).
Furthermore, as our approach is the first example of any stainless steel EB-PVD coating, the present
work marks an important milestone in the future of stainless steel depositions on metallic surfaces and
is expected to be beneficial to many applications such as medical equipment, automotive parts, and
heat transfer devices.
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of the 1.45 Å/s deposited film; (b1) SEM image of the as-received evaporant source before film deposition;
(b2) Higher resolution SEM image of the as-received evaporant source before film deposition; (b3) SEM image
of the as-received evaporant source after 0.05 Å/s film deposition; (b4) Higher resolution SEM image of the
as-received evaporant source after 0.05 Å/s film deposition; Figure S2: (a) SEM image and its elemental maps of
the characterized 150 nm deposited SS film at 0.05 Å/s on Cu substrate; (b) EDS X-ray spectrum of the elements,
Figure S3: (a) AFM images and analysis of the uncoated substrate; (b) AFM images and analysis of the 50 nm
coated substrate; (c) AFM images and analysis of the 100 nm coated substrate; (d) AFM images and analysis of the
150 nm coated substrate, Table S1: Contact angle measurements data.
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Abstract: Surface modification of steel has been reported to improve hardness and other mechanical
properties, such as increase in resistance, for reducing plastic deformation, fatigue, and wear. Duplex
surface treatment, such as a combination of plasma nitriding and physical vapor deposition, achieves
superior mechanical properties and resistance to wear. In this study, the plasma nitriding process was
conducted prior to the deposition of hard coatings on the SKH9 substrate. This process was done by
a proper mixture of nitrogen/hydrogen gas at suitable duty cycle, pressure, and voltage with proper
temperature. Later on, the deposition of gradient AlCrSiN coatings synthesized by a cathodic-arc
deposition process was performed. During the deposition of AlCrSiN, CrN, AlCrN/CrN, and
AlCrSiN/AlCrN were deposited as gradient interlayers to improve adhesion between the coatings
and nitrided steels. A repetitive impact test (200k–400k times) was performed at room temperature
and at high temperature (~500 ◦C) to assess impact resistance. The results showed that the tribological
impact resistance for the synthesized AlCrSiN increased because of a progressive hardness support.
The combination of plasma nitriding and AlCrSiN hard coatings is capable of increasing the life of
molding dies and metal forging dies in mass production.

Keywords: duplex treatment; plasma nitriding; hard coating; tool steel

1. Introduction

For warm stamping of stainless steels and light alloys, the molds are operated at high
temperature—thermal and load cycling—and often lose effectiveness early because of oxidation
and wear. The plasma nitriding process (PN) is a well-known technique, which can be utilized
to improve the surface properties of ferrous alloys [1,2]. Similar to PN, physical vapor deposition
(PVD) techniques make coatings useful for tool steels with good tribological performance due to
high hardness, anti-abrasion, and high-temperature oxidation resistance. However, their mechanical
performance is restricted when they are deposited on a soft substrate due to plastic deformation under
high loads without adequate support. Duplex treatments including PN and PVD are verified to be
successful in creating wear and corrosion resistance with good mechanical support. The adhesion
strength between the coating and the tool steel can be controlled by nitriding techniques and gradient
coating designs to tailor the nitrided layer and by inserting a surface treatment method, such as
polishing, before the deposition of hard coatings [3–6].

Currently, PVD hard coatings such as CrN, TiN, CrAlN, and TiAlN are used to improve
the properties of tool steels and extend the lifetime of mechanical components and tools [7–11].
The introduction of silicon into CrAlN could decrease the grain size, change the coating structure,
composition, and its mechanical properties [12–14]. In this CrAlSiN, silicon is apt to segregate
into amorphous SiNx along the grain boundaries. Many nanocomposite and nanolayered coatings
have been studied due to their excellent mechanical and tribological properties. The coating
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structure and chemical content of the film can influence the mechanical and tribological properties
of multicomponent coatings in the form of gradient and multilayered layers. Previous studies have
shown that multilayered and graded coatings, such as AlCrSiN/TiVN and TiVN/TiSiN, are very
effective in reducing wear in molding, forming, and machining applications [15–17]. High-speed
steels and hot-working steels are the universal stamping, cutting, and machining tool steels because
of their good strength at high temperature and are usually used for metal forming, cutting tools,
and light alloy injection. However, these tool steels have poor resistance to tribological wear with a
high coefficient of friction. The demand has been increased using surface modification and coating
techniques to improve the mechanical and wear performances of the tool steel. Thermal-and-chemical
surface modification such as PN is applied to these steels for prolonging the lifetime of tools [18]. This
study tried to develop plasma nitriding before the AlCrSiN hard coating deposition to improve the
mechanical properties of tool steel substrates and the adhesion strength. An impact fatigue test was
conducted at room temperature and at high temperature. The purpose was to study the microstructure,
mechanical properties, and periodic impact resistance of the high-speed steels with duplex treatment
combing PVD AlCrSiN coatings and PN.

2. Materials and Methods

The heat-treated SKH9 tool steels (25 mm in diameter and 4 mm in thickness) having hardness of
60 HRC (Rockwell Hardness scale C) were used as substrates. A nominal chemical composition of
the SKH9 steel in wt.% was as follows: 0.8–0.9 wt.% C, 3.8–4.6 wt.% Cr, 5.5–7 wt.% W, 0.45 wt.%
Mn, 1.5–2.2 wt.% V, 4.5–5.5 wt.% Mo, 4.3–5.2 wt.% Co, and Fe as balance. The samples were
metalographically prepared using a grinding machine (SiC emery paper up to 1500-grit size,
Jet measurement Co., Taichung, Taiwan) and a polishing machine (suspension with Al2O3 particle size
0.05 μm, Jet measurement Co., Taichung, Taiwan) to have a surface roughness of Ra = 0.2 ± 0.05 μm.
The tool steel samples were cleaned using ultrasonic agitation in an alcoholic solution for 15 min. After
that, the samples were dried by hot air. The PN treatment was conducted using an industrial ion and
plasma nitriding system, as shown in Figure 1a. The reactor was equipped with a rotary pump to
obtain low vacuum before the PN process. Ar was introduced and the samples were sputtered prior to
plasma nitriding to remove the native oxide layer and keep clean. Afterwards, nitrogen/hydrogen
mixture was introduced to form a nitride layer on samples. The detailed processing parameters
are shown in Table 1 [19,20]. After PN treatment, the tool steel samples were cooled down in the
furnace to the room temperature under vacuum conditions. The nitriding process usually raises the
surface roughness. In this study, the as-nitrided tool steels had a surface roughness of Ra = ~0.5 μm,
and the subsequent polishing after PN decreased the surface roughness effectively. The nitrided
samples were polished prior to PVD to have Ra = 0.2 ± 0.05 μm. The PVD technique followed by
cathodic-arc evaporation used different types of targets: AlCrSi alloy, AlCr alloy, and pure chromium
(Cr), as shown in Figure 1b. Table 2 shows the deposition parameters of AlCrSiN. The deposition
process was initially Ar (99.999% pure) ion bombardment followed by the deposition of a Cr adhesion
layer. The introduction of nitrogen into the chamber then led to the formation of CrN on top of the Cr
layer. CrN was used as the bottom interlayer, and then CrN/AlCrSiN transition layers were deposited.
The contents of Al and Si increased to form an AlCrSiN top layer. The temperature of the PN treatment
and PVD was measured near the specimen holder using a thermocouple whose thermal junction was
insulated from the holder with a quartz cup.

A field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, JSM IT-100, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan),
which was equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system, was used to
investigate the coating morphology and microstructure. The texture and phase identification of
the AlCrSiN with and without PN-treated samples were examined by X-ray diffraction MXP III MAC
Science (Bruker’s) with Cu radiation. The XRD system was operated at 40 kV, using a low glancing
incidence angle of 4◦ to identify the coating structure. The X-ray beam incidence angle was fixed
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while the XRD detector was moved in the 2θ between 20◦ and 90◦ to obtain the diffraction pattern of
the samples.

The adhesion strength of the PN and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples was evaluated by Rockwell
C indentation (HR-200, Mitutoyo Co., Japan) according to the ISO 26443 standard. The hardness of the
films and PN-treated substrates was measured by the Vickers tester (MMT-X, Matsuzawa Co., Akita,
Japan) with a load of 25 g and measured by an average value from seven measured points. In this
study, a Calotest equipment was used to determine the thickness of the hard coatings. The coated
samples were placed under an optical microscope to show a circular crater shape and then measure
the coating thickness [21].

To study the impact fatigue resistance of the deposited AlCrSiN coatings with and without
PN-pretreated samples, a cyclic impact test was conducted using a periodic loading device at room
temperature and at a high temperature of 500 ◦C [22]. The distance between the sample and indenter
and the impact frequency were set at 1 mm and 20 Hz, respectively. Continuous impacts of a
reciprocating WC–Co ball indenter were applied onto the deposited AlCrSiN with and without
PN. The test was performed without lubrication under a load of 9.8 N.

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of plasma nitriding setup and (b) schematic diagram of physical vapor
deposition (PVD) cathodic-arc evaporation system.
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Table 1. Parameters for plasma nitriding.

Parameters

Base pressure <1 Pa
Ar ion cleaning Bias voltage = −700 V, Pressure = 2 Pa, Time = 30 min

Nitriding T = 450 ◦C, Time = 7 h, Bias voltage = −500 V, N2/H2 = 80/20 sccm
Duty Cycle 82%

Pressure 250 Pa

Table 2. Parameters for AlCrSiN thin-film deposition.

Parameters

Target Cr, Al0.7Cr0.3, Al0.6Cr0.3Si0.1
Base pressure <0.004 Pa

Ar ion cleaning Bias voltage = −700 V, Pressure = 2 Pa, Time = 20 min
Reactive gas Ar/N2

Working pressure 3 Pa
Deposition temperature 250 ◦C

Target current 70 A
Bias voltage −120 V

Rotation speed 2 rpm
Deposition time 90 min

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure Characterization

The nitrided layer is usually composed of the compound layer and the diffusion layer.
The compound zone mainly consists of porous ε-nitrides, whereas the diffusion layer is nitric
martensite [23,24]. Duplex treatments combine PN with the subsequent deposition of hard coatings
to create good tribological properties. In this study, samples of plasma nitrided SKH9 steel,
AlCrSiN-coated sample, and PN + AlCrSiN (with PN pretreatment) coated SKH9 steel were tested
for research. Figure 2 shows typical X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of plasma nitrided (PN),
AlCrSiN-coated, and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples. After plasma nitriding, it can be seen that
the XRD patterns of the nitrided compound layer consists of diffraction peaks of CrN, FexN, where
x = 2–3, and Fe4N, as shown in Figure 2a. The substrate α′-martensite peak at 82.4◦ was detected in the
PN-treated layer, and it suggested that the nitrided layer was thin and less than the X-ray penetration
depth, and resulted in observing the substrate α′-martensite phase. The main nitride precipitates that
were identified were Fe2–3N and Fe4N. These precipitates play the main role in increasing the surface
hardness and improving the wear resistance, thereby, increasing the time of fatigue fracture [25]. For the
AlCrSiN, when N2 was introduced during the coating process, the Al, Cr, and Si plasma generated
by arc evaporators induced the excitation of N2 to form AlCrSiN on the substrate. Figure 2b shows
the XRD pattern of the AlCrSiN without plasma nitriding treatment. Regardless of the low Si content
(less than 10 at.%), the sequence of crystalline phases was observed, and no corresponding peaks of
crystalline silicon nitride were found. The crystallography structure of single-phase face-centered
cubic (FCC) AlCrN solid solution was detected. The four main peaks correspond to reflections (111),
(200), (220), and (311) consisting of nanocrystalline FCC-AlCrN [26–28]. Figure 2c shows the diffraction
pattern of PN + AlCrSiN consisting of AlCrN and Fe4N phases. The Fe4N compound layer was
obtained during the nitriding process. The compound layer led to higher hardness and improved the
adhesion quality of coatings. Similar to the previous AlCrSiN without plasma nitriding, the AlCr(Si)N
phases exhibited cubic B1-NaCl structure. The lattice structure of the deposited coatings showed solid
solution in these coatings. The lattice parameter of the AlCrSiN was 0.424 nm, which was between the
values of cubic AlN (JCPDF file No.: #251495) and CrN (JCPDF file No.: #110065). The microstructure
was obtained by the formation of an FCC phase, obtained by the substitution of Al and Si in the cubic
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CrN phase. The Si-containing AlCrSiN coatings had better oxidation and tribological resistances than
CrN and CrAlN and possessed good mechanical properties [14,29,30].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 2. XRD pattern of (a) plasma nitriding (PN), (b) AlCrSiN, and (c) PN + AlCrSiN samples.
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In order to study the microstructure of coating construction, Figure 3 shows the fractured
cross-sectional SEM image of the AlCrSiN coating on an Si (100) wafer. Deposited at a high bias
voltage of −120 V, the top AlCrSiN layer showed fine dense structures. CrN and AlCrN/CrN bottom
interlayers showed obvious columnar structure. After AlCrSiN was co-deposited with AlCrN, the
formation of the columnar structure was reduced. The deposited AlCrSiN with a transition layer
of AlCrSiN/AlCrN possessed a much denser structure because of the presence of Al and Si to form
compact nanocrystalline structures. Similar results by He et al. [31] also showed that the single-phase
cubic CrAlN coatings exhibited a columnar structure, while dense and featureless characteristic
morphologies for AlCrSiN coatings were observed. The total thickness of the graded AlCrSiN coating
was 2.24 μm, which was similar to the result of Calotest (~2 μm), and consisted of the top AlCrSiN
layer, transition layer of AlCrSiN/AlCrN, and columnar AlCrN/CrN interlayers. From the EDS
measurement, the chemical composition of the deposited AlCrSiN top layer coating was 26.7 at.% Al,
17.6 at.% Cr, 4.2 at.% Si, and 51.5 at.% N. It showed atomic stoichiometries of Al0.55Cr0.37Si0.08N for
the deposited AlCrSiN. Distinct interfaces were observed at the boundaries between the transition
layer (AlCrSiN/AlCrN) and the columnar AlCrN/CrN interlayers. In this AlCrSiN, the addition of
Si impeded grain growth and led to grain re-nucleation, and. Therefore. resulted in a compact and
dense structure. The retardation of columnar growth by the incorporation of Si in the CrAlN coating
was proved, and previous studies demonstrated that the overall oxidation resistance of the AlCrSiN
coatings after Si doping was significantly improved at high temperature [32–34].

 
Figure 3. Cross-sectional SEM image of AlCrSiN coating.

3.2. Mechanical Properties

3.2.1. Hardness Test

High surface hardness of the tool steels can increase capacities of load support and high abrasion
wear resistance. In this study, the measurement was performed using a Vickers microhardness tester.
The applied load on the specimen was 25 gf. Figure 4 shows the hardness of SKH9 high-speed steel
substrate, PN-treated, AlCrSiN-coated, and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples under different processes.
The hardness for PN samples was 1352 HV25g, which was higher than that of SKH9 high-speed steel.
From the results, the PN + AlCrSiN possessed hardness of about 3256 HV25g, which was the highest
hardness among all the samples, and the AlCrSiN-coated samples (without PN pretreatment) possessed
lower hardness, i.e., 2285 HV25g, than PN + AlCrSiN. The hardness of the PN + AlCrSiN-coated
samples was 2.4 times higher than that of the PN-treated SKH9. In this case, it revealed that the
AlCrSiN-coated sample with PN pretreatment could achieve the highest hardness among the samples.
The duplex treatment combining PN and hard coating exhibited higher hardness as compared to
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non-duplex-treated samples. The nitrided layer was helpful for the progressive hardness distribution,
inducing the gradual transition of mechanical properties improving the wear resistance [35,36].

Figure 4. Vickers microhardnesses of the SKH9 high-speed steel substrate, PN-treated, AlCrSiN-coated,
and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples.

3.2.2. Adhesion Test

The adhesion strength of all the PN, AlCrSiN-, and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples was investigated
using the Rockwell indentation test. This destructive test, may exhibit two distinctive properties of
the coated compound [37,38]. We used Rockwell indentation with a load of 150 kg based on the ISO
26443 standard to evaluate the adhesion strength of the coatings. According to the criteria, class 0
reveals acceptable adhesion. Class 1 shows no adhesive delamination; adhesion is acceptable. In the
cases of class 2 and class 3, adhesion is unacceptable [39]. Adhesive delamination is defined as a
removal of the coating, whereby the underlying substrate can be clearly seen, or a removal of one
or more sublayers in a multilayered or graded coating, whereby the substrate or an underlying
sublayer can be clearly distinguished. Figure 5 shows optical images to reveal the crack behavior of
the AlCrSiN- and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples. The optical image with high magnification shows
the crack condition on the edge of the indented crater. The AlCrSiN coating (without PN) showed that,
initially, circumferential cone cracks developed beneath the indenter, followed by radial and annular
cracks as well as some coating spallation, which appeared at the edge of the indenter crater. The poor
adhesion of class 2 is recognized on contrast. The coating was too stiff to buckle, which created the
formation of compressive stress cracks at the wear interface of the coating and the specimen. These
compressive stress-induced cracks propagated, and the formation of spallation in coatings occurred.
This kind of adhesion failure was usually observed in brittle ceramic coatings with weak interfacial
adhesion to the specimen. The plastic deformation easily took place due to its low hardness, resulting
in the cracks formed in the indentation edge. If the interfacial adhesion of coatings was large in area,
lesser wedge spallation occurred on the substrate coatings.

A significant change was observed in the PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples. In case of this study,
PN + AlCrSiN coatings showed no cohesive failure and no coating delamination, which meant it had
no cracks and good adhesion properties of class 0 due to a hard nitrided layer before the deposition of
AlCrSiN coating on the substrate. The hardness was increased by the nitrided layer, which provided
enough support for the hard coatings even under heavy loads. This fact was also confirmed by He and
Deng et al. [35,40]. Surface hardening by plasma nitriding improved the heavier load bearing capacity
for AlCrSiN-coated specimens. The nitrided layer provided good adhesion property and was useful in
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sustaining a high load. It may be helpful for the improvement of the adhesion on PN + AlCrSiN SKH9
substrate in this study.

 
Figure 5. Optical images showing crack behavior evaluated by Rockwell indentation test applied on
the AlCrSiN (Left) and PN + AlCrSiN (Right) coated samples.

3.2.3. Impact Fatigue Test

The impact tester was designed to simulate fatigue wear in tribological coating systems subjected
to a dynamic stress on the coated samples [41]. In this study, we explored the anti-fatigue properties and
impact resistance of the coated samples using a room temperature fatigue test and a high-temperature
fatigue test (500 ◦C). The number of impacts was 200,000 (200k), 300,000 (300k), and 400,000 (400k).
It was tested using a dynamic impact fatigue tester for the AlCrSiN- (without PN pretreatment) and
the PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples. During the test, a tungsten carbide ball with a diameter of 2 mm
was used as a punch. The frequency was controlled at 20 Hz and a load of 9.8 N was applied. The film
was subjected to periodic reciprocating impact tests, and then the film was observed for damage,
sticky and stacked conditions, and bare substrate. Referring to the previous study by Batista et al. [42],
the damage of the film after the impact test was studied. During the process of the impact fatigue test,
deformation of the surface takes place step by step depending upon the impacts and load. The failure
zones can be divided into three types: Central zone with cohesive failure, intermediate zone with
adhesion and cohesive failure, and lastly peripheral failure, which usually takes place at the boundary
of the indentation area. Figure 6 shows the SEM image and EDS element mapping of the AlCrSiN film
at room temperature after 200,000 (200k), 300,000 (300k), and 400,000 (400k) impacts. EDS mapping
revealed that a composition signal with various compositions such as aluminum (Al), chromium
(Cr), silicon (Si), tungsten (W), iron (Fe), and nitrogen (N) signals was obtained. After continuous
cycles of the loading and unloading process, the surface morphology was observed through element
mapping. The AlCrSiN-coated samples showed smooth morphology, where no significant transfer of
the WC–Co ball material was observed after 200k impacts. Chipping outside of the impacted crater
was usually the main failure for ceramic hard coatings in the impact fatigue test [22]. However, in
this study there were no significant changes for the wear morphology with increasing impacts from
200k to 400k cycles. But in case of impact cavity size under a continuous process of loading–unloading
at room temperature and the normal load of 9.8 N after 300k impacts, formation of the cohesive and
adhesive failures of the AlCrSiN film in the intermediate and central zones of the cavity was observed.
No iron (Fe) signal was observed on the surface. This indicated the substrate was not exposed at
this stage. The results showed that the AlCrSiN-coated samples can sustain the load of around 400k
impacts at room temperature. This phenomenon indicated that, after 400k continuous impacts at room
temperature, the AlCrSiN-coated sample had possible formation of cohesive failure, which might later
effect the hardness and cause failures in the mechanical performance of dies.
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Figure 7 reveals the results of the PN + AlCrSiN-coated sample at the same impacts of 200k,
300k, and 400k at room temperature showing the surface is not yet exposed at this stage. No obvious
substrate iron (Fe) signal can be found. The benefit of the duplex treatment in terms of improving
the load bearing capacity of hard coatings originated from its higher critical load than those from
non-duplex-treated parts. The change in crater volume with an increase in the number of impact
cycles for the PN + AlCrSiN duplex-treated sample had no significant change observed. As the impact
cycles increased from 200k to 400k there was an absence of rapid increases in wear as compared to
the non-duplex AlCrSiN sample. This might be the reason for the increase in load of coatings and
minimizing substrate deformation, which reduced the bending and stretching of the coatings. A similar
result of impact wear resistance of duplex PN-treated/PVD-coated Ti–6Al–4V alloy was revealed by
Cassar et al. [43].

 
Figure 6. SEM and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) element mapping of AlCrSiN-coated
samples at room temperature after (a) 200k, (b) 300k, and (c) 400k impacts.

Figure 7. SEM and EDS element mapping of PN + AlCrSiN at room temperature after (a) 200k, (b) 300k,
and (c) 400k impacts.
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The high-temperature fatigue impact test at 500 ◦C was performed on the AlCrSiN-coated
high-speed SKH9 steel. The SEM image with EDS element mapping image is shown in Figure 8.
The elemental mappings of aluminum (Al), chromium (Cr), silicon (Si), tungsten (W), oxygen (O), iron
(Fe), and nitrogen (N) signals are shown. It showed that the surface was exposed of iron signal from the
substrate of the AlCrSiN-coated SKH9 steel. Therefore the substrate was exposed to 200k impacts at
the high temperature of 500 ◦C. On the other hand, a high-temperature impact of PN + AlCrSiN after
200k impacts was conducted. As shown in Figure 9, no iron (Fe) signal was present on the impacted
surface. The duplex-treated sample (PN + AlCrSiN) had the presence of an Fe–N compound and a
diffusion layer beneath the hard AlCrSiN coating. These two layers supported the top AlCrSiN layer
from heavy mechanical loads at high temperature, which also improved the hardness and adhesion
strength to the tool steel. The surface modification of SKH9 steels by a combination of plasma nitriding
and coatings resulted in excellent mechanical load bearing capacity and strong adhesion at high
temperature. Compared to the non-duplex-treated AlCrSiN sample that only resists 200k impacts at
high temperature, duplex-treated AlCrSiN coatings had better performance of periodic impact fatigue
resistance at high temperature.

Previous studies showed that AlCrSiN possessed good thermal stability and oxidation resistance
because of the formation of the epitaxial growth structure, which inhibited atomic diffusion.
The nanocomposite coatings synthesized by amorphous silicon nitride could provide a stable phase
and limited grain growth in nanocrystal AlCrN at high temperature [44–46]. However, in this study,
the non-duplex-treated AlCrSiN sample only resisted 200k impacts at 500 ◦C. The high-temperature
fatigue impact test for the PN + AlCrSiN further was carried out by continuous impacts from 300k
to 400k. No obvious iron signal was detected after 300k impacts. As shown in Figure 10, after 400k
impacts, it was found that the substrate failed and the iron substrate was exposed. It is concluded that
the dense PN + AlCrSiN coating with good thermal stability can resist around 400k impacts at a high
temperature of 500 ◦C. The results showed the PN + AlCrSiN-coated tool steels exhibit an excellent
result in both room and high-temperature fatigue impacts.

Figure 8. SEM and EDS element mapping of AlCrSiN at high temperature (500 ◦C) after 200k impacts.
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Figure 9. SEM and EDS element mapping of PN + AlCrSiN at high temperature (500 ◦C) after
200k impacts.

Figure 10. SEM and EDS element mapping of PN + AlCrSiN at high temperature (500 ◦C) after
400k impacts.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the AlCrSiN hard coatings were deposited on the plasma nitrided SKH9
steel using a duplex treatment combing plasma nitriding and cathodic-arc evaporation PVD
technology. The deposited AlCrSiN had bottom interlayers of CrN and AlCrN and a transition
layer (AlCrSiN/AlCrN). From SEM and XRD evaluation, it was observed that the AlCrSiN coating
with gradient layer structure was a dense structure of nanocrystalline B1-NaCl, and it showed that the
coating had obvious columnar bottom layers of AlCrN and CrN structure. AlCrSiN-coated samples
(without PN pretreatment) possessed hardness of 2285 HV25g. The PN + AlCrSiN had the highest
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hardness of 3256 HV25g among all the samples. This significant change occurred due to the support of
the modified layer formed as a result of the nitriding process and the reduction of plastic deformation
under the applied load.

Impact fatigue tests for AlCrSiN- and PN + AlCrSiN-coated samples at room temperature and at
high temperature (500 ◦C) were conducted. Both the AlCrSiN and duplex-treated samples possessed
good impact fatigue performance at room temperature. The PN + AlCrSiN duplex-treated sample
could resist 400k impacts at a high temperature of 500 ◦C, where only small area of iron signal from
the substrate was exposed and no cohesive failure was observed. The PN + AlCrSiN duplex-treated
tool steel had high hardness, and it possessed good impact fatigue performance at room temperature
and at high temperature.
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